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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between capital budgeting systems
(CBS), national culture (NC) and firm financial performance (FFP). A two-phase mixed
methods design incorporating both qualitative and quantitative approaches was utilised.
During Phase One of the study, categories of CBS used by 14 finance managers of listed
firms in Australia and Indonesia emerging from qualitative, semi-structured interviews were
analysed to address research question 1. Four categories and 29 sub-categories of CBS used
by listed firms in making project investment decisions were identified. The four categories of
CBS included capital budgeting techniques (CBT), risk management techniques (RMT),
capital budgeting procedures (CBP) and non-financial information (NFI). Findings
addressing research question 1 supported that the perceived types of CBS emerging from
interviews were mostly similar in both Australia and Indonesia. Further analysis of interviews
supported the selection and use of subcategories of CBS may be used to cater for
environmental uncertainty in making project investment decisions. Analysis of interviews
also supported higher levels of perceived environmental uncertainty in Indonesia than
Australia, highlighting the potential importance of NC in understanding CBS use.
The sampling frame for Phase Two of the study was listed non-financial firms in Australia
and Indonesia. Hypotheses were developed based on Phase One qualitative findings, relevant
theory and a review of the historical, political, legal, economic, and social underpinnings of
NC in Indonesia and Australia. It was thought that Indonesian firms may use more
sophisticated categories of CBS consistent with contingency theory. More sophisticated
categories of CBS may be suited to the Indonesian setting due to higher levels of
environmental uncertainty, Sharia based governance rules in Indonesia influencing risky
transactions, and Indonesian NC encouraging team based discussion and consensus,
humanitarianism, unity and social justice. Sophisticated CBS may be suited to the Indonesian
setting as they reduce uncertainty associated with capital expenditures through better
estimating of long-term outcomes and uncertainty associated with capital expenditures than
naïve CBS. Sophisticated CBS also incorporate formal procedures, team based approaches
and NFI.
Empirical results from Phase Two quantitative analysis addressing research question 2,
supported that Indonesian firms used more sophisticated CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI than
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Australian firms, consistent with hypotheses for differences due to NC in use of CBS in
Indonesia and Australia.
Findings addressing research question 3 did not support an interaction between NC and
categories of CBS impacted on FFP. Overall, firms using more sophisticated CBP performed
better than firms using less sophisticated CBP. Interestingly firms using more sophisticated
NFI did not perform as well as firms using less sophisticated NFI.
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1.1 Overview
This thesis investigates relationships between capital budgeting systems (CBS), national
culture (NC), and firm financial performance (FFP). The chapter establishes the theoretical
and practical basis for the thesis and is then organised as follows. In the next section, a broad,
background for this research is provided. Research objectives are provided in section 1.3. A
justification for this research is presented in section 1.4. The research methodology is briefly
stated in section 1.5. Potential limitations are explored in section 1.6. The overall structure of
the thesis is specified in section 1.7. Finally a summary of the key points is provided in
section 1.8.

1.2 Research background
1.2.1 Post global financial crisis and challenges for private sector
investment
Economic impacts from the global financial crisis (GFC) remain a major issue for business
and governments around the world. Key economic indicators including gross domestic
product, world trade balances, unemployment rates, consumer confidence and level of stock
market indices have substantially deteriorated, though differentially around the world and
remain depressed (Ariff et al., 2012; Jo et al., 2010). Commentary has often focused on
USA, Europe and China, but other developed economies including Australia and emerging
economies including Indonesia have also felt the effects of the GFC (Ariff et al., 2012; Lim et
al., 2010; Resosudarmo & Yusef, 2009).
Key strategies used by economies to encourage growth in the private sector post GFC include
lowering interest rates, providing private sector investment subsidies, implementing
government led fiscal stimulus, and supporting the banking sector including bank bailouts
and guarantees (Basri & Rahardja, 2010; Ariff et al., 2012), but these kinds of economic
2

stimuli alone will not maintain sustainable economic outcomes nationally and globally
moving forward. Countries around the globe have incurred substantial and growing budget
deficits and debts. In many countries these deficits may take many years or decades to repay
(Ariff et al., 2012). Government deficits and debts are not sustainable in the long term.
Sustainable economic outcomes must be achieved by also encouraging new investments in
the private sector. Companies in the private sector will need to feel confident to invest in new
products, markets and technologies. Company investments will provide new opportunities for
employment and fresh sources of revenue creation or cost reduction to improve cash flows
and profitability. Improved cash flows and profits received from company investments
coupled with healthy levels of consumer confidence will boost stock prices and have flow on
effects around the economy through increased consumer spending and multiplier effects.
Ultimately profits generated from private sector investments will be taxed by governments
and some of these taxes will be used to pay off mounting government debts and encourage
further economic recovery.
New investments in successful companies are often achieved alongside strong and flexible,
strategic planning approaches (Mintzberg, 1994), often utilising strategic management
accounting (Falson, 2011; Ghemawat, 2010; Basri & Rahardja, 2010; McTague, 2008; Gunn
& Williams, 2007). Strategic management accounting is described as accounting techniques
that emphasis a “long-term future oriented timeframe and an externally focused perspective”
(Cadez & Guilding, 2008) including strategic costing, strategic planning, control and
performance measurement, strategic decision-making, competitor accounting and customer
accounting (Cadez & Guilding, 2008; Ittner & Larcker, 1997).

3

Figure 1.1 Strategic Management Accounting Categories

Strategic

Strategic

Management

Performance
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Measurement

Strategic
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Strategic

Customer

Costing

Accounting
Competitor
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Accounting

Planning &
Control

Capital Budgeting Systems

Source: prepared by author
Figure 1.1 depicts categories of strategic management accounting. CBS have also been
included in the diagram as these techniques have also recently been included in this category
strategic by other influential researchers (Carr et al., 2010; Roslender & Hart, 2003). CBS
satisfy both of the criteria specified by Cadez & Guilding (2008). CBS possess a long-term
timeframe as they incorporate forecast project outcomes many years into the future. CBS are
also externally focused as CBS are developed in consideration of management strategies,
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customer tastes, actions of competitors and other key strategic metrics (Farragher et al., 2001;
Alkaraan & Northcott, 2006). A continuous line linking all strategic management accounting
techniques is represented in Figure 1.1. Companies may utilise various combinations of these
techniques depending on their context (Cadez & Guilding, 2008). Furthermore, CBS also
incorporates aspects of many other types of strategic management accounting. CBS is a type
of strategic decision-making tool that incorporates competitors’ actions, customers’ tastes and
strategic costing, is utilised for both strategic planning and control, and CBS may also have
implications in strategic performance assessment. The importance of CBS as an integrated
framework for developing new and sustainable project investments will be discussed in the
next section.

1.2.2 Best practice capital budgeting systems
CBS are the formal techniques and procedures used to evaluate and select long-term project
investments (Farragher et al., 2001). There are numerous types of CBS. CBS has often been
classified by its level of sophistication in accounting and finance literatures. There is some
evidence supporting higher levels of performance for firms using more sophisticated CBS
(Duh et al., 2009; Haka, 1987; Pike, 1988), though other studies report negative or mixed
findings (Axelsson et al., 2003; Farragher et al., 2001).
Sophisticated CBS may assist by providing more accurate and complete information for
planning and control of project investments for companies. Accurate information is essential
for the long run success of the firm. More specifically there are several reasons why use of
sophisticated CBS provides important information for planning and control in companies.
Firstly, each investment project requires substantial initial outlays of cash and resources,
often amounting to many millions of dollars in expenditures. These investments may take
some years before cash returns are received by the company to pay off initial outlays.
Secondly, once projects are selected and purchases and contractual arrangements are made,
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cash flows are locked in and will be incurred by the company for many years into the future.
Thirdly, once project expenditures have been made including the purchase of long-term
assets, establishment of contractual arrangements with employees and suppliers and
commencement of production and sales, these decisions are very difficult to reverse without
substantial losses to the firm. Fourthly, the projects are often strategic in nature and result in
new production methods, products and markets. Strategic benefits and synergies from such
substantial changes do not come without risk, so suboptimal decisions may further lead to
reductions in firm wealth and profits. The announcement of new projects or closure of
existing projects leads shareholders to revise expectations on earnings forecasts of the firm.
These revised earnings forecasts are impounded into the price of shares, so successful
investments may have positive impacts on share prices and conversely investments that fail
may have downward impacts on share prices. Inferior project decision-making can lead to
decreasing customer satisfaction with product quality, price, timeliness of delivery and other
key success factors. These key success factors all impact on profit forecasts and share prices.
Poor project investment decision-making in worst case scenarios may endanger the survival
of the firm through both decreased net cash flows, higher than anticipated risk and lower
share prices. In some cases, this can lead to liquidation of the firm and its assets. For all these
reasons it is important for firms to use sophisticated CBS.
Interestingly surveys have not found consistently high reliance on sophisticated CBS by firms
in all countries (Correia, 2012; Truong et al., 2008; Haka, 2006; Hermes et al., 2007;
Alkaraan & Northcott, 2006; Brounen et al., 2006). There is a growing realisation that CBS
are not standardised globally. Perhaps differences in the degree of sophistication in CBS
across countries have implications for FFP. FFP has numerous dimensions. FFP have been
measured in capital budgeting and other accounting contexts using either short run or long
run indicators of performance. FFP has also been measured using accounting, perceptual and
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market based indicators of performance (Axelsson et al., 2003; Henri, 2006). If differences in
levels of sophistication in CBS across countries are demonstrated as being related to FFP,
then it may be that not all firms are following best practice.
Alternatively national differences adaptive to specific national culture and context could
explain the different survey research findings in this area (Harrison & McKinnon, 2007). This
alternative argument would suggest a situational “best fit” for CBS. Some evidence supports
national “best fit” in other areas of accounting and management including operational
budgeting and human resource management practices (Jansen et al., 2009; Harrison &
McKinnon, 2007). There is a paucity of research examining best practice for CBS across
nations (Farragher et al., 2001; Carr & Tompkins, 1998) and broadly in research focusing on
CBS (Luft & Shields, 1997; Hesford et al., 2006).

1.3 Research problem and objectives
The primary aim of this research is to investigate relationships between CBS, NC and FFP.
Each construct is described in the following sections in order to further explore and narrow
the research problem.

1.3.1 Capital budgeting systems
CBS are defined as the set of formal techniques and procedures used throughout the entirety
of decision-making steps in planning and controlling capital expenditures (Farragher et al.,
2001). CBS include: (i) capital budgeting techniques (CBT) used to evaluate and select
project investments; (ii) risk management techniques (RMT) which supplement CBT by
assessing risk and uncertainty of project outcomes; (iii) non-financial information (NFI)
which also may supplement CBT and RMT when financial measurement is not possible or
practical; and (iv) capital budgeting procedures (CBP) which provide formal processes and
controls for planning and controlling capital expenditures.
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Figure 1.2 was prepared based on the discussion exploring commonly used CBS provided in
this section. CBS have been classified in research by their level of sophistication (Kim, 1982;
Pike, 1984; Haka, 1987; Farragher et al., 2001; Axelsson et al., 2003; Verbeeten, 2006).
Sophisticated CBS constitute a theoretically superior set of methods and procedures to
evaluate, select and monitor project investment decisions (Pike, 1984).
1.3.1.1 Capital Budgeting Techniques

As can be seen from Figure 1.2, sophisticated CBS incorporate sophisticated CBT.
Sophisticated CBT utilise all future cash flows for the investment project and incorporate the
time value of money (Haka et al., 1985, Haka, 1987; Verbeeten, 2006). Sophisticated CBT
are also described as discounted cash flow techniques (DCFT). The process of discounting
cash flows requires cash flows to be divided into separate, future time periods and converted
into today’s currency using an estimated cost of capital. Naive CBT are traditional techniques
that are grouped together as they do not discount cash flows, are more easily calculated and
provide information useful for preliminary screening of projects (Haka, 1987). Firms often
utilise another category of CBS known as RMT, when increased risk and uncertainty makes it
difficult to accurately estimate costs and benefits of capital expenditures (CE).
1.3.1.2 Risk Management Techniques

Sophisticated RMT formally consider risk associated with capital expenditures and
incorporate probability analysis in assessing expected capital expenditure outcomes (Ho and
Pike, 1998). Sophisticated RMT may also employ real options and game theory principles
(Verbeeten, 2006). Naive RMT incorporate more intuitive and subjective adjustments to
project financial outcomes (Ho, 1992). When these intuitive adjustments are listed in
qualitative form then the information may be referred to as non-financial information (NFI).
NFI are commonly used to supplement financial information as part of CBS.
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Figure 1.2 Overview of Capital Budgeting Systems
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1.3.1.3 Capital Budgeting Procedures

A further category of CBS is known as CBP. Pike (1984) states that CBP includes: decisionmaking procedures and protocols, formal screening and review panels, appointment of full
time capital budgeting staff, specified monitoring and performance procedures including
requirements for post-completion audits. More sophisticated CBP are formally applied and
include dedicated staffing arrangements and specified expenditure limits for decision-making
authority (Alkaraan & Northcott, 2007; Farragher et al., 2001).
1.3.1.4 Non Financial Information

NFI have yet to be classified by their level of sophistication, but provision of strategic NFI
has been included in recent studies investigating sophisticated capital budgeting practices
(Carr & Tompkins, 1998; Chen, 2008; Alkaraan & Northcott, 2013). Having described CBS,
the next section will elucidate national culture.

1.3.2 National culture
National Culture (NC) has been defined in numerous ways (Patel, 2004). Geertz (1973)
described culture as “webs of significance” created by people. These webs include
“systematic rules” and “ethnographic algorithms” which, if used sufficiently well, would
allow one to pass as a local. Hofstede (2001) defined culture as “the collective programming
of the mind which distinguishes members of one people from another”. Culture is historically
and socially transmitted on the basis of life experiences (Ueno & Wu, 1993) and the concept
can be broken down into various components including values, beliefs, customs and social
meanings (Patel, 2004).
Figure 1.3 has been prepared based on the following discussion on cultural values. Cultural
values may incorporate numerous constructs including religion (Geertz, 1973), political
circumstances, the degree of regulation, levels of technology and the amount of competition
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(Harrison & McKinnon, 1999). Culture has also been linked with economic and institutional
context such as the balance of trade, exchange rate fluctuations, inflation level, public and
private ownership, market structure, laws, institutions, regulations, education levels,
employment conditions and business environment (Hamid et al., 1993; Carr & Tompkins,
1998; Hofstede, 2001; Chand et al., 2008; Jansen et al., 2009; Liangguang, 2010).
Figure 1.3 Culture and examples of other constructs
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Source: prepared by author
Culture may exist at a national level (Harrison & McKinnon, 1999; Hofstede, 2001; Jansen et
al., 2009), at a subcultural level within each nation (Patel, 2004), or at an organisational level
(O’Connor, 1995). Some factors which form part of a culture may also transcend national
boundaries such as religious values including the Islamic and Confucius traditions (Hamid et
al. 1993; Patel, 2003).
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Hofstede specified five different NC dimensions including power distance, uncertainty
avoidance, individualism and collectivism, masculinity and femininity, and long-term
orientation (Hofstede, 2001). Research using Hofstede NC constructs has been applied
extensively in management accounting over many years (Harrison & McKinnon, 2007). This
line of research has led to several criticisms including temporal variability of NC constructs
(Triandis, 1995), outdated basis for NC dimensions (Patel, 2004) and the simplistic and
narrow definition of NC employed (Baskerville-Morley, 2005; Heidhues & Patel, 2011). In
this study a broader, contextual conception of NC than that emphasised by Hofstede (2001) is
utilised in order to mitigate these concerns and build a solid basis for research findings. This
broader conception of NC utilises a method developed by Patel (2003) and establishes an
historical, economic, legal, political and social overview of NC in order to provide a more
holistic understanding NC and NC differences (Heidhues & Patel, 2011). In the next section
firm financial performance is defined and outlined.

1.3.3 Firm financial performance
Firm financial performance (FFP) may be defined as the actual results of an organisation in
comparison to its objectives or agreed strategies (Merchant & Van Der Stede, 2007). Some
common publicly available measures of FFP include: financial measures of performance such
as market prices; and accounting measures of performance including return on investment
(ROI) and economic value added (EVA), budget variances and profit; non-financial measures
of performance relating to the firm’s objectives and strategies; and perceptual performance
measures made by supervisors or the manager being evaluated (Axelsson et al., 2003; Henri,
2006). Figure 1.4 illustrates some of the publicly available ways FFP may be measured.
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Figure 1.4: Common measures of firm financial performance
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1.3.4 Relationships between sophisticated capital budgeting systems and
firm financial performance
Relationships between sophisticated CBS and FFP has been explored in a number of research
studies, but findings have been mostly insignificant despite improvements in measurement of
sophisticated CBS and FFP constructs and control for other variables including firm size
(Christy, 1966; Kim, 1982; Pike, 1988; Haka et al., 1985; Farragher et al., 2001; Axelsson et
al., 2003).
Haka’s (1987) seminal paper was important in demonstrating that FFP is higher for firms
using a narrow measure of sophisticated CBS, but higher FFP was maintained only when
environmental uncertainty was lower. Naive CBS resulted in improved FFP when
environmental uncertainty was higher. Commentators have called for research to explore
other contextual constructs that may influence relationships between CBS and FFP (Haka,
1987; Pike, 1988) and broader measures of CBS (Axelsson et al., 2003). NC is a promising
construct worthy of exploration, particularly given the differences noted in surveys across
nations in use of sophisticated CBS.
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1.3.5 Relationships between national culture and capital budgeting systems
Relationships between NC and CBS have received some research attention (Shields et al.,
1991; Carr & Tompkins, 1998; Carr & Pudelko, 2006; Hermes et al., 2007). These studies
have consistently found differences in use of CBS between countries, but most of these
studies treated national culture as a black box (Harrison & McKinnon, 1999), provided only
simple measures of CBS instead of CBS sophistication, and did not measure FFP. Carr &
Tompkins (1998) provided important exception to this research stream by identifying many
elements of national context and different CBS usage across nations, but this research did not
sufficiently link these constructs theoretically, nor did they establish historical, institutional,
political, social and other contexts that may have led to use of different CBS (Child, 1981;
Bhimani, 1999; Patel, 2004; Baskerville-Morley, 2005; Heidhues & Patel, 2011).

1.3.6 Relationships between capital budgeting systems, national culture
and firm financial performance
The primary research aim is to explore relationships between CBS, NC and FFP. This thesis
brings together research exploring relationships between sophisticated CBS and FFP with
comparative research exploring differences in CBS between nations. The research provides
support for the primary research question of whether there is a “global best practice” or
national “best fit” for sophisticated CBS.
Essentially it is argued that NC is a construct that influences the design of CBS. NC has
direct and indirect impacts on cash flows of firms. Cash inflows from customers are
dependent on specifications of products and services being researched, designed and
marketed to the culture of customers. Cash inflows are also constrained by regulations and
laws imposed on firms by the state and the economic conditions experienced in each country.
Similarly cash outflows are also influenced by culture and context. Each nation has particular
employment pay and conditions overseen by institutions and regulations specific to the
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country or state. Taxes, finance costs, resources costs and many other cash outflows for
companies also differ across nations. Religion may also influence cash flows. Islamic
transactions involving uncertainty and risk are discouraged in Sharia law, central to Islamic
businesses. While not all countries with large Islamic populations adhere to Sharia law, this
does not restrict companies within these jurisdictions from voluntarily applying Sharia law
principals to mitigate risk in project investments and demonstrate to customers and other
stakeholders that the company is applying practices consistent with community values and
culture. Uncertainty and risk in project investments are planned and controlled through use of
CBS, so it may be that nations with significant Islamic populations (e.g. Indonesia) use
different CBS to firms in other nations. Insufficient attention has been given to NC impacts
on company cash flows and risk profiles. Changes in cash flows and risk are also important
determinants of broader measures of profitability and wealth creation, therefore selection of
CBS has implications for financial performance of firms operating in different countries.
The research question is addressed in a number of ways. Firstly managerial perceptions of
CBS are explored. It is essential to understand the CBS used by management in comparative
NC to ground the research. Secondly an historical and contemporary overview of
comparative NC is provided to develop rationales for comparative differences in CBS.
Thirdly, the relationship between NC and FFP is established. Finally, relationships between
CBS and FFP are investigated.

1.4 Justification for research
This research is important for several reasons relating to theory and practice. Theoretical
justifications for this research is explored further in later chapters, but brief summaries of
these theoretical grounds for the research relate to the particular research questions extending
prior research and methodological considerations. Practical groundings for this research
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relate to the importance of company activities to various stakeholders, practical guidelines
from research findings to management, the proximity of Indonesia to Australia, growing trade
and economic relations between Australia and Indonesia and recent indications from the
Australian government supporting Islamic banking practices in Australia. Another
contribution of the study is in terms of methodology. To our knowledge, for the first time, the
present study uses a mixed methods approach.
The study contributes to theory by extending research investigating relationships between
sophisticated CBS with FFP (Christy, 1966; Klammer, 1973; Kim, 1982; Pike, 1988; Haka,
1987; Farragher et al., 2001; Chen, 2008; Duh et al., 2009). The study extends prior research
by exploring a broader range of CBS. The study also considers the additional constructs of
NC. These variables have not been studied previously to the author’s knowledge for CBS and
FFP. The research also contributes towards extending a contingency framework for CBS.
Research methodologies used in both research on CBS and NC literatures have
predominantly relied on quantitative survey methods. Quantitative survey methods possess
many advantages, but using a field study approach to combine both qualitative and
quantitative methods provides additional insights and helps to build a deeper understanding
of the research issues. Firstly exploratory, qualitative, semi-structured interviews are used to
build grounded theory for CBS. The qualitative data also provides a richer understanding of
the nature of and relationship between constructs and also is used to establish research
instruments used in the quantitative phase of this research. Cultural research commentators
have also indicated that research should move forward by incorporating a qualitative
methodology (Harrison & McKinnon, 2007; Patel, 2004; Baskerville-Morley, 2005) as
values- based, survey investigations made popular by researchers following Hofstede (1980)
were unable to find consistent support for hypotheses.
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A major practical justification for this research relates to the importance of companies in
national economies. Companies provide significant employment opportunities, offer many
services and products to customers and provide significant tax revenue to governments. Table
1.1 below provides market statistics for listed companies on the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX) and Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX).
Table 1.1: Market Statistics for Listed Companies on ASX and IDX
ASX a

IDX b

Number of Listed Companies

2,222

422

Market Capitalisation (AUD)

1.2 Trillion

0.3 Trillion

Source: Australian Stock Exchange and Indonesia Stock Exchange websites.
The proximity, growing trade and economic relations between Australia and Indonesia
provides additional impetus to the study. The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
reported that the two way trade relationship between Australia and Indonesia was $A11.2
billion in 2013, with approximately 250 Australian firms currently operating in a variety of
industries in Indonesia (DFAT, n.d). The Australian government has also developed a longterm aid strategy and reports providing approximately $A605 million in development
assistance and other aid to Indonesia in 2013-2014 (DFAT, n.d). Further economic
cooperation between the Indonesian and Australian extends to many areas of government
with implications for companies and economic activity including: fisheries management,
counter terrorism, people smuggling, climate change and education (DFAT, n.d.).
An announcement by the former trade minister for Australia, Simon Crean, specified
intension to allow Islamic banking and finance in Australia. These advances in banking are
substantial, providing positive impacts for increased trade and investment both within
Australia and between Australia and Muslim countries may ensue (Austrade, 2010). Islamic
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banking and finance in Australia would further encourage trade and investment between
Australia and Indonesia, the country with the world’s largest Muslim population (Austrade,
2010), and especially from companies following Islamic finance principles and Islamic
investment practices. These finance and investment practices also inform the design of CBS.
Findings from this study contribute to policy by providing additional advice for management
on the choice of CBS under different conditions of NC and context including Islamic
religion. This would assist managers, especially in multinational companies, to comprehend
how the effectiveness of CBS may vary as a function of different shared cultural norms,
institutions, religious beliefs and other context. With increasing numbers of multinational
corporations, such an understanding could be used to reduce frustrations in applying parent
company practices within all subsidiaries and improve the effectiveness of the firm.

1.5 Methodology
This research used a flexible research design drawing on grounded theory (Glasser & Strauss,
1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1997) that involved some evolvement of research design as data was
collected. To meet the aims of the study we ask the following research questions:
RQ1. What are the perceptions of managers on various CBS used to make project
investment decisions in Australia and Indonesia?
RQ2 (a) Is there a significant difference in the use of sophisticated CBT between
Indonesia and Australia?
RQ2 (b) Is there a significant difference in the use of sophisticated RMT between
Indonesia and Australia?
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RQ2 (c) Is there a significant difference in the use of sophisticated CBP between
Indonesia and Australia?
RQ2 (d) Is there a significant difference in the use of sophisticated NFI between
Indonesia and Australia?
RQ3: What is the relationship between NC, CBS and FFP?
To address RQ1, a qualitative approach to data collection and analysis was used. The
remaining questions were addressed by appropriate statistical procedures. For RQ1, Initial
data collection utilised a grounded theory approach to develop an understanding of how CBS
is used in making investment decisions. Semi-structured interviews were utilised to collect
information from seven finance managers in both Indonesia and Australia with the view to
understanding the types of CBS used; the steps involved in making investment decisions
using CBS; and differences and similarities in approaches between companies from these two
nations. Literature in accounting was then reviewed to develop a theoretical understanding of
how NC may influence CBS in investment decision-making. A survey instrument was then
developed based on the initial semi structured interviews and literature review consistent with
grounded theory (Glasser & Strauss, 1967). Categories that emerged using grounded theory
techniques from initial data collection, and existing accounting knowledge, plus insights from
other literature reviewed, informed the survey development. The survey instrument was
distributed to 50 finance managers in both Indonesia and Australia. The research
methodology, including justification for the mixed methods approach, is described in more
depth in Chapter Four.
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1.6 Delimitations of scope and key assumptions
The main delimitations for research findings relate to the scope of the research problem, and
other implicit boundaries. The main research problem is to understand similarities and
differences in use of one particular accounting practice - CBS – in firms from two countries.
Finance managers in listed companies from both Indonesia and Australia were chosen as
locations for this research. A choice was also made to only limit industries to non-financial
firms in both countries rather than sampling a single industry. The broader classification
included in the sample allows sufficient semi structured interviews and surveys to be
collected. This is especially important for the Indonesian sample as there is only a small
population of listed companies and a general reluctance to provide proprietary information
including CBS to outsiders. A justification for a broader sample collected is that this is more
reflective of CBS in each country than a sample from a single industry. Previous research has
identified that CBS may differ between industries, so this knowledge will be incorporated in
the final research design.
The post GFC economic climate is another limitation of this study as are other variables not
controlled for in the research design. It is also likely that CBS used in firms will change over
time. It is not intended for generalisations of the results to be made beyond the original scope
of the research.

1.7 Organisation of the thesis
The thesis is divided into seven chapters, using a similar format and structure provided by
Perry (1998). This chapter has developed an overall theoretical and practical basis for the
research commencing with an overview and research background, followed by statement of
the research problem and objectives. Justification for the research was then provided,
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followed by a brief discussion of the research methodology and delimitations of scope. An
overview of the Indonesian and Australian economies is presented in Chapter Two. Chapter
Three reviews literature closely related to the research topic. Chapter Four provides a detailed
account of research methodology chosen and a rationale for these choices. The qualitative
and quantitative research findings are reported in chapters Five and Six respectively. Chapter
Seven includes a summary of findings, implications for theory and practice and directions for
future research.

1.8 Summary
This chapter established the background and foundations for this thesis. The main research
problem and questions were established and delimitations provided. This thesis seeks to
understand similarities and differences in CBS used by firms in two countries, Australia and
Indonesia. An intension of this research is to explore whether a global best practice or best fit
based on national settings better explains CBS. A more detailed account of the research now
proceeds.
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2.1 Overview

The objective of this chapter is to present an overview of Indonesian and Australian
economies in order to develop an understanding of the national cultures (NC) of both
countries underpinning this research. The previous chapter introduced the theoretical and
practical basis of the thesis. This chapter follows on from the previous chapter by exploring
the contextual and cultural settings in which listed companies in both countries operate.
Drawing on the approach used by Patel (2004) and Heidhues and Patel (2011) the historical,
political, legal, economic, accounting and social characteristics of NC in both Indonesia and
Australia will be discussed with a view to understanding how the design of capital budgeting
systems (CBS) may be informed by the NC in which it operates. The next section provides an
overview of the Indonesian economy in the context of the study. An overview of the
Australian economy and its context will be provided in the third section of this chapter,
followed by a summary.

2.2 Overview of Indonesian economy and context
Discussion in this section covers Indonesia’s history and pre-history, current political
environment, legal environment, economic environment, accounting environment and social
demographics including religion, and employment level. This discussion provides broad
context to develop an understanding of the environmental setting in which Indonesian listed
companies operate. An historical overview of Indonesia will be presented below.

2.2.1 Historical overview
An archipelago consisting of around 17,500 islands, currently populated by more than 253
million people, and situated between the Asian and Australian continents, Indonesia has been
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established as a republic since 1945 (Taylor, 2003; EIU, 2013a). In this section a brief history
of Indonesia is provided including precolonial history, with the view to describing influences
of trade, colonial occupation and state control on the structure of the developing country
including legal, political, economic and social development.
2.2.1.1 Precolonial history and emerging relations with foreign traders.

Foreign merchants from India were trading in coastal communities and ports on Indonesian
islands from as early as the fifth century AD. Local Indonesian natural goods including turtle
shells, resins and spice were traded for Indian made products including cloth and jewellery.
Hindu and Buddhist temples were established in ports frequented by foreign merchants and
religious knowledge and temples spread to surrounding villages and people. Noble titles used
by Indian traders including “Maharaja” were also adopted by local Indonesian men of
importance. Other knowledge from Indian cultures including art, crafts and fashion was also
acquired through observance of Indian traditions as contact increased through these ongoing
trade relations (Taylor, 2003).
Buddhist scholars from China also increasingly frequented Indonesian ports on the way to
Indian destinations during the fourth and fifth centuries AD. The Chinese scholars found the
bourgeoning Buddhist and Sanskrit inscriptions left by Indian traders were useful in their
quest for knowledge along the journey. The Chinese scholars also commenced trading with
local Indonesians to fund these journeys of knowledge, introducing new products and
customs to the locals during this time (Taylor, 2003).
From the 16th century AD onwards merchants travelling through Indonesian ports
increasingly came in contact with Muslim traders on their trading route. During this time
Indian traders were also influenced by Muslim establishments in their homeland. Subsequent
building of mosques and schools, training of Indonesians in Muslim teachings including the
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Koran and Islamic law followed in many Indonesian settlements frequented by the Muslim
traders. Local Indonesian knowledge of Arabian and Muslim influenced tastes, fashions and
buildings also continued to develop leading to changes in local Indonesian customs, cultures,
and new building designs. Permanent settling of Arabian Muslims in some Indonesian ports
occurred during this period as increasing trade relations required a more permanent presence
in these areas. Local Indonesian rulers and royalty also began to take on Muslim titles
including “Sultan” and adopted Muslim religion as their own. Furthermore, governance in
these local areas became influenced by Muslim beliefs and customs (Richlefs, 1993).
European merchants began trading in spice both in and around Indonesia from the late 15th
century AD onwards. Portuguese traders using Arabian navigation equipment, travelling in
larger ships, and crewed by larger contingents of men, brought Christianity, copies of the
bible, new fashion, craftsmanship, tobacco and smoking to some ports in Indonesia. Primarily
negotiating in non-Muslim controlled areas, the Portuguese were able to set up trading and
permanent presence in some trading ports. Portuguese men setting up permanent operations
often also married local women and many converted their new families to Christianity.
Portuguese Christians were not welcomed by many Muslim Indonesians, who strongly
believed in the superiority and perfection of Islamic religion resulting in some resentment,
religious segregation and a reduced impact of this new knowledge on local Indonesian
customs (Richlefs, 1993; Taylor, 2003).
Local rulers increasingly earned royalties, taxes and gifts from foreign European and Arabian
traders. The rulers used this growing income to provide a marine presence to reduce pirating,
provide food and services to traders, increase their political power and display their new
wealth. Chinese operators possessed many of the financial, administrative and operational
skills to manage these trading operations and were increasingly employed by the local rulers
as agents. The Chinese agents brought in additional Chinese business people to provide goods
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and services needed by the foreign and local traders. The Chinese business people in turn
employed Chinese labourers within their new businesses rather than using local Indonesians.
Chinese administrators were also hired to collect an assortment of new fees, duties and taxes
(Richlefs, 1993; Taylor, 2003).
As non-Muslims, Portuguese traders, Chinese agents, business people and labourers were not
allowed to reside within the walled Muslim Indonesian cities or to have close dealings with
Indonesian royalty. Chinese who converted to Islam were granted many of these previously
denied privileges (Taylor, 2003).
2.2.1.2 Exclusive trade relations, Dutch colonisation.

Dutch merchants began trading in Indonesia around the turn of the 16th century AD when
Islamic religion was already well established in many Indonesian ports and emerging states.
Frederik De Houtman, an early Dutch trader who was captured and then imprisoned by
Muslim Indonesian powers in Aceh noted that Indonesian rulers unfavourably classified nonIndonesian traders by religion. Non-Muslim traders in many areas were not only seen to have
fewer opportunities than Islamic traders, but directives from the powerful and warring Javen
Mataram state also led to attacks and take-overs of some non-Muslim ruled ports and
embargoes on Dutch enclaves (Richlefs, 1993; Taylor, 2003).
Dutch trading continued in spite of these difficulties and prospered at first through utilising
established Portuguese routes and networks, then overpowering Portuguese traders to secure
monopolies through superior fire power, larger ships and stronger and permanent presence.
Dutch presence was bolstered through provision of gifts and royalties to the local elites to
encourage establishment of exclusive trade contracts with Indonesian sultanates. Trade
contracts were pre-arranged with contractual payments for goods made early using silver to
benefit local sultanates and further encourage exclusivity in arrangements. The Dutch
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accepted changing regulatory arrangements to ensure continuation of exclusive trade
arrangements. They also noted, recorded, used and mastered Indonesian rules and customs
for their own advantage. Finally establishment and successful defence of new Dutch trading
enclaves in Batavia from Mataram forces provided ongoing presence, improved control, and
profitability of trade arrangements. The enlistment of Chinese agents, traders and labourers to
facilitate management of the new Dutch enclaves, the use of slave labour within enclaves and
continued payments to sultanates eager to enjoy profitable trade opportunities also facilitated
ongoing profitable arrangements for the Dutch. (Richlefs, 1993; Taylor, 2003).
Exclusive and profitable agreements between the Dutch and Indonesian sultanates for
cultivation and export of goods led opportunists, pirates and freelancers seeking riches to
trade in black market operations. Internal battles for control of sultanate states and plots by
sultans to overthrow the Dutch were interspersed with extension of the cultivation system to
new sultanates, ongoing payments to the sultanates with Dutch extraction of higher profits
from operations across the Indonesian archipelago (Taylor, 2003).
Loss of the Napoleonic wars by the Dutch in the early 19th century AD, led trade operations
in the Indonesian archipelago to be controlled briefly by the French, then by the British. The
British made a number of changes including banning slavery, implementing changes in trade
arrangements, and installation of new Sultans, but many of these changes were reversed when
the Dutch re-established control after the Napoleonic wars were over (Richlefs, 1993;
Lindsey, 2008).
A local Indonesian named Diponegoro led Indonesians uprisings to prevent the non-Muslim,
Dutch from re-establishing control of Java from 1825 through 1830 AD. Known as the Java
wars, these uprisings were eventually lost as: local royalty, Islamic leaders and others
believed that their positions of wealth and power would be sacrificed if the Dutch were
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removed from control over local interests; and Chinese refusal to supply ammunitions and
other necessities to Diponegoro’s men due to increasing Chinese casualties at the hands of
Diponegoro’s troops during the war (Richlefs, 1993; Taylor, 2003).
As the 19th century AD drew forward, the cultivation system was replaced with mass scale
European leased cropping of land for tobacco, sugar, coffee, indigo, tea and rubber. Working
conditions experienced by Indonesians and foreign labourers in many plantations remained
poor, but cash wages for hard labour allowed locals to purchase new products and services.
Some of these new products and services included gambling, drinking and smoking of
tobacco. The local Dutch Indies government encouraged further investment in cropping
businesses through the building of railways, steam ships, the telegraph, other infrastructure
and quelled violent uprisings. Under a new Dutch ethical policy, the Dutch Indies
government also paid for building of Mosques, Islamic schools with combined western and
regional education curricula, compensated Sultan royalty with pensions and paid Muslim
officials stipends from tax revenues (Taylor, 2003).
2.2.1.3 Nationalist Pushes and Japanese control during World War II

During the early 20th century AD a number of political organisations in Java were formed
with modernising and nationalising intentions. Some of the more prominent organisations
were influenced by religious values and included Budi Utamo (Hindu-Buddhist influenced),
Muhammadiyah, Nahdatal Ulama and Sarakat Islam (Islamic influenced). Other prominent
organisations emerged later were secular and included the Indonesian communist party and
Indonesian nationalist party led by Sukarno. Unlike some of the other nationalist
organisations, Sukarno pushed for a modern, secular Indonesian archipelago to empower all
Indonesians and free locals from the Dutch colony. The Dutch however continued to quash
nationalist uprisings until the Japanese invaded during World War II (Taylor, 2003; Lindsey,
2008).
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Invading the Indonesian archipelago during 1942, the Japanese placed many Indonesian
based Dutch and Chinese into prison camps, extracted Indonesian resources and crops to
support their war effort, and elevated anti-Dutch Indonesians including Sukarno into
positions to help manage their ongoing activities. When defeat of the Japanese seemed likely
at the hands of allied forces during 1945, the Japanese encouraged nationalistic moves within
Indonesia including: the flying of an Indonesian flag; arming Indonesians as a first line of
defence against the allied forces; and when defeat was inevitable, finally transferring of
control to an independent Indonesian state (Taylor, 2003; Lindsey, 2008).
2.2.1.4 Sukarno, a new Indonesian nation and Pancasila.

An Indonesian state was declared by President Sukarno on 17 August 1945, but it was not
until 1950 when the United Nations Security Council formally accepted Indonesia as a new
nation state (Taylor, 2003). In the intervening period Dutch troops attempted to regain control
of Indonesia through re-occupation, force and when this failed through negotiation. Later in
1957, thousands of Dutch people living in Indonesia were expelled, Dutch owned businesses
were nationalised, and Dutch-styled Indonesian parliament became unworkable amongst
conflicting religious and local interests and was suspended to be replaced by declaration and
implementation of martial law (Taylor, 2003). During this time Sukarno began replacing
Dutch-styled parliamentary procedures with more Indonesian procedures. Originally used in
Indonesian villages based on Hindu inscriptions and synthesised by Sukarno to incorporate
democratic, Islamic and Marxist principles, Sukarno then incorporated a set of five core
values into the Indonesian constitution. Known as the Pancasila, established as a requirement
for both government organisations and companies, and incorporated as an essential part of the
school curriculum, the Indonesian approach to governance was based on achieving consensus
amongst multiple viewpoints through discussion and negotiation. The five pillars of this
philosophy included: nationalism and unity amongst diverse groups; belief in one god
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whether that be Muslim, Christian, Buddhist, Hinduism or other religion; humanitarianism
within Indonesia and globally; social justice; and a representative and democratic government
(Richlefs, 1993; Lindsey, 2008).
During the late 1950s through to the 1960s, Sukarno increasingly used military force rather
than Pancasila-based negotiation and consensus to maintain control throughout Indonesia.
Sukarno also pushed for communist style changes in governance of people and country. In
1965, loyal Sukarno guards were declared responsible for murdering several army generals to
seize additional power, reduce the growing power of the army and quell dissent. Sukarno
finally lost office after the plot was uncovered (Richlefs, 1993, Taylor, 2003).
2.2.1.5 Suharto’s new order, corruption in government and Sharia laws.

Suharto governed Indonesia from 1965 through to 1998. Suharto made several early changes
to government including: instituting centralised control; quelling communist divisions within
the community; use of military force to stop violent anti-Chinese riots and other ethnic,
political or religious tensions. Economic stability increased during this time but corruption
also increased throughout government activities with many government officials including
Suharto’s family granted control over numerous business interests (Taylor, 2003).
Later in his reign, Suharto encouraged more Muslim agendas including: banning lotteries;
encouraging Muslim style dress code; setting up Islamic banking; funding Islamic schooling
and allowing Islamic newspapers. Growing unrest from Indigenous groups, rising
unemployment and high inflation associated with the Asian economic crisis led to extensive
rioting and ethnic tensions often directed toward Chinese minorities culminating in the end of
Suharto’s reign during 1998 (Maher, 2000; Ananta et al., 2005; Lindsey, 2008).
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2.2.1.6 Reformasi: decentralisation and autonomy

Taking over as president from Suharto, former vice president Dr Habibie began extensive
political and democratic reforms including: commencement of planning for regional
autonomy consistent with Pancasila; moving to improve security and protection for Chinese
Indonesian citizens; establishment of free democratic elections; allowing new political parties
to contest elections; and granting East Timor the right to vote for independence from
Indonesia (Taylor, 2003; Ananta et al., 2005).
Elected to president with support from a coalition of parties, President Wahid slowly
continued regional autonomy reforms culminating in the transfer of staff and resources to
regional governments. Failing calls to accountability, the legislative assembly replaced
Wahid with President Megawati in 2001 (Turner, et al., 2003; Ananta et al., 2005). During
Megawati’s presidency, economic conditions improved, moves towards regional autonomy
continued, although corruption in government and terrorist bombings created ongoing issues
for her government (Ananta et al., 2005). Yudhoyono was directly elected as president in
2004 and continued to make slow democratic reforms and tackle corruption issues. The next
section provides a summary and synthesis of historical context.
2.2.1.7 Summary and synthesis of historical context

This brief overview of Indonesian history has identified several important influences on
contemporary business, trade and economic environment in Indonesia. The Indonesian
archipelago has a long history of developing trade relations with foreign partners from as
early as the fifth century AD. These ongoing trade relations influenced local cultures,
religion, tastes, and customs of Indonesian people, culminating in development of governance
and regulation of trade arrangements. Some salient historical insights include: the importance
of religion in emerging trade relations; the gradual scaffolding of rules and governance based
on local customs and a multitude of cultural and religious influences through ongoing and
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changing trade relations; the emergence, institutionalisation of and eventual difficulty of
reducing corruption in business and government.
Religion became an important cultural influence that implicated on ongoing trade and
business relations from an early stage in Indonesia’s history. Firstly, Hindu and Buddhist
traders influenced religion, tastes and culture of local traders and ruling elite. Secondly,
transactions with Muslim traders lead to establishment and substantial spread of Islamic
religion throughout many areas in the Indonesian archipelago influencing governance of trade
arrangements and informing legitimacy of trading partners based on religion. Thirdly,
Christianity through Portuguese and Dutch traders had some influence on trading
arrangements and establishment of a point of difference between locals and colonial rulers.
Fourthly, religion continues to impact on current business arrangements through the
introduction of Sharia based rules including allowance of Islamic banking.
Rules, regulations and laws established from local custom, trade with foreign merchants, or
adapted from Sharia, increased in importance through bourgeoning foreign trade relations.
These rules were recorded and used by the Dutch to maintain colonial order and promote
profitable trade arrangements, then built upon and partially replaced by successive Indonesian
presidents, informing current legal and regulatory arrangements. A powerful example of the
influence of these customs and rules on modern Indonesia was highlighted through the
inclusion of the Pancasila in the Indonesian constitution.
The roots of corruption in governance perhaps emerged through seeking of profitable and
ongoing trade and business arrangements. Corruption may have been evident many centuries
ago in provision of gifts and establishment of exclusive trade arrangements by early Dutch
colonial interests. Corruption in government arrangements continued in an independent
Indonesia through President Suharto’s centralised administration and provision of exclusive
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business arrangements to government officials and family members. Corruption has proved
difficult to reduce during the reform period as new institutions and decentralised governance
arrangements were introduced and as Indonesia continued to grow and develop.
The next section discusses the current political environment in Indonesia.

2.2.2 Political environment – nationalistic policies and ongoing corruption.
The Republic of Indonesia has two tiers of government, including national presidential
democracy and regional governments. The national government is headed by democratically
elected President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, who (at the time of this research) was nearing
the end of his second five-year presidential term. The presidency is supported by the national
legislature consisting of the house of people’s representatives and the regional representative
council. The governing body supporting the presidency is a coalition of six political parties,
including three nationalist secular parties and three parties with an Islamic influenced agenda
(Business Monitor, 2014a; OECD, 2012).
After democratic reforms to implement a decentralised government at a provincial level, the
national government remains responsible for several main policy areas including economic
policy, foreign affairs, defence, public security, justice and religion. All other policies are
implemented by regional governments (Lindsey, 2008). The national government has adopted
a nationalistic policy making approach, with reformist members having less influence on key
policy areas in government. Some nationalistic policy developments include: 2012
requirement for mining companies to be at least 51% owned by Indonesians; introduction of
taxes on all exports of minerals; Indonesian government takeover and nationalisation of the
foreign owned BP Migas company, which produced and sold Indonesian oil; and suggested
changes to mining royalties received from foreign owned firms (Business Monitor, 2014a).
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Initially elected based on reformist campaigning aimed at improving the economy, reducing
corruption, increasing stability and peace, the coalition government lead by Yudhoyono has
had several corruption scandals within the ruling coalition tarnishing the presidential term
and denting the hopes of Indonesians including the beef import scandal implicating one of the
ruling coalitions (Business Monitor, 2014a). There are also concerns about corruption within
the provinces after the decentralisation of many government activities (Lindsey, 2008).
Indonesia remains one of the most corrupt countries in the world and scores a low 60% on
long-term political risk ratings (Business Monitor, 2014).

2.2.3 Legal environment – reform, nationalistic agenda and state based
Sharia laws
The legal system inherited by an independent Indonesia in 1945 was a combination of
traditional customs (adat), Dutch law previously implemented in the Indonesian colony and
sharia (Taylor, 2003; Lindsey, 2008). Gradually reduced to cover only family and inheritance
law under Sukarno and Suharto, sharia law operation has increased during the reform period
after Suharto’s rein, with many sharia-based laws implemented at the regional level and the
introduction of national sharia regulations on Islamic banking (Bush, 2008; Lindsey, 2008).
Regional sharia-based laws generally relate to three broad areas including: maintenance of
public order and reduction of social problems including gambling and drinking; regulation of
religious skills and obligations, including payment of religious taxes; and regulation
surrounding Islamic symbolism including appropriate clothing (Bush, 2008). The regional
sharia-based laws are binding on Muslims and are supported by religious courts (Lindsey,
2008). National sharia-based laws relate to the Islamic economy and the introduction of
formal Islamic banking regulations in 2008 have been followed by substantial growth in
Islamic micro-finance throughout the country (Fealy and White, 2008; Lindsey, 2008).
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Many recent law reforms during the reformasi period were designed to formalise previously
unregulated areas, improve economic development, increase civil peace, and reduce
corruption. Law reforms include improved insolvency regulations, judiciary laws, improved
competition and anti-monopoly laws, democratic reforms, anti-corruption reforms, labour and
union laws, and human rights reforms (Lindsey, 2008). Other laws including land laws, and
foreign investment regulations while providing clearer national guidelines, also favour local
ownership and nationalist agenda (Lindsey, 2008). The next section examines the current
economic environment in Indonesia.

2.2.4 Current economic environment in Indonesia
This section provides a general overview of the economic environment in Indonesia,
including economic growth and volatility, stock market information and information about
listed companies.
As displayed in Figure 2.1 below, economic growth as measured by real gross domestic
product (GDP) growth has been consistently high in comparison to developed economies and
has mostly fluctuated between 5% and 7%, apart from during 2009. In 2009 GDP growth
slowed to 4.6% due to the global financial crisis (GFC). Since the GFC, GDP growth has
averaged around 6.0% and forecasts for 2015 through 2017 are expected to be between 5%
and 6% (Marketline, 2014a; Business Monitor, 2014a).
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Figure 2.1: Indonesian real GDP growth between 2008 and 2014
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GDP growth has been consistently higher than developed countries, but uncertainty impacts
on the Indonesian economy. Economic uncertainty discussed below includes inflationary
uncertainty, foreign exchange uncertainty and interest rate uncertainty.
Inflation is major factor impacting on business. Inflation impacts on both the cost of resource
inputs purchased by business and the price of products and services sold by businesses. As
can be seen from figure 2.2 below, consumer price inflation (CPI) rates have fluctuated
markedly since 2005 when they were measured as high as 18%, down to lows surrounding
the GFC of around 2%. Recently rising food prices due to the nationalistic policy changes
restricting cheap food imports, and reductions of fuel subsidies have increased inflation levels
to 8% with further increases in inflation expected after 2014 (Business Monitor, 2014a).
Increasing food and fuel costs impact on customer’s discretionary purchase decisions, while
the cost of fuel is a major cost for business impacting on profitability.
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Figure 2.2: Indonesian Consumer Price Inflation between 2008 and 2014
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Exchange rates are also of concern to businesses, especially for companies importing
resources from foreign suppliers or exporting products to foreign customers. The Indonesian
rupiah has at times over the past five years experienced significant volatility compared to the
US dollar. As can be seen from Figure 2.3 during the GFC the exchange rate for the rupiah
fell sharply compared to the US dollar from Rp9,000 prior to the GFC to more than Rp11,500
during the GFC. Over the past few years, the exchange rate for the rupiah recovered to levels
better than pre-GFC, but has again fallen due to weakening balance of payments, decreasing
real interest rates and withdrawals of foreign capital in a volatile world environment (OECD,
2012; Business Monitor, 2014a).
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Figure 2.3: Indonesian exchange rate comparison to US dollar between 2005 and 2014
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Figure 2.4: Indonesian average lending interest rates between 2005 and 2014
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Lending is a major source of finance for companies. High or volatile finance costs may be a
significant factor impacting on business investment. As can be seen from figure 2.4, after
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reaching as high as 16% prior to the GFC, lending interest rates have decreased to below 12%
following the GFC. Lending interest rates are however expected to rise to around 14% in
2014 following recent tightening of monetary policy by Bank Indonesia. Money market
interest rates have moved in a similar direction and intensity to lending rates (OECD, 2012).
Figure 2.5: Number of listed companies and market capitalisation for Indonesian Stock
Exchange between 2005 and 2014.
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Equity provides another source of finance for companies. The Indonesian stock exchange
(IDX) provides ongoing source of liquidity and investment returns for investors buying and
selling stocks listed on the IDX. As can be seen from Figure 2.5, while there has been a
steady increase in the number of companies listed on the stock exchange, from 336 in 2005 to
489 in 2014, the market capitalisation of listed companies has displayed some volatility,
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falling sharply in 2008 during the GFC, but has sharply increased from $A1,077 trillion
rupiah during the GFC to $4,718 trillion rupiah at the end of the first quarter of 2014
(Indonesian Stock Exchange, 2014).
In the next section the Accounting environment in Indonesia is discussed.

2.2.5 Accounting environment in Indonesia
The accounting environment is relevant to capital budgeting decisions as financial
information used in making these decisions relies on information collected, accounting rules
selected and subsequently audited for external reporting purposes. Historically the Dutch
excluded local Indonesians from all aspects of business, including accounting roles. Financial
accounting reports were based on Netherlands accounting standards and external auditing
was conducted through Dutch-controlled accounting firms until they were banned mid-20th
century (Radebaugh et al., 2006; Perera & Baydoun, 2007). In 1975, during the Suharto’s
presidency, accounting education and regulation was substantially altered, and updated again
in 1984 so it was largely consistent with United States GAAP at those times (Perera and
Baydoun, 2007). Financial accounting and auditing regulation and enforcement did not keep
pace with the economic development of Indonesia during the late 20th century and poor
transparency, disclosure and enforcement of regulations impacted on the severity of the Asian
economic crisis (Radebaugh et al., 2006; Perera & Baydoun, 2007).
Recently, the Indonesian Institute of Accountants (IAI) began the process of harmonizing
Indonesian financial accounting standards (IFAS) to international financial reporting
standards (IFRS), but has not yet adopted current IFRS and currently has no plan in place to
fully implement IFRS. Auditing standards also remain the responsibility of the IAI, and do
not currently comply with international standards (IASB, 2014). Further, the audit report is
based on IFAS with no reconciliations to IFRS (IASB, 2014). Overall, Indonesian accounting
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and auditing regulation is distinct from practices in other countries. In the next section, social
demographics in Indonesia are discussed.

2.2.6 Social demographics in Indonesia.
With over 253 million people, Indonesia is the fourth largest country by population in the
world (Business Monitor, 2014a; OECD, 2010). As a developing country, GDP per head
remains low, but has risen from around US$3,800 in 2008 during the GFC to over US$5,000
per head in 2013 (EIU, 2013a). As can be seen from figure 2.6 below, unemployment levels
have steadily decreased from 8.4% to 5.9% from 2008 to 2013, and remain stable at 5.9%
during 2014. (Marketline, 2014a).
Figure 2.6: Indonesian Unemployment rates between 2008 and 2014.
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The Indonesian population is comprised of some religious and ethnic diversity. With the
largest Islamic population in the world, around 85% of Indonesians are Muslim, while the
remainder of the population are from mostly Christian, Hindu and Buddhist religions (Efferin
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and Hopper, 2007). Major ethnic groups include Javanese with around 45% of the population,
and Sundanese with around 15% of the population (Efferin & Hopper, 2007).
Religion is important to consider as Muslim religion influences business operations in several
ways. Firstly, interest based finance, important to funding business projects is discouraged
under sharia law as interest or riba is exploitative and places unnecessary risk and uncertainty
on the poor, secondly, transactions involving risk are discouraged under Sharia law (Saeed,
2008).

2.2.6 Hofstede Culture Dimensions and Indonesia.
Hofstede (1984, 2001) initially described four dimensions of NC and measured NC
dimensions across a large cross-section of participants from different countries, including
Indonesia. The NC dimensions include individualism, power distance, masculinity and
uncertainty avoidance. Long-term orientation, a fifth dimension of NC, has not been
measured for Indonesia to the author’s knowledge. Uncertainty avoidance has since been
identified as a peripheral cultural dimension (Merchant, 2007) and will not be discussed
further in this section. The scores and ranks reported by Hofstede for the four cultural
dimensions are specified in Table 2.1.
Indonesia was reported as a collective country culture, ranking low on the individualism
score. People in collective cultures such as Indonesia are well integrated. Members are loyal
to collective goals and look after the interests of other in-group members (Hofstede, 2001;
Reisinger & Turner, 1997). Anthropological studies of Javanese culture support these
findings (Efferin & Hopper, 2007). Javanese cultural traits found to be consistent with
collective cultures related to maintaining social harmony (rukan), including making
cooperative (gotong royong), collective (musyawarah), and unanimous (mufakat) decisions
(Efferin & Hopper, 2007).
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Indonesia also ranked high on the power distance index. People from high power distance
countries are more likely to accept inequalities in power as being normal (Hofstede, 1984,
2001). Anthropological studies of Java also support these findings. High power distance is
evident in maintenance of social order. Social order is maintained by people being polite,
humble and displaying respect to higher-status individuals. Power distance is also evident in
Javanese forms of paternalism (Bapakism) (Efferin and Hopper, 2007).
Indonesia also ranked as lower than average on Hofstede’s masculinity dimension. People
from countries lower on the masculinity tend to have greater overlap in gender roles with
people from both sexes being on average more caring, modest and tender than in high
masculinity countries such as Japan (Hofstede, 2001). Though Indonesia is classified low on
masculinity, there are also elements consistent with more masculine cultures such as
importance of material possessions, and inequality (Reisinger & Turner, 1997)
Table 2.1 Indonesian scores for Hofstede cultural dimensions
Cultural dimension

Index

Rank

Individualism

14

47-48

Power distance

78

8-9

Masculinity

46

30-31

Uncertainty avoidance

48

41-42

Long term orientationa

-

-

a

Long-term orientation has not been measured for Indonesia to the author’s knowledge.

Source: Hofstede (2001)

The Indonesian cultural context may matter in the study of CBS, as people from Indonesia
have been found to look after interests of other in-group members by making cooperative,
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collective and unanimous decisions. CBS are used in making project investment decisions
and these types of decisions have not been studied extensively in Indonesia.

2.2.7 Summary of Indonesian economy.
With a long history of contact and trade with other Asian and European countries, a large
supply of low-cost labour and proximity to growing Asian economies, a modern Indonesia
offers potential for businesses to generate returns on capital in a dynamic and developing
economy. Following the Asian economic crisis, volatility remains evident in Indonesia with
commonly quoted economic factors including foreign exchange rates, inflation, and interest
rates continuing to fluctuate. Political volatility has also been associated with recent
nationalistic changes in government policies, increasing levels of local government autonomy
and intractable government corruption at both levels of government impacting on business
confidence and investment. Developments in the legal system offer structural support to a
growing Indonesian economy. With commentators indicating accounting practices
contributed to the Asian economic crisis, Indonesian accounting regulators are yet to adopt
current IFRS.
Social conscience and collective decision-making were noted historically and contemporarily
throughout a modern Indonesia. Historically, social and collective influences were common
in village decision-making, through Hindu and Muslim religious teachings, and
contemporarily social influences and collective action have been formally incorporated into
the Pancasila central to the Indonesian constitution. The Pancasila is included in school
curriculum, implemented through the constitution in all organisations including both
government organisations and company rules.
In this overview of the Indonesian economy, enduring economy volatility, Sharia based
principles discouraging risky transactions, and Pancasila principles highlighting a social
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conscience and consensus based decision-making were emphasised. These national
characteristics may have implications for CBS. More sophisticated CBS capture the impact of
volatile project cash flows on project outcomes and measure uncertainty associated with
project transactions. More sophisticated CBS may also use consensus or team based decisionmaking approaches and use NFI including social NFI. The implications of NC differences
described in this section, for CBS design is discussed further during hypotheses development
in Chapter 3.
The next section discusses Australia economy and context.

2.3 Overview of Australian economy and context
Discussion in this section addresses Australia’s: history both before and after colonisation;
the contemporary political, legal, economic and accounting environment and social
demographics including religion, and employment levels. The discussion provides broad
context to develop an understanding of the environmental setting in which Australia listed
companies operate. In the next section an historical overview of Australia will be presented.

2.3.1 Historical overview
A continent and associated islands comprising an area of around 7.7 million square
kilometres and with an estimated current population of over 23 million people, Australia was
federated in 1901 (Manning Clark, 2006). Australia is situated south of the Indonesian
archipelago and the country straddles the Indian, Pacific and Southern oceans (Lawrence and
Davies, 2010). In this section a brief history of Australia is provided including pre-colonial
history with the view to describing influences of trade, colonial occupation and other
influences on the new country including its legal, economic, social and political development.
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2.3.1.1 Precolonial history and the indigenous economy

Indigenous Aboriginals speaking over 500 hundred distinct languages occupied the
Australian contingent from between 40,000–60,000 years prior to colonial settlement by the
British in 1788 (Broome, 2010). A low-density population of predominantly hunters and
gatherers, Aboriginal people were estimated between 300,000-1,000,000 people at the time of
colonial settlement (McLean, 2012). In a hot and dry continent with few plants worthy of
intensive cultivation or animals suitable to be intensively farmed, Aboriginal people lived
sustainably for thousands of years as hunters and gatherers (Broome, 2010; McLean, 2012).
Aboriginals carried only light-weight equipment to catch food and provide for their needs
including nets, spears and tools (Broome, 2010). As hunters and gatherers, the Aboriginal
economies produced few surplus productive outputs and did not create taxable arrangements,
but the Aboriginal people did possess substantial arable land assets and resources including
water, clays and minerals for ceremonial purposes (McLean, 2012). From the early 1700s,
fishing people from Macassar in the Indonesian archipelago travelled to northern Australia, to
catch fish and in doing so, they also traded with local Aboriginals, shared knowledge and
took wives back to their homeland (Broome, 2010). Apart from these interactions, Aboriginal
people in the most part did not meet people from other countries until colonisation by the
British (Broome, 2010).
2.3.1.2 Colonisation, convict labour, and trade initiatives

The first reported landing on Australian soil by Europeans was made by Dutch navigator
Willem Jansz in 1606 when in search of gold in new lands he encountered hostile Aboriginal
people near Cape York (Broome, 2010). Other Dutch navigators also in search of gold and
riches reached northern, western and Tasmanian Australian coastlines, but the Dutch decided
not to colonise Australia due in part to the barren landscapes and easier riches to be made
elsewhere in the Indonesian archipelago (Manning Clark, 2006).
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When Captain James Cook chartered eastern Australia in 1770, he conveyed the potential of
the land for cropping and livestock to British authorities (Manning Clark, 2006). After
American independence, British convicts could no longer be sent to America for their crimes
and eastern Australia was settled as a convict colony at Sydney cove under Governor Phillip
in 1788 (Manning Clark, 2006).
Considered savages, and therefore not recognised as owners of the land and resources,
Aboriginal people were gradually and forcefully dispossessed of their land and livelihood
without compensation or treaty as the new colony was established and expanded into new
regions (Broome, 2010; McGregor, 2011). Aboriginal people resisted colonisation of their
land through acts of aggression and cultural resistance, but European diseases including
smallpox severely reduced their numbers during early settlement. Superior European
weapons utilised during sporadic conflicts and alienation from their traditional lands further
reduced the Aboriginal population. The British colony continued to grow and encroach on
Aboriginal lands despite the enduring Aboriginal resistance (Broome, 2010; McLean, 2012).
The Aboriginal people facilitated and participated in early and ongoing growth of the new
colony in several ways. Firstly, the Aboriginal land, sometimes already cleared through
seasonal fire sticking practices, was used by colonists to develop agriculture. Aboriginals also
helped the colonists find water, indigenous food, and understand topography (McLean,
2012). Later, Aboriginals worked as guides, provided domestic help, or worked as stock men
in the new colony, though wages payments for provision of labour were inadequate and often
paid in kind (McLean, 2012; Lawrence & Davies, 2010).
The convict economy was not only a major reason for establishing colonies in Australia due
to the remote location, but convicts also provided cheap labour to clear land and work on
farms, construct roads and buildings, grow the economy and population of the new colony.
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Around 160,000 convicts were transported to the new colonies mainly on the east coast of
Australia between 1788 and 1868 (McLean, 2012). Convict literacy and skill levels were
comparable to England. Some evidence supports that convicts were selected for transport
based on these skills and allocation of labour to tasks was also efficient. Convicts were only
transported if fit enough to make the long journey by ship also aiding to the potential growth
of the colony. Convicts after serving their sentence in the colony often stayed in the colony
and were either employed in trade and other occupations or granted small land holdings
(McLean, 2012).
2.3.1.3 Developing trade, financial, legal and political arrangements

The potential for trade in shipping masts from Norfolk Island, sealing throughout the
Australian coastline and wool from the hinterland of New South Wales both funded and
fuelled early development in the colony (Lawrence & Davies 2010; McLean, 2012).
Occupation of land associated with these endeavours also reduced likelihood of French
colonies being established after early exploration in the region (Manning Clark, 2006).
Though sealing and shipping masts provided early trade for the colony, it was the wool trade
that led to substantial and ongoing growth for the colony (Blainey, 1994; Lawrence &
Davies, 2010). The wool trade expanded from early settlement in the colonies through the
opportunistic work ethic of squatters often supported by cheap convict labour. The squatters
farmed sheep on crown land effectively without permission, fencing or other expensive
development costs that usually prohibited these business ventures. Wool as a light and nonperishable product was easily transported back to Britain providing the major source of
export income until the mid-20th century helping to develop the economy both financially and
geographically (Lawrence and Davies, 2010; McLean, 2012).
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Political, legal and regulatory institutions essential for transition from a military controlled
colony to a self-governing economy closely followed the developing trade in wool. Firstly,
the establishment of a legislative council provided self-governance in New South Wales.
Secondly, the establishment of self-governance in each of the colonies further led to the
establishment of local taxation arrangements, building of schools and abolition of convict
transportation further rested power from Britain and enhancing the colonies. Thirdly, the
establishment of local banking operations facilitated financial arrangement essential for
ongoing trade (McLean, 2012). Fourthly, the establishment of land policies in 1847 reduced
uncertainty for squatters and provided opportunities for new pastoralists seeking to purchase
pastoral land (McLean, 2012).
The successive discoveries of gold from the 1850-1890, resulted in substantial economic,
democratic, social and political changes to the colony (Lawrence and Davies, 2010; McLean,
2012). Gold discoveries led to substantial economic development through establishment of
related manufacturing industries, increased trade and wealth flowing into the economy from
the sale of gold, and development of infrastructure in the form of railways and telegraph
(Blainey & Cumming, 1978; Lawrence and Davies, 2010). Extensive immigration also
fuelled economic development through arrival of the British; the return of colonists from
American gold-fields; and. the emergence of Chinese in increasing numbers in search of
wealth from gold (Manning Clark, 2006). The colony more than doubled in population to 1.1
million people within ten years (McLean, 2012). Democratic and political reforms were also
made as the colony grew and people in the gold fields demanded fair representation. Reforms
included the separation of colonial governance into several states, increased representation in
government from people from diverse backgrounds and granting of suffrage all white men of
voting age (Manning Clark, 2006). Later as mining became more capital intensive, the
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establishment of companies to develop and benefit from gold mining intensified (McLean,
2012).
2.3.1.4 Nationalist push, Independence, world-war I and the recession

Several factors led to nationalist pushes from within the colonies. These factors included high
colonial debt levels funded by foreign capital (Manning Clark, 2006); world banking crisis
outside of the control of local colonies, leading to recession and lower immigration (McLean,
2012); impediments to trade between the colonies due to imposition of local tariffs (Manning
Clark, 2006); importance of coordinated defence to ward off foreign incursions by Germany
or other forces (Blainey, 1994); anti-unionism pushes to maintain lower wages through free
contracting, use of low-paid, foreign workers in tropical north Queensland (McLean, 2012);
and pro-unionism pushes to maintain or increase wages and abolish the use of foreign
workers (Manning Clark, 2006).
A decision to federate the six Australian colonies effective from 1 January 1901, also led to
construction of a federal parliament and high court with jurisdiction over federal matters.
Federal powers encompassed banking and commerce regulations, taxation arrangements,
immigration and arbitration of industrial disputes. Other powers including education, health
and transport remained under state jurisdiction (Blainey, 1994; Manning Clark, 2006).
Early legislation from the national government promoting stability and growth of economic
development included creation of a government owned bank, and eliminating tariffs between
states (McLean, 2012). Other legislation provided minimum wages, limited immigration to
people of white, European heritage and ended use of Pacific Island labour in Queensland
(Grattan, 2003; Manning Clark, 2006).
Australia fought under British command during World War I and suffered substantial
casualties. The war effort was funded with increased government debt and imposition of
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federal income tax (McLean, 2012). After the war, industrialisation increased; political and
unionist pushes for higher wages ensued; increased tariff protection against foreign goods
was implemented; investments in infrastructure for the growing country and further increases
in government foreign debt obligations to fund these initiatives dominated government
action, but an emerging and protracted impact was the great depression on Australian and
world economies (Grattan, 2003). Halving of wool and commodity prices, exports and
withdrawal of capital from Britain led to high levels of unemployment and a drawn out
economic crisis resulting in ongoing unemployment and poverty for many years (Grattan,
2003; Manning Clark, 2006).
2.3.1.5 World-war II and a golden age for Australia

In 1939, Australia entered World War II when Germany invaded England (Manning Clark,
2006). A change in foreign emphasis from England to the USA emerged when England was
unable to defend Australia during the Pacific war, fought against Japan. Though destructive
in terms of casualties throughout Europe and Asia, the impact of World War II was less
severe on the Australian economy than World War I. Increased manufacture of goods to
provide war equipment for predominantly USA armed forces fighting Japan, provided
manufacturing knowhow and capacity for several decades after the war ended (McLean,
2012). This provision of goods along with increases in income taxes funded the war instead
of debt.
Substantial immigration directed by Australian government from Europeans escaping post
war devastation, boosted Australian population, security and further fuelled a post war golden
age for the Australian economy (McLean, 2012). Trade and security concerns became linked
increasingly with Asia and the pacific. Increased trade highlighted by provision of wool and
food for the Korean war effort, export of raw materials and resources to Japan and local
manufacture of goods for Australian households provided growth opportunities for the
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Australian economy. Similarly imports of goods increasingly were provided from Japan and
Asia (Blainey, 1994; Manning Clark, 2006). Concerns over communist threats both locally
and within Asia dominated local politics culminating in attempts to ban communist parties in
Australia; contribution towards both Korean and Vietnamese war efforts and increases in
foreign aid directed towards Asia (Grattan, 2003; Manning Clark, 2006).
2.3.1.6 Economic shocks, emerging multicultural Australia and Asian trade

From 1968 onwards successive governments began several social and economic initiatives
including phasing out the white Australia policy, directing Australia’s trade relations towards
Asia, increasing women’s wages and participation in employment and provision of improved
social security. Substantial increases in immigration from other non-European countries did
not occur for several years after the end of the white Australia policy. Substantial
immigration from Vietnam for example, did not occur until the late 1970s (Blainey, 1994;
Grattan, 2003).
Two spikes in oil prices driven by Middle Eastern oil powers in 1973 and 1979 lead to: rising
prices for goods; increases in wages during this period: higher and entrenched inflation; and
high levels of unemployment in Australia and globally (Grattan, 2003; McLean, 2012). The
second oil shock in 1979 led to a resource boom for Australian coal, while other resources
and minerals were increasingly exported to Japan and other industrialising Asian countries
(McLean, 2012).
In the 1980s, governments made substantial changes to Australia’s economic policies in order
to reduce the economic malaise, internationalise the economy and improve efficiency.
Significant changes to policies included: reduced tariff protection; floating of Australian
dollar; establishing an accord on wages and wage restraint with labour unions; privatisation
of government bodies to encourage improved efficiency; encouragement of foreign banking;
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and improvements in wharf infrastructure to facilitate export trade. Further industrialisation
of non-Japanese Asia lead to export resource trade including uranium, coal, iron ore, copper,
bauxite and other resources to South Korea, Taiwan, China and other Asian countries
(Grattan, 2003; McLean, 2012).
In the 1990s, trade and economic reforms continued with governments encouraging an active
role in improving trade with Asian countries through regular APEC (Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation) meetings, labour market reforms, greater independence for the reserve bank and
introduction of a goods and services tax (GST). During this period recognition of native title
to Aboriginal Australians was also won and later legislated by government to improve
certainty for trade and commerce (Grattan, 2003; Manning Clark, 2006; McLean, 2012).
2.3.1.7 End of an economic boom, the GFC and social reforms

Australian economic prosperity built on successive booms in mining investment and trade
continued well into the 21st century (McLean, 2012). The government’s response to the GFC
both helped Australia avoid economic recession and led to substantial government debt
(McLean, 2012; Aulich and Evans 2010). Government responses to the GFC included
providing bank guarantees; funding ongoing economic stimulus throughout the economy
such as cash payments to families and sponsoring installation of home insulation; and
developing new infrastructure including a national broadband network.
Significant social reforms included: apologising to Indigenous Australians for invading
Australia and placing more emphasis on social outcomes for Indigenous Australians;
providing increasing resources and reforms for education; establishing disability insurance
scheme; funding a national broadband network; and establishing government responses
combat climate change. Other significant issues related to establishing policy on asylum
seekers (Aulich & Evans, 2010).
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2.3.1.8 Summary and synthesis of historical context

The above overview of Australian history has identified several influences on contemporary
business, trade and economic environment in Australia. Trade relations were developed in the
most part after colonisation by the British in Australia. Trade has been predominantly based
on Australia’s substantial wealth of both renewable land resources and other non-renewable
mineral resources, though in recent years trade has developed in service industries including
financial services. Though initially trading predominated with England, the proximity of
Australia to an industrialising Asia has facilitated trade in resources, agricultural commodities
and services in more recent times.
Rules, regulations and laws were largely established from by colonial governments based on
British regulations in response to growing trade and other requirements, and then adapted by
successive governments to provide economic resilience, facilitate changing political ideals
and develop a more robust international economy. Only recently has Indigenous ownership of
land been recognised by the Australian government with implications for resource royalties,
provision of apology and remedies for improved social outcomes been implemented.
The next section discusses the current political environment in Australia.

2.3.2 Political environment – open economy and lowering business taxes
The Commonwealth of Australia has two tiers of governments, the federal government, and
state governments. The bicameral federal parliament includes the House of Representatives
and the Senate. The parliament is currently controlled by the conservative Liberal-National
Party coalition government headed by Prime Minister Tony Abbott. The government does not
have sufficient numbers to control the senate and will need to negotiate bills with minor
parties during the entirety of the current term in office (Marketline, 2014b; EIU, 2013b).
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The federal government remains responsible for broad portfolio areas under the constitution
including: economic policy and taxation; foreign affairs; defence; immigration and border
protection; banking and commerce regulation. Other policy under primary responsibility for
the states but increasingly also falling under federal policy includes: health, social services,
education and transport (Manning Clark, 2006; EIU, 2013b).
The new federal government has committed to eliminating taxes including the carbon tax and
mining tax implemented by the previous government, whilst continuing to pursue a more
open economy through reducing subsidies to motor vehicle manufacturers and negotiating
free trade agreements with major trading partners including a recent agreement with South
Korea (EIU, 2013b; Business Monitor, 2014b). The government has also committed to
making spending cuts in public sector and through a wind-back of the national broadband
network, though government deficits are expected to continue for several years before
returning to surplus (Global Insight, 2014).

2.3.3 Legal environment – supportive regulations for business
At the time of establishing a British penal colony in NSW, the land occupied by the colonists
was declared terra nullius (land belonging to no one) due to the sparse population of
Aboriginal inhabitants, lack of knowledge of any existing legal systems or arrangements, and
prior reports on the east coast of Australia documented by Captain James Cook from his
earlier expedition of the region. In accordance with the doctrine of reception, the declaration
of terra nullius allowed foundations of the current legal environment in Australia to be based
on the English Legal system of the time (Manning Clark, 2006; Gibson & Fraser, 2011).
English common laws were gradually replaced by local laws as the local colonies in Australia
were established, as trade developed and populations increased over time. Local colonial
legislatures were established and periodically enhanced from the early 1800s. Powers to
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create laws were granted to the colonies and abilities to raise taxes was allowed through a
series of new English laws granting gradual independence to the colonies (Blainey, 1994;
Manning Clark, 2006; Gibson & Fraser, 2011).
The basis of current legal arrangements was established under the Commonwealth of
Australia Constitution Act (1901). This Act established exclusive powers for the
Commonwealth of Australia; concurrent powers to be shared between the commonwealth and
the states; and residual powers held by the states. Exclusive powers held by the
commonwealth include: customs, free trade between the states, military forces and currency.
Over time exclusive powers over business and trade held by the commonwealth have been
expanded through agreements with the states or through other means. Commonwealth
legislation now includes: the Corporations Act (2001) providing regulation for companies;
Securities laws allowing sales and trading of shares; Fair Work Act (2009) providing a
uniform national industrial relations regulations; and Consumer and Competition Act (2010)
enhancing fair trading and limited unfair trading practices (Gibson & Fraser, 2011;
Davenport & Parker, 2012).
The Constitution also importantly provided for separation of powers between the parliament,
the executive and the judiciary. The separation of powers allows parliament to make
Commonwealth or state laws; the executive to formulate and administer policies; and the
judiciary to interpret and enforce these laws (Gibson & Fraser, 2011; Davenport & Parker,
2012).
In recent years, changes in the legal environment in Australia provided a more open, free and
supportive country for conducting for businesses. Legal regulations and infrastructure in
Australia are increasingly uniform across the country, providing clear foundations for
business operations. Australia was ranked as the third freest economy in the world by the
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Wall street journal in 2013 (Marketline, 2014b). The legal environment for conducting
business is considered competitive and corruption in business is thought to be minimal.
Australia was ranked 11th lowest of 176 countries on a recent corruption perception index
(Marketline, 2014b).

2.3.4 Current economic environment in Australia
In this section, a general overview of the economic environment in Australia is provided
including brief discussion on economic growth and volatility, stock market information and
an overview of listed companies.
As illustrated in Figure 2.7, economic growth as measured by real GDP growth has fluctuated
between 1.4–3.6% since 2008 with the lowest GDP growth recorded during the GFC in 2009.
Since the GFC, real GDP growth has improved and is forecast to increase to around 3% from
2015 onwards (Marketline, 2014b; Global Insight, 2014).
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Figure 2.7 Australian real GDP growth between 2008 and 2014
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While GDP growth fluctuated during this period, other measures of economic uncertainty
impacting on the Australian economy provide more specific information on volatility and are
reported next including inflation, foreign exchange uncertainty and interest rate uncertainty.
Figure 2.8 Australian consumer price inflation between 2008 and 2014
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Figure 2.8 illustrates recent changes in Australian inflation and forecast inflation since 2008.
Inflation as measured by CPI averaged around 3.2% in Australia between 2000 and 2011, but
has since decreased. Analysts expect inflation to remain low between 2.5-2.8% through to
2016 (Business Monitor, 2014b; Global Insight, 2014).
Exchange rates are also a source of volatility for business, especially for businesses with
substantial imports from suppliers or exports to customers. After depreciating against the US
dollar during the GFC in 2009, the Australian dollar appreciated significantly in 2011 during
the mining boom, but has recently depreciated against the US dollar signalling the end of the
mining boom; lower interest rates, along with growth in the USA economy and winding
down of quantitative easing. The Exchange rate is expected to continue to weaken against the
US dollar through to 2016 as the US economy grows and the Australian economy transitions
after the mining boom (EIU, 2013b; Business Monitor, 2014b).

AUD / USD

Figure 2.9 Australian exchange rate comparison to US dollars 2005 and 2014
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Figure 2.10 Australian average lending interest rates 2008 and 2014
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As can be seen from Figure 2.10, after peaking in 2008 at around 9%, lending interest rates
have decreased since the GFC and remain at historical lows. Interest rates are expected to
remain stable in the foreseeable future (EIU, 2013b; Business Monitor, 2014b).
The Australian Securities Exchange provides another form of finance for firms and security
returns for investors. As can be seen from Figure 2.11, the number of domestic companies
listed on the ASX has been relatively stable since 2007, but the market capitalisation of these
companies fluctuated with decreases in both 2009 and 2011 during the GFC before
rebounding. The market capitalisation was reported as $A1,527 billion at the end of 2013
(ASX, 2014).
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Figure 2.11: ASX number of listed companies and market capitalisation between 2005
and 2014.
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2.3.5 Accounting environment in Australia
Both financial accounting and auditing regulation in Australia are relevant to capital
budgeting approaches. Financial accounting regulates published financial information while
auditing approaches consider business risk. Both financial information and business risk are
important considerations for capital budgeting decisions. Historically, financial accounting
and auditing practices in Australia were developed to meet investors’ needs and initially were
based on English accounting techniques of the time (Radebaugh et al., 2006). Ongoing
developments in accounting standards became the responsibility of the Australian accounting
profession until the standard setting process was regulated in the 1990s (Bazley & Hancock,
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2013). Development of Australian accounting standards (AASB) have been managed more
recently by the Australian Accounting Standards Board with oversight provided by the
Financial Reporting Council. Regulations for these standards are codified in the Corporations
Act (2001) and the Australian Securities and Investment Commission Act (2001). Since 2005
Australian companies have been required to comply with Australian equivalents of
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The AASB provides significant and
ongoing input into the development and promotion of IFRS to maintain a high quality of
accounting standards in Australia (Bazley & Hancock, 2013).
Auditing in Australia has followed a business risk approach in considering both strategic and
business related risks faced by firms since the 1990s. Since 2003 Australian auditing
standards have been harmonised with standards issued by the International Auditing and
Assurance standards board. The Australian auditing standards are enforceable through the
Corporations Law (2001) ensuring higher compliance and quality (Radebaugh et al., 2007;
Gay & Simnett, 2010). The next section discusses social demographics in Australia.

2.3.6 Social demographics in Australia.
With a population of just under 23 million people, Australia is a relatively small, but
developed country with high rate of literacy and highly urbanised population (EIU, 2013b;
Marketline, 2014). GDP per capita has risen from around US$38,600 in 2008 to US$44,000
during 2013. As can be seen from Figure 2.12, recorded unemployment initially peaked
during the GFC in 2008, but has been on an increasing trend since 2011. Unemployment is
expected to peak again at 6.0% during 2014, but analysts expect improvement in employment
during future years (EIU, 2013b; Business Monitor, 2014b; Global Insight, 2014).
The Australian population is predominantly comprised of Christian religions with 27%
protestant, 26% Roman Catholic and 8% other Christian denominations, Other reported
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religions include Eastern Orthodox, Islam and Buddhist (Marketline, 2014b; Global Insight,
2013). Approximately 90% of Australians descend from European heritage consistent with
the white Australia policy in force until the 1970s, with another 4% of Chinese heritage and
around 2% Indigenous Australians (Lawrence and Davies, 2010; Marketline, 2014b).
Figure 2.12: Australian unemployment rates between 2008 and 2014.
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2.3.7 Hofstede’s culture dimensions and Australia.
Five dimensions of NC for Australia as reported by Hofstede (1984, 2001) are reported in
Table 2.2. Uncertainty avoidance will not be discussed further as this NC dimension has been
identified in the literature as a peripheral NC dimension (Merchant, 2007). The other NC
dimensions discussed in this section include individualism, power distance, masculinity and
long-term orientation.
Australia ranked second highest of all countries on the individualism dimension of NC.
People from individualistic cultures primarily consider their own and their family’s needs
rather than broader group need (Hofstede, 2001). Individualism in Australian culture places
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emphasis on values of independence, assertiveness and autonomy (Reisinger & Turner, 1997)
Individualism is also highly correlated to national wealth (Triandis, 1995; Lau & Eggleton,
2004) and Australia is the wealthiest nation (GDP per capita) in the Asia region (EIU 2013b).
A higher level of individualism in Australia (Hofstede, 2001) is supported through historical
origins of Australia and contemporaneously through language. Historically, from European
settlement of Australia as a penal colony, individuals began making their own choices on
ways of life due in part to the vast and remote land (Patel, 2003). Contemporaneously,
individualism is maintained in Australian dialogue through the continued use of individual
and self-focused language in education, psychology and business disciplines (Patel, 2003).
Table 2.2 Australian scores for Hofstede cultural dimensions
Cultural dimension

Index

Rank

Individualism

90

2

Power distance

36

41

Masculinity

61

16

Uncertainty avoidance

51

47

Long term Orientation

31

22-24

Source: Hofstede (2001)
Australia ranked low on power distance. People from low power distance societies are less
likely to accept unequal distribution of power, wealth or social status (Hofstede, 2001). Other
studies support these findings highlighting the importance Australians place on equality and
freedom, rather than status and hierarchy (Triandis, 1995; Patel, 2003).
Australia is ranked above an average country score on masculinity. People from high
masculinity countries have clear and distinct gender roles. Males in high masculinity
countries are generally more assertive and competitive, while females are generally more
caring, warm and tender (Reisinger & Turner, 1997; Hofstede, 2001).
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Australia ranked low on long-term orientation. People from countries with short term
orientation value the past and present, rather than the future. People from these countries
expect fast results, do not consider status as important in relationships, and save lower levels
of income for the future (Hofstede, 2001). People from countries with short term orientations
including Australia are also less likely to adopt and perceive payoffs from strategic
management practices (Voss & Blackman, 1998).
The Australian cultural context may matter in the study of CBS. Australians may make
independent decisions, considering their own desires, rather than broader needs. Furthermore,
Australian people may have a short term decision orientation. CBS are used in making
project investment decisions and these types of decisions have not been studied extensively in
Australia within this context.

2.3.7 Summary of Australian economy and context
With a long history of scattered but sustainable Indigenous occupation of Australian territory,
modern Australia was colonised by the British, and then developed only over the past two
centuries. Originally based on adopted British models, the Australian political, accounting
and regulatory systems provide solid foundations for business and trade in a relatively open
economy with low levels of corruption reported in business and government.
Though the GFC impacted on business performance in Australia, real GDP growth has
remained positive due to substantial trade with growing Asian economies. Economic
volatility was also modest in recent years with low, but stable interest rates, low levels of
inflation and a stronger Australian dollar. Unemployment levels have increased in recent
times and are expected to remain at higher levels in the near future.
The overview of the Australian economy documented a stable and open economic, legal and
political environment. Social characteristics including a short-term orientation and emphasis
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on the individual rather than collective NC was also underlined. These factors may have
implications for CBS. A stable economic, legal and political environment may mean less
sophisticated CBS are needed for firms in order to forecast financial outcomes from project
investments. A shorter-term orientation may also mean less sophisticated CBS are necessary
in order to forecast project cash flows and estimate financial impacts from project
uncertainty. The link between NC and CBS is further discussed during hypothesis
development in Chapter Three.
Table 2.3 Summary of Indonesian and Australian Context
Context
Trading history
Political environment
Government trade policies
Legal system

Economic growth
Inflation rates
Foreign exchange rates
Lending interest rates
Stock market growth
Accounting
GDP per head 2013
Unemployment
Religion
Ethnic heritage
Individual vs collective
Power distance
Masculinity
Orientation

Indonesia
Since around 5th Century AD
Higher corruption
Nationalistic approach
Based on traditional custom,
Sharia, Dutch and Indonesian
rules. Going through reform
Higher 5-6%
Higher, Volatile 4-8%
More volatile
Higher 12-14%
Faster growth
IFRS but not fully adopted
Around $US5,000
Around 6%
Predominantly Muslim
Predominantly Javanese &
Sundanese
Maintain social harmony,
collective & cooperative
More likely to accept unequal
distribution of power
Lower, overlap in gender roles
Long term
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Australia
Since 18 Century AD
Lower corruption
Open and free approach
Based on English rules &
replaced by Australian law
over time. Stable legal system
Lower 2-3%
Lower, stable 2-3%
Less volatile
Lower 6-8%
Slow growth
IFRS adopted since 2005
Around $US44,000
Around 6%
Predominantly Christian
Predominantly European
th

Independent, assertive and
autonomous
Less likely to accept unequal
distribution of power
Higher, overlap in gender roles
Short term

2.4 Summary
This chapter provided an overview of Indonesian and Australian economics in order to
develop an understanding of the NC underpinning this research. Drawing on an approach
developed by Patel (2004) and Heidhues and Patel (2011), historical, political, legal,
accounting and social characteristics of NC in Indonesia and Australia were discussed with
the view of informing understanding of how the design of CBS may be influenced by NC of
each country. Table 2.3 lists a summary of country context in Australia and Indonesia.
Historically, local customs on the Indonesian archipelago were influenced through
developing trade and cultural interaction between indigenous locals, foreign merchants and
travellers. Trade with Indian, Chinese and later Arabian and Portuguese merchants
influenced, trading rules and arrangements. Trading rules and arrangements were also
influenced through successive customs and religions of traders. Importantly, current
constitutional and legal principles were influenced through emerging trade. Philosophical
principles including the Pancasila, thought to be influenced by early Hindu-Indian
merchants, and Islamic sharia rules introduced through trade with Arabian and Indian
merchants, had lasting impacts on trading rules and customs. Colonisation by the Dutch
incorporated further rules including accounting and legal regulations and formalised
established arrangements developed through earlier trade. Jockeying for trade advantages
with local elite by the Dutch may have also provided seeds of corruption as the Dutch sought
exclusive trade dealings at the expense of other foreign traders.
In contrast dominant and established customs and rules were largely transported to Australia
through colonisation by the British from the late 1700s. These rules and customs gradually
acquired their current Australian form as rules were adapted from the British foundations to
facilitate local growth in commerce, encourage development of local colonies, establish
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increasing independence from the British, and provide ongoing opportunities for Australian
products and services as new international markets emerged. Indigenous influences on local
rules and customs were less apparent in Australia until recent times when governments
acknowledged the original owners of the land.
The current legal environment in Indonesia continues to undergo change as the country’s
economy is reformed post Suharto, as local autonomy is granted to provinces and intractable
corruption in government is reduced. Uncertainty also remains in the political environment in
the build up to new presidential elections and as local autonomy in the provinces is further
implemented. Nationalistic policies have been frequently implemented to favour growth in
local businesses to develop economic activity in recent times. Accounting and auditing rules
retain an Indonesian flavour as local regulators are yet to commit to implement current IFRS.
In contrast the legal, accounting and political environment in Australia has undertaken fewer
changes in recent years. Legal frameworks established at federation, have been modified and
made more nationally consistent over time. Accounting regulators have gradually developed
local accounting rules based on British foundations. More recently these accounting rules
were harmonised to IFRS. A political agenda for the current government is to further
facilitate an open economy including the establishment of new free trade arrangements with
foreign countries and to provide a lower cost environment for business through a lower tax
agenda and less red tape.
Both the Indonesian and Australian economies suffered during the GFC. Following the GFC,
growth in real GDP has been positive in both countries, but higher in Indonesia, than
Australia. Higher growth in market capitalisation on the Indonesian securities exchange also
highlights the better growth and performance of the Indonesian economy in comparison to
Australia. In contrast, higher levels of economic volatility have been evident in both inflation
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and exchange rate movements for Indonesia in comparison to Australia. Lending interest
rates have also been consistently lower in Australia than in Indonesia.
Social demographics highlighted higher levels of Muslim religion in Indonesia. Muslim
religion was previously noted to influence local Indonesian laws and trade through both
Islamic banking and the Islamic economy. One salient practice discouraged under sharia rules
central to Muslim religion and the Islamic economy are transactions incorporating risk
including interest-bearing debt. In comparison more Australians identified as Christians,
though Christianity was not highlighted as a major influence on local law, accounting or
trade.
Indonesia was also described as a collective culture. Collective influences in Indonesia
highlighted cooperative, unanimous and collective decision-making, and maintenance of
social harmony. Australian culture was described as a more individual culture. Individual
influences highlight the importance of individual goals, competitiveness and outcomes.
Australia was also described as low on long-term orientation.
The NC differences underlined in this chapter may have implications for CBS design. A more
sophisticated CBS design may be suited to the Indonesian environment due to higher
economic volatility, along with Sharia based principles discouraging risky transactions and
Pancasila principles highlighting social conscience and collective decision-making.
Sophisticated CBS are better able to forecast volatile project cash flows and measure
uncertainty associated with project transactions. In contrast, a Australia has experienced
lower volatility and short term orientation. A less sophisticated CBS design may be needed in
these conditions to forecast project outcomes. The implications of NC differences on CBS
design is further discussed during hypothesis development in the next chapter. The next
chapter establishes research aims, research questions, research hypotheses for this study.
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3.1 Overview
The main purpose of this literature review is to demonstrate how academic contributions
made in this thesis extend prior research by identifying gaps in the research area (Ridley,
2008; Perry, 1998). Other purposes of the literature review are to introduce and define
relevant concepts, provide a background and develop contemporary context for both CBS and
comparative research on NC. The previous chapter explored the contextual and cultural
settings in which listed companies in Australia and Indonesia operate. This chapter follows
on from the previous chapter by building a theoretical basis for the study. The literature
review includes academic peer reviewed research articles and conference proceedings
relating to the main themes of CBS, NC, and FFP. An overall structure of this literature
review is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Overall Structure of the Literature Review
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This chapter is organised in several sections. Section 3.2 introduces theories underpinning
CBS. Section 3.3 provides definitions of key concepts utilised in this chapter. Section 3.4
explores, evaluates and synthesises prior research related to CBS, NC and FFP. Section 3.5
establishes research questions and developed hypotheses. Finally, section 3.6 provides a
summary.

3.2 Theories underpinning capital budgeting systems
This section provides a brief description of three theoretical frameworks that underpin CBS:
Contingency framework, agency theory and psychology theories. The application of these
theories to CBS is also introduced. Section 3.2.1 provides an overview of the contingency
framework. Section 3.2.2 provides a summary of agency theory and section 3.2.3 provides an
overview of psychology theories.

3.2.1 Contingency framework
The contingency framework is an organisational theory that posits the optimal design of a
firm’s management accounting system (MAS) depends on the setting of the firm (Fisher,
1995; Chenhall, 2006). A MAS is the systematic use of management accounting information
(e.g. budgets, CBS) and other controls used by the firm including organisational
arrangements, organisational culture and personnel controls to achieve desirable firm
outcomes including FFP (Chenhall, 2003). The setting of firm incorporates numerous types
of firm context including: the level of environmental uncertainty; differences in NC; types of
competitive strategy; levels of technology; industry; firm size; and level of diversification
(Fisher, 1995; Chenhall, 2006). The contingency framework contrasts to a universal approach
to the optimal design of MAS. If a universal approach to MAS were to hold, then there would
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be one optimal MAS to maximise FFP appropriate to all contextual settings (Hambrick &
Lei, 1985, Fisher, 1995).
Research utilising the contingency framework has found the firm setting influences the
optimal choice of many facets of MAS including general properties of MAS information and
specific categories of MAS (Chenhall, 2003). Optimal MAS design should improve firm
outcomes including FFP. Research has found that general properties of information including
scope, timeliness, degree of integration, and aggregation are all influenced by a firm’s setting
(Gordon & Narayanan, 1984; Chenhall & Morris, 1986). A firm’s setting has also been found
to influence many specific categories of MAS including: reliance on accounting performance
measures (Hartman, 2000); the use of non-financial performance measures (Ittner and
Larcker, 2008; Chen, 2008); use and effectiveness of budgetary controls (Merchant, 1985;
Van der Stede; 2000); contemporary innovations in accounting such as Activity Based
Costing (Anderson & Young, 1999); and some research also supports the influence of setting
on CBS (Larcker, 1983; Haka, 1987; Chenhall & Morris, 1993; Chen, 2008).

3.2.2 Agency theory
Agency theory is built upon two core premises. Firstly the principal (owner) and agent
(manager) in an organisation are self-interested and act to maximise own utility (Rutledge &
Karim, 1999). The utility of the principal is assumed to be maximised through increasing the
wealth of the organisation, while the utility of the agent is maximised by increasing
remuneration and non-pecuniary benefits provided by the organisation, while minimising
effort. Existence of incomplete or asymmetric information to the detriment of the principal
and to the benefit of the agent is a second important premise of agency theory (Harrell &
Harrison, 1994). Agency models drawing on agency theory, mathematically demonstrate
optimal solutions to specific agency problems given model parameters. Optimal solutions to
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agency problems align the interests of the agent to the interests of the principal through
careful MAS selection and design. This alignment ultimately benefits the principal through
improved wealth and FFP. Measures used to align behaviour of the agent to the principal
include performance evaluation systems, performance contingent rewards and use of
monitoring controls (Lambert, 2006).
A number of agency models have been developed and applied to CBS based on observed
organisational practice. Many of these models are based on Harris et al. (1982) and Antle &
Eppin (1985). These models are also based on the assumptions of utility maximisation,
information asymmetry and effort aversion. CBS agency models implicitly recognise that
FFP is improved through CBS designed to reduce agency costs. These models have primarily
demonstrated implications for only some types of CBS, especially CBP but also some types
of CBT (Haka, 2006).

3.2.3 Psychology theories
In contrast to the organisational focus of the contingency framework and many agency
models, psychology theories draw attention to the behaviours, attitudes, motivations and
cognition of individual employees in organisations (Birnberg et al., 2006). Psychology
research relevant to CBS has mainly focused on individual decision-making biases and how
these biases may be mitigated to improve decision-making (Haka, 2006). Other psychology
research relevant to CBS has also investigated impacts of group decision-making and national
culture on decision-making biases in a CBS context.
Escalation of commitment is an important and frequently studied decision-making bias
central to psychology research investigating CBS (Haka, 2006). Research exploring
escalation of commitment has found that uneconomic capital expenditures (CE) are often
continued despite contrary information about past poor performance of the project and the
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availability of alternative profitable investment opportunities (Staw, 1976, 1981; Shultz &
Cheng, 2002; Cheng et al., 2009). This body of research is divided into two broad categories:
1. Explanations of why investment decision makers continue with poor investments – the
escalation of commitment phenomenon;
2. Ways to reduce escalation of commitment.
Both categories of psychology research draw attention to CBS, especially CBP that accelerate
or mitigate escalation of commitment.

3.3 Definitions of key concepts
Key concepts for CBS, NC and FFP are defined in this section. Concepts relating to CBS
have been defined in section 3.3.1. Concepts relating to NC have been defined in section
3.3.2 and concepts relating to FFP have been defined in section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 Capital Budgeting Systems (CBS)
CBS was previously defined in section 1.3.1 as the set of formal techniques and procedures
used to evaluate and select long-term project investments that are consistent with the
company goals of wealth and profit maximisation. The literature refers to four categories of
CBS. These four categories were introduced in section 1.3.1 and diagrammatically presented
in Figure 1.2. Definitions for these four categories of CBS are provided below for clarity and
subsequent extension within these categories:


CBT is defined as systematic, financial techniques used to aid evaluation and selection of
project investments (Haka, 1987);



RMT is defined as techniques used to assess risk and uncertainty of project outcomes
(Ho, 1992);
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NFI is defined as strategic and qualitative information, not of a financial nature, used to
aid evaluation of project investments (Alkaraan & Northcott, 2006; Chen, 2008).



CBP: is defined as formal administrative processes and controls for planning and
controlling project investments (Pike, 1988).

Each category of CBS includes a number of specific items. These items have been classified
in the literature into two levels based on the degree of sophistication of the technique: (a)
naive CBS; and (b) sophisticated CBS (Klammer, 1973; Schall & Sundem, 1980; Kim, 1982;
Haka, 1987; Pike, 1988; Farragher et al., 2001; Verbeeten, 2006). The more commonly used
techniques in each CBS category were previously listed in Figure 1.2 and formal definitions
of these techniques in each CBS category are provided in the following subsections.
An extract from Figure 1.2 for the CBT category of CBS is provided in Figure 3.2. As can be
seen from this diagram, the CBT has been classified into two levels: sophisticated and naive,
consistent with research literature and the explanation in the previous section (Klammer,
1973; Schall & Sundem, 1980; Kim, 1982; Haka, 1987; Pike, 1988; Farragher et al., 2001).
3.3.1.1 Capital Budgeting Techniques (CBT)

Figure 3.2 Common Types of CBT
Net Present Value
Internal Rate of Return

Sophisticated

Profitability Index

Capital
Budgeting
Techniques
(CBT)

Discounted Payback
Payback Period

Naive

Accounting Rate of Return

Source: prepared by author
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Sophisticated CBT are also known as discounted cash-flow techniques (DCFT). These
techniques incorporate the time value of money to estimate benefits and costs of project
investments. Sophisticated CBT express costs and benefits derived from different time
periods in a common denominator, their present value. Initially developed and used for
investments in the 15th century, sophisticated CBT was first described as techniques for
selecting project investments in the 19th century, but only became commonly used in the
1950s when the techniques were described in text books and discount tables became readily
available (Haka, 2006). Some commonly used types of sophisticated CBT include net present
value, internal rate of return, profitability index and discounted payback.


Net present value (NPV) is defined as the difference between the present-value of net
cash flows arising from a project investment discounted at the firm’s cost of capital, and
the initial investment outlay (Jones and Smith, 1982).



Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is defined as the discount rate that equates the present
value of net cash flows with the initial cash outflow associated with the project
investment (Magni, 2010).



Profitability index (PI) is defined as the present value of net cash flows divided by the
initial project investment (Peirson et al., 2011).



Discounted payback period (DPP) is be defined as the time taken for an initial project
investment to be repaid by expected and discounted net cash flows (Frino et al., 2012).

Naive CBT are traditional techniques that are grouped together as they do not discount cash
flows, are easily calculated and provide information useful for screening of projects (Haka,
1987). Naive CBT include the accounting rate of return and the payback period. Formal
definitions of these naive categories of CBT are now provided:
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Accounting rate of return (ARR) is the average profit derived from a project investment
divided by the average investment over the project period (Pitts & Boyns, 2011). Initially
developed by Du Pont and General Motors during the early 20th century, there are a
number of subtle variations in measurement (Haka, 2006). Known as return on
Investment (ROI) when used to evaluate FFP, ARR is specifically used to describe the
application of ROI to evaluate project investments.



Payback period (PP) is the time taken for the initial project investment to be repaid by
expected, accumulated, progressive net cash flows (Kim et al., 2013).

3.3.1.2 Risk Management Techniques (RMT)

An extract from Figure 1.2 for the RMT category of CBS is provided in Figure 3.3. As can be
seen from this diagram, RMT is classified into two levels: sophisticated and naive, consistent
with the literature and the explanation in the previous section (Klammer, 1973; Kim, 1982;
Pike, 1988; Farragher et al., 2001; Verbeeten, 2006).
Figure 3.3 Common Types of RMT
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Sophisticated RMT formally consider risk associated with project investments and
incorporate probability analysis in assessing expected capital expenditure outcomes (Ho and
Pike, 1998). Recent literature also includes real options and game theory principles as
sophisticated RMT (Verbeeten, 2006). Common types of sophisticated RMT include real
options, game theory decision rules, Monte Carlo simulations, CAPM analysis and certainty
equivalents. Each of these concepts will now be defined:


Real Options: Built on similarities with financial options and developed in the finance
literature (Verbeeten, 2006), real options are defined as decision flexibility associated
with project investments (Busby & Pitts, 1997). Common types of real options include:
o postponement options: rights to commence investments at a later date;
o reopening options: right to restart an investment at a later date;
o rescaling options: rights to increase the scope of the investment at a later date;
o abandonment options: right to discontinue investment;
o technical-change options: option to update the technical nature of the investment.



Monte Carlo Simulation: The analysis of project risk, by repeatedly and randomly
adjusting model inputs. The outputs established from simulations are used to produce a
probability distribution of outcomes (McKee & McKee, 2014).



Game Theory Principles (GT): Demonstrate financial incentives for project managers to
invest early and generate profits before competitors enter the market (Verbeeten, 2006).



Capital asset pricing model (CAPM) analysis: The measurement of risk of an
individual asset relative to the market portfolio (Arnold & Hatzopoulos, 2000).



Certainty equivalent: An approach to adjusting for risk of projects under conditions of
uncertainty. This technique incorporates risk into project analysis by converting uncertain
cash flows to equivalent certain cash flows, then calculating NPV by discounting these
cash flows using a risk free rate such as the treasury-bond rate (Sick, 1986).
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Naive RMT incorporate more intuitive and subjective adjustments to project financial
outcomes (Ho, 1992). There are a number of different types of naive RMT including:
sensitivity analysis, discount rate adjustment and reduction of payback period.


Sensitivity Analysis is defined as analysis of risk through changing one project input at a
time to observe changes in project outcomes (Correia, 2012).



Discount rate adjustment analyses risk in project investments by notionally increasing
the discount rate to determine impact on project outcomes (Khan & Jain, 2004).



Reduction of Payback period is a naive approach to analysing risk. Project managers
accept projects with shorter payback periods in an effort to provide more certainty in
payback of investment outlays where risk and uncertainty are higher (Verbeeten, 2006).

3.3.1.3 Non Financial Information (NFI)

NFI provide qualitative measurement of strategic and intangible factors important in making
project investment decisions (Alkaraan & Northcott, 2006). NFI may be collected as part of
strategic management accounting processes to inform management of: consistency with
business strategy; impact on quality, competitive position, employees, environment and
society and other key success factors for firms (Ittner & Larcker, 2008). NFI may incorporate
concepts used in many modern strategic management tools including value chain analysis,
the balanced scorecard, cost driver analysis, and competitive advantage analysis (Shank,
1996). The balanced scorecard provides a useful framework to classify and describe NFI.
Introduced by Kaplan & Norton (1992) and drawing together both financial and non-financial
performance measures, the balanced scorecard (BSC) is defined as a strategic performance
measurement system designed to translate company objectives into key strategic performance
targets and measures. The BSC consists of four perspectives including:
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Financial perspective: specifies key strategic performance indicators, measured in
financial terms including profit, cost, cash flow or shareholder value.



Customer perspective: specifies key performance indicators depicting customer value
including customer profitability, market share and customer satisfaction.



Internal business process perspective: specify key business activities that lead to
improved financial success including research and development, design, operations,
marketing, distribution and customer service. NFI specify key activities of firms
including time (e.g. product development time), quality (e.g. number of defects) and cost.



Learning and Growth perspective: specifies key organisational capabilities that are
developed to improve internal business processes including: employee training, skills,
satisfaction and retention; and access to information systems.

3.3.1.4 Capital Budgeting Procedures (CBP)

Figure 3.4 Common Types of CBP
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An extract from Figure 1.2 for the CBP category of CBS is provided in figure 3.4 above.
Initially documented by researchers in the 1950s and developed in response to divisionalised
business structures (Chandler, 1977), a number of categories of CBP have been classified as
sophisticated in research literature. More sophisticated CBP are formally applied, while naive
CBP are informal, subjective or ad hoc in application (Pike, 1988; Farragher et al., 2001).
CBP include decision-making procedures and protocols including maintenance of a long-term
capital budget, formal investment screening and review panels, appointment of full time
capital budgeting staff, specified monitoring and performance procedures including
requirements for post completion audits. Definitions of common CBP are provided below:


Formal decision-making steps are defined as specified decision-making stages of
planning and controlling project investments. Pierce & Tsay (1992) stated that these
decision steps may vary from firm to firm, but may include the following:
o Generation of investment project proposal;
o Forecasting of financial benefits and costs associated with the proposed
investment;
o Financial analysis and selection of investment project;
o Post completion audit.



Prepared after selection of investment projects as part of the budgeting process, a capital
budget is a detailed and ongoing financial plan specifying the estimated capital
expenditures associated with both new and continuing investments of long-term assets
(Peirson et al., 2011).



Made up of senior management, a formal screening and review body may be assembled
to review project investments prior to project selection and implementation (LangfieldSmith et al., 2012).
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A Post completion audit (PCA) is defined as the evaluation of project outcomes in
comparison to the forecast project benefits and costs (Neal & Buckley, 1992) in order to:
facilitate more accurate initial decision-making; smooth out project teething problems;
encourage organisational learning for future project investments; and identify
underperforming projects for potential abandonment (Azzone & Maccarrone, 2001).

3.3.2 National Culture (NC)
National culture (NC) was previously defined as “the collective programming of the mind
which distinguishes members of one people from another” (Hofstede, 2001). Hofstede
conceptualised NC as a set of five cultural values. These cultural values have been frequently
reported in research literatures and include:


Power Distance (PD): “the extent to which less powerful members of institutions and
organisations within a country accept that power is distributed unequally” (Hofstede,
2001, 98);



Individualism/Collectivism (IDV): “the extent to which people look after their own
interests and interests of their immediate family, whereas collectivism is the extent to
which people are integrated into in-groups in exchange for loyalty to those in-groups”
(Hofstede, 2001, 225);



Masculinity/Femininity (MF): Masculinity is the extent to which social gender roles are
clearly distinct, while femininity is the extent to which social gender roles overlap
(Hofstede, 2001, 297);



Uncertainty avoidance (UA): “the extent to which members of a culture feel threatened
by uncertain or unknown situations” (Hofstede, 2001, 161); and
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Long-term Orientation (LTO): the extent of respect for status and social obligations, the
level of thrift, the amount of savings available for investments, the degree of perseverance
to long-term results, the willingness to subordinate one’s self for a purpose, and concern
with one’s face and respect for tradition (Hofstede, 2001, 359).

Confucian Dynamism (CD) is another NC dimension included in several studies. CD
dimension of culture (CD as identified by Hofstede and Bond, 1988) was found in eastern
societies based on a set of Confucian teachings. Nations varying on CD were found to
incorporate thrift, perseverance, status-based relationships, protection of face, respect for
tradition, personal steadiness and reciprocity of gifts (Harrison et al., 1994).
Recent research has criticised Hofstede dimensions of NC on several grounds including the
narrow specification of NC (Baskerville-Morley, 2005; Bhimani, 2006). This study,
conceives NC as a broader concept consistent with Patel (2003). This more holistic
conception incorporates historical, legal, political, economic and social underpinnings of NC.

3.3.3 Firm Financial Performance (FFP)
Firm financial performance (FFP) was previously defined in section 1.3.3 as the actual results
of an organisation in comparison to its objectives or agreed strategies (Merchant & Van Der
Stede, 2007). FFP may be measured in numerous ways including accounting based measures,
market based measures and perceptual measures (Henri, 2006). Other classification schemas
include subjective versus objective measurement and internally versus externally provided
information (Axelsson et al., 2003). This section develops definitions for accounting-based,
market-based and perceptual measures of FFP.
Accounting-based measures of FFP utilise accrual accounting concepts to calculate total
revenues, expenses, accounting profit and invested capital. Accrual accounting concepts have
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been developed over many centuries and are now legally and professional recognised
globally through provision of international financial reporting standards (IFRS) sanctioned by
the accounting profession and governments through establishment of regulations requiring
adherence to IFRS and submission of accounting books to external audit (Birt et al., 2012).
Requirements for audit and adherence to accounting standards have resulted in accounting
based measures of FFP being described as objective (Birt et al., 2012), though other
commentators describe these measures as subjective due to policy measurement choices
within international accounting standards sanctioned by the accounting profession and
governments (Henri, 2006). Commonly reported types of accounting based measures of FFP
are calculated from externally available information provided in annual reports and include:


Return on Investment (ROI): developed by Du Pont and General Motors in the early
20th century (Chandler, 1977) and calculated by dividing accounting profit by average
invested capital. There are many variations of ROI measures including:
o Return on assets (ROA): profit divided by average total assets;
o return on net assets (RONA): profit divided by average net assets; and
o return on equity (ROE): profit after tax divided by average owners’ equity
o return on capital employed (ROCE): profit divided by long-term funds provided
by owners and lenders.
o cash return on assets (CROA): operating cash flow divided by total assets.



Residual Income (RI): is calculated by subtracting an imputed capital charge from
accounting profit for the net assets invested by a firm. The imputed capital charge is
based on a firm’s weighted average cost of capital (Magni, 2010).



Earnings Per Share (EPS): is calculated by dividing profit by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares (Bhatt & Sumangala, 2012).
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Net Profit Margin (NPM): measures the percentage of sales revenues remaining after all
expenses have been deducted from sales revenues (Khan & Jain, 2004).

Market-based measures of FFP utilise share market price for individual stocks. Common
market based measures of FFP include:


Share Returns: Defined as the net gain from holding a share over a set time period,
divided by the cost of acquiring the share at the commencement of the time period. The
gain from holding the share includes the change in share price between two periods plus
the dividend received during the period of time (Peirson et al., 2011).



Tobins q: Defined as the ratio of market value to replacement cost of assets. The market
value of the firm is theoretically equivalent to the present value of future cash flows
(Axelsson et al., 2003), while the replacement cost of assets is the current value of those
assets. Tobins q represents the incremental profit generated from investments.

Perceptual measures of FFP rely on managers answering survey questions to make a selfassessment of FFP often using Likert-type scales. Perceptual measures of performance may
be subjective and have been used in previous CBS studies (Carr and Tompkins, 1998).

3.4 Prior studies
This section reviews literature on CBS. Firstly studies investigating relationships between
CBS and FFP are explored in section 3.4.1. Secondly, studies investigating relationships
between NC and CBS are explored in section 3.4.2 and following this, studies investigating
relationships between CBS, NC and FFP are explored in section 3.4.3. The importance of
studying the impact of NC on CBS and FFP is developed throughout this chapter. NC is
posited to impact on CBS and FFP through influencing the type and size of cash flows
received and paid by firms. Cash flows are shaped through customer tastes, competitor
actions, government regulations, employment practices impacting on business. These cash
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flows are influenced at a national level by historical, legal, political, social and environmental
factors (Patel, 2003; Heidhues & Patel, 2011).

3.4.1 Relationships between Capital Budgeting Systems and Firm Financial
Performance.
In this section relationships between CBS and FFP have been explored. This literature has
been classified in a number of ways. Firstly CBS research has been discussed in component
parts including CBT, RMT, NFI and CBP consistent with the illustration previously provided
in Figure 1.2. This classification schema was also present the literature reviewed, though
some research has instead combined these components to consider overall relationships
between sophisticated CBS and FFP. A second classification schema that emerged from the
literature related to the nature of the relationship between CBS and FFP. Relationships
between these concepts may be either universalistic or contingent. The literature review
discusses universalistic and contingent research separately as this breakdown of findings
provides additional insights. Relationships between CBT and FFP will be discussed in the
next section, followed by discussion of RMT, NFI and finally CBP.
3.4.1.1 Capital Budgeting Techniques and Firm Financial Performance

This section explored relationships between CBT and FFP. Firstly an overview of surveys on
CBT use was summarised to provide an historical and contemporary context. Secondly
research investigating universalistic relationships between CBT and FFP was discussed.
Thirdly literature exploring contingent relationships between CBT and FFP was discussed. A
brief summary of findings concluded this section.
Overview of CBT surveys

Numerous surveys have documented CBT usage since the mid-20th century. Succinct reviews
of these studies are provided by Haka (2006) for Anglo-American firms; Alkaraan &
Northcott (2006) for companies from the United Kingdom; Truong et al. (2008) for
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Australian firms; Kester et al. (1999) for companies in the Asia-Pacific region; Leon et al.
(2010) for Indonesian firms; Carr & Tompkins (1998), Sandahl & Sjögren (2003) and
Hermes et al. (2007) for firms in Germany, Sweden and the Netherlands and Correia (2012)
for South African firms. An increasing use of sophisticated DCFT has been documented in
many Anglo-American countries (Truong et al., 2008; Haka, 2006; Alkaraan & Northcott,
2006). In contrast European and Asian firms have historically and contemporaneously placed
more emphasis on naive CBT, especially payback period (PP) (Brounen et al., 2006; Sandahl
& Sjögren, 2003).
Differential use of sophisticated and naive CBT across countries is interesting and is a major
focus of this thesis, but the surveys reviewed above do not indicate why these differences
may have occurred, whether differences are adaptive to specific context and NC or whether
the choice of CBT impacts directly on FFP. The next section explores these themes and
separates research into universal and contingent relationships between CBT and FFP.
Studies investigating universal relationships between CBT and FFP

Several research studies have examined whether sophisticated CBT is universally related to
higher FFP with mixed findings. The earliest studies investigating these issues measured FFP
for firms using specific, sophisticated DCFT including NPV and IRR and compared these
results with firms using more naive CBT including PP and ARR (Christy, 1966; Klammer,
1973; Kim, 1982; Duh et al., 2009). A major distinguishing characteristic of these studies was
the measurement of FFP. Christy (1966) measured five year EPS trends, while Klammer
(1973) used a modified, average ROA measure and calculated over several time periods and
also adjusted these returns for industry effects. Kim (1982) measured several variants of ROA
and adjusted these returns for industry and risk differences. None of the studies was able to
find a positive relationship between sophisticated CBT and FFP. Duh et al. (2009), in contrast
to earlier studies, found that extensive reliance on DCFT was correlated with higher ROA
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and perceived performance, but this study did not control for the impact of other variables on
performance.
In contrast to Duh et al. (2009), Klammer (1973) found PP was positively associated with
FFP, whereas DCFT was negatively associated with FFP. These preliminary findings
however, were not supported by multiple regression results in the study. Kim (1982) also
found conflicting results including a significant positive relationship between sophisticated
CBS and FFP, but was unable to find similar evidence supporting a relationship between use
of sophisticated CBT and higher FFP. The sophisticated CBS measure developed by Kim
(1982) utilised a weighted perceptual measure of sophisticated CBS including CBT, RMT
and CBP. CBT was given a 23% weighting in the overall measure as indicated by top
financial executives.
Table 3.1 Studies examining relationships between sophisticated CBT and FFP
Study

Sample

CBT

Other
Variables

FFP

Results

Christy
(1966)

108
manufacturing
firms from S&P
in USA
184
manufacturing
firms in USA

Use of DCFT,
PP, ARR

Firm size
Capital intensity
Risk

5 year EPS
trends

Use of DCFT,
PP, ARR

Firm size
Capital intensity
Risk

Average ROA
adjusted by
industry

Use of NPV,
PP

variance in
returns

Kim
(1982)

30 simulated
projects in 16
simulated
decision
environments
132 fortune-500
firms in USA

Weighted
sophisticated
CBS metric;
Use of NPV,
IRR, ARR,
PP

Firm size
Industry
Risk

Firm value
estimated using
a time-state
preference
model
Average ROA
Adjusted for
risk & industry

Pike
(1984)

178 largest
firms in UK

Weighted
sophisticated
CBS metric

Firm size
Risk
Capital intensity
Industry

DCFT is not related to
FFP
DCFT used more by
larger firms.
DCFT is not related to
FFP
DCFT used more by
larger firms.
Under simulated
conditions NPV
resulted in higher firm
value than PP in only
certain environments
Sophisticated CBS is
positively associated
with FFP, but
sophisticated CBT is
not related to FFP.
DCFT used by larger
and risky firms
CBS is negatively
related to FFP.
Larger and risky firms
have higher FFP.

Klammer
(1973)

Sundem
(1975)
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Average ROCE
over 5 or 10
years

Table 3.1 (continued)
Haka et al.
(1985)

30 matched
pairs of firms in
USA
16 matched
pairs of firms in
USA

Use of DCFT
vs naive CBT
(PP & ARR)
Use of DCFT
or naive CBT

Risk
Industry

Average share
Returns

Adoption of DCFT
does not improve FFP

Environmental
predictability
Information
system
Reward
structure
Firm size
Strategy
Decentralisation
Firm size

Average Return
on shares

Weighted
sophisticated
CBS metric

Risk
Capital intensity
Firm size
Industry

ROA

65 firms from
Sweden
including 21
listed firms

Use of
sophisticated
CBT (NPV,
IRR) vs naive
CBT (ARR,
PP)

Firm size
Capital intensity
Risk
Leverage
Industry

Average share
returns,
CROA,
Tobins q

DCFT performs better
than naive CBT only
in predictable
environments.
Decentralised firms
and firms with longterm reward structures
were more effective
when using DCFT.
Sophisticated CBS is
associated with
effectiveness
NPV & IRR
associated with
effectiveness
Larger firms are more
likely to be effective
Sophisticated CBS is
not associated with
FFP
Risk, capital intensity
& size are positively
associated with FFP
Sophisticated CBT is
not associated with
FFP
Firm size is associated
with both FFP and
sophisticated CBT

Pike
(1988)

100 of largest
firms in UK

Sophisticated
CBS items
including
NPV, IRR

Farragher
et al.
(2001)

117 firms on
S&P industrial
index in USA

Axelsson
et al.
(2003)

Duh et al.
(2009)

219 firms from
7 regions in
China

Extent of
application of
DCFT

ROA
ROS
Perceived
performance

Firms extensively
using DCFT are
correlated with higher
ROA and subjective
performance.

Carr et al.
(2010)

14 firms from
telecom and
motor vehicle
parts industries

Use of IRR,
NPV,
PP,
EPS growth

Size
Strategy
Management
support
Corporate
governance
Market
orientation
Strategic
orientation

Perceived
existing
performance

Restructuring firms
require shorter PP

Haka
(1987)

Perceived
effectiveness of
Capital
budgeting
processes – self
reported
measure

Source: prepared by author
Limitations of studies summarised in table 3.1 included difficulties in constructing an
appropriate measure for FFP and a lack of control for other variables. Klammer (1973)
highlighted the difficulty in measuring FFP and stated that a lag between project
implementation and resultant improvement in performance would impact on findings. The
substantial differences in measuring FFP between each study also did not aid comparison.
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These early studies did demonstrate that other variables may impact on FFP. Several studies
have found that larger firms employ more sophisticated CBT (Christy, 1966; Klammer, 1973;
Kim, 1982; Duh, 2009). Kim (1982) further identified that risk may influence the level of
CBT sophistication. Carr et al (2010) interestingly found that poor current performance may
result in less sophisticated CBT practices being adopted.
A number of later studies in this research area further built on Kim (1982) composite measure
of sophisticated CBS. Pike (1984) surveyed finance directors from the largest companies in
the United Kingdom and developed a weighted CBS measure incorporating additional
procedures used pre and post selection of investment project. Pike (1984) measured FFP
using ROCE over both five and ten year time horizons. The researcher found a negative
relationship between sophisticated CBS and FFP using multiple regression analysis.
Supplementary results confirmed the negative relationship existed irrespective of firm size or
levels of risk, but these findings were not unpacked to consider the specific impact of
sophisticated CBT on FFP. Additional results indicated that both the level of risk and firm
size were positively associated with FFP consistent with earlier studies.
Farragher et al. (2001) further extended the weighted sophisticated CBS metric developed by
Kim (1982) and extended by Pike (1984) to additionally incorporate strategic analysis. The
researchers further included an industry variable in the multiple regression analysis to control
for differences in performance across industries. FFP was measured in two ways. Firstly FFP
was measured by dividing operating cash-flows by total assets (CROA). FFP was also
measured relative to the average industry performance. These measures were again slightly
different to prior studies, making comparison with earlier research problematic. The
researchers found that sophisticated CBS was not significantly related to FFP. Further this
variable possessed a negative sign in the regression analysis consistent with Pike (1984) and
Klammer (1973). These results were also not unpacked to determine the individual impact of
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CBT on FFP. Other important findings included identifying significant positive relationships
for risk, capital intensity and size variables with FFP, consistent with earlier research.
Haka et al. (1985) considered difficulties with method encountered by earlier researchers
studying the relation between sophisticated DCFT and FFP. These issues included: problems
in relying on surveys due to non-response bias, low response rates and the precision of the
survey instrument; accounting based measures of FFP may not be consistent with the firm
goal of wealth maximisation; and cross sectional design of instruments may not control for
differences between firms (Haka et al., 1985). The researchers measured FFP using share
returns and compared the performance of firms using sophisticated DCFT with a control
group of firms using naive CBT to improve on previous methodological limitations. The
researchers also controlled for risk and industry related factors. The researchers found that
FFP did not improve relative to the control group after adopting DCFT (Haka et al., 1985).
Limitations of this study included the small sample size of 30 matched pairs of companies,
non-random selection of these companies and the non-inclusion of many other sophisticated
CBS. Haka agreed with Pike (1984) suggestion that future research should explore contingent
relationships between these CBT and FFP incorporating additional contextual variables.
Pike (1988) in contrast to other research both before and afterwards, found a positive, direct
relationship between selections of sophisticated CBS including CBT with effectiveness of
capital budgeting processes. This study of large firms in the United Kingdom required
finance managers to recall use of an array of CBS items and effectiveness of capital
budgeting processes over two time periods: 1981 and 1986. CBS items included many pre
and post investment controls including DCFT consistent with Pike (1984) and Kim (1982),
but unlike these studies CBS items were loaded individually onto a stepwise multiple
regression model. The researcher also used a self-reported measure of capital budgeting
effectiveness and randomly selected companies in the sample. These improvements in
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method allowed the researcher to generate a larger sample relative to the matched pair
method employed by Haka et al. (1985). Pike (1988) found using multiple-regression that
sophisticated CBS was associated with improved capital budgeting effectiveness. Further,
sophisticated DCFT and formal financial analysis were positively associated with capital
budgeting effectiveness. Post investment controls including post- completion audits and
monitoring cost overruns and a firm size variable were also associated with capital budgeting
effectiveness. Limitations included the capital budgeting effectiveness measure. Management
may perceive that the use of sophisticated CBT improves capital budgeting effectiveness, but
the relationship between capital budgeting effectiveness and FFP was not established by the
researcher. The subjective measurement of capital budgeting effectiveness and distant recall
associated with the effectiveness measure created further methodological limitations.
Axelsson et al. (2003) recently investigated the relationship between CBT and FFP in
Sweden. The authors developed several measures of FFP including average share returns,
ROA, and Tobins q, but were unable to find a universal relationship between use of
sophisticated CBT and FFT.
Overall, studies have been unable to find universal, positive relationships between
sophisticated DCFT and FFP. A number of studies suggested that contextual variables may
offer improved insights into the relationship between CBT and FFP. Studies examining
contingent relationships between CBT, contextual variables and FFP will now be reviewed.
Studies investigating contingent relationships between CBT and FFP

Few studies have investigated contingent relationships between CBT and FFP. Research has
examined several promising contextual concepts that may moderate or intervene in the
relationship between CBT and FFP including environmental uncertainty, firm size
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organisational structure, and strategic considerations for firms. The influence of each of these
contextual concepts will now be discussed
The level of environmental uncertainty has long been shown to influence the design of many
types of management controls (Chenhall, 2006) including budgeting practices (Govindarajan,
1986), performance evaluation style (Moores & Sharma, 1998) and the characteristics of
information provided to management (Chong & Chong, 1997). Sundem (1975) was the first
study to relate environmental uncertainty to the sophistication of CBT. Sundem developed
simulations to demonstrate that DCFT only maximised firm value in near certain
environments, while PP performed better in uncertain environments. Firm value was
measured using a time-state preference model. Uncertainty was measured using variance of
returns. This study in itself was insufficient to make strong conclusions as the results are
based on a simulated environment and may have been due to the selected parameters included
in the model.
Schall and Sundem (1980) provide a partial, empirical test of Sundem (1975) findings
relating to environmental uncertainty. The authors surveyed 189 large firms in the United
States on the use of CBT including DCFT and risk analysis. DCFT was negatively associated
with beta and industry beta. Industry beta was included as a proxy for environmental
uncertainty. The researchers also found that size differences in large firms also explained the
use of sophisticated CBT. Larger firms were more likely to assess projects using both DCFT.
The researchers did not test for relationships between CBT and FFP.
Haka (1987) extended Schall & Sundem (1980) by incorporating CBT sophistication, FFP,
broader CBS characteristics and other contextual variables into the research model. Haka
(1987) measured FFP by comparing the average share returns for firms using DCFT with the
matched stock market returns of firms using naive CBT. The matching process allowed the
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researcher to control for firm size, industry and risk. Haka (1987) found that companies using
DCFT performed better only in certain environments. Naive CBT was more effective in
uncertain environments. Companies that were more decentralised and used long-term reward
structures were also more effective when using DCFT. Surprisingly using specialist advisors
and conducting post audits impeded firm performance for firms using DCFT. The small
sample size and difficulties with fully matching DCFT firms with naive CBT firms were
limitations of the study. The researcher also encouraged researchers to explore the influence
of other contextual variables on FFP.
In summary, there is strong support linking environmental uncertainty to improved FFP
through the choice of CBT. DCFT results in higher FFP only in certain environments, while
firms using naive CBT perform better in more uncertain environments (Haka, 1987; Schall
and Sundem, 1980; Sundem, 1975). These findings are also supported by similar findings for
other types of management controls (Chenhall, 2006). Another variable that has been
incorporated into a number of CBT studies is firm size.
Firm size has consistently been found to influence the relation between sophisticated CBT
and FFP. Research reported earlier in this review found that: larger firms were more likely to
use sophisticated DCFT than smaller firms (Duh et al., 2009; Axelsson et al., 2003; Kim
1982; Schall and Sundem 1980; Klammer, 1973; Christy, 1966), though large firms may not
find DCFT more useful than naive CBT (Abdel-Kader & Dugdale, 1998); FFP is higher for
larger firms (Axelsson et al., 2003; Farragher et al., 2001; Pike, 1984); managers of larger
firms are more likely to both use DCFT and perform better (Axelsson et al., 2003; Pike,
1988); and managers of larger firms are more likely to both use DCFT and be satisfied with
the capital budgeting process (Chen, 2008). Firm size has also been consistently related to the
sophistication of other types of management controls (Chenhall, 2006). Other contextual
variables have received less research attention on CBT. Firm structure will be discussed next.
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Haka (1987) found that decentralisation was associated with the performance of firms using
DCFT and naive CBT. Firms employing a more decentralised structure were more likely to
perform more effectively when using DCFT, rather than naive CBT. This finding is also
supported by broader literature demonstrating formality and sophistication of management
controls is related to both decentralised structures and FFP (Chenhall, 2006).
Firm strategy has also been investigated in studies linking CBT to FFP with mixed findings.
Haka (1987) was the only study to consider the combined impact of strategy and
sophisticated CBT on FFP. Haka (1987) was unable to find a significant association between
differences in competitive strategy and the performance of firms using more sophisticated
CBT. Chen (2008) employed a similar strategic classification of conservative, defenders
versus more entrepreneurial, prospectors, but was unable to support a link between DCFT
and strategy with improvements in perceived satisfaction with capital budgeting processes.
The link between perceived satisfaction with capital budgeting processes and FFP was also
not demonstrated in this study, limiting the application of the findings. Carr et al. (2010) also
studied the impact on CBT between firms due to differences in market orientation and
perceived existing performance. Perceived existing performance was measured using a selfreported Likert-type measure. Market orientation is a different way of conceptualising
strategy. Companies scoring high or low on the dimensions market orientation and perceived
existing performance resulted in four categories of firms. Companies classified as low on
both market orientation and existing performance were called “restructurers”. These
restructurer firms were found to be more likely to require short PP and focus on a short term
time horizon. Firms in other classifications including “refocusers”, “value creators” and
“market creators” did not differ on the use of CBT. This study was innovative in that multiple
case studies were used to provide both qualitative and quantitative information about CBT
practice. The qualitative analysis was particularly informative to research findings. The study
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was also the first CBT study to use NC as a control variable by matching firms based on
country and industry variables. Limitations of the study included the small sample size and
the researchers did not consider the impact these different CBT practices on FFP. The impact
of NC on the performance of firms using DCFT and naive CBT will be discussed later in the
literature review.
In summary, organisational studies have demonstrated a relationship between sophisticated
CBT and FFP for firms facing both more certain environments (Haka, 1987), for larger firms
(Farragher et al., 2001; Pike, 1988; Haka, 1987; Pike, 1984; Kim, 1982; Klammer, 1973;
Christy, 1966) and for firms with decentralised organisational structures (Haka, 1987). These
studies demonstrate firm characteristics and the environment impact on CBT choice.
3.4.1.2 Risk Management Techniques (RMT) and Firm Financial Performance (FFP)

A number of researchers have investigated relationships between RMT and FFP. Researchers
have examined both universal and contingent relationships between RMT and FFP. The
expectation of these studies is that formal consideration of RMT, especially sophisticated
RMT will improve FFP. Findings from these studies are summarised in Table 3.2 below.
Table 3.2 Studies examining relationships between sophisticated RMT and FFP
Study

Sample

RMT

Other
Variables

FFP

Results

Klammer
(1973)

184
manufacturing
firms in USA

Use of RMT

Average ROA
adjusted by
industry

RMT is not related
to FFP

Kim (1982)

132 fortune-500
firms in USA

Use of RMT
weighted 10%
in CBS metric

Firm size
Capital
Intensity
Risk
Firm size
Industry
Risk

Average ROA
Adjusted for
risk & industry

RMT as part of
Sophisticated CBS
is associated with
FFP, but results
were not unpacked
to determine the
relationship between
RMT and FFP
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Table 3.2 (continued)
Pike (1984)

178 largest firms
in UK

Use of RMT
as part of CBS
metric.
Weighting of
RMT in CBS
not disclosed
Sophisticated
CBS

Firm size
Risk
Capital
intensity
Industry

Average
ROCE over 5
or 10 years

Pike (1988)

100 of largest
firms in UK

Firm size

Perceived
effectiveness
of Capital
budgeting
processes – self
reported
measure

Ho (1992)

25 matched pair
large firms in UK

Sophisticated
probabilistic
RMT vs
Naive RMT

Controlled for:
Firm size
Industry
Risk

ROA
Profit
NPM

Farragher et
al. (2001)

117 firms on S&P
industrial index in
USA

Use of RMT
as part of CBS
metric. RMT
given 9%
weighting in
CBS

Risk
Capital
intensity
Firm size
Industry

CROA

Gordon et
al. (2009)

112 firms on SEC
database

Use of
enterprise risk
management
(ERM)

Environmental
uncertainty
Competition
Firm Size
Firm
Complexity
Board
monitoring

1 year excess
stock market
returns

CBS is negatively
related to FFP.
Only 34% of firms
use RMT and 12%
of firms use
sophisticated RMT.
Shortening PP
reduced
effectiveness.
Sophisticated RMT
was not entered into
stepwise regression.
Most firms use
RMT, but only 40%
use sophisticated
RMT and only 18%
find this important.
Adoption of
probabilistic RMT is
not significantly
related to higher
FFP.
Sophisticated CBS
is not associated
with FFP
Risk, capital
intensity & size are
positively associated
with FFP
The relationship
between ERM &
FFP is contingent on
Industry
competition, Firm
size, firm
complexity, board
monitoring

Source: prepared by author

Studies investigating universal relationships between RMT and FFP

The earliest study to examine relationships between RMT and FFP developed a simple
binary-measure of RMT, asking managers whether they made a formal assessment of risk in
making these investment decisions (Klammer, 1973). A formal assessment of risk does not
imply that risk was assessed using sophisticated RMT. Klammer (1973) was unable to find a
significant relationship between the use of RMT and FFP for either large or small firms.
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Kim (1982), Pike (1984) and Farragher et al. (2001) provided innovative research findings
that considered the use of RMT as part of various sophisticated CBS variables. Kim (1982)
and Farragher et al. (2001) measured RMT similarly to Klammer (1973) and assigned RMT a
10% and 9% weighting respectively to the sophisticated CBS composite measure based on
perceived importance in making investment decisions. Pike (1984) measured RMT as part of
CBS similar to Klammer (1973), but also provided comprehensive information on numerous
RMT and CBP incorporated in both planning and evaluation phases of the capital budgeting
decision-making process. Kim (1982) found that sophisticated CBS was positively associated
with FFP, indicating that the combination of sophisticated methods including RMT resulted
in higher FFP. Farragher et al. (2001) was unable to make similar conclusions even though a
sophisticated CBS metric similar to Kim (1982) was used in the study. Pike (1984) found a
negative relationship between sophisticated CBS and FFP. None of these studies attempted to
unpack the sophisticated CBS measure to assess the incremental impact of RMT on FFP, but
they did encourage future researchers to further explore these issues (Kim, 1982; Pike, 1984)
including investigating the impact of real options on capital budgeting decisions and FFP
(Farragher et al., 2001).
Pike (1988) extended prior research by including both a sophisticated CBS measure and also
the individual components of CBS including RMT. Pike found that the use by firms in the
United Kingdom of all formal RMT significantly increased in each reported period between
1975, 1981 and 1986. The researcher also found that the adoption of sophisticated CBS led to
improved capital budgeting effectiveness. Both capital budgeting effectiveness and
sophisticated CBS were measured using self-reported, subjectively based measures. Pike
(1988) further tested the link between the components of sophisticated CBS and effectiveness
using a step-wise multiple regression analysis. Interestingly none of the formal RMT, except
shortening PP, was entered into the step-wise regression, even though the researcher
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documented substantial increases in the use of these techniques over time. This suggests that
even though management increasingly used these techniques, they may have remained
unconvinced of the utility of RMT during this time period. The link between capital
budgeting effectiveness and firm financial performance was also not established by the
researcher.
A further methodological improvement was made by Ho (1992) in studying the impact of
using sophisticated probabilistic RMT compared to naive risk adjustment on earnings
performance of firms in the United Kingdom. The researcher developed matched pair firms
based on the sophistication of RMT and also controlled for differences in firm size, industry
and market risk. Ho (1992) was unable to find a significant difference in FFP between these
matched firms where FFP was measured using operating profit and NPM. The researcher also
surprisingly found a significant negative relationship between sophistication of RMT and
FFP (𝜌 = 0.08) contrary to expectations, when FFP was measured using ROA. Further tests
indicated that management believed that sophisticated RMT increased their confidence in
making investment decisions. Future research may attempt to uncover contextual factors that
better explain the link between RMT and FFP (Ho, 1992).
Studies investigating contingent relationships between RMT and FFP

Preliminary evidence suggests that environmental uncertainty impacts on the sophistication
of RMT (Schall & Sundem, 1980; Ho & Pike, 1998; Verbeeten, 2006; Chittenden &
Derregia, 2013), but the link between RMT and FFP is not yet been investigated. Schall and
Sundem (1980) found that industry beta was associated with the degree of formal risk
analysis. The researchers posited that industry beta was a surrogate for environmental
uncertainty. Limitations of this study relate to the binary measurement of formal RMT.
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Ho and Pike (1998) surveyed finance directors of 146 large firms in the United Kingdom.
The researchers developed several perceptual measures of environmental uncertainty
including socioeconomic, market and technological uncertainty and hypothesised that these
types of uncertainty would be associated with more sophisticated RMT. Contrary to
expectations, only socioeconomic uncertainty was associated with more sophisticated RMT.
Socio economic uncertainty included uncertainties due to possible changes in government
regulations, actions of trade unions and capital/financial market fluctuations. The researchers
suggested that future research may need to further unpack environmental uncertainty into
their component parts as the sophistication of RMT only changed relative to one type of
environmental uncertainty. Another limitation of the study was that the researchers did not
investigate the impact of environmental uncertainty on the use real options. Real options
commonly exist and analysis of real options may decrease uncertainty and improve FFP,
through consideration of alternative future cash flow opportunities, though these techniques
may also have an impact on the commitment of managers to projects (Busby and Pitts, 1997).
Verbeeten (2006) made several further methodological improvements to prior studies. The
researcher surveyed 704 large companies in the Netherlands. Verbeeten (2006) investigated
relationships between environmental uncertainties and the sophistication of RMT. The
researcher examined numerous types of uncertainty including general uncertainties impacting
on all firms, industry specific uncertainties and firm specific uncertainties. Verbeeten (2006)
also controlled for firm size, diversification and industry consistent with prior studies. The
researcher found that as financial uncertainty increased, so did the degree of sophistication of
RMT. Other types of uncertainty were not significantly associated with RMT. Differences in
measurement of both uncertainties and RMT between Schall and Sundem (1980), Verbeeten
(2006) and Ho & Pike (1998) may make comparisons difficult. The RMT measure reported
by Verbeeten included seven types of sophisticated RMT including the use of real options;
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Monte Carlo simulations, game theory, certainty equivalents, decision trees, adjusting
expected values and CAPM analysis. Ho & Pike (1998) defined RMT as the extent that risk
was analysed using probability analysis, whereas Schall and Sundem (1980) developed a
measure of RMT that could include both naive and sophisticated RMT. Uncertainty was also
measured differently in each of these studies.
A recent study by Gordon et al. (2009) found uncertainty was not related to enterprise risk
management (ERM). ERM is a more holistic concept than RMT and include assessment,
exploitation and monitoring of risks. ERM may also occur outside of CBS.
Future research may consider reconciling the differences in measurement of uncertainty and
RMT. Research should also incorporate FFP to further establish an understanding of the
contingent relationship between these variables and FFP. Discussion will next consider the
impact of other contextual variables on the relationship between RMT and FFP.
Abdel-Khader and Dugdale (1998) investigated the types of CBT used to assess advanced
manufacturing technologies (AMT) compared to other types of investments. It was found that
managers of non AMT investments were more likely to use sensitivity analysis than for AMT
investments. Further, companies making AMT decisions were more likely to require shorter
paybacks and increased hurdle rates. In summary the researchers found significant
differences in the use of naive RMT, but could not support significant differences in the use
of more sophisticated RMT due to the type of investment decision.
RMT has also been consistently associated with firm size. Investment practices of smaller
firms are more sensitive to uncertainty (Chittenden & Derregia, 2013). Larger firms are more
likely to analyse risk formally (Schall and Sundem, 1980); use sophisticated CBS including
sophisticated RMT (Pike, 1984); analyse risk using sophisticated RMT (Verbeeten, 2006) or
ERM (Gordon et al., 2009). Further firms with larger capital budgets are more likely to use
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sophisticated RMT (Verma et al., 2009). A recent study of Indian car component
manufacturers did not find an association between firm size and RMT suggesting that these
results may not be generalisable to all industries or countries (Kannadhasan & Nandagopal,
2010). Furthermore researchers have not studied the link between RMT, size and FFP
(Kannadhasan & Nandagopal, 2010).
RMT may also be linked to: the level of company debt (Schall and Sundem, 1980), though
perhaps not for all countries or industries (Kannadhasan & Nandagopal, 2010); the
sophistication of information systems and long-term reward structures (Ho and Pike, 1998);
risk taking propensity and industry (Verbeeten, 2006). Further research is required to find
links between these and other contextual factors, RMT and FFP. In many situations risk is
unable to be quantified and managed effectively using financial RMT. The collection and
analysis of NFI may be useful in these circumstances. The next section will discuss
relationships between NFI and FFP.
3.4.1.3 Non Financial Information and Firm Financial Performance.

A number of studies have identified weaknesses of using financial CBS in isolation to assess
new projects (Chen, 2008; Alkaraan & Northcott, 2006; Dempsey, 2003; Adler, 2000). One
stated weakness of financial CBS is that intangible and qualitative benefits that are difficult to
quantify in financial terms are often ignored (Dempsey, 2003; Adler, 2000; Phelan, 1997),
especially in new technology areas (Slagmulder et al., 1995; Ashford et al., 1988). This
narrow focus has been implicated with the decline in performance of western companies
(Baldwin & Clark, 1994; Hayes and Garvin, 1982). Examples of difficult to quantify benefits
include improved flexibility, quality control and skills of employees, reduced lead times and
synergies with new or existing projects.
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Another weakness of financial CBS occurs when the existence of uncertainty and real options
impact on management ability to forecast cash flows and project performance (Alessandri et
al., 2004; Cheung, 1993). Real options provide management with complex decision-making
alternatives including the ability to halt production to minimise losses when demand is slow;
the ability to increase capacity of when demand improves; manipulating the production mix
as consumer tastes and economic conditions change; and specifying the timing of
abandonment decisions (Dempsey, 2003; Busby & Pitts, 1997; Phelan, 1997; Cheung, 1993).
Management judgment may increasingly play an important role in making capital budgeting
decisions when qualitative benefits are difficult to specify in financial terms. Unfortunately
management judgment may become impaired due to cognitive biases and limitations of
managers, when the complexity and time horizon of decision-making increase (Phelan,
1997). The problems of subjectively using management judgment may lead to formally
collecting qualitative information (Alessandri et al., 2004). The collection and reporting of
NFI is a form of qualitative information. NFI may be used in conjunction with financial CBS
and may improve the accuracy of capital budgeting decisions by considering implications of
qualitative benefits (Chen, 2008; Alkaraan & Northcott, 2006; Milis & Mercken, 2004;
Dempsey, 2003; Abdel-Kader & Dugdale, 2001); ensure that the investment is consistent
with corporate strategy (Alkaraan & Northcott, 2013; Lyons et al., 2003; Slagmulder et al.,
1995; Van Cauwenburgh et al., 1996); assess whether the investment will meet customer
expectations, improve quality and keep up with competition (Alkaraan & Northcott, 2006);
extend decision-making time horizons and ultimately improve competitive position
(Dempsey, 2003; Slagmulder et al., 1995).
There is a paucity of studies examining the link between the use of NFI and FFP. These
studies are summarised in Table 3.3. Preliminary evidence suggests that when companies
report NFI on the value chain, competitive advantage and cost drivers, they are more likely to
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perform better than companies relying more on CBT. This evidence is limited to vehicle
components manufacturers in the United Kingdom, Germany (Carr & Tompkins, 1996) and
Japan and USA (Carr & Tompkins, 1998). Further, companies place more emphasis on
strategic NFI if they are market creators. Carr et al. (2010) describe market creators as firms
with high current FFP and external market orientation.
Table 3.3 Studies examining relationships between NFI and FFP
Study

Sample

NFI

Contextual
Variables

FFP

Results

Carr &
Tompkins
(1996)

Value chain,
Cost drivers,
Competitive
advantage

-

Perceived
project
performance

Better performing
firms placed more
emphasis on NFI
and less emphasis
on financial CBT

Value chain,
Cost drivers,
Competitive
advantage

-

Perceived
project
performance

Better performing
firms placed more
emphasis on NFI
and less emphasis
on financial CBT

Carr et al.
(2010)

26 firms in UK
and 25 firms in
Germany all from
motor vehicle
component
industry
24 firms in UK,
and 25 firms in
Germany, 11
firms in USA and
11 firms in Japan
all from motor
vehicle
component
industry
14 firms in CUK,
USA and Japan

Strategic
information

Market
orientation

Perceived
existing
performance

Alkaraan &
Northcott
(2013)

83 large
manufacturing
firms from UK

Strategy
Customers
Competition
Flexibility
Expansion
Quality
Reliability
Lead time
Inventory
level
Experience
with new
technology

Firm objectives
Firm size
Demographic
characteristics
of decision
makers
Procedural
rationality
Strategy
formulation
Political
behaviour

Net profit
margin
ROA
ROE

Market creators
emphasise strategic
NFI, while
restructurers
emphasise financial
CBT
Only some types of
NFI are associated
with decision
rationality.
Focus on ROE is
associated with
decision rationality
Larger firms, firms
facing higher
uncertainty and
specialist decision
makers make more
rational decisions
NFI is also
associated with
political behaviour.

Carr &
Tompkins
(1998)

Source: Prepared by the author
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Evidence may support the contingent impact of NFI on FFP. Chen (2008) found that even
though chief finance officers perceived that DCFT was more important than NFI in making
investment decisions, when product standardisation was low NFI was related to higher
satisfaction with CBS. Alternatively when product standardisation was high, DCFT was
related with improved satisfaction of CBS. Satisfaction with capital budgeting procedures
may not be a sufficient indicator higher FFP, but the research does suggest that the additional
benefits derived from collecting NFI is obtained under only some conditions. The next
section discusses relationships between CBP and FFP.
Alkaraan & Northcott (2013) found that only some types of NFI are associated with rational
capital budgeting processes. These types of NFI included reduction of inventory levels and
ability to expand in the future. Other types of NFI were thought to be more subjective. Firms
using rational capital budgeting processes also focused on improving shareholder wealth
(ROE), rather than other types of FFP.
Turner & Guilding (2013) provide evidence supporting coercive power may also impact on
emphasis of financial evaluation, at the expense of NFI in capital budgeting for Hotels.
Alkaraan & Northcott (2013) found that political behaviour also impacts on capital budgeting
processes. These findings provide some evidence that there are other, non-economic
influences on CBS.
3.4.1.4 Capital Budgeting Procedures (CBP) and Firm Financial Performance (FFP)

Research has established relationships between CBP and FFP. Relationships between CBP
and FFP were first investigated by Kim (1982) as part of a CBS model. Later studies included
different CBP items making overall comparisons somewhat problematic (Pike, 1984, 1988;
Farragher et al, 2001). All CBP items included in these studies were based on top financial
executives perceived level of importance of these procedures for making project investment
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decisions. Various CBP items included in these studies are displayed in Table 3.4 below. The
procedures have been classified as pre-investment, administrative and post investment
procedures consistent with Pike (1988). The weightings for each CBP item were only
disclosed in two of the studies (Kim, 1982; Farragher et al., 2001) and CBP comprised
between 56% and 60% of the overall CBS measure. The size of this weighting suggests that
these controls may be important for planning and control in project investments. Recent
research by Alkaraan & Northcott (2013) also supports the importance of CBP in capital
budgeting. Even though CBP may be important for making and evaluating project investment
decisions, findings from studies is mixed when considering relationships between
sophisticated CBP and FFP. Two studies supported a significant, positive relationship
between CBS and FFP (Kim, 1982; Pike, 1988) and two studies found a negative relationship
between these variables (Pike, 1984; Farragher et al., 2001).
Table 3.4 Capital budgeting procedures included prior studies on capital budgeting
systems
Procedure
Pre-investment Procedures
Strategic Analysis
Specification of investment goals
Systematic search for alternatives to
major projects
Administrative Procedures
Preparation of Capital Budget
Up to date capital budgeting manual
Existence of a screening and
reviewing body
Full time capital budgeting staff
Post-investment procedures
Expenditure control
Post audit
Reconsider projects due to cost
Total CBP/Total CBS

Kim
(1982)

Pike
(1984)

Pike
(1988)

Farragher
(2001)
13%
12%
11%

11%

X

X

17%
14%

X
X
X

X
X
X

6%

X

X

7%
5%

X
X
X
Not
Provided

X
X
X
Not
provided

60%

Source: prepared by the author
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11%

9%
56%

These CBP findings were broadly consistent with similar mixed results relating to the
formality of controls used in other strategic decision-making processes (Capon et al., 1994;
Papadakis, 1998; Dibrell et al., 2014). Perhaps the measurement of FFP used in CBP studies
may have impacted on results. Papadakis (1998) found that perceptual measures of
performance were related to more formalised, strategic decision-making processes, but not
other short term or long-term objective measures of performance. Pike (1988) also used a
perceptual measure of FFP, but other CBP studies utilised accounting based measures of FFP
(Kim, 1982; Pike, 1984; Farragher et al., 2001). Other reasons for inconsistent findings may
be due to omission of other contextual variables (Chenhall, 2006), or that only some of types
of CBP are related to FFP. Discussion will now be directed at studies investigating specific
CBP items. Specific CBP items investigated relate to administrative CBP, especially
delegated expenditure limits; and post investment CBP including post completion audits.
Stronger statements about relationships between CBP and FFP will then be made.
Drawing on agency theory and applied to the use of delegated expenditure limits, Baiman &
Rajan (1995) identified conditions when expenditure limits for project investments are made
centrally rather than delegated to management. The authors found as the size of firm specific
investments increases, the use of delegated expenditure limits also increases. Further as levels
of required management performance and effort increase, so do the level of discretion
provided to management through expenditure limits. Tegar (1980), focusing on escalation of
commitment behaviours, found use of expenditure limits mitigated continuance of
uneconomic projects thereby improving FFP.
The importance of CBP to avert escalation of commitment behaviours was further
highlighted by Harrell & Harrison (1994). Escalation of commitment results in project
continuance despite compelling evidence suggesting the project should be terminated on
economic grounds (Simonson and Staw, 1992). Information asymmetry between project
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managers and senior management allows continue of these projects unnoticed by senior
management in the absence of post investment CBP. Incentives to shirk including rewards
and promotions linked to project performance will also increase these behaviours (Harrell &
Harrison, 1994).

Different to agency related escalating behaviours, affective escalating

behaviours are more likely to occur due to decision-making biases where current performance
is low. Low current performance encourages managers to try and avert further losses and
continue projects where external attributions for current poor performance have been
established (Ho & Vera-Munoz, 2001).
Design of performance based rewards also may reduce or de-escalate commitment thereby
improving overall FFP. Ghosh (1997) found evaluating managers through their decisionmaking process instead of through the actual outcome of the decision, providing precise
feedback regarding past investment projects, and preparation of performance and progress
reports by decision makers reduced escalating behaviours (Ghosh, 1997). Perhaps extending
the performance time horizon of project managers may be another way to improve FFP. Haka
(1987) found long-term contractual arrangements including rewards were positively related to
FFP in firms using DCFT.
Group-based review and oversight bodies may also improve FFP due to reduction of
escalating behaviours. Escalation was found to occur less often and not to the same extent
when decision-making responsibility resided with a group rather than an individual for failing
investment projects (Whyte, 1991). The theoretical basis for the decreased escalation in
groups was posited to be due to diffusion of responsibility rather than self-justification theory
or agency theory.
Administrative CBP may also improve FFP through reducing escalating behaviours by
specifying systematic decision-making steps (Ghosh 1997); using self-set project hurdle rates
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(Cheng et al. 2003) and. encouraging ethical behaviour and an ethical environment (Rutledge
& Karim 1999; Booth and Shultz 2004).
Research has also considered the relationship between PCA, a type of post-investment CBP,
and FFP. There is conflicting research on the value of PCA. Haka (1987) was unable to find a
relationship between these PCA and improved FFP for firms using DCFT, but the researcher
had separated PCA items specified in a survey into two separate information systems factors
before interpreting results. Chenhall and Morris (1993), in contrast, found using experimental
methods that PCA improved organisational learning and FFP, but only in certain
environments.
Strategic analysis information systems were empirically investigated by Haka (1987) as the
researcher posited that the sophistication of information systems would impact on FFP when
using DCFT. In this study strategic information systems were combined into a single factor
with post-audit information based on results from factor analysis. While strategic information
systems may possess attributes of pre-investment CBP, Post audit information is a type of
post-investment CBP. Haka (1987) results did not support a relationship between this kind of
information system and improved FFP when using sophisticated DCFT.
3.4.1.5 Summarising research on CBS and Firm Financial Performance.

Research findings generally do not support sophisticated CBS being universally related to
higher FFP. These research findings are consistent, whether considering sophisticated DCFT
(Correia, 2012; Haka et al., 1985; Pike, 1984; Kim, 1982; Klammer, 1973; Christy, 1966),
sophisticated RMT (Ho, 1992; Klammer, 1973), or sophisticated CBS as a whole (Farragher
et al., 2001; Ho, 1992; Pike, 1984).
There is insufficient evidence to affirm whether NFI is universally associated with improved
FFP, but preliminary evidence suggests that NFI, like other sophisticated CBS, is not related
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to higher FFP in all settings (Alkaraan & Northcott, 2013; Chen, 2008; Carr & Tompkins
1996, 1998).
There is growing support for contingent relationships between sophisticated CBS and higher
FFP in a variety of settings. A contingent relationship has been consistently found for firm
size and many types of CBS. Larger firms are more likely to use DCFT rather than naive
CBT (Chen, 2008; Kim, 1982; Schall & Sundem, 1980; Klammer, 1973; Christy, 1966) and
have higher FFP (Pike, 1984), effectiveness (Pike, 1988) or satisfaction (Chen 2008). Larger
firms are also more likely to use RMT (Pike, 1984; Alkaraan & Northcott, 2013), including
sophisticated RMT (Verbeeten, 2006) and NFI (Chen, 2008).
There is also support for a contingent relationship between environmental uncertainty,
sophisticated CBS and FFP. Firms facing more certain environments are more likely to use
DCFT rather than naive CBT (Haka, 1987; Schall & Sundem, 1980) and perform better when
using DCFT (Haka, 1987). These DCFT findings were first supported in a simulated
environment (Sundem, 1975). Firms facing less certain environments may also be more likely
to use RMT (Schall & Sundem, 1980). These findings were confirmed for both
socioeconomic uncertainty (Ho & Pike, 1998) and financial uncertainty (Verbeeten, 2006),
but not for other types of uncertainty.
Empirical evidence is also growing for other contingent relationships between CBS and
improved FFP. Promising findings relate to firm characteristics, existing financial
considerations, business related factors and the type of investment decision. Firm
characteristics such as decentralised firm structure is more appropriate for effective use of
DCFT (Haka, 1987) and the sophistication of information systems is associated with the use
of RMT (Ho & Pike, 1998). Existing financial considerations such as the level of debt is
associated with the use of RMT (Ho & Pike, 1998) and current financial pressures is
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associated with a more rigid and short term financial orientation (Carr et al., 2010). Business
related factors including the type of industry is associated with the importance and use of
RMT (Verbeeten, 2006) and standardisation of output is associated with the use of NFI
(Chen, 2008), though a related variable to standardisation known as competitive strategy is
not associated with DCFT or NFI (Chen, 2008; Haka, 1987). The type of investment decision
is also related to the use of NFI. Investments in advanced manufacturing technologies are
more likely to rely on NFI specifying strategic benefits (Abdel-Khader & Dugdale, 1998).
One promising contingency variable that has been under researched to date, relates to the
impact of NC on CBS and FFP. Some preliminary research has found differences in CBS for
motor vehicle component manufacturers in Germany, the United Kingdom, Japan and the
United States. Carr and Tompkins (1996) reported that German companies are more likely to
place emphasis on NFI including the value chain and competitive advantage, whereas
companies from the United Kingdom place more emphasis on CBT. The researchers also
found a more rigid application of PP and myopic use of CBT in the United Kingdom, when
compared to Germany. Firms from the United Kingdom required shorter PP and higher IRR
hurdles. There was also more cheating and inaccuracy in making financial calculations in the
United Kingdom, further emphasising myopia. The researchers utilised semi structured
interviews supplemented with detailed background information on companies and reported
both qualitative and quantitative findings to better understand CBT practice. The study also
related the differences in CBT to a subjective, self-reported, perceptual measure of project
performance, but the researcher did not attempt to explain these differences in terms of NC.
Carr & Tomkins (1998) extended and augmented findings from Carr & Tompkins (1996) to
include additional case study comparisons for vehicle component manufacturers in the United
States and Japan. This later research explained the differences of DCFT, naive CBT and NFI
between the four countries in terms of cultural and contextual variables. Companies from
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USA placed greater emphasis on competitive advantage and financial CBT, whereas
companies from Japan emphasised the value chain and competitive advantage. Companies
from the USA emphasised DCFT more frequently, whereas firms from the United Kingdom
were more likely to treat PP as the key indicator. Apart from these differences, there was also
much similarity in use of techniques for firms from the United States and United Kingdom.
Firms from both of these countries emphasised financial orientation. This similarity
contrasted with practices in Germany and Japan. Firms from those countries emphasised
value chain and competitive advantage measures of NFI.
Together, Carr & Tompkins (1996, 1998) provided initial support for the impact of NC on
CBS and FFP. The researchers suggested that future directions for research may consider
other more sophisticated industries and control for the impact of firm size on results (Carr &
Tompkins, 1998). Research should also document differences in other CBS such as
sophisticated RMT; consider other countries, as both context and culture are historically and
situationally transmitted and may not be expected to be generalised to other countries
(Geertz, 1973). Further the non-random selection of participants, small sample size in Carr
and Tompkins (1996, 1998) and the lack of control for other contingent variables such as
environmental uncertainty in Carr and Tompkins (1996, 1998), may also have impacted on
findings.

3.4.2 National Culture (NC) and Capital Budgeting Systems (CBS)
The previous sections in this chapter discussed commonly used CBS including CBT, RMT,
NFI and CBP. All CBS implicitly incorporate cultural values and beliefs. Cultural values may
relate to beliefs about regulation (Nicoll & Schoenberg, 1999; Chand et al., 2008),
appropriate advertising and customer tastes (Choi & Miracle, 2004), human resource
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management practices (Carr & Pudilko, 2006; Pauluzzo, 2010), ethics and whistleblowing
(Kumar et al., 2011), relationship of the firm to the broader society and environment
(Lenschow et al., 2005; Rivera-Ferre, 2009), as well as being implicated in organisational
policies and practices (Patel, 2003; Liangguang, 2010). As depicted in Figure 3.5, cultural
values also have an impact on all the key inputs for CBS. All CBT utilise cash flows. ARR is
a naive type of CBT that utilises profit, but profit also incorporates cash flows in its
measurement. RMT may also incorporate cash flows into calculations with the view to
understanding risk, especially the variability of projected cash flows. CBS also implicitly
considers culture in determining the projected financial performance of projects. Financial
performance can be calculated in many ways, but common calculations for FFP include net
cash flows or profit. Cash inflows from sales depend on the product or service provided being
consistent with cultural values (Choi & Miracle, 2004). These cultural values are initially
considered at the conception of culturally appropriate ideas though all stages of research and
development and design as successful ideas developed in research and development must be
able to be sold to customers. Better ideas will command higher sales prices and/or increased
sales volume. Marketing and advertising are also tailored to customers within targeted
cultures to boost sales price and the number of units sold. Even delivery requirements and the
level of post sales service are specific to cultures. All areas of the value chain for products
and services are culturally sensitive and will impact on pricing and sales volume. Similarly
many cash outflows are implicated in culture. Many of these cash outflows are directly
related to the culturally sensitive cash inflows mentioned above. These cash outflows are
incurred throughout all areas of the value chain. Salient examples of culturally related cash
outflows include employee related costs (Aycan et al. 2000) and finance costs (Chui et al.,
2002). In Australia, employees related costs include provisions for sick leave, maternity leave
for men and women, superannuation costs and wages paid to employees. All of these costs
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were developed based on Australian cultural values, and many of these costs are now firmly
enshrined in laws and regulations. Employee related costs will differ across nations. For
example Japanese firms have been documented as providing lifetime employment
opportunities and support for employee families. The impact of culture on the type of finance
costs is most salient when considering differences between firms from Islamic and nonIslamic countries. Firms from Islamic countries may use Islamic finance consistent with
sharia law. Islamic finance does not advocate use of interest bearing debt. Alternatively firms
from many continental European countries have historically raised capital using debt based
finance (Chatfield, 1977). Firms in other western countries may choose from a mix of debt
and equity-based finance (Chatfield, 1977). Debt has been seen as a source of financial risk.
This financial risk has been particularly salient during the GFC.

Figure 3.5: The embedded nature of culture in CBS
Culture
embedded in

Financial Information



Non-Financial Information





Cash flow
Risk

Customers
Employees
Suppliers
Other stakeholders

Capital Budgeting Systems

Wealth Maximisation
Or Broader Goals
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Tolerance of risk has also related to NC. Propensity to take on risk has been shown to differ
between national cultures and is also closely associated with Hofstede cultural values
including UA (Hofstede, 2001). Furthermore transactions involving risk are also discouraged
in many Islamic countries and this is specified in Sharia law (Hamid et al., 1993).
NFI acknowledge cultural factors through the selection and measurement of NFI used in
evaluating projects. NFI measure various broader indicators of performance, whether this
performance links directly to wealth creation or broader stakeholder concerns including
social and environmental performance indicators. Carr and Tomkins (1996, 1998) found
substantial differences in the emphasis on NFI relating to competitive advantage and the
value chain between the USA, Germany, Japan and the United Kingdom. Differences in longterm orientation and the closeness of customer relationships were suggested as explanations
for the different focus. Similarly emphasis on employee related NFI, measurement of quality
and the environment may also be culturally driven. Interestingly the western focus on NFI
increased in popularity through the introduction of strategic management accounting
techniques including the balanced scorecard and value chain analysis. These techniques were
developed following the Japanese management movement of the 1970s and 1980s (Kaplan,
2008). At the time, western management focus on short term financial results was in stark
contrast to broader considerations advocated by Japanese managers.
CBS is one type of strategic management accounting techniques used by management.
Cultural differences may help explain divergence in CBS including sophisticated and naive
CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI. NC differences have already been found to influence other kinds
of strategic and management accounting practices. While there is a paucity of empirical
studies that have considered NC differences in CBS, there are numerous studies that have
documented differences in other strategic and management accounting systems (MAS).
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NC research in MAS may be classified based on the treatment of NC. The following sections
will briefly review NC studies conducted at a national level, based on the conceptions of NC
used. The next section will discuss early NC research studies in MAS. These studies did not
specify the aspects of cultural difference that may have been associated with differences in
MAS (Harrison and McKinnon, 1999; Patel, 2004). The second section will examine NC
research that utilised value conceptions of NC including those that were developed by
Hofstede (1980) to understand differences in MAS. It is noted in the second section recent
studies have relied less on Hofstede conceptions of NC and considered broader indicators of
NC including historical, political, legal and social underpinnings of NC (Heidhues & Patel,
2011) and the impact of these differences on MAS.
3.4.2.1 Early cultural research and management accounting systems

A number of early studies compared differences in MAS between nations. These studies are
listed in Table 3.5. The distinguishing feature of this early research is that none of these
studies specified a NC theory to explain the differences in MAS.
Chiu and Chiang (1979) was one of the first studies to examine comparative differences in
MAS. The researcher surveyed management accountants from 120 manufacturing firms in
Taiwan receiving a 59% response rate. Eighteen supplementary interviews were also
conducted to support the findings. The researcher found differential use of techniques, with
budgeting and capital budgeting being the most commonly used in Taiwan. The researcher
did not investigate types of capital budgeting used or control for demographic differences.
Whitt (1979) studied differences in the degree of centralisation in organisational units and the
levels of participation managers in both USA and Mexican subsidiaries of firms from the
USA. The study found that Mexican subsidiaries are more likely to be centralised and lower
level managers are less likely to participate in planning and control activities than USA
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located subsidiaries. The researchers noted that education of lower level management in
Mexican subsidiaries may have contributed to the differences in management controls used.
Table 3.5: Cross cultural studies in management accounting lacking theoretical
grounding for national culture differences.
Study

Countries

Method

MAS

Other Variables

Chiu & Chang
(1979)

Taiwan

Questionnaire

CVP Analysis

Not measured

Interview

Standard Costing
Use of Capital Budgeting
Operating Budgeting
Linear Programming
Network Analysis
Inventory Model

Whitt (1979)

Daley et al., (1985)

Mexico

Questionnaire

Centralisation

USA

Interview

Participation

Japan

Questionnaire

Controllability

USA

Review by others
Purchase autonomy
Budget slack
Budget development
Budget communication
Financial vs NFI
Long run orientation
Compensation
Analytic Orientation
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Not measured

Motivation

Table 3.5 (continued)
Bailes & Assada
(1991)

Japan

Questionnaire

Budget Participation

Questionnaire

Cost accounting design

USA

Shields et al. (1991)

Japan
USA

Perceived
importance of
divisional profit and
divisional sales
growth

Short term decisions
CBT
RMT
Budgeting
Operational control
Management control

Carr & Tompkins
(1996)

Germany
UK

Case studies

Use of CBT, NFI

Perceived project
performance

Formality of procedures
Wu (2005)

Japan

Questionnaire

Information asymmetry

USA

Longitudinal
design

Budget participation
Budget slack
Performance evaluation

Hermes et al. (2007)

Holland

Survey

Use of CBT

China

Source: prepared by the author
Daley et al. (1985) surveyed controllers and division managers of the top 500 firms by size in
the United States and Japan. 190 controllers and 113 division managers from the United
States responded, while 207 controllers and 178 division managers responded from Japan.
The researchers were interested in differences in attitudes towards budgeting and financial
control in these countries because anecdotal evidence did support differences in practices and
also suggest that Japanese companies were performing better than the United States firms.
The researchers found significant differences in eleven of twelve factors based on controller
attitudes and seven factors for the division managers. The major findings support that
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Japanese managers prefer less participation, longer planning horizons, more budget slack and
used budgets more extensively as a communication device. These differences confirmed a
NC impact between the two countries.
Bailes and Assada (1991) investigated budgetary practices in large industrial firms in the
USA and Japan. The researchers found significant differences between countries in the
amount of participation of division managers in the budgetary process, use of budgets for
performance evaluation and the importance of various financial goals including divisional
profit and sales growth. The researchers did not develop theory to predict or explain the
differences between countries, nor did they control for the background of respondents.
Shields et al. (1991) surveyed Japanese and USA firms on various MAS. Many of the
reported Japanese studies were not reported by other western studies as they were written in
Japanese. The authors found substantial differences in the usage of almost all MAS including
the use of CBT, RMT and budgets. Japanese managers were more likely to utilise naive CBT
including PP, whereas USA managers were more likely to use sophisticated DCFT. Further
USA firms were more likely to utilise formal RMT, while Japanese managers were more
likely to use subjective “verbal” assessments of RMT or utilise PP for risk considerations
(Shields et al., 1991). Though the authors did not develop a cultural theory to explain the
differences in usage of MAS, they did discuss higher levels of environmental uncertainty in
Japan as one possible explanation for the increased use of PP. Environmental uncertainty is a
contextual factor that may differ due to differences in regulation, interest and exchange rate
fluctuations, availability of suppliers, customer tastes (Verbeeten, 2006). Many of these
contextual factors may differ at a national level (Hofstede, 2001).
Carr and Tompkins (1996) reported earlier, studied comparative differences between motor
vehicle parts companies from the United Kingdom and Germany. The researchers found key
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differences in the formality of CBT and choice of NFI used between firms across nations.
The researchers did not posit reasons for the differences or explain the differences in terms of
NC theory, though it was clear that the researchers were building grounded theory.
Wu (2005) investigated budgetary practices in Japan and the USA over several time periods
from 1993 through 2003. The researcher found that differences in budgetary practices
between firms from each country converged over time.
Hermes et al. (2007) surveyed 250 Dutch firms and 300 Chinese firms on capital budgeting
practices. The authors found that Dutch firms used more sophisticated CBT than Chinese
firms. Interestingly CBT were not as substantial as the differences in economic development
between the two countries.
Overall these studies have documented comparative differences in various types of MAS.
Early reviews of this literature critiqued the design of cross cultural research highlighting
limitation in both theory and method. One influential review summed up the limitations in
theory stating that “the most damaging aspect of research in this area has been due to its a
theoretic nature” (Bhagat & McQuaid, 1983). This finding was strongly supported by other
commentators of the time (Rohner, 1984). Child (1981) highlighted a common issue of
equating nation with culture without providing any theoretical grounding to support this
position. Commentators also suggested that future research should: specify the components of
the cultural construct and clearly delineate these components from other contextual variables
including contingency variables, economic indicators, class and the level of development
within the culture (Bhagat & McQuaid, 1983; Rohner, 1984); clearly develop a theoretical
basis identifying what subcomponent of culture is relevant to the research question; and to
develop a richer and more embedded understanding of the cultural attributes by considering
the historical, political and social context in which firms operate (Child, 1981).
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Limitations in method were also highlighted including calls for future studies to: include both
emic and etic content; control for the background of respondents; properly establish concepts
before implementing questionnaires (Bhagat & McQuaid, 1983); and to utilise method which
is able to measure the multidimensional and qualitative aspects of culture (Child, 1981). The
next section will explore the findings of values-based comparative research with specific
consideration of these concerns highlighted by early commentators.
3.4.2.2 Values-based cultural research and management accounting systems

An explosion of studies using values-based, cross cultural research in management related
fields has occurred since the early 1980s. Most of these values-based studies are based on the
seminal work of Hofstede (1980).
Researchers have also used other NC values-based frameworks to predict and explain results,
but the Hofstede (1980) research is the one on which the most dominant theory is based
(Patel, 2004). Table 3.6 summarises values-based comparative research in MAS. Reviews of
studies in this section are organised by MAS category including: organisational structure,
formality of MAS, nature of information in MAS, budgetary practices, performance
measurement and use of rewards.
Table 3.6: Values-based cross-cultural studies of management accounting systems.
Study

Country

Method

MAS

Other Variables
Culture
Variables

Lincoln et al.
(1981)

USA &
Japanese
employees of
Japanese MNC
in USA

Questionnaire

Vertical
Differentiation
Horizontal
Differentiation
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Paternalism

Personal Ties
Work Satisfaction
Controls:
Individual
attributes
Organisational
Size

Table 3.6 (continued)
Study

Country

Method

MAS

Birnbaum &
Wong (1985)

USA, France,
Hong Kong,
Switzerland,

Questionnaire

Centralisation
Formalisation
Vertical
differentiation
Horizontal
differentiation

Japan

Questionnaire
Interview
Document
collection

USA

Interview

Japan

Questionnaire

Great Britain
& Japan MNC
banks in Hong
Kong
Lincoln et al.
(1986)

Snodgrass &
Grant (1986)

Birnberg &
Snodgrass
(1988)

USA

USA

Interview
Questionnaire

Japan
Document
collection

Culture
Variables
Uncertainty
avoidance
Power distance
Hierarchy
Confucian
principles

Other Variables

Functional
specialisation
Formalisation
Centralisation
Vertical hierarchy
Participation

Building
consensus
Hierarchical
dependence
Rank

Technology
Size
Independence
Unionisation

Explicit vs
implicit controls
for monitoring,
evaluating &
reward

Hierarchy

Explicit vs
Implicit controls
for:

Harmony &
reciprocity

Role definition
Information
dissemination
Performance
recording
Rule observation

Satisfaction
Job structure
Individual
attributes

Harmony
Trust

Group vs
individual
Hierarchy
Cooperation
Kluckhohn &
Strodbeck
(1961)
dimensions

Chow, et al.
(1991)

Singapore

Experiment

USA
Frucot &
Shearon
(1991)

Mexico

Questionnaire

Interdependence
of workflow and
pay

Individualism

Performance

Budgetary
participation

Power distance

Locus of control

Uncertainty
avoidance

Perceived
performance

Work experience

Job satisfaction
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Table 3.6 (continued)
Study

Country

Method

MAS

Culture
Variables

Other Variables

Harrison
(1992)

Singapore

Questionnaire

Budgetary
participation

Individualism

Job related tension

Power distance

Job satisfaction

Australia
Budget emphasis
Vance et al.
(1992)

Indonesia

Questionnaire

Malaysia
Thailand

Formality of
structures &
controls
Individual/team
development

USA

Individualism
Power
Distance
Uncertainty
Avoidance

Employee
involvement in
appraisal process
Intrinsic/
extrinsic rewards
Feedback
frequency
Ueno
Sekaran
(1992)

&

Japan

Questionnaire

USA

Formality of
communication &
coordination in
budgetary
planning

Individualism
Uncertainty
avoidance

Budget time
horizon
Budget Formality
Budget slack
Budget
performance
evaluation
controllability
Budget
performance
evaluation time
horizon
Harrison
(1993)

Singapore
Australia

Questionnaire

Reliance on
accounting
performance
measures
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Individualism

Job related tension

Power distance

Job satisfaction
Authoritarianism

Table 3.6 (continued)
Study

Country

Method

MAS

Chow et al.
(1994)

Japan

Experiment

Organising
(environmental
uncertainty;
hierarchy;
centralisation;
horizontal
interdependence;
formal rules)
Planning
(top-down;
difficulty)
Evaluating
(controllability
filters; relative
evaluation)
Rewarding
(team-based;
present pay)

USA

Harrison et
al. (1994)

Australia

Questionnaire

Hong Kong

Culture
Variables
Individualism
Masculinity
Power distance
Uncertainty
avoidance

Decentralisation

Power distance

Responsibility
centres

Individualism

Singapore

Confucian
dynamism

Quantitative
planning
techniques

USA

Planning
horizon

Other Variables

time

Group/Individual
decision-making
Formal planning
Merchant et
al. (1995)

Taiwan
USA

Semistructured
interview

Size
of
performance
dependent rewards

Individualism

Industry

Masculinity

Size

Group/Individual
criteria
for
rewards

Uncertainty
avoidance

Long
incentives
Subjectivity
incentives
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term

of

Confucian
dynamism

Table 3.6 (continued)
Study

Country

Method

MAS

O’Connor
(1995)

Singapore

Questionnaire

Participation
planning

in

Participation
evaluation

in

Unstructured
interviews

Chow et al.
(1996)

Japan

Questionnaire

Control
tightness

system

USA
Procedural
controls

Culture
Variables
Power distance

Other Variables
Role ambiguity
Superior
subordinate
relationship

Individualism
Uncertainty
avoidance

Short
emphasis

&

term

Power distance

Manipulation
performance
measures

of

Budget emphasis

Power distance

Task uncertainty

Budgetary
participation

Individualism

Task difficulty

Directive controls
through meetings
Lau (1999)

Singapore

Questionnaire

Job related tension
Perceived
managerial
performance
Chow et al.
(1999a)

Taiwan

Questionnaire
Interviews

Chow et al.
(1999b)

Australia
Taiwan

Tsui (2001)

China

Questionnaire
Semi-structured
interviews
Questionnaire

Douglas &
Weir (2005)

China
USA

Questionnaire

Decentralisation
Structuring of
activities
Participative
budgeting
Standard tightness
Participative
performance
evaluation
Controllability
filters
Performancebased rewards
Information
sharing
Participative
Budgeting
MAS scope &
timeliness
Participative
budgeting
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Power distance
Individualism
Masculinity
Uncertainty
avoidance

Industry
Firm size

Individualism
Power distance
Face
Individualism
Power distance
Long term
orientation
Individualism
Power distance
Masculinity
Uncertainty
avoidance
Face
Social pressure

Presence of
superior
Perceived
Managerial
performance
Incentive to create
slack
Slack creation
Idealism
Relativism
Ethical ideology

Table 3.6 (continued)
Study

Country

Method

MAS

Culture
Variables
Individualism
Uncertainty
avoidance

Other Variables

Leach-Lopez
et al. (2007)

Mexico
USA

Questionnaire

Budgetary
participation

Jansen et al.
(2009)

Netherlands
USA

Questionnaire
Semi structured
Interview

Reward size
Basis for rewards
Reward style
Shape of
performance /
reward function

Belief about
role of
corporations
Masculinity
Long term
orientation

Questionnaire

Organic
organisational
structure
Leadership style
Organisational
group culture
Continuous
improvement &
learning
Plant size

Power distance

Questionnaire

Organisational
culture
Performance
orientation

Power distance
Collectivism
Future
orientation
Assertiveness
Uncertainty
avoidance
Human
orientation

Formalised terms
of employment
Tax rates
Experience with
incentive systems
Size
Location
Competition
Span of control
Experience
Environmental
uncertainty
Strategy
Pay satisfaction
Profit
The relationship
between organic
structure and
continuous
improvement &
learning is
dependent upon
the degree to
which NC fitted
participative
leadership style
Management
performance
Country
development

Huang et al.
(2011)

266 mid to
large sized
manufacturing
plants in 9
countries in
North
America,
Europe and
Asia

Naor et al.
(2010)

189
manufacturing
plants in 6
countries from
USA, Europe
and Asia

Source: prepared by the author
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Perceived
managerial
performance
Satisfaction
Job relevant
information

Organisational structure and values-based conceptions of National Culture

Organisational structure has been the focus of research attention in NC studies on MAS.
Organisational structure is defined as the specification of roles for individuals and groups
within organisations (Chenhall, 2006). Specification of roles for individuals and group
members is a form of organisational control that has been linked to levels of efficiency and
motivation (Chenhall, 2006). Efficiency and motivation also have implications for FFP.
Organisational structure has been conceived in various ways including levels of centralisation
or diversification, vertical and horizontal integration, interdependence amongst organisational
participants and organic structure. The following studies have all utilised conceptions of
organisational structure and values-based cultural variables.
Lincoln et al. (1981) was one of the first comparative studies to specify a cultural variable to
explain differences in MAS across nations. The research preceded much of the critiques
mentioned in the previous section, but was innovative and incorporated some of the future
suggestions of those commentators. The researchers surveyed 566 employees of American
and Japanese origin in 28 Japanese owned multinational corporations (MNC) situated in the
USA. The study found that Japanese employees were more satisfied with vertical
differentiation, but less satisfied with horizontal differentiation, whereas USA employees’
satisfaction was not significantly affected by these characteristics. The researchers posited
that these types of organisational structure were linked to NC. Japanese employees preferred
vertical differentiation as is common in Japan. Lincoln et al. (1981) controlled for numerous
confounding variables including education, gender and organisational size, but though the
researchers discussed paternalism as a NC variable, they did not link NC to their hypotheses.
Birnbaum & Wong (1985) utilised Hofstede (1980) measures of UA and PD, supplemented
by a discussion on Confucian principles and importance of hierarchy to predict differences in
structural characteristics including vertical and horizontal differentiation, the level of
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centralisation of foreign and local banks operating in Hong Kong. The home country of the
banks was used as a proxy for national culture and the researchers also measured a number of
controls, similar to Lincoln et al. (1981). Although the researchers collected a useful sample
of 93 responses from middle level branch managers, lower numbers of respondents from
some countries did not allow more rigorous statistics to be used or provide an opportunity for
useful comparison between countries that were purported to vary on NC. Findings however
did support differences in centralisation, vertical and horizontal differentiation across
countries.
Lincoln et al. (1986) studied differences in organisational structures of 55 manufacturing
plants in the Indiana USA with 51 manufacturing plants in Kanagawa Japan. The researchers
built theory supporting NC and institutional influences on organisational structures,
supported by recent historical changes in the Japanese environment. Concepts including rank,
hierarchy and consensus building were discussed and linked with differences in
organisational structure. These concepts were also linked into a broader discussion of
collectivism, though the researchers did not draw on Hofstede (1980) concepts. The
researchers found that Japanese firm structure was less specialised, more centralised and
more vertically differentiated than USA firms.
Chow et al. (1991) conducted an experiment with 192 subjects from Singapore and the USA
to assess the impact of both interdependence and individualism on performance. The
researchers found that both pay interdependence and the level of individualism exhibited a
significant and direct impact on performance. The research was innovative in using Hofstede
(1980) measure of individualism and retesting the scores on this measure to ensure
consistency with previous findings and differences between scores for USA and Singapore on
this measure. The researchers also developed theory to explain why individualism would
have an impact on interdependence and workflow in MAS and performance. Limitations of
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the study included the use of accounting student surrogates instead of experienced managers
and the measurement of performance specified number of units of output completed within a
set time frame but did not consider the quality of this output.
Chow et al. (1994) studied the impact of NC on the preference for an array of MAS in Japan
and the USA. The results did not support significant impact of organisational structure
variables including centralisation, horizontal interdependence and hierarchy. Limitations of
the study included the choice of sample which consisted of 93 final year MBA student
surrogates instead of experienced managers. Also lack of control for the background of
respondents may have impacted on results.
Harrison et al. (1994) researched the impact of NC on organisational design, planning and
control systems. The researchers surveyed 200 organisations from two western countries
matched on low PD and high IDV (Australia and USA) and 200 organisations from two
Asian countries match on high PD and low IDV. The response rate to the survey varied
considerably between countries with response rates of 70% for Australia, 52% for USA, but
lower response rates of 32% and 27% for Singapore and Hong Kong respectively. The results
confirmed hypotheses that Australian and USA firms were more likely to be decentralised
and organised using responsibility centres than Singapore and Hong Kong. The study retested Hofstede cultural values and theoretically developed hypotheses based on differences
between these cultural values.
Chow et al. (1999a) investigated the importance of national culture in the design of various
MAS. The author surveyed top managers from six multinational firms from each of the
following countries: Japan, Taiwan and USA. The surveys were based in part on findings
from preliminary interviews. All of the firms surveyed operated in Taiwan and differences in
MAS were posited as due to differences in NC. The researchers found significant differences
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on the structuring of activities across nations. Interestingly the researchers found no
significant difference between the use of MAS and the employee preferences for MAS,
except for between Japanese and Taiwanese firms. Overall the findings supported that
management have a choice in either modifying MAS to the local conditions or socialising
employees to the foreign MAS. Design of MAS may be in part based on a cost benefit tradeoff between socialisation and selection of employees using the controls. Chow et al. (1999a)
critiqued Hofstede taxonomy due to the difficulty in explaining findings from previous
research and the current study. Suggestions related to the choice of research method and
variable measurement; and the choice of theory and variable selection.
Huang et al. (2011) surveyed 266 manufacturing firms in nine countries and found that the
relationship between organic structures and continuous improvement & learning is dependent
upon the degree to which NC fitted participative leadership style. NC was measured using
PD. Other NC constructs and background of respondents were not incorporated into the
study.
Overall findings support the impact of NC on organisational structure. NC variables of PD
and paternalism have been posited to drive these differences. Organisations from higher PD
or paternalistic countries were associated with more centralised and vertically differentiated
organisations. Few studies linked these variables to organisational outcomes. Matching of
organisational structure to NC may improve these organisational outcomes as was found by
Lincoln et al. (1981) and Birnbaum & Wong (1985) for satisfaction and Chow et al. (1994)
for performance and satisfaction. The next section will discuss formality of MAS.
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Formality of MAS and values-based conceptions of National Culture

Formality of MAS is a closely related concept to organisational structure. Formal MAS
clearly specify rules and procedures for organisational participants to follow (Harrison &
McKinnon, 2007). Birnbaum & Wong (1985) was one of the first studies to investigate
differences in formality of controls due to NC differences between western and Chinese
employees. The researchers posited that these differences would be due to differences in UA,
but results did not support these findings. Limitations in sample and a lack of control for
background and education of participants may have impacted on results. Lincoln et al. (1986)
also theorised differences in formality of controls. This study sampled firms from Japan and
the USA and posited that Japanese firms would have more formal rules and procedures, but
was also unable to support this hypothesis.
Snodgrass & Grant (1986) investigated the perceptions of 25 managers and workers from
manufacturing and construction firms in the USA and 25 managers and workers from similar
Japanese firms. Further information was also collected through structured interviews with key
employees in the firms. The researchers found that Japanese firms use more implicit controls
than firms from the USA. NC concepts of trust, hierarchy and harmony were used to explain
the difference between countries. Interestingly the researchers were able to find most of the
differences using qualitative analysis of interviews rather than through quantitative analysis
of the questionnaire findings. Another distinguishing characteristic of the research was the
development of NC propositions for differences between countries based on Triandis (1995),
and Child (1981).
Birnberg & Snodgrass (1988) conducted a field study to investigate the level of explicitness
of MAS in matched firms from the USA and Japan. The researchers found that both Japanese
and USA managers and employees perceived their MAS to be explicit, even though the
researchers had investigated MAS and found that the controls in USA firms were far more
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explicit than Japanese firms in most aspects. Birnberg & Snodgrass (1988) attributed this to
different NC values and developed theory to support these views. Japanese NC was classified
as more team oriented, cooperative and harmonious. Implications of these findings were that
Japanese MAS would be more cost effective when compared to USA as less effort would be
required to monitor and evaluate Japanese employees’ actions.
Vance et al. (1992) studied the impact of NC on formality of performance evaluation
principles in Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and USA. The researchers received 177, 192, 182
and 156 responses respectively from company managers in these countries. Vance et al.
(1992) found considerable differences between countries on formality of controls, but
surprisingly as much variation between the Asian respondents as between USA and the Asian
countries. Vance et al. (1992) considered the impact of Hofstede’s UA, PD and IDV. The
authors also included anthropological concepts of culture to provide a deeper level of
understanding of Hofstede (1980) NC values. Few consistent findings can be drawn from the
study due to a failure to control for the background of respondents including those previously
studying or working overseas (Harrison & McKinnon, 1999) and those who previously
worked for multinational corporations.
Ueno & Sekaran (1992) examined the impact of NC on formality of budget control practices
in 219 large manufacturing companies from the USA and Japan. Theoretical arguments were
provided for the impact of UA in formality of budgetary practices. These results were not
supported empirically, or the impact of IDV on practices offset the impact of UA for
formality of budgetary processes. One important insight from this study is that some (core)
cultural norms may have a greater effect on MAS than other (peripheral) cultural norms
(Harrison & McKinnon, 1999). Limitations of the study included lack of controls for
background of respondents and failure to retest the NC values included in the study.
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Chow et al. (1994) studied the impact of NC on the preference for formal controls and other
MAS. The interaction between NC and formal rules was significant, but limitations
mentioned in the previous section may impact on the generalisability of the results.
Overall differences in formality of controls due to NC variables are mixed. Problems in
sample selection, control of extraneous variables and other methodological considerations as
mentioned above may have impacted on results. The next section will discuss the impact of
NC on the nature of information provided.
Nature of MAS information and values-based conceptions of National Culture

MAS generic information characteristics have been frequently studies in broader,
contingency-based research papers (Chenhall, 2006). Information characteristics include
scope, timeliness, levels of aggregation and integration of information, but only one paper
reviewed has hypothesised differences in these characteristics due to NC. Tsui (2001)
surveyed 51 sub-unit managers in manufacturing firms from Xian, China and thirty eight
Caucasian managers from Hong Kong. The study purported to be investigating the impact of
national culture, the sampling frame of Caucasian managers included managers from various
other countries outside of China including western countries indicating a lack of control for
Hofstede NC values. Tsui (2001) found a significant interaction between NC, MAS
characteristics and budgetary participation on a self-rated, perceptual measure of managerial
performance. Other limitations of the study included a lack of control for other demographic
variables including country of education and gender. The next section will discuss the impact
of NC on budgetary practices.
Budgetary Practices and values-based conceptions of National Culture

There are numerous differences in budgetary practices studied in research on NC, but perhaps
the most frequently studied budgetary practice is budgetary participation. Budgetary
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participation is the degree to which organisational members are involved in preparing budgets
and targets they will be later held responsible for achieving (Harrison & McKinnon, 2007).
Other budgetary characteristics studied include budget time horizon, budget emphasis, budget
communication and budgetary slack.
Frucot & Shearon (1991) was one of the first values-based NC studies to investigate
budgetary participation. The researchers surveyed 83 managers from 21 companies in Mexico
City. The objective of the research was to test the generalisability of a prior study from
Brownell (1982) which was conducted in the USA. Brownell’s research had found that
management with an internal locus of control performed better and were more satisfied when
they participated in the budgetary process. The researchers posited that differences in NC
values of PD and UA between the two countries would be associated with a decreased level
of participation. The results mostly confirmed the earlier findings of Brownell (1982) but the
researchers were unable to find differences in participation due to NC. Limitations of the
study included insufficient consideration of other NC values, particularly IDV which was
shown to differ between the two countries in other research (Hofstede, 1984). Other
limitations included insufficient consideration of the level of foreign ownership, background
of management and use of a self-rated, perceived performance measure.
Harrison (1992) also examined the cross-cultural generalisability of Brownell (1982)
findings. Harrison (1992) surveyed buying managers from retail firms in Australia and
Singapore and received 117 and 101 usable responses from each country respectively. The
researcher supported the importance of PD in budgetary participation consistent with
previous research hypotheses (Frucot and Shearon, 1991), but Harrison’s results interestingly
found opposite effects of the level of IDV on participation to Frucot’s study. Harrison argued
and found that the level of participation would have an equal impact on job related tension for
both high PD, low IDV countries and low PD, high IDV countries. This finding was not
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confirmed for job satisfaction. Methodological improvements provided by Harrison (1992)
included retesting Hofstede NC values on which the study hypotheses were based; matching
countries on other NC values not included in the study; and sound development of theoretical
arguments supporting the hypotheses.
Ueno and Sekaran (1992) examined the impact of NC on many budgetary control practices in
companies form the USA and Japan. Budget control practices included: communication &
coordination; planning time horizon; the formality of the process; the amount of budgetary
slack; the controllability of items in the budget; and the time horizon of performance
evaluations. The results supported the influence of IDV on communication processes, the
building of budgetary slack and performance evaluation time spans. Theoretical arguments
were also provided for the impact of UA in budgetary practices. These additional results were
not supported empirically for differences in planning time horizon. Further the impact of IDV
on practices offset the impact of UA for formality of budgetary processes and building of
budgetary slack.
O’Connor (1995) studied differences in participation by middle level managers of
manufacturing firms of locally and foreign owned subsidiaries in Singapore. The research
was designed to examine the influence of organisational culture on the usefulness of
budgetary participation, though NC was also a focus of this research. O’Connor found partial
support for differences in budgetary participation between local and foreign owned firms.
The researcher attributed this to differences in levels of PD between the firms. Qualitative
interviews also found different practices and values between the firms confirming that
organisational culture may influence the effectiveness of MAS. The study also used matching
to control management background, age and experience. The author also specifically targeted
Singaporean Chinese managers to further control background of respondents.
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Lau (1999) studied the impact of the level of budget emphasis and participation on job related
tension and perceived managerial performance. The researchers surveyed functional
managers from manufacturing firms in Singapore and received 112 usable responses. The
results support performance improvements through combinations of higher participation and
budget emphasis when task difficulty is low. When task difficulty is high, performance is
improved through high levels of budgetary participation. Under these conditions, the level of
budget emphasis is not significant. Perceived managerial performance was measured similar
to Frucot & Shearon (1991).
Chow et al. (1999a) investigated the importance of national culture in the design of various
MAS including participative budgeting Overall the findings supported the influence of NC on
budgetary participation, but also that management have a choice in either modifying MAS to
the local conditions or socialising employees to the foreign management controls. Design of
MAS may be in part based on a cost benefit trade-off between socialisation and selection of
employees using the controls.
Tsui (2001) investigated whether NC, MAS characteristics of timeliness and scope, and
participative budgeting interact to influence perceived managerial performance. Tsui (2001)
found a significant interaction between NC, MAS characteristics and budgetary participation
on a self-rated measure of managerial performance. The authors found that higher levels of
budgetary participation resulted in increased managerial performance for Caucasian
managers and reduced managerial performance for Chinese managers.
Douglas & Weir (2005) studied the impact of NC and ethics on budgetary systems and
budget related behaviour. The researchers surveyed 220 managers from the USA and 142
managers from China. Differences in the demographics of respondents between the countries
in terms of age, gender, and experience may have impacted on findings. Findings supported
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that USA managers were more likely to participate in budgetary planning and had greater
incentive to create budgetary slack, but did not create more budgetary slack than Chinese
managers. The researchers also found differences in the ethical ideologies between managers
from the different countries. These ethical ideologies in part explained slack creating
behaviour. USA managers slack creating behaviour was influenced by both incentives to
create slack due to budget tightness, budget-based incentives and management attitudes. The
level of idealism also influences creation of budgetary slack. Slack creating behaviour was
also influenced by the incentives for Chinese managers.
Leach-Lopez et al. (2007) examined differences in links between budgetary participation and
perceived managerial performance for firms from Mexico and USA. The researchers
surveyed mid-level managers from manufacturing firms in south-eastern USA and US
controlled maquiladoras in both interior and USA border regions of Mexico. Leach-Lopez et
al. (2007) found substantial comparative differences in the linkages between budgetary
participation and perceived managerial performance between countries. Perceived managerial
performance was measured on an eight dimensional scale consistent with Frucot & Shearon
(1991) and Lau (1999). Path analysis supported a direct linkage between these variables for
USA managers, whereas the linkage between these variables was indirect through the
provision of job relevant information for Mexican managers. The research was particularly
innovative in re-testing Hofstede cultural values and demonstrating that these NC values may
be: unstable over time in Mexico, particularly for PD. PD may be driven in part by education
levels. UA and IDV were also shown to differ in border and interior regions of Mexico. The
researchers also found that the different path linkages were stronger for non-bilingual
managers and managers supervised by senior managers from the USA.
In summary: there is mixed support for the impact of NC on budgeting practices. Different
levels of budgetary participation were found across nations in a number of studies (Harrison,
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1992; O’Connor, 1995; Lau, 1999; Chow et al., 1999a; Tsui, 2001; Douglas and Weir, 2005;
Leach-Lopez et al., 2007). Higher participation in some nations may increase job related
tension (Harrison, 1992), incentives to create budgetary slack (Douglas & Weir, 1995) and
performance (Lau, 1999; Tsui, 2001; Leach-Lopez, 2007). Increased emphasis on budgets
may also improve performance (Lau, 1999).

Differences in levels of budgetary

communication, and budgetary slack have also been found (Ueno & Sekaran, 1992). The next
section discusses performance measurement and use of rewards.
Performance measurement, rewards and values-based conceptions of National Culture

A number of research studies have investigated differences in performance measurement and
rewards due to NC. Specific issues addressed include length of performance time horizon,
formality of performance evaluation, individual versus team-based performance evaluation,
participation in performance evaluation, frequency of performance feedback, nature of
rewards.
Vance et al. (1992) studied the impact of national culture on performance evaluation
principles in Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and USA. Components of performance
evaluation principles included: the formality of controls; individual versus team evaluation;
employee involvement in the appraisal process; intrinsic versus extrinsic rewards and the
frequency of feedback. Vance et al. (1992) found considerable differences between countries
on all aspects of performance evaluation, as reported previously findings are limited due to
methodological issues including control of respondent backgrounds.
Harrison (1993) studied the impact of NC and personality on the performance evaluation
style of supervisors and work related attitudes of subordinates in Retail organisations in
Singapore and Australia. Harrison specifically considered the impact of two NC values: PD
and IDV on the reliance of accounting performance measures. The researcher found that
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Singaporean subordinates who relied on accounting performance measures were more likely
to experience lower job related tension and higher job satisfaction than Australian
subordinates. The reason for these differences was posited to be due to the interaction
between high (low) PD and low (high) IDV in Singaporean (Australian) countries.
Interestingly the researchers attempted to control for UA and MF by matching the two
countries on those variables. These two variables were closely aligned in Hofstede (1984)
measurements, but differences in the level of these two variables between countries may still
influence outcomes. The author was one of the first accounting researchers to re-test PD and
IDV (Harrison & McKinnon, 1999), but did not re-measure the two other NC variables used
as controls in the study. Harrison also chose companies within the same industry in order to
provide some control over the influence of environmental and task uncertainty.
Merchant et al. (1995) studied differences in the measurement, evaluation and rewarding of
profit centre managers due to NC for firms from USA and Taiwan. The researchers
conducted in depth interviews with two sets of matched firms in the electronics and
chemicals industries. The USA company interviews were conducted in a previous study and
presumably a previous time period. The researchers notably included all of Hofstede’s
original dimensions of NC and also considered CD. The researchers found that Taiwanese
firms offer larger bonuses as a percentage of salary inconsistent with their proposition and are
less likely to user longer-term incentives. Differences in length of incentives, was also
supported by prior research (Ueno & Sekaran, 1992). In this study long-term incentives was
believed consistent with higher levels of CD where managers already possess a long-term
focus, so there is no need to further lengthen orientation through long-term performance
measures. There were no consistent differences between the likelihood for group-based
rewards on nationality or the use of subjective adjustments in performance evaluation.
Insights gained from this study include the need to consider the background and education of
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management which may mitigate cultural influences; to consider the influence of
multinational firms on MCS design; to consider the levels of economic development and also
to consider sample size in future studies.
Chow et al. (1996) studied the impact of NC and the choice of controls on the degree of short
term emphasis and data manipulation of performance measures. Data was collected from 28
division managers from Toshiba in Japan and compared with survey data from 54 profit
centre managers from a similar company in the USA. The USA data was collected for a prior
study conducted several years earlier. Findings included that Japanese managers perceived
their controls as significantly tighter than their USA counterparts contrary to the hypothesis.
Japanese managers perceived that the procedural controls and directive controls were tighter
than USA management perceptions of these controls consistent with these hypotheses.
Further the incidence of short term emphasis and data manipulation was lower for Japanese
managers than USA managers after controlling for control tightness.
Jansen et al. (2009) investigated national differences in incentive compensation practices
between the Netherlands and the USA. The researchers surveyed general managers, sales,
service, and parts department managers from 293 motor vehicle dealerships in the
Netherlands and received at least one response from 80 dealerships. These results were
compared with a similar prior study conducted in the USA. Follow up field studies were also
conducted with one firm from the USA and two firms from the Netherlands. Jansen et al.
(2009) provided some departure from prior studies by investigating institutional as well as
NC factors influencing differences in incentive compensation practices. NC factors included
established Hofstede values of MF and LTO, which were previously found to differ between
these two countries and currently theorised to impact on different incentive arrangements.
The role of corporations was another NC variable identified in the literature that was posited
to impact on incentive compensation arrangements. The researchers also posited that stable
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differences institutional factors between the two countries such as in tax rates, the level of
formalisation of terms of employment, and prior experience with incentive arrangements may
also impact on different incentive practices. The researchers found that Dutch firms were less
likely to use incentive arrangements and when these arrangements were used that the
percentage of reward dependent pay was much smaller, the reward function was more
complex and less likely to be based on profit. Jansen et al. (2009) also found a negative
relationship between incentive schemes and both FFP and pay satisfaction for Dutch firms.
Profit was used as a surrogate for FFP. In contract use of incentive schemes in the USA
resulted in higher pay satisfaction, but did not improve performance as measured by
profitability.
Naor et al. (2010) surveyed managers from 189 manufacturing plants. The researchers found
that organisational culture and plant size significantly impacted on management performance.
Neither NC, nor the interaction between NC and organisational culture significantly impacted
on management performance. NC was measured in several dimensions based on the Glove
survey measures.
In summary: many differences in performance evaluation practices have been found due to be
influenced by NC. Differences were consistently found for length of performance time
horizon (Ueno & Sekaran, 1992; Merchant et al., 1995; Chow et al., 1996) with Asian nations
tending to have longer time horizons for performance evaluation. Levels of participation in
performance evaluation and frequency of performance evaluation were also found to differ
across nations (Vance et al., 1992). NC was also found to influence the nature of rewards
including: the use of rewards (Jansen et al., 2009); intrinsic versus extrinsic rewards (Vance
et al., 1992); the size of rewards (Merchant et al., 1995; Jansen et al., 2009); the nature and
the complexity of the reward function (Harrison, 1993; Merchant et al., 1995; Jansen et al.,
2009). There was only mixed support for the influence of NC on the formality of
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performance evaluation (Vance et al., 1992; Merchant et al., 1995) and use of
individual/team-based performance evaluation (Vance et al., 1992; Merchant et al., 1995).
Furthermore performance evaluation and rewards were found to influence job related tension
(Harrison, 1993), job and pay satisfaction (Harrison, 1993; Jansen et al., 2009) and data
manipulation (Chow et al., 1996), but not FFP (Jansen et al., 2009). These findings should be
noted with caution as Naor et al., (2010) found organisational culture may override NC.
3.4.2.3 A critique of National Cultural research on management accounting systems

The majority of studies discussed in the previous section have documented differences in use
of MAS between nations. This type of research is still in its infancy (Harrison & McKinnon,
2007) and has been evaluated at regular intervals over its development. This section will
provide a current analysis of the literature to assess whether further development in both
theory and method is warranted. Suggestions from early critiques of the literature previously
discussed in section 3.4.3.1 will be utilised to structure this review, as will more recent
evaluations. Analysis will firstly consider theory and will concentrate on the following issues:
specifying the components of the NC construct; demonstrating the importance of specified
NC dimensions for particular research questions; the validity and temporal stability of NC
dimensions; different intensity of NC dimensions; the relevance of NC differences; problems
with grouping countries together based on NC values; simplistic conception of NC; and
methodological issues. Discussion will then focus on issues with method and will cover the
following points: incorporating emic and etic content; establishing concepts before
developing research questions; use of multiple research methods; measurement of respondent
background and other contextual variables; and intensity of cultural dimensions.
NC research in MAS conducted since the early 1980s has increasingly specified the sub
components of the NC construct as suggested by many early cultural commentators (Child,
1981; Bhagat & McQuaid, 1983; Rohner, 1984). Almost all of the research identified has
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utilised the NC dimensions developed by Hofstede (1980) and Hofstede and Bond (1988)
(Harrison & McKinnon, 1999; Heidhues & Patel, 2011). Some recent research has continued
to use notions of NC developed by Hofstede, especially when the Hofstede dimensions were
also consistently confirmed by other NC researchers. This recent research also included
additional NC constructs identified from other literatures. For example Chow et al. (1999b)
included a Confucian concept of face, while Douglas & Weir (2005) included both face and
social pressure. Jansen et al. (2009) developed theoretical propositions relating to different
beliefs on the role of the corporation.
One important consideration when specifying cultural components is to clearly distinguish
NC from other contextual constructs (Bhagat & McQuaid, 1983; Rohner, 1984) and to clearly
link these NC components to the research questions (Child, 1981; Bhimani, 1999; Harrison &
McKinnon, 1999). For example Snodgrass & Grant (1986) did not sufficiently describe the
NC construct or components of NC that were likely to influence why Japanese managers
would prefer more to use implicit controls than managers from the USA. Nor did the
researchers specify other contextual variables that may impact on their findings. Harrison et
al. (1994) provides an example of better practice. These researchers clearly discussed
dimensions of NC and where these dimensions have been validated by subsequent research;
specified difference scores and rankings for each of the dimensions for the countries of
interest; and linked specific dimensions of culture to differing use of management controls.
Another important theoretical consideration relates to the stability and validity of Hofstede
NC dimensions. For example Triandis (1993) identified temporal shifts moving away from
more collective orientation in some cultures to more individual orientations. These
movements in country ranking on various dimensions of NC have been confirmed by
numerous researchers (Sondergaard, 1994; Fernandez et al., 1997). In contrast numerous
studies have continued to validate these dimensions (Sivakumar & Nakata, 2001), though not
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all dimensions have been validated across all studies (Baskerville-Morley, 2005; Harrison &
McKinnon, 2007). An example of better practice would be to remeasure the specific NC
dimensions as in O’Connor (1995), to demonstrate the continuing difference in scores
between countries. These differences may also be demonstrated using qualitative findings
(Chow et al., 1999b) or specifying the historical, political, social and legal context
underpinning NC differences (Patel, 2003; Heidhues & Patel, 2011).
Some researchers have emphasised that some NC dimensions may be core concepts to a
society while other dimensions may only be peripheral concepts (Lachman et al., 1994;
Harrison & McKinnon, 1999). This may help explain some findings, for example Ueno &
Sekaran (1992) developed competing hypotheses to predict differences in budgeting practices
between the USA and Japan using the NC dimensions of IDV and UA, however, the findings
supported IDV as a more core NC concept. Bhimani (1999) suggested that more evidence
was required before supporting such an assertion. Additionally, numerous studies have been
unable to find a clear factor structure for UA (Harrison & McKinnon, 2007) particularly in
Asian cultures (Hofstede & Bond, 1988), whereas a factor structure for IDV has been
supported in numerous studies (Hofstede, 1984; Triandis, 1993; Smith et al. 1996).
Some researchers also question the relevance of studying culture at a national level as there is
much heterogeneity of variables at this level of analysis (Bhimani, 1999; Baskerville-Morley,
2005). While it is true that some aspects of culture may span nations and other nations may
be multicultural (Bhimani, 1999), numerous studies have demonstrated cultural differences at
a national level (Sondergaard, 1994; Fernandez et al., 1997; Harrison & McKinnon, 1999)
and there is some support that NC may explain up to three times the variance as within
culture variables (Smith & Schwartz, 1997). Better studies may demonstrate why it is
important to consider differences at a national level (Jansen et al., 2009) and why the two
countries were chosen (Sivakumar & Nakarta, 2001).
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Another issue with values-based research relates to grouping countries together based on
similarities on particular NC dimensions (Harrison & McKinnon, 2005). Harrison et al.
(1994) provides one example of grouping countries. The researchers in this study combined
results for both Singapore and Hong Kong and contrasted these results with combined results
for both the USA and Australia. The basis for combining results was due to similarities in
broad grained Hofstede NC measures for PD, IDV and CD with the grouped countries. While
it is true that these country groupings share some distant but common historical background,
many other political, social and contextual backgrounds may also differ substantially between
the country groupings (Patel, 2003, Heidhues & Patel, 2011). In this particular study most of
the hypotheses were supported, but the reader was not made aware of whether these results
were supported by both countries in each grouping; why differences in MF and UA did not
influence results; and how different contextual backgrounds may also have impacted on the
results.
Inconsistencies in results have also been associated with Hofstede-based NC research. One
reason for the inconsistencies is that the NC dimensions are very broadly stated and it has
often been difficult to use these dimensions to construct hypotheses (Harrison & McKinnon,
1999). NC dimensions may be due to different historical, political, social and other contexts
(Child, 1981; Patel, 2003; Baskerville-Morley, 2005) and may form different factor structures
in different countries (Triandis, 1993). Better practice may at least develop a contextualised
understanding of these different contextual underpinnings of culture before formulating
hypotheses (Heidhues & Patel, 2011). For example Jansen et al. (2009) provided a brief
background of relevant contextual differences between the Netherlands and the USA. These
NC and contextual backgrounds were then effectively combined with Hofstede measures to
provide a clear basis for expected differences between the two countries.
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Limitations in method identified by Bhagat & McQuaid (1983) including providing both
emic and etic content; properly establishing concepts before implementing a questionnaire
and controlling for the background of respondents, have taken more time before being
consistently incorporated or have not been frequently adopted by cultural researchers. It is
best to discuss these in turn due to substantial differences in incorporation of these issues into
extant research.
Almost all of the research using value-based conceptions of NC, has not included emic
content as part of their research design. Jansen et al. (2009) provides one notable exception.
This study incorporated voices of some participants in follow up semi-structured interviews
with a typical and an atypical company. Jansen et al. (2009) stated that the qualitative phase
of the field study honed the researchers’ knowledge of key differences between the two
countries that was gained from quantitative analysis of survey data. The next section reviews
research exploring relationships between CBS, NC and FFP.

3.4.3 Relationships between capital budgeting systems, national culture,
and firm financial performance
An extensive literature review identified a number of studies exploring relationships between
CBS and FFP. Of these studies several papers explored overall relationships between CBS
and FFP (Farragher et al., 2001). Sophisticated CBS included CBT (Duh et al., 2009), RMT
(Chittenden & Derregia, 2013), NFI (Carr et al., 2010) and CBP (Alkaraan & Northcott,
2013). While studies were unable to find support for universal relationships between
sophisticated CBS and FFP, promising findings have confirmed a number of contingent
relationships between CBS or CBS components and FFP.
Several studies explored relationships between CBS and NC (Shields, 1991; Hermes et al.,
2007), but only two research studies exploring relationships between CBS, NC and FFP were
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located as part of this literature review (Carr & Tomkins, 1996; Carr & Tomkins, 1998). Both
studies investigated firms in vehicle components industry. Comparisons on CBS were made
between firms from Germany and the United Kingdom. Carr & Tomkins (1998) extended
these findings to include firms from the USA and Japan. Findings from these related studies
are now discussed with specific consideration of three constructs: CBS, NC and FFP.
CBS categories investigated in both studies were CBT and NFI (Carr and Tomkins; 1996,
Carr and Tomkins; 1998). National differences in perceived focus on key CBS measures were
found for both CBT and NFI. Sophisticated CBT were found to be of primary focus by
companies in USA, while naive CBT was relied on more frequently by companies in UK,
Germany and Japan. CBT was a primary decision tool used by the majority of firms in UK
and many firms in USA. NFI was of primary focus as a decision tool for many firms from
USA, Germany and Japan. Companies from Japan and Germany more frequently measured
value chain categories of NFI, while companies from USA more frequently measured the
competitive advantage category of NFI. Neither of the studies investigated RMT and CBP
categories of CBS or measured a sophisticated CBS metric.
The development of a construct for NC was a major difference between both studies. Carr &
Tomkins (1996) did not develop theory for NC differences in CBS. Carr & Tomkins (1998)
extensively listed contextual and cultural differences across countries but did not attempt to
develop theory of how these differences in context and NC values may influence CBS focus
and selection. Differences in NC values included IDV, UA and a concept similar to PD.
Contextual differences included GDP, interest rates and labour costs.
Carr and Tomkins (1996, 1998) both measured perceived project performance. Perceived
project performance was measured using a self-reported, Likert-type scale. The researchers
did not measure FFP. When the researchers investigated the entire sample from all nations,
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companies with higher perceived project performance were more likely to focus on NFI
categories of value chain and competitive advantage, and place less focus on financial CBT.
The researchers did not establish best practice relationships between CBS and perceived
project performance for each of the three countries in either study.
Both Carr and Tomkins (1996, 1998) were insightful in documenting key differences in focus
on CBS categories of CBT and NFI for project managers due to NC. Further research is
required to establish and test relationships between CBS, NC and FFP. This relationship is
yet to be established. Research building on Carr and Tomkins (1996, 1998) should learn from
limitations identified in broader MAS literature on NC (Harrison & McKinnon, 2007). CBS
is an under-researched area of MAS (Haka, 2006). One major hurdle for this area of research
includes developing theoretical propositions for differences in CBS due to NC. Best practice
research established in studies of MAS and NC critiqued in section 3.4.2.3 including:
understanding historical, political, social and legal factors underpinning NC; utilising both
qualitative and quantitative methods to first establish and then test concepts and propositions;
and controlling for background of respondents and over contextual issues. The next section
develops research questions.

3.5 Establishing research questions
As discussed in Chapter One, the central aim of this thesis is to investigate the relationship
between CBS, NC and FFP. This aim is embedded in the literature reviewed in this chapter.
This review of literature shows that the relationship between CBS and FFP is yet to be
established. Furthermore, how does the relationship work in different cultural contexts is yet
to be studied. Mixed research findings and gaps in understanding these relationships, drives
ongoing debate amongst researchers whether there is a universal best practice or national best
fit CBS. In order to address these gaps in knowledge, a number of research questions have
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been developed to explore the relationships in the central research aim. Each of these
research questions will now be discussed.
From the literature reviewed in this chapter, it is clear that companies use many types of CBS
in making project investment decisions including CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI (Leon et al.,
2010; Alkaraan & Northcott, 2006; Haka, 2006; Hermes et al., 2007; Truong et al., 2008;
Correia, 2012). Many researchers have also grouped CBS into two classes including
sophisticated and naive CBS (Haka, 1987; Pike, 1988; Farragher et al., 2001; Verbeeten,
2006; Chen, 2008). As suggested by a number of empirical studies a firm’s environment
including NC may influence CBS choice from various sophisticated and naive CBS (Carr &
Tomkins 1998; Haka, 2006), yet no single study to the researcher’s knowledge has captured
all four types of CBS used by companies to make project investment decisions
simultaneously. A configuration of CBS includes: the decision-making steps employed by
companies; the choice of CBS used in all four categories of CBT, RMT, NFI and CBP; and
the setting for the firm including industry, environmental and national contexts.
Exploring configurations of CBS used to make project investment decisions within specific
environment is a necessary first step in answering the central research aim for this study.
Such an exploration establishes various CBS actually used by managers to make project
investment decisions within specific context building a grounded understanding of CBS use.
This grounded understanding will be used to build theoretical hypotheses that advance
understanding of the central research aim. Management perceptions on the various CBS used
is important to establish as new business conditions emerge post-GFC. These business
conditions are quite different from conditions existing prior to the GFC as evidenced by
depressed and volatile stock market indices, continued need for fiscal stimulus within nations,
and push for austerity measures. Business conditions are also expected to differ across
nations, underpinning the importance of establishing various CBS used for each nation
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included in research study. Companies from both Indonesia and Australia are the focus of the
current research study.
As established in section 1.4 of Chapter One, Australia and Indonesia were chosen as
research sites due to: proximity and increasing trade between the two countries; touted
establishment of Islamic banking practices in Australia leading to new project investments;
and differences in NC, predominant religions and other national context within each nation.
Furthermore, though geographically proximate, they are culturally quite distinct which
provides a unique setting for this study.
The first research question is exploratory in nature and is stated as follows:
RQ1: What are the perceptions of managers on the various CBS used to make project
investment decisions in Australia and Indonesia?
Building on findings from the first research question on the various CBS used to make
project investment decisions in Australia and Indonesia, the second research question
investigates differences on the various CBS used due to NC in Australia and Indonesia. Carr
and Tomkins (1996, 1998) had found differences in use of both CBT and NFI categories of
CBS across Japan, United Kingdom, Germany and the United States of America. It remains
unclear whether these differences extend to other categories of CBS or other nations.
Mixed findings for the universal application of sophisticated CBS (Pike, 1984; Farragher et
al., 2001, Axelsson et al., 2003), coupled with promising research supporting national bestpractice for both CBT and NFI categories of CBS (Carr & Tompkins; 1996, 1998) and
similar national differences for found in the broader MAS literature (Harrison and
McKinnon, 2007), suggests national differences in sophisticated CBS use may be found in
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other countries. Further research effort is also required in order to attribute these national
differences due to NC.
Recent research (Patel, 2004; Jansen et al., 2009; Heidhues & Patel, 2011) suggests
accounting differences attributed to NC is enhanced by building theoretical context for
differences operating at a national level, rather than at an organisational level. Context
operating at a national level include historical, legal, political, social and environmental
factors. The second research question is stated as follows:
RQ2 (a) Is there a significant difference in the use of sophisticated CBT between Indonesia
and Australia?
RQ2 (b) Is there a significant difference in the use of sophisticated RMT between
Indonesia and Australia?
RQ2 (c) Is there a significant difference in the use of sophisticated CBP between Indonesia
and Australia?
RQ2 (d) Is there a significant difference in the use of sophisticated NFI between Indonesia
and Australia?
A theoretical context for differences in use of CBS was developed in Chapter Two. A review
of this context suggested that environmental uncertainty is higher in Indonesia than Australia.
Higher environmental uncertainty in Indonesia developed historically, and was evident in
contemporary Indonesian legal, political, social and environmental contexts. Finance
managers interviewed from Indonesia during Phase One of this research also reported higher
levels of environmental uncertainty. Prior research has identified that environmental
uncertainty is associated with some types of CBS including naïve CBT (Schall & Sundem,
1980; Haka, 1987), but Chen (2008) found NFI may be used to supplement sophisticated
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CBT under context where sophisticated CBT is less efficient to use. Research has also found
environmental uncertainty is associated with use of sophisticated RMT (Schall & Sundem,
1980; Ho & Pike, 1998; Verbeeten, 2006).
Theoretical context developed in Chapter Two also specified that the majority of Indonesians
follow Islamic faith. If Islamic-based views on minimising transactions involving risk are
applied to project investment decisions, then it may be that Indonesians companies would
adopt more sophisticated CBS to minimise project uncertainty. All categories of CBS may be
used together to minimise uncertainty in risky transactions. Firstly, sophisticated CBT more
fully estimate project outcomes. Secondly, NFI may supplement sophisticated CBT to
provide more complete information to evaluate projects where CBT is inefficient. Thirdly,
sophisticated RMT rigorously estimate uncertainty in project outcomes. Fourthly,
sophisticated CBP provide formal procedures throughout project evaluation, approval and
monitoring. Formal procedures have been associated with higher FFP in strategic planning
contexts (Dibrell et al., 2014).
Other rationales for Indonesian companies utilising more sophisticated CBS relate to
Indonesian conceptions of collective and cooperative decision-making, social conscience,
humanitarianism and nationalism. These conceptions were identified in Chapter Two. Many
of these beliefs are enshrined in the Indonesian Pancasila. The Pancasila forms part of the
Indonesian Constitution. Pancasila concepts were identified as being historically developed
and maintained through Indonesian custom. Qualitative interviews with finance managers
during Phase One of this research also identified cooperative, consensual, social and
community concepts in CBS. Formal cooperation and project approval through CBP and
consideration of social, humanitarian and community through NFI are aspects of
sophisticated CBS. Concepts of cooperation, humanitarianism and nationalism also suggest
that a more sustainable and long-term approach to decision-making. A sustainable and long154

term approach to decision-making may be more fully evaluated using sophisticated CBS. In
contrast, Australian firms may have a more short term focus in decision-making. This short
term focus was also identified in Chapter Two. Overall, these arguments support that more
sophisticated CBS may be used in Indonesia than Australia.
Therefore, based on these links and consistent with contingency theory the following
hypotheses have been developed in order to answer research question 2:
H2 (a): Indonesian firms will use more sophisticated CBT than Australian firms due to
NC differences.
H2 (b): Indonesian firms will use more sophisticated RMT than Australian firms due to
NC differences.
H2 (c): Indonesian firms will use more sophisticated CBP than Australian firms due to
NC differences.
H2 (d): Indonesian firms will use more sophisticated NFI than Australian firms due to
NC differences.
It is also important to investigate whether choice of CBS is related to FFP. This knowledge
would be important to companies wishing to select optimal project investments maximising
FFP. Research has reported mixed support for global best-practice relationships between
sophisticated CBS and FFP (Pike, 1984; Farragher et al., 2001, Axelsson et al., 2003). Yet
research has established contingency variables do influence relationships between types of
sophisticated CBS and FFP. The establishment of contingency variables influencing
relationships between CBS and FFP supports a situational best-fit CBS. Established
contingency variables relating to CBS include: environment uncertainty (Haka, 1987;
Verbeeten, 2006); firm size (Pike, 1984); industry (Pike, 1984; Verbeeten, 2006). Preliminary
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evidence also suggests NC may be a contingent variable related to CBS and FFP. Carr &
Tomkins (1996, 1998) have previously found national differences in both CBT and NFI
categories of CBS, but the researchers only investigated relationships between these
categories of CBS and perceived project performance. More research is required to establish
whether there is a global best-practice or national best-fit CBS. To examine this, it is
important to investigate what is the link between the three constructs – NC, CBS and FFP.
This discussion leads to the following research question:
RQ3: What is the relationship between NC, CBS and FFP?
Here the basic premise is that the cultural context is neutral to the application of these
techniques. If this is so, then NC should have no influence on the relationship between CBS
and FFP. If it does, then it would follow that the techniques are culturally dependent.
The different levels of environmental uncertainty experienced by companies within each
nation as identified from both analysis of qualitative interviews during Phase One of this
study and reviews of historical, political, legal, social and environmental context for both
countries summarised in Chapter Two of this thesis, provide rationales for differences in use
of sophisticated CBS impacting on FFP. Islamic-based cultural differences in discouragement
of risky transactions in Indonesia may also increase differences in levels of adoption in
sophisticated CBS use impacting on FFP. Sophisticated CBS have long been held up as being
more effective in catering for project related uncertainty. It is hypothesised that a national
best fit CBS in both Australia and Indonesia will be adapted to these different types and
levels of uncertainty and cultural tolerances for uncertainty impacting on FFP. The following
hypotheses have been developed in order to answer research question 3:
H3 (a): An interaction between NC and use of sophisticated CBT will result in higher
FFP
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H3 (b): An interaction between NC and use of sophisticated RMT will result in higher
FFP
H3 (c): An interaction between NC and use of sophisticated CBP will result in higher
FFP
H3 (d): An interaction between NC and use of sophisticated NFI will result in higher
FFP
The research questions and hypotheses developed in this chapter are summarised and
presented in Table 3.7 along with the proposed data collection and data analysis methods. In
the next section, a summary of the chapter is provided.
Table 3.7 Research questions and hypotheses
Research Question

Hypotheses

Data
Collection
Qualitative
Semistructured
interviews

Data
Analysis
Grounded
analysis

RQ2 (a) Is there a significant
difference in the use of sophisticated
CBT between Indonesia and
Australia?

H2 (a): Indonesian firms
will use more sophisticated
CBT than Australian firms
due to NC differences.

Survey
instrument

Multiple
Regression

RQ2 (b) Is there a significant
difference in the use of sophisticated
RMT between Indonesia and
Australia?

H2 (b): Indonesian firms
will use more sophisticated
RMT than Australian firms
due to NC differences.

Survey
instrument

Multiple
Regression

RQ2 (c) Is there a significant
difference in the use of sophisticated
CBP between Indonesia and
Australia?

H2 (c): Indonesian firms
will use more sophisticated
CBP than Australian firms
due to NC differences.

Survey
instrument

Multiple
Regression

RQ2 (d) Is there a significant
difference in the use of sophisticated
NFI between Indonesia and Australia?

H2 (d): Indonesian firms
will use more sophisticated
NFI than Australian firms
due to NC differences.

Survey
instrument

Multiple
Regression

RQ1. What are the perceptions of
managers on the various CBS used to
make project investment decisions in
Australia and Indonesia?
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Table 3.7 (continued)
RQ3: What is the relationship between
NC, CBS and FFP?

H3 (a): An interaction
between NC and use of
sophisticated CBT will
result in higher FFP
H3 (b): An interaction
between NC and use of
sophisticated RMT will
result in higher FFP
H3 (c): An interaction
between NC and use of
sophisticated CBP will
result in higher FFP
H3 (d): An interaction
between NC and use of
sophisticated NFI will
result in higher FFP

Survey
Instrument
Company
Annual
Reports

Multiple
regression

Note: CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI are dimensions of CBS established in chapter 1.
Source: prepared by the author

3.6 Summary
Two main research fields were critiqued in this chapter: Section 3.4.1 explored relationships
between CBS and FFP; and section 3.4.2 explored relationships between NC and CBS.
In section 3.4.1, prior studies investigating relationships between CBS and FFP were
reviewed. Findings from these studies revealed mixed support for a global best practice CBS,
and promising findings for situational best-fit CBS. Early findings suggest some types of
CBS may be tailored to uncertainty in the environment, firm size, industry, current financial
pressures, standardised production output and advanced manufacturing technologies. These
studies are still in their infancy and more research is needed to establish linkages to FFP for
other categories of CBS and for other environmental settings as the literature suggests.
In section 3.4.2, research exploring relationships between NC and CBS were explored. Only
a handful of studies demonstrated links between NC and CBS, so broader, parent literatures
on relationships between NC and Management accounting systems (MAS) were reviewed.
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These broader MAS studies found many national level differences in use of MAS. The
studies also revealed methodological problems in this literature, which is still developing and
potential pathways to methodological improvements in this area. Results from two related
research studies offered some support for differences at a national level in choice of CBT
and NFI categories of CBS, but these studies were based on one industry, considered a
limited selection of countries and possessed some methodological limitations.
Drawing together research findings on relationships between CBS, NC and FFP, related
research questions were then formulated in section 3.5. Designed to be exploratory in nature,
the first research question asked management perceptions on CBS used in making investment
decisions in Australia and Indonesia. The second and third research questions were
formulated to investigate whether NC impacts on choice of CBS. The third research question
additionally examines the relationship between NC, CBS and FFP.
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4.1 Overview
The objective of this chapter is to describe why and how a mixed methods research design
has been utilised in this study. A mixed method research design incorporates both qualitative
and quantitative research methods. The previous chapter established the research aims,
research questions and theoretical framework used in this study. This chapter in contrast,
focuses on the rationale for using this particular research method and research design.
The chapter begins by exploring the rationale for using a mixed method research design
including discussion of the origins, strengths and challenges of using mixed methods research
designs. This is followed by a description of the specific, two-phase mixed method research
design chosen to explore relationships between capital budgeting systems (CBS), national
culture (NC) and firm financial performance (FFP). The two-phase mixed method research
design may also be described as a flexible research design. This flexible research design
involved firstly conducting, semi-structured, exploratory interviews with finance managers to
understand capital budgeting systems. Information obtained from both semi-structured
interviews and a review of literature was then utilised to develop and implement of a survey
instrument. The next section develops a rationale for using this mixed methods design.

4.2 Rationale for using a mixed methods research design
Mixed methods research designs incorporate both qualitative and quantitative research
methods (Alasuutari et al., 2008; Yardley & Bishop, 2008). Qualitative research methods
emphasise non-numerical data analysis while quantitative research methods emphasise
numerical data analysis, but research differences importantly also extend to disparate
philosophical views culminating in potential theoretical difficulties in combining qualitative
and quantitative methodologies (Yardley & Bishop, 2008).
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The increasing use and acceptance of mixed method research designs is seen as a pragmatic
outcome of the paradigm wars debated between qualitative and quantitative researchers over
the late 20th century (Alasuutari et al., 2008). Disputes in the paradigm wars centred on
different philosophical views held by researchers from qualitative and quantitative
methodologies. These philosophical views included different ontological and epistemological
positions, which informed the research methodologies used by researchers (Yardley &
Bishop, 2008). Qualitative researchers have generally espoused a constructed, subjective
view of reality, whereas quantitative researchers espoused an objective reality (Alasuutari et
al., 2008). Qualitative researchers may also draw on an interpretive epistemology where
knowledge cannot be extracted by the researcher in a value free manner, but instead requires
understanding and interpretation of meanings. Alternatively, quantitative researchers have
often drawn on empiricist epistemologies to discover general laws using quantitative methods
(Sarantakos, 2005). It should be noted that not all qualitative and quantitative researchers
share the same ontological and epistemological assumptions, but different assumptions do
underpin many research studies culminating in these two broadly different approaches
(Alasuutari et al., 2008). The different philosophical positions held by qualitative and
quantitative researchers were seen by many to be so divergent that qualitative and
quantitative research should not be combined (Alasuutari et al., 2008). Some researchers still
hold this position, but mixed method researchers are pragmatic in believing that answering
the research question is often more important than the philosophical views underpinning the
research methods (Mertens & McLaughlin, 2004).
Pragmatically utilising both qualitative and quantitative methods may provide numerous
advantages. The advantages reported include:


Providing a more comprehensive understanding of research questions (Mertens &
McLaughlan, 2004);
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Triangulation of qualitative and quantitative data to validate and corroborate findings
(Yardley & Bishop, 2008);



Incorporating both qualitative and quantitative findings offsets weaknesses of each
method and to achieve combined strengths of both methods (Bryman, 2008);



Quantitative results may better depict important structures while qualitative findings
provide greater sense of processes (Bryman, 2008);



Each method may be used to answer different types of research questions (Mertens &
McLaughlan, 2004);



One method may be used to help explain the findings of the other method (Bryman,
2008; Yardley & Bishop, 2008);



Qualitative method may be used to explain surprising or anomalous results obtained
through quantitative analysis (Creswell et al., 2008);



Qualitative method may provide useful examples to better understand quantitative
results and improve communication to multiple audiences (Bryman, 2008);



Mixed methods research improve credibility and integrity of findings (Mertens &
McLaughlan, 2004);



Qualitative method may be used to develop research instrument questions and scales
to be later quantitatively tested (Yardley & Bishop, 2008);



Qualitative data provides thicker context for generalisable, quantitative results
(Creswell et al., 2008);



Practical usefulness of combining qualitative and quantitative findings to better
understand and communicate findings (Yardley & Bishop, 2008);



Utilise qualitative results to generate hypotheses and quantitative results to test these
hypotheses (Brannen, 2008);
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Findings from one method are enhanced and built upon by using the second method
(Bryman, 2008; Creswell et al., 2008);



Quantitative data estimates relationships between variables, while qualitative results
provide meanings amongst participants (Yardley & Bishop, 2008).

Given this list of advantages flowing through blending qualitative and quantitative research
methods, there has been an increasing acceptance of using mixed methods research designs in
recent years (Alasuutari et al., 2008) to a point where mixed method research is now
considered as one of the three major research paradigms alongside qualitative and
quantitative paradigms (Johnson et al., 2007).
It was expected that employing a mixed methods research design in this study would deliver
a number of practical and theoretical advantages over using either a quantitative or qualitative
research design. Firstly initial research questions would be explored using qualitative
methodology to help build theory and develop a more valid research instrument, while
quantitative methodology would be utilised to then test hypotheses developed from analysing
qualitative data (Bryman, 2008). Secondly, the richer exploratory qualitative findings were
expected to provide thick textual illustrations to complement the quantitative findings and
improve understanding of issues for multiple research audiences at theoretical and policy
levels (Bryman, 2008; Mertens & McLaughlin, 2004; Yardley & Bishop, 2008). Thirdly, the
mixed methods design was expected to enhance the integrity of findings by providing a more
complete picture of the research issues (Bryman, 2008; Mertens & McLaughlin, 2004;
Yardley & Bishop, 2008).
Combining qualitative and quantitative research methods also provides many challenges for
the researcher. Challenges commonly associated with mixed methods research designs
include: justifying the use of mixed methods research design by matching research aims to
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research questions and method; resolving potentially contrasting ontological and
epistemological

tensions

associated

with

combining

qualitative

and

quantitative

methodologies; adhering to quality research criteria in both qualitative and quantitative
research phases; dealing with substantial resource requirements including time requirements
and skills; dealing with conflicting results;

and acknowledging limitations of findings

(Mertens & McLaughlin, 2004; Yardley & Bishop, 2008). Each of these challenges relevant
to the current study is now discussed with specific reference to the broad design of the study.
The current study was conducted using a flexible research design that involved evolvement of
research design as the data was collected. The type of mixed methods research design used
was a sequential, exploratory research design (Creswell et al., 2008). Initially, qualitative,
semi-structured interviews were used to collect information from finance managers in
Australia and Indonesia on CBS. A grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) was
used to develop an understanding of how finance managers perceived CBS were used in
making project investment decisions to establish significant variables and to aid development
of hypotheses that would subsequently be examined using quantitative method (Brannen,
2008; Bryman, 2008). Secondly, a survey instrument was then developed based on findings
from the initial semi-structured interviews and the literature review consistent with a
grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Categories that emerged using grounded
theory techniques from initial data collection and insights from accounting and finance
literatures informed the survey development. Analysis from the survey instrument was then
integrated with qualitative illustrations to provide a deeper understanding of the research
issues. Figure 4.1 illustrates the research design used in this study.
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Figure 4.1: Sequential exploratory mixed methods research design used in this study.
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formulating research
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Qualitative data analysis
using NVivo to explore
Research question 1
Establishing trustworthiness
of qualitative findings

Examples to Illustrate
qualitative findings

Interpretation of mixed methods results

Source: prepared by the author
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The overall aim of the study is to investigate relationships between CBS, NC and FFP. The
mixed method research design used in this study was based on multiple grounds. Firstly, prior
studies did not investigate all four categories of CBS in a single study, so it was deemed
necessary to initially explore use of categories of CBS using qualitative method prior to
theory testing using quantitative method. Secondly there is a paucity of comparative research
on management accounting systems (MAS) emanating from Indonesia. This paucity of
research also supported a deeper, exploratory investigation prior to testing of emerging theory
(Harrison & McKinnon, 1999). Thirdly, as potential changes in CBS may have emerged postGFC, it was also deemed necessary to first explore categories or CBS in firm specific context
prior to testing theory. An initial research question was developed to explore perceptions of
categories of CBS used in Australia and Indonesia. Qualitative, grounded analysis method
was highly suited to investigate these issues. The other research questions were designed to
test theory, and build on exploratory qualitative results. A quantitative approach was used for
this purpose. Difficulties discussed in prior comparative research on MAS focusing on
limitations on using quantitative method to interpret results in isolation (Chow et al., 1999a;
Harrison & McKinnon, 1999; Jansen et al., 2009) and relying on Hofstede conceptions of
culture without providing qualitative information to illustrate and contextualise key findings
(Chow et al., 1999a; Harrison & McKinnon, 1999; Patel, 2003; Heidhues & Patel, 2011) also
supported the use of a mixed methods design through integration of quantitative findings with
qualitative illustrations to obtain a thick textual understanding of quantitative research
findings.
The use of a sequential mixed methods research design was also beneficial from a theoretical
perspective. Some commentators suggest that there are additional problems associated with
completely mixing qualitative and quantitative methods as in a parallel or concurrent mixed
methods design including issues with data integration, contradictory findings, sampling issues
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and introduction of bias (Creswell et al., 2008; Yardley & Bishop, 2008). Data integration
issues and introduction of bias were minimised through a sequential design. Furthermore
issues relating to contradictory findings can either be discussed and suggested avenues for
future research provided or an additional qualitative phase may be added to further explain
results (Creswell et al., 2008). Due to time limitations in this study, the first approach of
discussing contradictory findings was chosen. Issues of consistent sample sizes across
methods (Creswell et al., 2008) did not pose a problem with a sequential design as direct
comparison between each method was not made. Sample size issues were particularly salient
due to the extensive resource and time requirements that would have been required to obtain
similar sample sizes in both qualitative and quantitative phases of data collection.
A post-positivist perspective has been adopted for the purposes of the current study. A postpositivist perspective is based on critical-realist ontology where the researcher believes there
is a reality out there, but this reality is only imperfectly observable through human senses
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2008). Post-positivism encourages use of mixed methods research
designs to more completely investigate and understand reality through maximising the
strengths of both qualitative and quantitative methods and offsetting weaknesses of each
method. Post-positivism also emphasises discovery and testing of knowledge through mixed
method research designs to better capitalise on the relative strengths of each method (Denzin
& Lincoln, 2008; Sarantakos, 2005).
Critical assessment of mixed methods research designs is also worthy of a deeper
investigation by assessing the specific design in both qualitative and quantitative phases
against best practice criteria for each method (Mertens & McLaughlin, 2004; Yardley &
Bishop, 2008). A more detailed discussion and critical analysis of both the qualitative and
quantitative research phases are explored in the sections 4.3 and 4.5 respectively.
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Phase One of the mixed methods design is detailed in section 4.3 and includes these
elements:


Developing interview questions;



Pilot testing the interview;



Translation of core interview questions;



Participants and sampling;



Data analysis;



Establishing trustworthiness of qualitative findings;



Ethical considerations.

In section 4.4, the delayed development of hypotheses formulating research questions 2 and 3
and the supporting survey research instrument is then explained through the need to build
theory consistent with a grounded theory approach.
Next in section 4.5, Phase Two of the mixed methods research design is specified and
includes the following elements:


Sample selection and procedures;



Variables;



Empirical models;



Data analysis methods.

4.3 Phase One: qualitative semi-structured interviews
Often used for the purpose of obtaining empirical data for academic research purposes,
qualitative interviews are defined as a guided conversation between an interviewer and an
interviewee (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). Two common ways of classifying interviews
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include the degree of standardisation incorporated into interview research questions and the
mode of delivery for the interview.
Standardisation of interview research questions range from structured interviews through to
unstructured interviews. Structured interviews utilise standardised wording and sequence of
questions to minimise interviewer bias and maintain uniformity and objectivity (Corbetta,
2003; Sarantakos, 2005). Unlike structured interviews, the wording and sequence of
unstructured interview questions are not predetermined and may vary from one respondent to
another resulting in greater flexibility to explore research issues more deeply and improve
understanding from the interviewee’s perspective (Corbetta, 2003; Sarantakos, 2005). Semistructured interview questions contain some characteristics of both structured and
unstructured interviews. In semi-structured interviews the wording of core interview
questions is often developed prior to data collection and these questions may be presented in
a consistent order, but unlike structured interviews, the interviewer in semi-structured
interviews may probe answers of interview questions to further explore research issues from
the interviewee’s perspective or provide clarification to research questions as required
(Corbetta, 2003; Sarantakos, 2005). Interview responses to interview questions regardless of
the level of standardisation, are often open-ended. This open-ended nature of response is the
distinguishing characteristics between interviews and questionnaires (Corbetta, 2003). Table
4.1 provides a brief summary of differences between these three interview approaches. The
degree of standardisation in interviews is influenced by many factors including the objective
of the research, resources available and information sought (Corbetta, 2003; Sarantakos,
2005).
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Table 4.1: Comparison of interview standardisation
Structured Interviews

Semi-Structured Interviews Unstructured Interviews

Standardised wording of
interview questions

Standardised core interview
questions but wording may
be varied

Standardised sequence of
interview questions

Sequence of interview
questions may be varied as
required
Open answers
Prompting, probing and
clarifying by interviewer is
tailored to interviewee
responses

Open answers
No prompting, probing or
clarifying by the interviewer

Lower resource requirements

Medium resource
requirements

Interview questions are unstandardised and guide
interviewee around a core
research theme
No specified sequence of
interview questions.
Open answers
Interviewer refrains from
encouraging lines of thought
and seeks only to lead the
interviewee back to the
research topic.
Higher resources
requirements

Source: prepared by the author
The objective of Phase One of this mixed methods research design was exploratory to build
theory around a core research theme. A standardised interview was rejected as structured
interviews do not allow probing and flexible exploration of research themes (Eriksson &
Kovalainen, 2008). Furthermore the researcher was aware of time and resource limitations of
interviewees who were busy company finance managers and translation requirements may
also have slowed down the interviews conducted in Indonesia so unstructured interviews
were also rejected and semi-structured interview questions based around core themes to be
explored in the interviews were prepared in advance to reduce time burdens on interviewees
and provide some assurance of consistency of research questions.
Interview mode of delivery was another important consideration. Two common interview
modes of delivery include face-to-face and telephone interviews (Holstein & Gubrium, 2003;
Sarantakos, 2005). The two different modes of delivery have been associated with different
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advantages and disadvantages. A summary of the relative advantages of the two different
modes of delivery are provided in Table 4.2 below.
Table 4.2: Relative advantages of telephone and face to face interviews.
Telephone Interviews









Face-to-Face Interviews

Less resource intensive
Better for larger samples
Allows more open communication
Offers more anonymity
Reduces bias from interviewer effects
Greater standardisation
Provides faster results
Improved researcher safety









More accurate and thoughtful answers
Greater likelihood of self-generated
responses
Symmetrical
distribution
of
interactive power
Improved effectiveness with complex
questions
Better for older, hearing impaired or
marginalised respondents
Better when covering sensitive issues
Higher response rates

Source: prepared by the author
One important consideration for the researcher was resource intensiveness. Telephone
interviews are often considered to be less resource intensive than face-to-face interviews
(Holstein & Gubrium, 2003; Sarantakos, 2005). Resources consumed in face-to-face
interviews include interviewer travel time, cost of transport to and from the interview and
accommodation expenditures. In comparison telephone interview costs include timed related
telephone call charges. Due to interviews being held over disperse geographic areas in
Australia and Indonesia the additional resource costs for face-to-face interviews were
substantial and this was an important consideration for the interviewer. Face-to-face
interviews required costly airline and ground transport, and nightly accommodation for each
research site.
Telephone interviews also provide an opportunity to obtain larger samples than face to face
interviews because of the economical use of interviewer time resources (Sarantakos, 2005),
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but research also reports higher refusal rates for telephone interviews (Holstein & Gubrium,
2003; Sarantakos, 2005). The researcher was interested in obtaining a sufficiently large
sample to obtain theoretical saturation of responses, but it was hoped that theoretical
saturation would be achieved using a moderate sample size. Theoretical saturation is
discussed under sampling issues later in this section.
Prior research also suggested that more open communication may be achieved through
telephone interviews because the interviewee does not feel as confronted with the interviewer
(Sarantakos, 2005). Other quality advantages of telephone interviews include reduced bias
from interviewer effects including ethnicity, appearance, age or race (Holstein & Gubrium,
2003; Sarantakos, 2005); and improved standardisation of interviews where more than one
interviewer conducts interviews (Holstein & Gubrium, 2003).
The quality advantages of telephone interviews may be contrasted with quality advantages of
face-to-face interviews. Quality advantages of face-to-face interviews include more accurate
and thoughtful answers, particularly when sensitive issues are raised (Holstein & Gubrium,
2003). Accuracy of answers in face-to-face interviews may be due to the interactions being
similar to face-to-face conversations. More thoughtful responses may be due to the presence
of visual cues encouraging extension of brief answers. These visual cues may also result in
self-generated responses from interviewees (Holstein & Gubrium, 2003). Perhaps increased
feelings of trust and beliefs of future confidentiality established in face-to-face interviews
may also account for higher response rates when discussing sensitive issues in face=to-face
interviews (Holstein & Gubrium, 2003).
Face-to-face interviews were chosen as the preferred mode of interview to encourage more
accurate and thoughtfulness of answers to interview questions. Face-to-face interviews also
provided additional assurance as to the identity of the interviewee. It was also possible that
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sensitive issues may arise during the course of the interviews and face-to-face interviews
were seen as the best way to make the most of such opportunities. Sensitive issues could arise
from several areas including provision of company specific information or discussion of
government or regulatory issues impacting on project investment decisions. Religion may
also be a sensitive topic for interviewees.
The University of Canberra had provided limited funds for travel costs to various research
sites in Australia and Indonesia. Where finance managers had agreed to an interview, but it
was not possible to arrange an interview within a specified date range for that location, then
telephone interviews were arranged instead.
In the following sections a more detailed discussion of Phase One methodological
considerations is provided, commencing with ethical considerations.

4.3.1 Ethical considerations
Ethics issues are a vital consideration for the design of research studies involving human
participants to minimise harm to participants and other parties, promote public confidence in
research, and minimise potential litigation (Sarantakos, 2005; Gibson & Brown, 2009). For
this study, ethics committee clearance was required and approval was granted (HREC11-115)
prior to data being collected. In accordance with Human Research Ethics Committee
guidelines, issues considered included informed consent, confidentiality and anonymity,
avoidance of harm, maintenance of professional standards and ethical conduct.
Informed consent

Establishment of informed consent from participants was a prerequisite to conducting all
qualitative interviews in this study. Informed consent was established in a number of ways.
Firstly, participants were sent a participant information sheet to read through prior to
conducting interviews. Secondly, participants were required to sign an informed consent form
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prior to the interview being conducted. Thirdly, immediately prior to the interview being
conducted, participants were reminded of their voluntary participation in the interviews.
The participant information form helped provide informed consent by clearly identifying: the
researcher; the research institution that granted ethics approval for the research; the aims,
benefits and overview of the research study; confidentiality and anonymity guarantees
including specifications for data storage; voluntary participation in research interviews and
allowance of withdrawal from interviews without penalty. Once participants had read the
participant information sheet, they were requested to read, sign and return an informed
consent form to the researcher via email. Interviews were only conducted with participants
who signed informed consent forms. For Indonesian participants, informed consent was also
achieved by translating both the participant information form and informed consent form into
Bahasa Indonesian to ensure full consent.
Confidentiality and anonymity

Confidentiality of participants was maintained throughout the entirety of the research project.
Real identities of participants and their companies were hidden to ensure anonymity. Where
voices of participants were included in the thesis, only general descriptions were used, for
example “finance manager of a property company” or “CFO of a retail firm”. Furthermore
participant information was kept safe by using coded numbering sheets and data for
participants. The data were maintained and stored on a folder and computer always protected
by a password known only to the researcher. Only the researcher and supervisors were
allowed access to the data.
Avoidance of harm

The researcher ensured no harm occurred to participants due to the research. Harm may
include physical, mental or legal harm (Sarantakos, 2005). The researcher advised that
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participants may stop the interview at any time without explanation and asked whether
participants needed special requirements prior to the interview (e.g. due to pregnancy,
medical condition). All efforts were made to ensure that the researcher conducted himself in a
culturally sensitive manner. Care was taken to remain neutral and avoid value judgments
during interviews. The researcher also discussed potential cultural sensitivities with
Indonesian colleagues prior to conducting interviews in Indonesia. Fluent Indonesian/English
translators attended Indonesian interviews to minimise discomfort, stress or embarrassment to
participants by answering interviews questions in Bahasa Indonesian unless requested
otherwise by participants. Interviews were also conducted in the participant’s place of work
to further minimise participant discomfort. All participants were treated with respect at all
times. Potential harm was also minimised through maintenance of confidentiality and
anonymity as specified in the section above.
Maintenance of professional and ethical standards

The researcher maintained professional and ethical standards at all times during research
including using an appropriate research design, data collection methods and analysis of
research data. Results were reported accurately without falsification or fabrication. The study
was subject to formal review and approval by: research supervisors in all phases of the
research project; assessors and peers at the proposal presentation and confirmation seminar,
work in process seminar and final seminar; human research ethics committee prior to data
collection. In the next section methodological considerations relating to development of
interview questions is discussed.

4.3.2 Developing interview questions
An interview guide was prepared to provide some assurance of consistency in structure for
the semi-structured interviews (Kvale, 2009). The first step in developing the interview guide
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was to consider the research question relating to Phase One of the research project. The
research question was established from the literature review and has been repeated below for
clarity.
RQ1: What are the perceptions of managers on the various CBS used to make
project investment decisions in Australia and Indonesia?
Interview questions were worded in a neutral, colloquial language rather than using academic
or professional jargon to improve simplicity in understanding interview questions,
encouraging faster and richer answers and minimise interviewer bias (Sarantakos, 2005;
Kvale, 2009; Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). General themes covered in the interview
included:
A. Organisational background, context, aims and strategies;
B. Steps in making project investment decisions;
C. Information requirements for each step in making project investment decisions;
D. Differences in decision-making processes due to size or type of project
investments;
E. Importance of workplace culture, involvement of employees and stakeholders in
project decision-making processes;
F. Influence of market volatility on project decision-making processes.
Separate questions for each of these categories were then developed. In section A,
interviewees were asked to describe some background information including organisational
aims and strategies about the organisation. In section B, the interviewee was asked to
describe various decision-making steps involved in making project investment decisions. In
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section C, interviewees were asked to describe the types of information used in each
decision-making step. The interviewee was also asked to rate the importance of each type of
information used in each decision-making step. In section D, interviewees were asked if
different decision-making processes were in place for projects of different sizes or types, such
as acquisition decisions, replacement or information technology projects. In section E,
interviewees were asked about whether workplace culture informed their decision-making
processes and if employees and stakeholders were involved in the decision-making processes.
Interviewees were also asked whether different points of view emerged between decisionmaking parties and how these differences were resolved. In section F, interviewees were
asked whether volatility in the market impacted on the project decision-making. Interviewees
were also asked about types of volatility experienced and whether some types of volatility
were more common than others. The core interview schedule is provided in appendix 4A.
Demographic questions were also asked at the conclusion of the interview. Demographic
questions related to age, gender, work experience, education, nationality, ethnicity and
religion.
Prompting and probing was used by the interviewer throughout the interviews. Corbetta
(2003) stated that prompting helps the interviewee more completely understand and answer
interview questions, or provide a more detailed response. Prompts included lists of examples
that may have helped the interviewee answer interview questions. For example, a prompt for
a question relating to stakeholders provided several examples of stakeholders including
shareholders, employees, banks and community groups. Neutral probing was also used to
encourage more detailed answers. Probing consisted of repeating the question; summarising
the interviewee’s answer; pausing; and asking for further details. Examples of probing
questions seeking further details included: “Can you tell me what you mean by that?” and
“Can you provide an example of that”? The interview schedule is provided in Appendix 4A.
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4.3.3 Pilot testing the interview schedule
A pilot test is defined as a small-scale rehearsal of the main research study (Sarantakos,
2005). Consistent with the steps outlined in Corbetta (2003), the pilot test was undertaken to
estimate the duration of interviews, test the organisation and adequacy of the interview
questions, and provide an opportunity for the researcher to practice prior to commencement
of the main study.
The pilot testing involved several practice interviews. Practice interviews were first organised
with a colleague until the researcher was happy with the wording and layout of the core
interview questions and the duration of the interview. A further interview was then organised
with a former finance manager and CEO for final comments and adjustments. The following
section discusses considerations made in translating interview questions into Indonesian
language.

4.3.4 Translation of interview questions into the Indonesian language
Once the interview questions were finalised, these questions were then translated from
English to Bahasa Indonesian using the blind back-translation method (DeVaus, 2008).
Translation involved providing the interview questions to a bilingual colleague who
translated the text into Bahasa Indonesian. When the translated text was returned for viewing
from the colleague, it was then forwarded on to another bilingual translator who translated
the text back from Bahasa Indonesian to English. The two English versions of the interview
questions were then compared to verify the accuracy of the original translation. Differences
were identified, corrected and checked for accuracy. Following Oishi (2003), care was taken
to ensure idiomatic equivalence of sentences during the interview translation process.
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4.3.5 Selection of participants
Participants were finance managers or top executives (FM/TE) in listed companies in
Australia and Indonesia with experience in making capital budgeting decisions. At the time of
sampling the sampling frame comprised of 2,222 FM/TE from listed companies in Australia
(ASX, 2014) and 422 FM/TE from listed companies in Indonesia (IDX, 2014). The final
sample size comprised seven interviewees from Australia and seven interviewees from
Indonesia – a total of 14 interviews. This is considered adequate for this type of research
(Charmaz & Henwood, 2007)
Rather than selecting participants based on notions of representativeness, objectivity, validity
and statistical probability as are appropriate for quantitative research, sampling procedures
employed in qualitative research are theoretically driven where participants are chosen based
on their suitability to reveal relevant information about research issues (Sarantakos, 2005).
Suitability may be informed by the participant’s job description, experience, expertise and
personal traits (Gibson & Brown, 2009). Not limited to focusing on only typical cases,
suitability is also influenced by the diversity in experiences and contexts of respondents
(Sarantakos, 2005). The participants chosen for qualitative, semi-structured interviews were
required to meet these broad criteria to be selected in the sample. Finance managers from all
listed firms who have undertaken project investment decisions would satisfy the suitability
criterion as would many top executives experienced in capital budgeting decision-making. It
is also important to select different types of organisations. Organisational differences may
relate to firm size, industry, location or ownership.
Interviews also involved commitments of time and resources from the interviewer,
interviewee and translator. Time constraints and travel costs limited the search for
participants to those located within proximity to major cities on the east coast of Australia
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and Jakarta and East Java in Indonesia. The Australian and Indonesian samples were selected
using purposive sampling from companies located within these geographical areas as this
would minimise costs of the researcher, including travel and accommodation and costs
relating to hiring, training and arranging for translators to also be present at interviews.
Similar in concept to theoretical sampling, purposive sampling is the selection of participants
based on their suitability in answering research questions (Sarantakos, 2005; Gibson &
Brown, 2009). Purposive sampling in Indonesia did not result in selection of participants
within an acceptable time frame due to time delays arising from formal requirements of
contacting companies through company secretaries, so it was decided instead to use snowball
sampling for the Indonesian sample. Snowball sampling required selection of initial
respondents through known Indonesian contacts. The respondents and contacts then
recommended other recruits who also met the research criteria. Snowball sampling is an
acceptable method in qualitative research (Charmaz & Henwood, 2007)
The use of non-probability sampling restricted statistical generalisability of findings, but this
was not an issue for the qualitative research phase of data analysis as the process of sampling
was utilised only to generate an emerging, grounded theory (Sarantakos, 2005).
Sample size

Many qualitative researchers have argued that selecting an appropriate sample size is a
flexible and iterative process with a core objective of building theoretical richness of data
though obtaining quality data rather than through building a larger sample size to minimise
sampling errors (Glaser & Strauss; 1967; Locke; 2003; Sarantakos, 2005). A sufficient
sample size in qualitative research is often achieved through theoretical saturation.
Theoretical saturation occurs when additional sampling fails to yield additional theoretical
categories (Charmaz & Henwood; 2007). In the current study, theoretical saturation was
achieved after conducting twelve interviews. Overall, 14 senior executives with finance
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experience were interviewed. Seven interviews were conducted in Indonesia and seven
interviews were completed in Australia. Interviews were conducted with finance managers in
listed firms from a range of industries including diverse service firms, manufacturers,
retailers and property companies. Firm size also varied considerably with some firms
employing less than 100 employees and other firms employing up to 20,000 employees.
Interviewees labelled their job description as a range of roles including finance manager,
senior executive in strategy, CFO, CEO and president director. A full list of interviewees is
provided in Table 5.1.
Contacting interviewees and arranging interviews

Finance managers were contacted in several ways. In Australia a company telephone number
was obtained from company information available on the Australian Stock Exchange web
site. Companies were then telephoned and a request was made to speak with the chief
financial officer (CFO). Once contact had been arranged with a suitable finance manager
involved in making project investment decisions, more detailed information was sent via
email to obtain informed consent and arrange an interview date, time and location. Detailed
information included a participant information sheet and an informed consent form. The
participant information sheet and informed consent form are provided in appendices B and C
respectively. In Indonesia, initial company contact was attempted using formal contact details
available from the Indonesian stock exchange. Initial contact was also made through several
company secretaries. When this approach was not found to be fruitful, potential participants
were alternatively arranged using snowball sampling through existing contacts in Indonesia.
Existing contacts included academic and professional connections previously established by
the researcher. Contact with potential participants was made through email with the translated
versions of the participant information sheet and informed consent form being attached to
these emails. The emails were also copied to a fluent Indonesian translator so the potential
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participant could choose to communicate back to the researcher in either English or Bahasa
Indonesian.
Translation of informed consent form and participant information form

Both the informed consent form and participant information sheet were translated in a similar
manner to the semi structured interview questions using the blind back-translation method
suggested by DeVaus (2008).
Selection, training and use of translators

Two translators were hired to facilitate fluent communication in interviews conducted in
Indonesia. One translator was a bilingual Indonesian national, who was completing doctoral
studies in accounting and working as an academic at the University of Canberra. This
translator was going home for a holiday and provided translation for three interviews in East
Java. The second translator was a bilingual recent marketing graduate with core accounting
and finance knowledge from an English language university in Jakarta. This translator
provided translation for four interviews in Jakarta.
Both of the translators were already familiar with the core interview questions as they were
originally hired to translate the interview script and information forms for interviewees. The
researcher arranged to meet the translators prior to the interview to go over the proposed
structure of interviews, and confirm dates, timing and location of interviews. It was advised
that the interviewer would speak in English, followed by translation into Bahasa Indonesian.
Both the interviewer and translator utilised the interview script for core interview questions to
provide some assurance of consistency. Other questions and all answers provided by
interviewees were translated as required. Some Indonesian interviewees preferred to conduct
the interview in English and the translator was only required to translate clarifying comments
into Bahasa Indonesian.
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4.3.6 Qualitative data analysis
Analysis of qualitative semi-structured interview data was conducted using grounded theory.
Grounded theory is a “systematic inductive, comparative, and interactive approach to inquiry
with several key strategies for conducting inquiry” (Charmaz & Henwood; 2007). Grounded
theory utilises inductive reasoning to simultaneously collect and progressively analyse data to
construct theory (Charmaz, 2008). Grounded theory emphasises the constant comparative
method of progressive coding and analysing data. Coding of data is first placed into
preliminary categories based on perceived patterns emerging from empirical observations.
The categories are gradually refined through a number of formal stages until a theoretical
framework emerges from the data (Charmaz, 2008; Locke, 2003).
The researcher followed a four-stage grounded theory analysis procedure advocated by Locke
(2003) as follows:
1. Comparing incidents applicable to each category.
2. Integrating categories and their properties.
3. Delimiting the emerging theory.
4. Writing the theory.
While temporarily suspending existing understanding of theoretical categories and their
relations as identified in the literature review chapter of this thesis, stage one of grounded
analysis involved naming and comparing observations until common and recurring
conceptual categories were developed from the data. The data was first transcribed by the
researcher into a word document from semi-structured interviews using a recording device,
then the word documents were uploaded to NVivo, a software program used by researchers to
help analyse qualitative data, and analysed line by line using a fracturing technique. Memos
were progressively recorded and detailed coding was undertaken for each case. Next codes
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were compared for similarities and differences to refine named categories and their
properties, and identify conditions under which the categories occurred.
In stage two, the conceptual categories previously assigned in stage one were further
developed to more fully account for similarities and differences amongst cases consistent
with Locke, (2003). More effort was placed into the developing an understanding of
properties associated with each category and relations between categories to gradually
develop a grounded theoretical framework for CBS. Memos on the categories and
relationships between categories were developed into diagrams to depict the emerging
theoretical framework.
After the theoretical framework and CBS categories had been developed by the researcher,
interview data continued to be reviewed in stage three with a view to delimiting the grounded
theory for CBS. The delimiting process occurred at two levels: the theoretical framework and
the conceptual categories. At the level of the theoretical framework, reviews of interview
cases gradually required less revision to the framework until the framework accounted for
most of the interview data. The framework was also simplified at this point to narrate a clear,
main story from the interview data. This simplification process also resulted in some
reduction at the level of conceptual categories for CBS and other constructs, so that less
relevant and frequently occurring categories were eliminated from the framework. At this
point of analysis theoretical saturation was also achieved leading to stage four of grounded
analysis. Stage four of grounded analysis involved writing up the grounded theory framework
for CBS into the qualitative results chapter of this thesis.

4.3.7 Establishing trustworthiness of qualitative findings
There are a variety of views on an appropriate framework for assessing rigor of qualitative
research (Conrad & Serlin, 2006; Osborne, 2008; Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008).
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Establishing trustworthiness of research is one approach that has been advocated by a number
of research commentators to assess rigor of qualitative research (Conrad & Serlin, 2006;
Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). Trustworthiness may be broken down into four criteria
including: credibility; transferability; dependability and confirmability (Lincohn & Guba,
1985). Each of these criteria are now discussed with a view to demonstrating how the
researcher has provided some assurance of the trustworthiness of findings.
Alternatively described as authenticity, truth value or internal validity, Conrad and Serlin
(2006) defined credibility as the ability for readers, researchers in the field and locals to
accept and concur with research findings. Credibility of qualitative findings in this study was
established in a number of ways including: providing a thick text, coherent and plausible
description of research findings; demonstrating converging conclusions from multiple
participants; and reporting of negative findings and limitations of the study.
Similar in concept to external validity in quantitative research, Eriksson and Kovalainen
(2008) described transferability as the quality of research findings to be useful in other
contexts. Consistent with Locke (2003), transferability was demonstrated in this study
through theoretically sampling multiple participants from a variety of industries and contexts;
providing thick text descriptions of research processes and findings so that readers may
assess whether the results may be applied to other contexts and through demonstration of
how findings were consistent with existing theories and prior findings.
Eriksson and Kovalainen (2008), described dependability in qualitative research as a similar
concept to generalisability. While qualitative researchers do not attempt to replicate studies
due to the complexity of context, lack of control made in natural settings and use of flexible
designs, many aspects of research can be documented that would contribute to dependability.
The reader may be reassured in the current study of several ways dependability of findings
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have been maximised including: peer review; congruency of research questions and research
design; specification of theoretical framework; collection of data from participants in a range
of industries and company sizes; and through disclosure of the role of the researcher at the
research sites.
The researcher has also made efforts to maximise the confirmability of findings. The
researcher has acknowledged limitations of the research; disclosed researcher biases;
provided an audit trail of the research design, data collection and analysis; and also
consideration of alternative conclusions. The next section discussed ethical considerations
within this study.
The next section discusses methodological considerations surrounding design of the survey
research instrument.

4.4 Design of the Phase Two survey research instrument
After completing exploratory data collection and grounded analysis of qualitative interviews
as part of Phase One of this study, next a theoretical framework, hypotheses and survey
research instrument was developed in order to test the emerging theory for CBS. The
development of the grounded theoretical framework, hypotheses and survey design was
deferred until collection and analysis of qualitative interview data was analysed, consistent
with a grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
The grounded CBS theoretical framework integrated both findings from the exploratory data
collection and extant research literature examining CBS. The CBS theoretical framework
included a set of concepts and relationships between concepts that described and predicted
the direction of these relationships (Burns & Grove, 2003). For example, firms experiencing
higher levels of environmental uncertainty may select a more sophisticated CBS design in
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order to evaluate the impact of the uncertainty on projected FFP. Hypotheses were now able
to be formulated and tested to address research questions 2 and 3.
Variables were operationalised from concepts using both qualitative data generated from
Phase One of this study and extant literature examining CBS. The following section describes
the development of the Phase Two survey research instrument in more detail.

4.5 Phase Two: quantitative survey instrument
Surveys are methods of data collection utilising written, rather than oral questions
(Sarantakos, 2005). Van der Stede et al. (2006) states that surveys are most often used to test
theory and are a popular research method in management accounting, with over 260 survey
studies published in top management accounting journals between 1982 and 2001. Publishing
of studies in top management accounting journals suggests surveys may also provide quality
results. Quality results obtained from surveys may be due to objective question construction,
minimisation of researcher bias, and ability to obtain large sample sizes over wide geographic
areas in a relatively short time frame (Sarantakos, 2005).
The following sections describe the survey method employed in Phase Two of this study
including: sample selection and procedures; specification of variables and data collection;
empirical models; and data analysis.

4.4.1 Sample selection
Firms were sampled about their experience in using CBS. The sampling population consisted
of companies listed on the Australian and Indonesian securities exchange in Australia and
Indonesia. The sampling frames consisted of non-financial firms from an array of broad
industry sectors including consumer discretionary and staples, energy and utilities,
industrials, health care, materials, information technology, and telecommunication services.
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Used in order to maximise representativeness, simple random sampling procedures were
followed and 50 listed firms were selected from the Australian sampling frame. Another 50
listed firms were selected from the Indonesian sampling frame. The sample size was selected
using non-statistical estimations. This approach was undertaken for several reasons: the study
was designed to test theory rather than generalise results; non-probability sampling is the
norm in management accounting research (Van der Stede et al., 2006); the major contributor
to error in sampling is non-response bias rather than sample size (Sarantakos, 2005); time and
resource constraints limited ability to collect larger samples.

4.4.2 Variables in the model
In this section, descriptions and justifications for the independent, control and dependent
variables are provided. Variables selected were identified through preliminary qualitative
analysis as being important in making capital budgeting decisions. The variables were
adapted from previous research studies in CBS, NC or MAS where possible to improve
comparability with extant research. A table summarising the variables used is provided in
Table 4.4 at the end of this section.
4.4.2.1 Independent Variables

There were two independent variables incorporated into Phase Two of this study including
capital budgeting system sophistication and nation.
Capital budgeting system sophistication

The capital budgeting system sophistication variable was adapted from the degree of capital
budgeting system sophistication (DCBSS) measure developed by Kim (1982), and previously
adapted by Pike (1984), Farragher et al. (2001) and Axelsson et al. (2003). A major
advantage of the DCBSS measure is that it incorporates the incidence and perceived
importance of multiple CBS items and theoretical levels of sophistication of these items into
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a single metric. This measure has the capacity to incorporate CBS items from capital
budgeting techniques (CBT), risk management techniques (RMT), capital budgeting
procedures (CBP) or non-financial information (NFI) categories. This characteristic was not
found in other prior measures of CBS sophistication.
DCBSS was measured using the following formula:
n

DCBSSk = ∑(ujk)(ijk)(sj)
j=1

where:

ujk = The use (1) or non-use (0) of CBS item j for firm k as indicated by
survey respondents
ijk = The perceived importance of CBS item j for firm k as indicated by
survey respondents
sj = The theoretical level of sophistication assigned to CBS item j
n = number of CBS items

The perceived importance (ijk) of each CBS item was rated by survey respondents on a scale
of 1 to 5 with 5 being the highest as follows:
Extremely important

5

Very important

4

Moderately important

3

Not too important

2

Not at all important

1

The theoretical level of sophistication assigned to each CBS item is based on findings from
prior academic studies on CBS as summarised in the literature review chapter. The CBS
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items incorporated into the DCBSS metric are based on qualitative interview data and prior
studies and are specified in Table 4.3.
A limitation of the DCBSS measure is that it requires participants to recall past CBS
practices. This aspect of the recall measure may result in response errors, but it was expected
that these errors would occur randomly and therefore not significantly bias results.
Table 4.3 CBS items incorporated in CBS metric classified by CBS category
Capital Budgeting Techniques

Risk Management Techniques

1. Return on investment

1. Certainty equivalents

2. Discounted payback

2. Discount rate adjustment

3. Internal rate of return

3. Monte Carlo simulations

4. Net present value

4. Probability analysis

5. Payback period

5. Real options and decision trees
6. Scenario analysis
7. Sensitivity analysis

Non-financial Information

Capital Budgeting Procedures

1. Strategic and competitiveness

1. Obtaining advice from experts and

information

consultants

2. Customer information

2. Formal screening and review committees

3. Employee information

3. Generation and screening of ideas for

4. Environmental information
5. Political

and

regulatory

information

and

6. Formal project approval
community

information
8. Supplier

4. Maintenance of long-term capital plan
5. Post implementation review

6. Quality information
7. Social

new project investments

and

7. Preparation of business case
8. Project monitoring and review

raw

materials

9. Search

information
9. Synergy information

and

screening

of

project

alternatives
10. Remuneration and rewards linked to
project outcomes
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Nation

Nation being a categorical variable was used with zero representing Australia and one
representing Indonesia consistent with a number of prior studies (Chow et al., 1999; Tsui,
2001; Leach-Lopez et al., 2007; Jansen et al., 2009). The purpose was to measure the effect
of NC.
4.4.2.2 Control variables

A number of control variables were included in this study based on findings of prior research
on CBS and from exploratory, qualitative analysis of this study. The control variables
incorporated include firm size, industry, and environmental uncertainty.
Firm Size

Firm size has been frequently used as a control variable in CBS studies (see for example,
Schall & Sundem, 1980; Kim, 1982; Pike, 1988; Farragher et al., 2001; Verbeeten, 2006;
Chen, 2008). These studies have found that firm size impacts on both sophistication of CBS
and firm performance. Exploratory qualitative interviews conducted in this study also
confirmed firm size may impact the use of sophisticated CBS. Possible reasons for larger
firms using sophisticated CBS include availability of additional resources increases
tendencies to adopt sophisticated innovations (Verbeeten, 2006). Firm size has been
measured using a number of proxy variables including total assets (Kim, 1982; Farragher et
al., 2001; Verbeeten, 2006; Chen, 2008), net fixed assets (Pike, 1984), total capital
expenditures (Schall & Sundem, 1980), market capitalisation (Pike, 1988), total sales
(Verbeeten, 2006) and total number of employees (Verbeeten, 2006). In the current study
firm size was measured using market capitalisation. Unlike total number of employees and
total capital expenditures, market capitalisation information is publicly available in both
countries and unlike total assets, and sales revenues, this information is not influenced by
different national accounting standards.
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Industry type

A number of prior CBS studies have controlled for the effect of industry differences on the
use of sophisticated CBS (Kim, 1982; Pike, 1984, Haka et al., 1985; Haka, 1987; Ho, 1992;
Ho & Pike, 1998; Farragher et al., 2001; Verbeeten, 2006). Control for industry related
differences has been implemented in prior studies by: matching firms based on industry
classification (Haka et al., 1985; Haka, 1987; Ho, 1992); adjusting all relevant variables
including firm performance through use of industry averages (Kim, 1982; Farragher et al.,
2001); including industry dummy variables (Pike, 1984; Ho & Pike; 1998; Verbeeten, 2006);
or designing single industry studies (Carr & Tompkins, 1996; Carr & Tompkins, 1998).
While there are relative advantages to using each method of industry control, it was decided
to use industry dummy variables based on the Global industry classification standard (GICS)
consistent with Pike (1984), Ho & Pike (1998) and Verbeeten (2006). This method is both
simple and also allows significant industry differences to be identified. As a further control
only non-financial firms were included in the survey. Financial firms were excluded from the
survey due to differences in financial reporting requirements which may impact on the
reliability of results. Further, companies in the energies, materials and utilities industry
sectors were not included as no representatives of these industry sectors was selected in the
initial qualitative interviews. In total there were six GICS sector industry categories
including: consumer discretionary, consumer staples, health care, industrials, information
technology, telecommunication services.
Environmental uncertainty

Different forms of environmental uncertainty have previously been found to impact on the
use (Schall & Sundem, 1980; Ho & Pike, 1998; Verbeeten, 2006) and effectiveness (Haka,
1987) of sophisticated CBS including post completion audits (Chenhall & Morris, 1993). An
early study measured uncertainty mathematically by calculating industry betas (Schall &
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Sundem, 1980). Later studies instead measured managerial perceptions of environmental
uncertainty. While managerial perceptions of environmental uncertainty may emanate from
many sources, some studies found only some sources of environmental uncertainty to be
relevant to the adoption of sophisticated CBS use including perceived environmental
predictability relating to competitors and capital markets (Haka, 1987); socio-economic
uncertainty relating to government regulations, trade unions and capital markets (Ho & Pike,
1998) and financial uncertainty relating to inflation, interest and exchange rates (Verbeeten,
2006). Chenhall & Morris (1993) alternatively found an overall measure of perceived
environmental uncertainty impacted on use of post completion audits. Findings from
exploratory qualitative interviews also confirmed sources of environmental uncertainty
emanated from the sources mentioned above.
The instrument chosen to measure perceived environmental uncertainty in the current study
was based on Gordon & Narayanan (1984). This measure of perceived environmental
uncertainty has previously been shown to possess a single factor structure (Cronbach alpha =
0.77), and unlike the Duncan measure used by Ho & Pike (1998), measured only external
sources of environmental uncertainty (Tymon & Stout, 1998). This instrument has been used
in a CBS context (Chenhall & Morris, 1993), has widely used in broader MAS literature
(Tymon & Stout, 1998) and also incorporates sources of external uncertainty found in Phase
One of this study.
Perceived environmental uncertainty was measured based on a seven-item instrument
consistent with Gordon and Narayanan (1984). The seven-item instrument measured various
levels of uncertainty emanating from several sources including: environment, industry,
competitors’ actions, customer preferences, new scientific discoveries in the industry,
regulatory and economic factors. Items were measured on seven-point scales where one
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represented low perceived environmental uncertainty and seven represented high-perceived
environmental uncertainty.
4.4.2.3 Dependent variables

The dependent variables used in this study provide measures of firm financial performance
(FFP). Prior studies on CBS have measured FFP in several ways including using accountingbased, market-based and perceptual measures of firm financial performance (see for example
Kim, 1982; Pike, 1984; Haka, 1987; Pike, 1988; Farragher et al., 2001; Axelsson et al., 2003;
Carr et al., 2010).
The current study has used return on assets (ROA) as the measure of FFP. ROA is an
accounting-based measure of FFP.
Return on assets

Return on assets (ROA) is a widely used accounting-based measure of firm financial
performance that compares a firm’s profitability to the total assets used to generate profit
(Khan & Jain, 2004). The ratio measures efficiency in using total assets to derive sales
revenues and effectiveness in converting sales revenues into profit. The ratio is calculated as
follows:

Return on Assets =

Earnings before interest and tax expense
Average total assets

ROA and other variants of return on investment (ROI) have been used as measures of firm
financial performance in a number of prior CBS studies (Klammer, 1973; Kim, 1982; Pike,
1984; Farragher et al., 2001; Axelsson et al., 2003). ROA was chosen as the dependent
variable in the current study as the ratio is both commonly reported by firms and provides
adjustments to reported performance as if the firm was solely financed by equity (Khan &
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Jain, 2004). A one year lagged measure of ROA was chosen consistent with Axelsson et al.
(2003).
The following table summarises the variables, measures and source of data used in the
quantitative phase of the study.
Table 4.4: Variables, measures and data sources
Variable

Type

Measures

Data source

CBS
sophistication

Independent

Survey instrument distributed to
top finance managers

Nation

Independent

Degree of capital budgeting
system sophistication
(DCBSS)a
Dummy measure
0 = Australia
1 = Indonesia

Firm size

Control

Market capitalisation

Industry

Control

Environmental
Uncertainty
Firm financial
performance

Control

Dummy measures based on 6
GICS industry sector codes:
consumer discretionary,
consumer staples, health care,
industrials, information
technology, and
telecommunication services
Perceived environmental
uncertaintyb
Return on assets

Australian and Indonesian Stock
Exchange websites
www.asx.com.au
www.idx.com.id
Annual reports of firms
downloaded from Australian and
Indonesian stock exchange
websites.
www.asx.com.au
www.idx.com.id
Australian and Indonesian Stock
Exchange websites
www.asx.com.au
www.idx.com.id

Survey instrument distributed to
top finance managers
Dependent
Annual reports of firms
downloaded from Australian and
Indonesian stock exchange
websites.
www.asx.com.au
www.idx.com.id
a
Adapted from Kim (1982), Pike (1984) and Farragher et al. (2001).
b
Gordon & Narayanan (1984)

4.4.3 The regression model
The following research models were developed:
(1) DCBSS

=

∝ + 𝛽1𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝛽2𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 + 𝛽3𝑃𝐸𝑈 + 𝛽4𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝑅 + 𝛽5𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑃𝐿 +

𝛽6𝐻𝐸𝐴𝐿𝑇𝐻 + 𝛽7𝐼𝑁𝐷 + 𝛽8𝐼𝑇 + 𝛽9𝑇𝐸𝐿 + 𝜀
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The DCBSS model is used to address research question 2 and will be run four times with the
DCBSS measure adjusted each time to include the four categories of CBS including CBT,
RMT, CBP and NFI separately.
The model developed to address research question 3 incorporated four categories of DCBSS
including CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI where FFP was measured using ROI.
(2) FFP = ∝ + 𝛽1 𝐶𝐵𝑇 + 𝛽2 𝑅𝑀𝑇 + 𝛽3 𝐶𝐵𝑃 + 𝛽4 𝑁𝐹𝐼 + 𝛽5 𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝛽6 𝐿𝑂𝐺𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 +
𝛽7 𝑃𝐸𝑈 + 𝛽8 𝐶𝐵𝑇𝑥𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝛽9 𝑅𝑀𝑇𝑥𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝛽10 𝐶𝐵𝑃𝑥𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 +
𝛽11 𝑁𝐹𝐼𝑥𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝜀
The FFP model incorporated four categories of DCBSS including CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI
Where:
ROA

= Firm financial performance (Return on assets)

DCBSS

= Degree of capital budgeting system sophistication

CBT

= DCBSS measure for Capital budgeting techniques

RMT

= DCBSS measure for Risk management techniques

CBP

= DCBSS measure for Capital budgeting procedures

NFI

= DCBSS measure for Non-financial information

NATION

= Nation

SIZE

= Firm size

PEU

= Perceived environmental uncertainty

DISCR

= Consumer discretionary industry sector
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STAPL

= Consumer staples industry sector

HEALTH

= Health care industry sector

IND

= Industrials industry sector

IT

= Information technology industry sector

TEL

= Telecommunications services industry sector

α

= Intercept item

ε

= Error term

4.4.4 Data analysis methods
A number of data analysis methods were utilised to answer research questions 2 and 3 as
follows.
4.4.4.1 Univariate analysis

Two sample t-tests were utilised to provide descriptive statistics of cross-national differences
in the incidence and importance of different types of CBT, RMT, NFI and CBP between
Australia and Indonesia. A two sample t-test is a form of univariate analysis that is used to
determine whether differences between the means of two samples are statistically significant
(Sarantakos, 2005; Hair, 1998). Significant cross-national differences would provide
preliminary evidence to answer hypotheses H2 (a), H2 (b) H2 (c) and H2 (d).
4.4.4.2 Multivariate analyses

To help ensure that any significant findings from univariate t-tests were attributable to cross
national differences several variables previously found to either vary across national settings
on CBS or potentially impact on CBS were included in multivariate analyses. Initially
identified in the literature review chapter or through exploratory qualitative analyses of
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interviews in Phase One of this study, these control variables included firm size, perceived
environmental uncertainty and industry
Multiple regression analysis was used to formally test hypotheses 2 and 3. Multiple
regression analysis is a multivariate statistical technique used to explore the relationship
between several independent variables and a single dependent variable (Hair, 1998). SPSS
was used to analyse the data. Consistent with Hair (1998), tests for multicollinearity,
heteroscedasticity and normality were conducted to ensure that assumptions of this method
were not violated.
In order to test hypothesis H2 (a), H2 (b), H2 (c) and H2 (d), CBS was set as the dependent
variable and the DCBSS measure was manipulated to include CBS items from only CBT,
RMT, NFI or CBP. Multiple regression analysis was then performed on the overall sample to
determine whether national culture had a significant effect on sophistication of CBS after
controlling for other identified variables.
Multiple regression analysis was again conducted to test for H 3. This test was performed for
the ROI measure of firm financial performance to determine whether national culture and
sophisticated CBS have a significant impact on firm financial performance after controlling
for the influence of other identified variables. Analyses were conducted for four categories of
DCBSS including CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI.

4.5 Summary
This chapter has provided a justification for using a mixed research methods approach in this
study. The choice of mixed research methods was justified on several grounds including: the
need to build theory before embarking on hypothesis testing; provision of richer qualitative
illustrations to complement quantitative results and better communicate findings to multiple
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research audiences; and to enhance the trustworthiness of findings. Several limitations of the
mixed methods design were also discussed including potential tensions between qualitative
and quantitative methods and substantial resource requirements to conduct the research.
A two-phase research model was designed for the research study. In Phase One, qualitative
semi-structured interviews were conducted with finance managers from listed non-financial
firms in Australia and Indonesia. Interviews were semi-structured in nature and analysis of
interview data was performed using grounded analysis. The analysis was conducted in order
to provide a more complete understanding of CBS approaches in Australia and Indonesia.
In Phase Two, a quantitative survey instrument was administered to a random sample of
finance managers from listed firms, excluding banking institutions and insurance companies
in Australia and Indonesia. The quantitative approach was employed to test (1) whether
employment of sophisticated CBS differed between Australia and Indonesia due to NC, and
(2) to determine the strength and direction of relationships between NC, CBS and FFP. ROA
was utilised to measure FFP, CBS was measured using the DCBSS measure and NC was
measured using a dummy variable. Firm size, perceived environmental uncertainty and
industry were included as control variables. Discussion of Australian and Indonesian national
context was provided in a separate chapter to better understand potential historical, political,
social and other contextual reasons for CBS differences between Australia and Indonesia due
to NC. The next chapter reports Phase One qualitative data analysis findings.
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Chapter Five
Phase One Qualitative Data Findings:

Perceptions of Managers about Capital Budgeting Systems in
Indonesia and Australia (RQ1)
5.1 Overview
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5.1 Overview
This chapter discusses the process of addressing research question 1 and of laying the
foundations for addressing research questions 2 and 3. A qualitative research design was used
for addressing research question 1. In the previous chapter, the two-phase mixed methods
research design used in the study was described and justified. This chapter follows on from
the previous chapter by presenting the findings that emerged during Phase One of the
research. The findings are presented in order of the research question.
In section 5.2, descriptive information about companies and finance managers interviewed
during Phase One of this research is provided. In section 5.3, exploratory research question 1
is addressed by documenting the perceived categories of capital budgeting systems (CBS)
emerging from interviews with finance managers in listed companies from Australia and
Indonesia. In section 5.4, the “other company” context perceived by finance managers is then
compared with CBS use by firms in order to further address research question 1 and also to
inform the construction of the Phase Two quantitative survey instrument. Other company
contexts discussed in section 5.4 included uncertainty, project size, project types, project
complexity, industry types and firm size. Relevant company context identified during Phase
One of this research is incorporated into the Phase Two survey instrument to control for the
impact of these variables on results and facilitate addressing research questions 2 and 3.
Research question 2 poses whether use of sophisticated CBS differ between Australia and
Indonesia. Research question 3 poses the nature of the relationship between national culture
(NC), CBS and firm financial performance (FFP). Findings using the Phase Two quantitative
survey instrument to address these research questions are reported in the next chapter. This
chapter concludes with a summary of results.
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Findings addressing research question 1- categories of CBS

Research question 1 was: “What are the perceptions of managers on the various CBS used to
make project investment decisions in Australia and Indonesia?”. Findings emerging from
exploratory qualitative interviews identified four categories and 29 subcategories of CBS
used by finance managers in making project investment decisions. The four categories of
CBS included: CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI. Management perceptions on the types of CBS
used to make project investment decisions was mostly similar in Australia and Indonesia,
though some differences were apparent. The similarities and differences in perceptions are
summarised in the following paragraphs. This information would help guide firms on the
choice of CBS for project investment decision making, especially for firms operating in
Indonesia and Australia. This information also contributes to research on CBS and
contingency theory.
Four subcategories of CBT were used by interview participants. All subcategories of CBT
were identified in both countries, though a few differences were seen. All subcategories of
CBT used by interview participants were considered important in making project investment
decisions Payback period was the most frequently used subcategory of CBT, followed by
return on investment (ROI). ROI was used by more firms in Australia and perceived as more
important by Australian interviewees. Other more sophisticated subcategories of CBT (IRR
and NPV) were collected by fewer interview participants in both countries. Though used by
only four interview participants IRR was considered of primary importance by the managers
of those firms for making project investment decisions. All subcategories of CBT identified
in Phase One qualitative interviews were included in construction of the Phase Two survey
instrument. More detailed information on the use of CBT in CBS is found in section 5.3.1.
Six subcategories of RMT were identified by interview participants. Not all interview
participants used RMT, differences were observed across firms and different subcategories of
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RMT were used by interview participants in Australia and Indonesia, with Indonesian
interviewees using more sophisticated RMT (Real options and simulations), but Australian
interviewees using a greater variety of RMT. Used by half the interview participants, real
options was the most frequently identified subcategory of RMT followed by scenario
analysis. All subcategories of RMT identified through qualitative interviews were included in
the construction of the survey instrument. More detailed information on the use of RMT in
CBS is found in section 5.3.2.
Ten subcategories of CBP were identified by interview participants. Differences in CBP
across firms were identified, but similar types of CBP were used in both Australia and
Indonesia. The most frequently used forms of CBP were formal decision-making steps used
in evaluation, approval and monitoring of project investments. All interview participants
prepared a business case and undertook formal project approval. Many interview participants
undertook ongoing project monitoring and idea generation decision-making steps. Other
forms of CBP included provision of consulting advice, preparation of an annual capital plan
and use of formal committees. A qualitative difference in the use of committees by
interviewees between Australia and Indonesia was evident, with Indonesian interviewees
describing committee approaches designed to achieve consensus through discussion. All
forms of CBP identified through qualitative interviews were included in the construction of
the survey instrument. Section 5.3.3 provides a full discussion of CBP used in CBS.
Nine subcategories of NFI were identified by interview participants. Similar subcategories of
NFI were identified by interview participants from both Australia and Indonesia. The most
frequently collected subcategories of NFI identified by interview participants included
customer information and strategic and competitiveness information. These two
subcategories of NFI were collected by all participants interviewed and were considered
important in making project investment decisions. Several other subcategories of NFI used in
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making project investment decisions were also identified. All categories of NFI identified
through qualitative interviews were included in the construction of the Phase Two survey
instrument. More detailed information on the use of NFI in CBS is found in section 5.3.4.
Findings addressing research question 1 - perceptions of managers about CBS from
qualitative interviews

Management perceptions on environmental uncertainty, project size, project type and project
complexity, firm size and industry types were next compared with CBS categories in order to
further address research question 1. Prior research had suggested that these elements may
impact on the design of CBS. Findings addressing these elements are discussed in the
following paragraphs.
Environmental uncertainty

Several types of perceived environmental uncertainty emerged during discussion with
interviewees including types of business and financial uncertainty. Analysis of qualitative
interviews supported the selection and use of subcategories of CBS by interviewees may be
used to cater for perceived uncertainty in making project investment decisions. Further
preliminary analysis of qualitative interviews supported key differences in the levels of both
perceived business and financial uncertainty between Australia and Indonesia highlighting
the potential importance of NC in understanding CBS use. Both of these findings also
supported the inclusion of a measure of perceived uncertainty in designing the Phase Two
survey instrument. More detailed information on the use of CBS to cater for uncertainty is
provided in section 5.4.1.
Project size, project type and project complexity

Interviewees described project characteristics in terms of project size, project type and project
complexity. Analysis of qualitative interviews supported that project complexity, rather than
the size or type of project, drove the design of CBS. Interviewees concurred that project
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complexity could occur in projects of different sizes and types and interviewees believed it
varied randomly in new projects being evaluated. This analysis also supported omission of
project type or project size measures from Phase Two, that is, the quantitative survey. More
detailed information on project size, project type, project complexity and CBS can be found
in section 5.4.2.
Firm size and Industry types

Firms interviewed were of various sizes and members of several different industry groups.
While the number of firms in each industry group and firm size was small and strong
conclusions therefore were not able to be provided due to other identified differences
between firms, there were some observed commonalities in both perceived uncertainties
faced by firms within an industry and the sophistication of CBS employed by companies
within some industries. There were also commonalities in the formality and use of CBS based
on firm size. This analysis also supported controlling for both firm size and industry group in
constructing the survey instrument. More detailed information on firm size, industry groups
and company decision-making models can be found in section 5.4.3. In the next section
descriptive information about interviewees and their companies is provided.

5.2 Descriptive information about interviews to assess perceptions
Fourteen senior managers, employed in listed firms from Australia and Indonesia with key
involvement in capital budgeting decisions, were asked to provide their views on these six
broad areas. Table 5.1 presents an overview of the interviewees that agreed to participate in
Phase One of this study. As can be seen from the table, seven participants were recruited
from Australia and seven participants were recruited from Indonesia. The interviewees were
all involved in making capital budgeting decisions, but interestingly had different roles to
play in these decisions.

Five interviewees described their organisational role as chief

financial officer (CFO), while three interviewees described their role as a senior finance
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manager and two interviewees listed their roles as senior executive in strategy. Another three
interviewees described their position as chief executive officer (CEO) and one participant
was a company director. The senior finance managers were middle managers in their
company with a primary responsibility of participating in and preparing information for
project investment decisions. Senior executives in strategy were also involved in project
investment decisions, but their primary role was related to the strategic allocation of assets
within the firm and their position incorporated additional review and oversight
responsibilities. The CEO and CFO represent the senior management team in their respective
firm, while directors performed an oversight role for investment decisions. The researcher
contacted these different types of employees as they were identified as the person best able to
discuss project investment decision-making or were delegated the responsibility to participate
in the interview by a senior finance manager through which initial contact was made.
Table 5.1: Interview participants for semi-structured interviews
Interviewee code

Country

Role in Organisation

GICS Sector

AUS1

Australia

Senior executive in strategy

Consumer discretionary

AUS2

Australia

CFO

Consumer discretionary

AUS3

Australia

Senior finance manager

Health care

AUS4

Australia

CFO

Financials

AUS5

Australia

CFO

Consumer discretionary

AUS6

Australia

CFO

Telecommunications

AUS7

Australia

CFO

Industrials

IND1

Indonesia

CEO

Consumer staples

IND2

Indonesia

CEO

Health care

IND4*

Indonesia

Senior executive in strategy

Consumer staples

IND5

Indonesia

Director

Information technology

IND6

Indonesia

Senior finance manager

Consumer staples

IND7

Indonesia

Senior finance manager

Consumer discretionary

IND8

Indonesia

CEO

Financials

Source: prepared by author
*Note: IND3 was not included in final analysis as the firm was not a listed firm
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Interview firms represented a broad range of GICS industry sectors including: consumer
staples (3 firms); consumer discretionary (4 firms), financials (2 firms), health care (2 firms),
industrials (1 firm), information technology (1 firm), and telecommunications (1 firm).
Interview firms also represented a range of industries within these GICS industry sectors.
All interviewees were identified as being of male gender. Interviewees were all universityeducated, with five participants having completed a bachelor degree, five participants having
completed a graduate diploma or an honours degree, three participants had completed a
master degree and one participant had completed a doctoral degree. Participant experience in
accounting and finance varied from eight years through to thirty two years with an average
experience of twenty two years. Eleven interviewees identified as Christian, with one
interviewee each identifying as from Hindu, Muslim and Jewish faiths. Interview duration
ranged from 33 minutes through to 142 minutes with an average duration of 66 minutes.

5.3

Findings for research question 1: categories of capital budgeting
systems

The following sections address research question 1 by documenting the perceived categories
of CBS that emerged through qualitative semi-structured interviews with finance managers.
These findings are organised into four sections including CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI.

5.3.1 The use of capital budgeting techniques in capital budgeting systems
In this section the CBT sub-category of CBS used by interview participants is described.
Firstly financial information as a key input to CBT is identified, followed by all subcategories
of CBT used by interview participants.
5.3.1.1 Forecasting financial information – input to capital budgeting techniques

The participants interviewed generally believed that forecasting financial information was of
primary importance in making project investment decisions. Financial information is
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important as it is key input to all CBT outputs. A senior executive highlighted the difficulty
in forecasting accurate financial information and the importance of providing accurate
financial information in investment decision-making.
The key ones are getting the capital spend correct and history has shown me that
some people are very poor at it, the second thing would be revenues and profits would
have to be measured. They’re important so that kind of information is needed. (AUS1)
Other finance managers also strongly emphasised the importance of financial information, for
example one finance manager stated:
The priorities would be around cost and revenue…The costs of development are
extremely important. The benefits they are extremely important. (AUS3)
While forecasting financial information was considered to be of primary importance in
making investment decisions, ultimately these financial inputs are converted into CBT
outputs used to evaluate project investment decisions. CBT outputs are discussed in the
following sections.
The percentage of interview participants from Australia and Indonesia utilising each
subcategory of CBT is reported in figure 5.1. All CBT emerging from interviews were used
in both countries with few differences. Payback period (PP) was used by the most
interviewees, followed by return on investment (ROI), internal rate of return (IRR) and net
present value (NPV). Interestingly, other subcategories of CBT identified in the literature
review, did not emerge in interview discussions. Recent surveys conducted on CBT in
Australia and Indonesia supported the use of a limited range of CBT in both countries
(Truong et al., 2008; Kester et al., 1999), though international studies support a broader
number of CBT may be used in other countries (Alkaraan & Northcott, 2006; Hermes et al.,
2007) Each type of CBT are discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 5.1 Percentage of interviewees using different subcategories of CBT in Australia
and Indonesia
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5.3.1.2 Return on Investment
Described in the literature as accounting rate of return (ARR), interviewees instead called
ARR by its broader name of ROI. Interviewees calculated ROI by dividing profit by
investment. None of the interviewees used discounted cash flows in calculating ROI. There
were several variations of ROI used by interviewees including return on capital employed
and return on net assets. These variations in calculating ROI were described in the literature
review.
Only two of the three Indonesia Indonesian firms using ROI, found it important in their
decision-making approach. In contrast, all four Australian firms using ROI considered it
important for making capital budgeting decisions. One Australian CFO found ROI important
because it measured the project returns in a similar manner to how they measured FFP:
If you are not bringing stores into the portfolio that are going to meet our metrics of
25% ROI well we are not adding to the bottom line. Well that’s very important
because at the end of the day that’s where our money is generated at the store level. If
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we are not getting those decisions right and you keep getting them wrong then over a
period of time your business becomes less profitable (AUS2).
A higher use of ROI by Australian interviewees is comparable to prior surveys. Truong et al
(2008) documented 57% of surveyed firms in Australia used ROI in capital budgeting. In
contrast, Leon et al. (2010) found only 40% of Indonesian firms surveyed used ROI.
Interestingly Australian interviewees placed more importance on ROI than found previously (
Truong et al, 2008). Truong et al. (2008) found only 40% of Australians firms using ROI
perceived it to be important. Kester et al. (1999) however found ROI was considered on
average, more important by Australian respondents than Indonesian respondents.
5.3.1.3 Payback period
PP was used by ten of the 14 finance managers in making project investment decisions. An
equal number of Australian and Indonesian interviewees used PP, but only two Australian
finance managers used PP as a primary CBT tool. For example one CFO stated:
We use payback. I would say that payback is the most important criteria. It gives us a
good feel for the area and the potential for expansion in that area (AUS6).
The eight other finance managers using PP as one of their CBT tools stated that it was an
important consideration for evaluating project investment decisions. One Australian CFO
explained the importance of PP in terms of the firm doing the right thing by getting their
project investment returned quickly:
Payback is important on the basis that it gives you an understanding of what it is
going to do to your cash flow. So to the extent that you reckon that you are going to
have all the money you have outlaid on the project repaid within a certain period of
time, it gives you a warm and fuzzy feeling that you must be doing the right thing. If
you are going to have that in about 2 or 3 years it probably tells you it is a pretty
good investment decision to make. (AUS2)
The high usage of PP by most interviewees is consistent with by prior studies in Australia and
Indonesia. Australian studies have consistently reported PP use of around 95% (Truong et al.,
2008). In contrast Indonesian studies reported 80 – 85% usage of PP (Leon et al., 2010).
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Prior studies also reported Australian firms placed higher importance on PP than Indonesian
firms (Kester, 1999). One reason why Indonesian firms may still report PP is due to ease in
understanding. This was highlighted by one Indonesian interviewee discussing PP in terms of
simplicity in understanding for board members:
This is the easiest way. The easiest method that we can adopt. Sometimes they prefer
the payback periods. This is easier to understand how quickly the investment pays
back to the company (IND2).
5.3.1.4 Internal rate of return
The internal rate of return (IRR) was used in making project investment decisions by only
two interviewee in Australia and two interviewees from Indonesia. All four interview
participants described IRR as a primary or key CBT category used to evaluate project
investment decisions.
The low use of IRR is not consistent with prior studies in either country. Leon et al. (2010)
reported 64% of respondents used IRR in Indonesia, while Truong et al. (2008) found 80% of
firms used IRR in Australia. Kester et al. (1999) found high perceived importance and usage
placed IRR is both countries.
5.3.1.5 Net present value
One interviewee from Australia and one from Indonesia stated that they calculated NPV to
evaluate project investment decisions. This finding was not consistent with prior surveys.
Truong et al. (2008) found 94% of Australian firms use NPV, while Leon et al. (2010) found
64% on Indonesian firms used NPV. In contrast Kester et al. (1999) found high usage of NPV
in both countries, but higher emphasis on NPV in Indonesia. Both interviewees in this study
also stated that NPV was the primary criteria used to evaluate projects. The next section will
discuss risk management techniques used in making project investment decisions.
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5.3.2 The use of risk management techniques in capital budgeting systems
Interview participants reported using a number of RMT to evaluate uncertainty as part of
CBS. The RMT used included real options, scenario analysis, simulations, increasing the
discount rate to cater for uncertainty, adjusting the cash flow to manage uncertainty and
sensitivity analysis.
Figure 5.2 Percentage of interviewees using different subcategories of RMT in Australia
and Indonesia.
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The percentage of interviewees using to each category of RMT is reported in figure 5.2. As
can be seen from Figure 5.2 not all interviewees used RMT. Australian firms used a greater
variety of RMT, but Indonesian interviewees used more sophisticated types of RMT. Seven
interviewees reported using real options, while three interviewees reported using scenario
analysis. The other categories of RMT used by firms included simulations, increasing the
discount rate to cater for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. These other reported categories
of RMT were each used by only Australian interviewees.
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The low usage of sophisticated RMT is consistent with prior studies for Australian (Truong et
al., 2008) and Indonesian firms (Leon et al., 2010). Each category of RMT is discussed in the
following sections.
5.3.2.1 Real options

Four Australian and three Indonesian interviewees used real options. Types of real options
used

by

participants

included

postponement

options,

rescaling

options

and

abandonment/reopening options. All seven firms described using postponement options to
consider delaying an investment until a later date when business conditions improved. An
Indonesian and an Australian firm described using a rescaling option where different capacity
project options were considered. Another Indonesian firm described abandoning a project and
then reopening the project at a later date if business conditions improved.
The use of real options by Australian interviewees is higher than previous survey findings.
Truong et al. (2008) recently found 32% of Australian firms used real options. In contrast
Leon et al. (2010) reports 44% of Indonesian firms this technique to manager uncertainty
(Leon et al., 2010).
5.3.2.2 Scenario analysis

Three firms described using scenario analysis in order to evaluate and manage uncertainty.
Scenario analysis involved manipulating the assumptions underlying the cash flows in a
project depending on whether the economic conditions were pessimistic, moderate or
optimistic, for example an Australian CFO stated:
You just use different sets of assumptions, so you do multiple analyses. You’re doing
lots of different cash flows. You are varying the assumptions. If it’s on revenue, you’ll
vary your volume and price. That’s a factor. On your cash flows, you’ll use different
CPI increases, whatever the variables are that you’re concerned about, and have a
bit of volatility in them (AUS2).
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The proportion of interviewees using scenario analysis was substantially lower than Kester et
al. (1999) had previously found in Australia and Indonesia. Over 90% of firms from these
countries had reported using scenario analysis to manage project uncertainty. It may be that
some firms may be using more sophisticated techniques to manager uncertainty.
5.3.2.3 Simulations

Only one Indonesian interviewee mentioned using simulations to manage risk in making
project investment decisions. This participant stated that simulations were used rarely. This
finding is somewhat consistent with prior research. Kester et al. (1999) found simulations
were used by only 25% of Indonesian firms and 38% of Australian firms. A recent finding,
however, supported increasing use of simulations in Indonesia (Leon et al., 2010)
5.3.2.4 Increasing the discount rate to cater for uncertainty

One interview participant described how they increased the discount rate used in DCFT
calculations in order to cater for uncertainty. A CFO described this approach as follows:
You load some risk into your discount rate. So you increase your discount rate to
provide some risk buffer above your cost of funds and that’s over and above the
market risk that goes into your equity cost. So this is over and above that. Just layer
in a bit of a margin for risk (AUS2).
Recent survey findings in Australia and Indonesia did not reported use of this form of RMT.
5.3.2.5 Sensitivity analysis

One interviewee discussed using sensitivity analysis to understand uncertainty associated
with project investment decisions. This company used sensitivity analysis extensively by
adjusting several cash flow items to identify the impact on project profitability:
I think probably sensitivity analysis around, if the revenue is 10% less than that, what
does that do to the returns? Is it still worth doing if that happens? We do quite a bit of
that sensitivity analysis. We do both on the capital spend and the revenue, profits and
the operating costs as well (AUS1).
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This finding is not consistent with prior research. Prior surveys report sensitivity analysis is
frequently used in Australia and Indonesia, however Australian firms may place more
importance on using this technique to manage project uncertainty (Kester, et al., 1999).

5.3.3 The use of capital budgeting procedures in capital budgeting systems
Several subcategories of CBP emerged during interviews. Differences in CBP between firms
were identified, but similar types of CBP were found in both countries. The percentage of
interviewees using each subcategory of CBP is reported in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3 Percentage of interviewees using subcategories of CBP in Australia and
Indonesia.
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All firms (100%) undertook project approval and preparation of business case types of CBP
in making project investment decisions. Thirteen (93%) interview participants discussed
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formal project monitoring and review. Nine (64%) firms discussed idea generation and
screening CBP, eight (57%) firms reported using capital plans, seven (50%) firms used
formal committees and obtained expert advice in making project investment decisions. Other
subcategories of CBP were used by fewer firms. Few prior surveys document CBP and no
CBP studies were identified for Australia or Indonesia. A review of literature broadly
confirms similar categories are found internationally (Pike, 1988; Farragher et al., 2001;
Alkaraan & Northcott, 2007). CBP subcategories are discussed in the following sections.
5.3.3.1 Idea generation and screening

Four Australian and five Indonesian interviewees referred to Idea generation and screening.
Three themes emerged within this broad decision-making category including: idea areas
given priority by senior management, idea generation and screening ideas. These themes are
displayed in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4 Idea generation and screening decision-making steps

Source: prepared by author
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Project Ideas given priority by senior management
Two Australian and two Indonesia interviewees described the process of project ideas given
priority by senior management. Various reasons were provided as to why this decisionmaking step was undertaken. Two finance managers stated that the company had limited
resources, so only some projects could be undertaken in any given time period. For example:
We can only really handle a certain number of projects within a year. Therefore we have
to set priorities and make sure that the people are available for the most important
project for the company (AUS3).
Some project managers specified that priority areas were set in line with strategic plans,
critical areas for the firm or parent company specifications. For example, a CEO of an
Indonesian health care firm stated that they specified key priority areas for new projects to
guide generation of new ideas for projects:
In this area in some years we put a priority on some issues. In the last 3 years we put
the priority, we call it PIC, on productivity, innovations and cash flows. This is just a
guidance for the company. We are talking about productivity, innovations and cash
flows. So there would be more or less some guidance. If the guidance was to speed up
productivity in the factory for example…It is still very general but we are already
narrowing the scope (IND2).
Idea generation
Two Australian and four Indonesia interviewees described idea generation as an important
decision-making step in making project investment decisions. Two Australian and One
Indonesian participant stated that ideas were generated by the business segments and project
requests were then made to them through the manager of the business segment. Two
Indonesian interviewees stated that the initial ideas were developed by board members.
Another Indonesian interviewee stated that some ideas were generated from customers in the
community and another Indonesian interviewee stated that their company had a structured
program where employees throughout the firm created project ideas in a free and open format
that included large or small projects throughout the firm. The CEO of this company went to
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some length to describe how all of their employees may participate in idea generate. In one
exchange the CEO stated about idea generation:
This starts from the internal employees, so anybody from [the retail outlets], from
front liners to operators of machines, anybody, people like accounting and finance.
They can participate and consider as part of continuous improvement or innovate. We
start with ideas (IND2).
Screening ideas
Screening of initial project ideas was discussed by three Australian and two Indonesian
interviewees. These participants described the criteria for screening project ideas and also
how project investment spending was cut back to an appropriate amount.
Three Australian interviewees and one Indonesian interviewee identified that the criteria for
screening project ideas was often based on strategic rationale and impact on the business. For
example the CFO of one company stated:
[We] probably understand what the development would impact on the business and
whether it would impact a small part of the business or would it impact a large or
repetitive part of our business. The first stage is really to assess the impacts on the
business and if we believe that the impact is high then we would go to the second
stage of the investment (AUS4).
Interviewees identified that project investment spending was cut back to an appropriate spend
based on senior management views. A senior executive in strategic for example stated that
this screening process was flexible and that their final position was negotiated between senior
management and project owners:
Normally what happens is there is far too much spending. It’s been my experience in
every company I’ve been in. So the company will generally work out in total what we
can spend based on what the company... in the next few years. So then we go through
a process of culling it back to what is an appropriate spend. So it’s a bit of a to’ing
and throwing, it’s a bit of a negotiated position that you end up with, but if you end up
with a million dollars to spend, we would normally allocate 90 of that say, leave 10
for a rainy day. Things that we don’t need at this point, but it’s very much a guide
(AUS1).
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5.3.3.2 Preparing and presenting a business case

Interview participants described the approach their company took in preparing a business
case. All business cases incorporated CBT and strategic background. Other information
including RMT, project background, raising capital, securing resources, project scope,
technical requirements, and project timeline was less frequently reported. While there were
differences across firms, all components of business cases were identified in both countries.
Figure 5.5 specifies the percentage of interviewees incorporating each component of the
business case. As can be seen financial and nonfinancial project information, CBT, strategic
information and RMT were the most common aspects of business cases. The importance of
these CBS items was established in previous sections. Other components were used less
frequently.
Figure 5.5 Percentage of interviewees specifying components of a business case
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5.3.3.3 Project approval or discontinuation

Project approval was conducted by all interviewees in both countries. The main themes that
emerged through interviews with participants included different points of view, negotiation,
finance review of calculations, multiple approvals throughout the organisation, project
submission to board, and approval on strategic grounds. These themes are discussed below.
Different points of view and negotiation
Project approval was frequently depicted by interview participants as a lengthy process of
resolving different points of view through negotiation. Six Australian and five Indonesian
interviewees discussed the process of negotiation prior to project approval. Negotiation could
occur during formal committee meetings at different approval levels, or at a meeting of the
board of directors.
Finance review of calculations
Four Australian and three Indonesian interviewees stated that finance played a key role in
reviewing the accuracy of project information prior to final project approval by management.
A common rationale for this finance review was as an impartial check of the accuracy of
information. For example a senior executive in finance emphasised the importance of this
impartiality because of tensions between departments competing for limited resources and
incentives to inflate project benefits:
Often there is conflict between departments over where the capital is going to be
spent, so they will tend to want as much of it as they can get so that creates some
tensions. Often the revenue projections create some tensions. It’s an inexact science,
so you’ve got to estimate. Some people will inflate the revenue just to make it look
very attractive. That’s where finance plays a role in overseeing it, trying to create
some reality (AUS2).
Multiple approvals at different levels in the organisation
Two Australian interviewees and two Indonesian interviewees stated that projects were
required to go through a hierarchy of approvals. Often dependent upon project size which
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will be discussed later in this chapter, hierarchy of project approvals was formally specified
including the number of signatures required approving a project and the management level
required to sign-off on the project.
Project submission to the board of directors
Six interviewees from each country stated that some projects were required to be submitted to
the board of directors. Larger projects and projects of a strategic nature were more likely to
be submitted to the board of directors. Seven interviewees stated that the board of directors
provided a further layer of expert review for projects.
Six interview participants also stated that board review and approval of projects was a
lengthy process as they sought unanimous approval. Unanimous approval was achieved
through additional negotiation and compromise and a strong presence from the CEO or
managing director. For example an Indonesian CEO stated:
Sometimes we need two or three hours in the meeting. Sometimes one meeting is not
enough and we need two or three meetings. This is the biggest problem. We try to
accommodate everyone’s point of view. These are the pros and cons to get everyone
under the same umbrella and make the same decisions. The constraint is it sometimes
takes longer (IND8).
While project approval often received unanimous support by the board of directors this was
not necessarily achieved in all situations. For example, one CFO specified an important role
of the managing director to put arguments together and make a final call on the project when
differences of opinion could not be completely resolved:
Then it’s up to the board to put the management team through the ringer with all the
assumptions that the management team have made supporting that investment
decision and really to the extent that there are differences in opinion ultimately to
some extent the chairman has the final call (AUS5).
Unanimous project approval was considered difficult to achieve when projects have a
strategic value. Project approval on strategic grounds is discussed in the next section.
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Project approval on strategic grounds
Two interviewees discussed project approval where the project was loss making, but
approved based on strategic criteria. One manager specified that they developed new product
lines that were not expected to generate profits, but instead offered perceived competition to
their main product in the eyes of customers.
Sometimes the strategic investments are making a loss. They are loss making
investments, but because they have some strategic value they have been approved.
This is a different angle. A more complete example is a fighting brand. A fighting
brand is usually loss making. The main brand is the winner and the fighting brand is
just loss making to compete with the main brand (IND2).
The CFO of another company stated that had also considered large strategic investments not
covering their cost of capital, but resulted in keeping a competitor out of their market.
Sometimes there’s a strategic argument around whether you need to acquire a
business or develop a project that doesn’t necessarily guarantee the generation of
your WACC. There’s a strategic imperative such as a defensive strategy on winning a
licence where you might decide that you might be bidding on the basis of WACC,
which might be 100 million or 200 million. But the business to be competitive, we
could be loss leading to try to win this licence to keep them out of the market, so you
overlay your financial and your business assessment with a strategic assessment. You
know as a CFO I don’t like to do that, cause it’s not covering your WACC, but if it’s
got a broader context, such as to keep a competitor out of the market, then you may
consider it (AUS2).
5.3.3.4 Project monitoring and review

Seven Australian and six Indonesian interviewees discussed their approach to project
monitoring and review. This form of CBP was also distinguished from post implementation
review which will be discussed later in the qualitative results.
Interview participants discussed several themes related to project monitoring and review.
These themes include monitoring and review activities from emerging business operations,
reporting as project moneys are spent, ongoing project management controls, project
performance, loss making projects, and discontinuation of projects.
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Figure 5.6 reports the percentage of interview participant using types of project monitoring.
The table also reports the percentage of interviewees using these monitoring and review
procedures. The most frequently reported type of project monitoring was reporting project
performance with six Australian and six Indonesian interviewees reporting project
performance. Ongoing project management controls, reporting of loss making projects, and
decisions to discontinue projects were also commonly used by firms.
Figure 5.6 Percentage of interviewees describing project monitoring and review themes
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5.3.3.5 Post implementation review

Alternatively described in the literature review as a post completion audit, two Australian and
one Indonesian interviewee prepared a post implementation reviews. Interviewees stated that
the post implementation review was used to check whether financial and other benefits
originally forecast for the project were actually achieved. For example one senior executive
stated:
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Yes that’s basically where we’ve spent money and the project’s completed. A year or
two later we’ll then go back and say when we did this capital spend we anticipated it
would do this, this and this. What has actually happened? Use it as a way to check, to
learn how we can implement issues better (AUS1).
Another finance manager also used the post implementation review to check the accuracy of
forecasts made by individual managers. Discussion will now focus on consultant advice.
5.3.3.6 Consultants and expert advice

Five Australian and four Indonesian interviewees described seeking advice from consultants
to inform project investment decision-making. Consultant and expert advice was sought in a
variety of areas including due diligence, legal, taxation, financial, and marketing advice.
Technical expert advice was also sought from within other sections within some firms.
Due diligence, legal and taxation advice
Three Australian interviewees described collecting due diligence advice from consultants.
Due diligence information was sought when the company was considering acquiring another
company, entering into a contractual arrangement, acquiring a licence or investing in new
technology. Interviewees also mentioned obtaining legal advice from consultants including
taxation advice. One interview participant for example stressed the importance of obtaining
due diligence advice to ensure that the company complied with all regulations and completed
all legal requirements of the acquisition:
Legal will predominantly come in from a legal due diligence focus. And we’ll look to
ensure that all appropriate legal requirements are being met by the project and by the
company that we might be acquiring. They will be involved in the documentation and
the purchase agreement for the licence (AUS2).
Financial advice
Three Indonesian and one Australian interviewee discussed obtaining independent financial
advice from consultants, including preparation of discounted cash flows and profitability
information for the project investment decisions. One interview participant stated that this
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information helped in obtaining external finance. Another two interview participants stated
that they collected this information to compare with their own calculations for example:
I think we compromise with the consultant. We both make the calculation and
compare the difference and determine the reason for the difference (IND6).
Expert advice from outside of the unit
Two Australian and one Indonesian interviewee stated that they obtained expert advice in
house from other sections within their organisation. The expert advice was sought from units
in different locations within the company group and in one instance information was sought
from a member of the board of directors who had previous experience in similar investments
in the past. For example, one finance manager described how they often sought information
from outside of their unit:
This product has been manufactured somewhere else in our group, so we have input
from these people from a different location in order to understand what this process is
looking like. Also IT related so we have to define how we can build in a process, bill
of materials, routing, production systems. This is something where we sometimes lack
expertise in house. We sometimes have to go to another site in our group or go
external to find out how this works (AUS3).
5.3.3.7 Formal committees

While all 14 interview participants utilised project teams for making and evaluating project
investment decisions, only four Australian and three Indonesian interviewees discussed using
formal committees as part of their decision-making process. Formal committees served
several purposes. Different types of formal committees included a committee to screen ideas,
capital approval committee, investment committee and steering committee. The role of each
of these committees will now be described.
Committee to screen ideas
One Interviewee described the operation of a multi-disciplinary committee to screen project
ideas generated from employees. Idea screening was important for this firm as they
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encouraged employees of all types to propose project ideas resulting in many project based
innovations to company operations, products and services.
Then regularly we have a committee to review all the ideas. The committee is working
separately to review and discuss ideas. It discusses and asks questions before
continuing projects. In convenes for small projects. It convenes monthly and
quarterly… We need the committee to screen and then give the feedback to the B&D
(Business and Development). Some ideas are old and are just reworked. They provide
feedback to the provider (IND2).
Capital approval committee
Two Australian and three Indonesian interviewees described the operation of a capital
approval committee. Replacing the project approval role of board of directors in some
companies, a capital approval committee is formal committee which convenes in order to
consider project approval. Members comprising capital approval committees were from
multidisciplinary backgrounds and were formed with a flexible array of appropriately
qualified members deemed necessary to assess the merits of a project. Potential committee
members mentioned included people from finance, quality, engineering, research and
development, information technology, occupational health and safety, technology related
people, marketing, production and procurement.
Investment committee
One Australian and two Indonesian interviewees described the operation of an investment
committee. Investment committees reviewed all new and existing project investment
spending documented in the form of an annual capital plan or budget. Additionally
investment committees discussed project investments running over budget and considered
approval requests for over budget capital expenditure.
Steering committee
Two Australian interviewees described the operation of a steering committee. A steering
committee provided ongoing governance over project investments including monitoring the
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project scope, timeline and actual expenditure, but also may incorporate project planning and
approval roles in the absence of a capital approval committee. One finance managers summed
up the role of their steering committee as follows:
There’s a steering committee I think for projects over one million dollars and the
steering committee’s role is basically to provide governance under the project so they
see how the project is going against the scope, timeline, the financials, so they go
through like a board for that project and review where it’s at, what’s happening,
what’s the forecast and resolve whatever issues there may be (AUS5).
5.3.3.8 Annual capital plan

Described by participants as either a capital plan or capital budget, Six Australian and two
Indonesian interviewees stated that they maintained an annual capital plan incorporating all
planned and actual project investments. Four interview participants described that they used
capital plans to report percentage project progress and completion estimates. The project
completion estimates may incorporate cost and/or time estimates to project completion. Three
interviewees stated that the also reported capital budget variances.
5.3.3.9 Project alternatives

Four Australian interviewees described that they actively searched for project alternatives.
One interview participant discussed at some length the importance of searching for project
alternatives including alternative equipment, locations to site the project, resource options
including labour and materials, and in-house or outsourcing options. These project
alternatives were then evaluated using several outcome measures. The interview participant
summed up their search for project alternatives as follows:
What are the alternatives? Could we do this differently? What would be the case if we
do not do this? Do we have something in our group? Do we have something in our
capacity in which we could use? And yeah. What are the risks of the project if we
follow it or if we don’t follow it? (AUS3)
5.3.3.10 Rewards and remuneration

Three interview participants stated that the setting of management rewards and remuneration
linked to company targets impacted on project investment decision-making. The interview
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participants described rewards linked to profitability, revenue growth and non-financial
performance measures. Interviewees also stated that these rewards informed the selection of
investments. For example one CFO stated
What we’ve done is design a remuneration structure that’s got incentives in it
designed around that revenue performance. That therefore drives back into the
investment evaluation process. People are looking to grow revenue profitably and
that informs the culture of the business (CFO, Consumer discretionary company).
In the next section the use of NFI in CBS is discussed.

5.3.4 The use of non-financial information in capital budgeting systems
Interview participants utilised several subcategories of NFI in making project investment
decisions. Most subcategories of NFI were used by firms in both countries, though political &
regulatory information only emerged in Indonesia. The main subcategories of NFI utilised for
project investment decisions included qualitative information focusing on strategy and
competitiveness, synergies with other projects, customer related information, employment
information, environmental information, political and regulatory information, information on
quality of products and processes, raw materials and supplier information, social and
community information.
The percentage of interviewees using each of these subcategories of NFI was extracted from
interview transcripts and is provided in figure 5.7. Customer information and Strategic
information were used by all interviewees. Information on employees was also a commonly
collected form of NFI with 86% of Australian firms and 71% of Indonesian firms utilising
this information in making project investment decisions. Other types of NFI information were
collected by fewer interviewees.
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Figure 5.7: Percentage of interviewees using NFI in Australia and Indonesia
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The subcategories of NFI emerging during interviews used different categories to prior
studies. Farragher et al. (2001) reported only strategic NFI, while Alkaraan & Northcott
(2006) reported only broad NFI frameworks using including the balanced scorecard and value
chain. These differences make comparison to prior research problematic. A recent study by
Alkaraan & Northcott (2013) did report similar categories, so these are compared to this
study where possible. Different subcategories of NFI emerging from interviews are discussed
in the following sections.
5.3.4.1 Customer information

All interviewees from Australia and Indonesia collected information on customers in making
project investment decisions. Customer information included information on potential
demand for products and services, customer satisfaction levels, and communication with
customers via surveys, taste tests and organised forums. Two common thematic categories of
customer information emerging from the interviews included customer expectations, and
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customer capacity to spend on products.
Six Australian and three Indonesian interviewees disclosed collecting NFI identifying
customer expectations for new products. A senior executive emphasised the importance of
understanding customer expectations for project investment decisions:
If customers say that they desperately want a product, then we’ll invest in it. If they
say it’s a bit ho-hum, we’re not sure, then we’re less likely to (AUS1)
Another senior finance manager provided a similar opinion:
If it’s something where we cannot cover the need of the [customer] for the product,
like a high quality product or process, you would not do it (AUS3).
One CEO stated that customers were considered one of a number of important communities
of stakeholders for the firm. The importance of this stakeholder was emphasised by the use of
community gatherings to communicate with customers. These communications not only
provided the firm with valuable information on customer expectations but also resulted in the
generation of new ideas for projects as well.
We have gatherings with the customers of many of our products and the community.
We have some surrounding us. We also have some involvement with [professionals].
This is relevant to us so we have a [professionals] gathering. These are the groups of
communities. Of course during discussion with them there will be information
suggested to us. Why don’t you do this or do that for example. It is not especially
designed for that to come up with ideas, but it can be part of the ideas collection as
well (IND2).
Customer capacity to spend on products was also considered important to establish, as the
success of many types of project investments depend on a customer’s ability to purchase the
product. Three Australian and two Indonesian interviewees disclosed using this category of
customer information in making investment decisions. For example a CFO evaluating
opening a new retail outlet stated:
If it is a farming area how is the landscape going at the moment? Is the area
struggling financially, as a consequence is it a good area to be opening up a store?
(AUS5)
The CEO of another company emphasised how essential evaluating customer capacity to
spend on products was in making project investment decisions.
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The biggest issue is that for some reason they cannot buy. They cannot afford to buy
so it depends on the macro outlooks because almost 70% of our customers are using
the support of the bank. (IND8).
Strategic and competitiveness was also considered important in making project investment
decisions. This category of information is discussed in the next section.
5.3.4.2 Strategic and competitiveness information

All interview participants incorporated strategic and competitiveness information into making
project investment decisions. Strategic and competitiveness information incorporated the
strategic rationale for the project investment, the competitive environment, current and future
product offerings of competitors and the firm, and customer requirements for products
including features and price considerations. Strategic and competitiveness information was
considered a very important factor in making project investment decisions by many interview
participants from both countries. The importance of strategic NFI is consistent with several
other studies (Farragher et al., 2001; Chen, 2008; Alkaraan & Northcott, 2013) and
interviewees frequently emphasised this, for example:
Competitiveness is a key factor. Whatever is in the strategic plan is about competing,
you will find that is a more important part of what we do (AUS1)
Some participants stated that a lack of strategic and competitive rationale would prevent a
project from being approved:
It doesn’t make sense for us to do it if it doesn’t make our company more competitive
(AUS3)
One participant highlighted the difficulty of quantifying strategic and competitiveness
information, especially when bidding for a large and ongoing contractual arrangement. He
further demonstrated how this information was incorporated into a business case for the
project investment:
Often something like keeping a competitor out of the market is something that is very
difficult to quantify. What that really means is that you can’t really put that in your
analysis, but what you’ve gotta do is say to the board that this is what we should pay,
based around what we think is an appropriate justification, but strategically what we
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need to do is, or we think that the competitor is going to come in, so you might even
drop that down a little bit. So it’s hard to quantify but you basically give the board
some direction on the giving up for that strategic decision cause if we were bidding
without competition we’d bid for a 100, but because there’s competition, we think
we’d get it for 80 (AUS5).
The same participant also stated that the strategic and competitiveness information may even
override financial considerations resulting in loss making projects to keep a competitor out of
the market:
…so you overlay your financial and your business assessment with a strategic
assessment. You know as a CFO I don’t like to do that, cause it’s not covering your
WACC, but if it’s got a broader context, such as to keep a competitor out of the
market, then you may consider it (AUS5)
5.3.4.3 Employment information

Six Australian and five Indonesian interviewees stated that employment information was
utilised in making project investment decisions, yet for some firms this type of information
was not considered as important as strategic and competitiveness information or customer
information. A number of themes on employment information in making project investment
decisions emerged through interviews with finance managers. Common themes identified
from interviews included reducing costs and improving efficiency, improving occupational
health and safety (OH&S), caring for employees and developing employee competencies.
Benefits associated with cost reductions from employee redundancies, productivity and
efficiency efforts targeting employees was the most common type of employment
information used in making project investment decisions. Six Australian and one Indonesian
participant discussed this theme. This kind of employment information was used in making
project investment decisions, but not specifically a key focus for many finance managers. An
executive in strategy explained:
Employment is not considered at all, If I go back to prior roles, even if you were
looking at a manufacturing environment, you might look at cost savings, which might
mean less employment. (AUS1)
Some finance managers however specified that other types of employee related information
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were also important within their own contexts:
We do have most of our employees working on our [customer service]. If we can make
that experience more enjoyable or if we can then speed up some of the more repetitive
processes, not only would there be cost savings but we do understand that there
would be a productivity benefit and we would have employees more engaged (AUS4)
Two Australian and one Indonesian interviewee stated that they collected information on
OH&S. One manager stated that there was a dedicated employee collecting OH&S
information:
We have an [OH&S manager] for anything regarding safety. It has to be considered
(AUS3)
The CEO of another company indicated that OH&S benefits relating to the recent
introduction of a bar coding system was difficult to quantify:
Their working time is shorter so they are not very tired. They do not have to go
around from one side to the other because of the bar code system. It means that the
work has become more simply. This is difficult to quantify. (IND2)
Three Australian and two Indonesian interviewees indicated additional considerations for
new projects included care for existing employees as a stakeholder in the decision-making
process. For example a finance manager stated:
Our employees are very aware of our role that we have played in the past and that we
want to make in the future. Therefore if we want to make a decision, we want to
consider our employees. Do they support this move? (AUS3)
Another finance manager stated that considerations to care for their employees extended to
the religion on employees, especially during fasting periods impacting on the ability to
produce products:
Let me give you the example. We have 6000 workers. We have production and the
culture here if the fasting period for Muslims is present then we cannot make the
production capacity normal. The normal worker cannot work properly for the whole
day so we just give the worker five hours and production decreases. The holiday is
long (IND7).
Training and development requirements for employees, was also important information in
making project investment decisions for some companies. Usually employment information
collected related to costs of training employees, but these considerations also related to
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developing ongoing expertise as one finance manager explained:
On the other hand if we are depending on these guys, it could probably cost more
money and the question is, is this an expertise that we need to have on our own for the
future because we are going to have more of these projects? These are the questions
that we have to answer and then make a decision saying it costs more, but we will
built on this in the future, it makes sense to do it (AUS3)
5.3.4.4 Raw materials and supplier information

Three Indonesian and four Australian interviewees stated that they included evaluations of
raw materials and suppliers in making project investment decision. Raw materials and
supplier information included not only the costs associated with supply, but also NFI about
suppliers or the raw materials sourced. The CEO of a consumer staples company identified a
number of qualitative considerations made about suppliers in addition to cost considerations:
Selecting suppliers information relates to experience that a supplier has in that field,
selecting we look at service delivery, that is the service delivery. Third is the quality
of the supplier’s product. Fourth is the punctuality of the supplier (IND1).
Another interview participant explained the difficulties in evaluating the supplier of materials
for a new and complex project:
If it’s a more complex process, we have to have more people working on the project
already. It’s more complex, we need more purchasing support. What’s the right
vender? If we have 2 or 3 venders which are known, then it’s an easy decision, but if
we have to have a new filter, filtration equipment, and we don’t have a vender that
can provide this, then it’s difficult to understand the venders that can provide who are
valid. If it’s a new vender, then we have to have a quality audit. Especially if it is new
materials, new processes, it’s much more complex because we have to have an
overview of what it means to us. Who can deliver it? Who has experience and who has
documentation on this (AUS3).
In the next section, social information used in project investment decisions is discussed.
5.3.4.5 Social and community information

Four Indonesian and two Australian interviewees incorporated social and community
information in making project investment decisions. Social and community information
included information about people and communities external to the firm. A CEO summarised
how they combined social information with financial information in making project
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investment decisions
Secondly we do a feasibility study on this project. This basically consists of socioeconomic studies as well as financial studies. Then the final decision on the
investment itself. Is it good enough to make some profit and get some return. We also
combine other factors like socio-economic. (IND2)
Another participant stated that they undertook there community analyses early in a project
investment evaluation:
Part of the study is whether the community surrounding where the project is to be
[undertaken]. This could be a religious community, it could be a professional
community, however the project might have impact on so this has to be analysed first.
(IND8)
Two common themes about using social and community information in making project
investment decisions emerging from the interviews included local community demographics
and religious information.
Local community demographic information was collected by Three Indonesian and two
Australian interviewees. Local community demographics was considered important because
members of the community may become customers of the business for example one CFO
considering opening a retail outlet in a new area stated:
…in the western suburbs of Sydney where it is a pretty strong Muslim population. If
they are going through one of their religious times of the year, it might actually
impact on foot traffic (AUS5)
Inclusion of community information about religion in making project investment decisions
were identified by one Australian and three Indonesian interviewees. One participant recited
the difficulties they had had undertaking a previous project with religious and cultural
implications:
So we referred to that project as being a reminder to us of when we come into an area
and plan to [undertake] a project we have to consider the community around the
area. If you know where our project is it is near by a very sacred temple, so there are
some religious and cultural issues that have to be considered (IND8).
The next sections will discuss the use of quality information.
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5.3.4.6 Quality information

Five Indonesian and four Australian firms included quality information in making project
investment decisions. Finance managers discussed a number of quality related themes
including compliance with regulations, evaluating quality of suppliers and materials,
establishing the quality of new machinery and equipment purchased, establishing quality of
products and services, and gaining quality accreditation.
Two Indonesian and one Australian interviewee reporting the importance of staying within
industry and government regulations also identified that quality information was collected on
their compliance performance when evaluating a new project investment decision. For
example a senior finance manager in a health care company recalling a new project with
potential customer related side effects stated:
When we present this project to the committee we also have functions which are
relevant for it. It could be quality, because we are a highly regulated industry. We
have to make sure our quality requirements are fulfilled (AUS3).
Two Australian and one Indonesian firm undertaking project investments requiring purchase
of new equipment, machinery or use of new suppliers also commonly collected information
on quality. For example the CEO of a consumer staples company stated in relation to an
investment in new equipment:
If we need to invest in machines for the purpose of modernisation, it has to be
equipped with information about the quality and quantity of the machines. If we buy a
new machine, what will be the change in terms of quality and quantity…In terms of
quality we look at balances. Say if we are looking at powder, we see the result from a
few suppliers. We look at the machines from say Taiwan and Korea. We check the
result of their production from using their machines. We check the result to determine
which can produce the better quality of powder. (IND6).
The assessment of a new supplier associated with a project investment also required a quality
assessment for example one CFO stated:
You have to gain an understanding and a comfort that whatever they are proposing is
actually working in whoever is preferred (AUS6)
The next section will discuss political and regulatory information.
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5.3.4.7 Political and regulatory information

Several firms identified regulations and politics impacted on their overall decision-making
processes and eight firms identified that they regularly communicated with government
departments and politicians, but interestingly only two Indonesian interviewees identified that
political and regulatory information was utilised in making project investment decisions. Two
common themes emerged in the types of information collected including: local government
regulations and political information.
Local government regulations were identified to impact on wages rates for employees and
also approval to build factories and operations in local government areas. The CEO of a
health care company described the difficulty in estimating wages and conditions associated
with project investments and therefore the need to specifically collect information about wage
regulations in local areas:
We are quite big - a labour intensive business. We always need to keep in touch with
the manpower regulations. A very simple example relates to minimum wages. As long
as we know what is going on. Minimum wages is the discussion between three parties
and between the labour unions… The labour union is now split into so many groups.
A, B, C, D. Sometimes you are quite confused which labour union you have to follow.
We work with the minister of manpower from the government side and also the
association of the company in Indonesia. There are three parties. So this is one thing
that we have to follow what is happening. This condition relates to local governments
(IND2).
A senior executive in strategy also expressed how much effort is placed into obtaining correct
information on local government regulations. The local regulations in this instance related to
building approvals for new investment projects:
In Indonesia sometimes the situation is still chaos. If we cannot get clear information
about the area, we can buy the wrong area. The first time we are permitted to build
the factory there, sometimes the government said no, you cannot build the factory.
You have to be careful about the information on the area. We also talk to the local
companies – plants and local companies that are already existing there. Then we ask
about the information about the existing situation, the regulation. Then we try to
compare with the information provided by the local government (IND6).
The same executive also offered his opinion on how difficult local governments can make
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new investment approvals:
There is still sometimes a problem. Sometimes the central government provides easier
ways to do things. The local governments also have targets. They try to squeeze us to
get us to do this, this, this. One example is the permission to build a factory. Maybe
the central government has already agreed because they see the hope and the
investor. This will be money for the country, but the local government because they
also need money, they try to make it a little difficult. That’s the situation (IND6).
Two finance managers also commented on the need to analyse political information including
changes in government ministers and provisions of preferential treatment for some types of
companies. The CEO of a health care company summed up the difficulties associated with
politics in project investment decision-making:
Political for us refers to the chains of regulations. We don’t care who is the president,
but what is the impact to the chains of regulations? Regulations can be defined in
terms of [our industry], trade, industrial, manpower, investment policy. There are so
many regulations we have to analyse. Some businesses in [our industry] are
considered a negative risk. Some businesses have protections for local players. Some
protections are preferenced to state owned institutions. There are so many in this
regulation area that we have to analyse. (IND2).
The next section discusses environmental information.
5.3.4.8 Environmental information

One Australian and two Indonesian interviewees identified that they collected environmental
information in making project investment decisions. Three themes emerged relating to
collection of environmental information: care for the environment in the community;
environmental accreditation; and government requirements for environmental assessment.
One Australian and one Indonesian interviewee expressed care for the impact of projects on
the environment in the local community. As one senior finance manager put it, he was
concerned on environmental impact on many of his neighbours including employees and the
local community:
That is always a part of our consideration in our process where we have a
responsibility to the outside world, towards our employees, towards our neighbours
and so on… We want to be aware how we use this material. Therefore we don’t want
community groups, we don’t want our neighbours here, we want to make sure that
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our production processes, don’t have negative impacts regarding pollution or
something else to our neighbours (AUS3).
The environmental concerns for this manager extended well beyond use of materials to many
aspects of their business:
In our investments we have a requirement to look into activities where we need less
utilities, less power, less steam, so we don’t want to invest in equipment which is
highly intensive in electricity or other utilities. What is the water that we are using?
What is the wasted water? So we try to find a good balance about the amount of water
we use. Can we recycle what materials we are using? (AUS3).
Another finance manager expressed how their projects improved the environment for the
local community:
If you talk about Indonesia you have to be frank that we are still part of an emerging
country. There are so many people. They are not living in a good quality environment.
What do we call it, slum areas. We try to make a better environment for them (IND8)
One finance manager expressed how they were actively seeking environmental accreditation
and hoping to boost the level of these accreditations to regional and global standards.
As a [Health care] company first we have to comply with the good manufacturing
practices. For us because we do some export to South East Asia regions we have to
adopt ISO certification standard. We started with ISO for manufacturing, then ISO
for health and safety, then ISO for environmental. There are several ISO
certifications. Now we are in the process of upgrading to a higher standard because
in Indonesia good manufacturing standards are not enough. It is OK for Indonesia,
but not enough for the regional market. We will upgrade to the regional standard
(IND2).
Two finance managers mentioned that part of the reason for collecting environmental
information was due to government regulations. One CEO suggested that they did not
provide regulated environmental information with much enthusiasm:
By regulation we are supposed to have in hand before the start of the project an
environmental impact analysis. This is supposed to be done environmental feasibility
study that we have to do over a project and if that is feasible then we would be
allowed to go ahead with the project. (IND2).
The next section will discuss synergy information.
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5.3.4.9 Synergy information

Two Australian and two Indonesian interviewees included information on synergies in
making project investment decisions. Common themes emerging for synergies included
improved efficiencies, improved marketability and reduced cost due to bringing related
businesses in house.
Three finance managers discussed how they searched for efficiency synergies when making
new project investment decisions. The finance managers expressed how efficiency synergies
may be incorporated into forecast project financial information. For example a CFO
discussed synergies in relation to acquisitions of new businesses:
The real benefit of acquiring a [niche] business is the way that we’re gonna operate
it...We operate it on much less people. Because one we’ve already got that network of
people, so the benefit in the synergies of buying a [niche] business for us is we can
take out a lot of people and a lot of technology. (AUS2).
Another interviewee stated that efficiency synergies achieved from acquisitions provided
benefits of reduced costs extending through many aspects of manufacture including usage of
capacity but also extended to downstream activities including marketing:
In making projections, we first see efficiency in terms of production cost. When we
acquire this company we will decide which product this company will produce and
which product that company will produce. In terms of machines we try to determine
how one machine can be shared by both of the companies. Secondly to assess
efficiency we look into sales and marketing. We can look at joint promotions. It is like
a promotional alliance. (IND4).
Two Indonesian interviewees also expressed synergies associated with related products
extended to better marketing opportunities. For example a CEO described marketing
synergies through increasing the range of product the company offered:
We also have a stronger bargaining power if we want to sell our products to outlets.
We will also have a more complete range of products (IND1).
Another CEO expressed intangible marketing synergies through providing complementary
business operations in the same location:
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For example we combine [our] business with [other] related purchases. When we talk
about [our] business a key factor is location, location, location. A key factor is
accessibility. If you can control the accessibility then you can control the [product]
value. We combine the business with related infrastructures. We create a synergy
between [our] business and total business. We create prime location [operations]. So
we do not only buy a prime location [operation] but we create a prime location
[operation] (IND8).
Other synergies related to elimination of non-value added business processes and reduced
costs due to bringing related business activities in house. These synergies included financial
and non-financial aspects. For example one CEO commented on improved synergies from
acquiring a packaging company:
I would also like to add about the unrelated acquisition. If we want to acquire a
packaging company, then we need to understand the purpose of acquiring a
packaging company. Number one is that it is going to be easier for us because we can
do our own packaging instead of hiring a packaging company. Apart from the ease in
packaging through acquiring the company, we also try and cut down on the cost of
goods sold because we can do it on our own. We need to understand the purpose of
acquiring this company. If it is unrelated how can we benefit from that acquisition?
(IND1).
The next section provides concluding comments for this section.

5.3.5 Conclusions – categories of capital budgeting systems
Research question 1 was: “What are the perceptions of managers on the various CBS used to
make project investment decisions in Australia and Indonesia?”. Grounded analysis of
qualitative, semi-structured interviews with fourteen finance managers from listed companies
in Australia and Indonesia identified four categories and 29 sub-categories of CBS used by
companies to make project investment decisions. Management perceptions on the types of
CBS used to make project investment decisions was mostly similar in Australia and
Indonesia, though some differences were apparent. The similarities and differences in
perceptions are summarised in the following paragraphs. Management perceptions on CBS
are discussed further in section 5.4. A summary of the categories of CBS emerging from
interviews is presented in table 5.2. In summary:
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Four subcategories of CBT were used by interviewees. All subcategories of CBT were
identified in both countries, though a few differences were observed. All subcategories of
CBT used by interviewees were considered important in making project investment
decisions Payback period was the most frequently used subcategory of CBT, followed by
ROI. ROI was used by more firms in Australia and perceived as more important by
Australian interviewees. Other more sophisticated subcategories of CBT (IRR and NPV)
were collected by fewer interviewees in both countries. Though used by only four
interviewees IRR was considered of primary importance by the managers of those firms
for making project investment decisions.



Six subcategories of RMT were identified by interviewees. Not all interviewees used
RMT, differences were observed across firms and different subcategories of RMT were
used by interviewees in Australia and Indonesia, with Indonesian interviewees using more
sophisticated RMT (Real options and simulations), but Australian interviewees using a
greater variety of RMT. Used by half the interviewees, real options was the most
frequently identified subcategory of RMT followed by scenario analysis.



Ten subcategories of CBP were identified by interviewees. Differences in CBP across
firms were identified, but similar types of CBP were used in both Australia and Indonesia.
The most frequently used forms of CBP were formal decision-making steps used in
evaluation, approval and monitoring of project investments. All interviewees prepared a
business case and undertook formal project approval. Many interviewees undertook
ongoing project monitoring and idea generation decision-making steps. Other forms of
CBP included provision of consulting advice, preparation of an annual capital plan and
use of formal committees. A qualitative difference in the use of committees by
interviewees between Australia and Indonesia was evident, with Indonesian interviewees
describing committee approaches designed to achieve consensus through discussion.
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Nine subcategories of NFI were identified by interviewees. Similar subcategories of NFI
were identified by interviewees from both Australia and Indonesia. The most frequently
collected subcategories of NFI identified by interviewees included customer information
and strategic and competitiveness information. These two subcategories of NFI were
collected by all participants interviewed and were considered important in making project
investment decisions. Several other subcategories of NFI used in making project
investment decisions were also identified.

Table 5.2: Subcategories of CBS emerging from interviews with finance managers in
Australia and Indonesia
CBS category
Capital
budgeting
techniques
(CBT)
Risk
management
technique
(RMT)

Capital
budgeting
procedures
(CBP)

Non-financial
information
(NFI)

CBS subcategories
1. Payback period
2. Return on investment (ROI)
3. Net present value (NPV)
4. Internal rate of return (IRR)
1. Real options
2. Scenario analysis
3. Sensitivity analysis
4. Adjusting cash flows to manage risk
5. Adjusting discount rate to manage risk
6. Simulations
1. Idea generation
2. Preparation of business case
3. Project approval
4. Project monitoring
5. Post implementation review
6. Expert and consulting advice
7. Annual capital plan
8. Formal committees
9. Rewards linked to project results
10. Consider project alternatives
1. Strategy & competitiveness information
2. Customer information
3. Employee information
4. Supplier & raw materials information
5. Social & community information
6. Quality information
7. Politics & regulatory information
8. Environment information
9. Synergies information

Source: prepared by author
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Australia
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Indonesia
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

As can be seen from the above table, out of the 29 subcategories of CBS, differences are
found only in respect of four subcategories. Inferences drawn from this analysis support the
need to look closer at the reason for different management perceptions on CBS, rather than
focusing solely on national differences in CBS. According to contingency theory, CBS is not
universally appropriate, but instead tailored to the environment of the firm (Haka, 1987;
Chenhall, 2006; Chen, 2008).
In the next section of the chapter management perceptions about company context emerging
from these qualitative interviews are made with the view to further addressing research
question 1 through understanding perceived differences in CBS due to various elements.

5.4 Findings for research question 1: Management perceptions about
CBS from qualitative interviews
In this section, management perceptions about CBS from qualitative interviews are discussed
to further address research question 1. Research question 1 posed “What are the perceptions
of managers on the various CBS used to make project investment decisions in Australia and
Indonesia?”. During qualitative interviews with finance managers in Australia and Indonesia
several themes emerged relating to company context and CBS. Themes included
environmental uncertainty, project size, project types, project complexity, industry types and
firm size. These themes are investigated in this section with the view to further addressing
research question 1 through understanding management perceptions on CBS and also
incorporating relevant variables in constructing the Phase Two quantitative research
instrument. Analysis relating to uncertainty, NC and CBS are discussed section 5.4.1.
Analysis relating to project size, types of projects, project complexity and CBS are discussed
in section 5.4.2. Finally Industry type, firm size and CBS is discussed in section 5.4.3.
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5.4.1 Environmental uncertainty, NC & CBS – implications for RQ 1
Uncertainty is defined as the gap between currently available information and information
necessary in order to make a decision (Galbraith, 1973). In this section types of uncertainty
emerging from qualitative interviews with finance managers is described, then compared to
categories of CBS used by firms. Differences in uncertainty between Australia and Indonesia
are also identified, highlighting the importance of NC in understanding CBS use.
Interviewees described two broad categories of uncertainty including business and financial
uncertainty. Types of business uncertainty will be discussed first followed by financial
uncertainty. Finally implications for the addressing research questions 1 are discussed.
5.4.1.1 Types of Business Uncertainty in Indonesia and Australia

Interview participants identified several types of business uncertainty impacting on project
investment decisions. Business uncertainty arises due to nature of a firm’s operations. As
displayed in figure 5.8 these types of business uncertainty have been classified into three
broad categories: politics and regulations; resources; and customers and competitors.
Figure 5.8 Types of business uncertainty impacting on project investment decisions.

Source: prepared by author
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Figure 5.9 reports the number of interviewees referring different types of business
uncertainty. This information has also been broken down by nation. As can be seen from
figure 5.9 business uncertainty relating to politics and regulation was reported by eleven
interviewees, while business uncertainty relating to resources was reported by ten
interviewees, and business uncertainty relating to customers and competitors were reported
by six interviewees. Interestingly politics and regulation uncertainty were higher in Indonesia
and resource uncertainty was higher in Australia. Each of these categories of business
uncertainty is discussed starting with politics and regulation.
Figure 5.9 Number of interviewees reporting business uncertainty in Indonesia &
Australia

Number of interviewees

14
12
10
8
6

Indonesia

4
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2
0
Politics and
Regulation

Customers and
Competitors

Resources

Type of business uncertainty

Source: prepared by author
Politics and regulation
As can be seen from figure 5.10 several types of business uncertainty emerged within this
category. Identified by four Indonesian and three Australian interviewees, regulatory
uncertainty was the most commonly reported type of uncertainty in this category. Regulatory
uncertainty encompassed changes to government regulations. Several potential future
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changes to government regulations were identified by interview participants including:
taxation regulations including import duties and specific taxes on products or services;
regulatory protection for certain companies including government owned businesses or
locally owned businesses; licencing and permit requirements managed or controlled by
government agencies; regulations relating to foreign ownership; and employee regulations.
The potential impact of regulatory uncertainty may be substantial for some project
investments as was identified by the CFO of one company:
If you were going to buy a [business in this niche], if it was a [niche business], you’d
really now have to be sitting down and working out the risks associated with that kind
of investment. And if that policy gets up, there’s a view that revenue in [this niche]
could drop anywhere up to 40%. The government changes the model here for [this
niche]. We’ve been operating [this niche] in this state for [many] years. But from
2000 to 2008 the government in [this state] put in something like 40 different
regulatory measures, designed to reduce revenue in [our niche]. So public policy
overlay again is probably your biggest risk. It’s probably that public policy overlay
and its impact on your revenue that is probably your biggest risk element that you are
[in our niche] (AUS2).
Figure 5.10 Number of interviewees identifying political and regulatory uncertainty in
Indonesia and Australia
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Source: prepared by author
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Political
uncertainty

Another senior finance manager identified that newly introduced changes in taxation
regulations will impact on the company’s sales volume and market share:
In [the near future] the government will limit our production. They will add a tax to
our product. The market share will go down. That’s an example of long-term volatility
related to government intervention of our long-term projects (IND6).
While regulatory uncertainty was often considered important by some finance managers, a
CEO of another company believed that they were not as critical as financial uncertainty:
You can put in other items like regulation because learning from the past, a change of
minister means a change in regulations. This is another form of volatility, but it is not
as big as financial volatility. (IND2).
Three Indonesian interviewees described political crises as a major form of business
uncertainty impacting on project investment decisions. Two interviewees referred to the
Indonesian political crisis in the late 1990s, while one interviewee referred to the more recent
Bali bomb blasts. These crises were seen to have a lasting impact on project investment
decisions. For example a senior manager in strategy described the crisis in the late 1990s:
At the time it was riots. Riots everywhere! Riots everywhere! All of the shops were
closed. They burn everywhere. They run everywhere and then the government did not
send any security people, no police, no army. They just let it happen like that. Why,
because after 32 years of the president, all the loans increased, corruption
everywhere and the people suffered. Something like that. It happened like that. It
started from the university students (IND4).
Another interviewee stated that the political crisis impacted on project investment decisions
for several years through a lack of business confidence and bank finance:
We had an economic crisis in 1997 to 1999 and this still impacted in the early 2000s.
I think it was a different situation than the current situation. Perhaps the market is
more perfect (IND6).
Uncertainty in the local area was also considered of key importance for one interviewee.
Uncertainty in the local area related to uncertainty in local government requirements
including fees, permits, local wage rates and conditions and also security concerns in the
local area. The interviewee stated that this was an important concern for their company:
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In Indonesia sometimes the situation is still chaos. If we cannot get clear information
about the area, we can buy the wrong area. The first time we are permitted to build
the factory there, sometimes the government said no, you cannot build the factory.
You have to be careful about the information on the area. Second the security, the
people, how about this area. There’s a lot of things that we have to consider about the
area (IND4).
The interviewee was of the opinion that security in the local area was a concern for this
company, but mainly local government areas outside of the major cities in Indonesia:
You try to save yourself because you need less police, less army. In Indonesia we try
to live by our own. Otherwise you cannot survive. In the big cities, no problem, like
Jakarta, Malang, Surabaya (IND4).
Other types of uncertainty described within the category of politics and regulation included
legal and political uncertainty. One Australian and one Indonesian interviewee described
legal uncertainty associated with project investment decisions. Legal uncertainty related to
obligations under contractual or purchase arrangements with external parties. Two Indonesian
interviewees also described political uncertainty associated with their project investment
decisions. Political uncertainty was closely associated with regulatory uncertainty. Political
uncertainty was seen to arise from lobbying by external interest groups to politicians to
change government regulations.
Customers and competitors
As illustrated in figure 5.11, two types of business uncertainty were identified under the label
of customers and competitors including competitiveness uncertainty and seasonalfluctuations in sales. Four Indonesian and two Australian interviewees made 31 references to
competitiveness uncertainty indicating it was one of the most frequently occurring and
important forms of business uncertainty for many interviewees. Competitiveness
uncertainty was seen to emerge from new competitors entering the market, opening
operations in the local area or setting up internet presence in direct or indirect competition
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with the business. For example one CFO described how competitiveness uncertainty
impacted on his company projects:
The other volatile thing is the number of competitors that are entering the market.
There is often new competitors that are popping up in the market on an ongoing basis
so you have to understand who they are, where they are owned, what is their modus
operandi, are they going to be concentrating on a particular area. We have got a new
competitor up in Queensland. They have probably opened 15 – 20 stores. You need to
understand what is their expansion program? What is that going to mean for us in
terms of trying to get new stores up? Are they actually going to put pressure on the
rents to go up? That’s another area of volatility the competitor environment in our
space (AUS5).
Figure 5.11 Number of interviewees identifying types of customer and competitiveness
uncertainty in Indonesia and Australia
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Source: prepared by author
Competitiveness uncertainty was seen to emerge not only from price and quality competition,
but also inefficiency caused by technological innovations of competitors or aging machines.
For example one CFO stated:
Of course keeping abreast with modern technology even if you don’t upgrade your
machines, you can learn you may become less competitive. When I say less
competitive it is not only from the point of view of the customers looking for better
quality finished product but also the machines become inefficient and your cost of
product goes up (AUS7).
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Competitiveness uncertainty was seen to impact not only on sales through reduced market
share, sales price and volume, but also increased marketing, rental and production costs.
One senior finance manager indicated that seasonal fluctuations in sales were another form
of business uncertainty important to understand for project investments in his company.
The next section describes business uncertainty emanating from company resources.
Resources
Four types of business uncertainty were grouped under the heading of resources. Six
Australian and four Indonesian interviewees reported business uncertainty associated with
limited resources. Types of resources uncertainty is displayed in figure 5.12. The most
commonly reported type of uncertainty in this category of business uncertainty was
technology uncertainty. Four Australian and two Indonesian interviewees described
uncertainty associated with technology resources. Interviewees indicated that technology
uncertainty occurred due to innovations in technology available from suppliers or through
uncertainty over the successful developments of an in-house technology project.
Figure 5.12 Number of interviewees identifying types of resources uncertainty in
Indonesia and Australia
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Another commonly reported category of resources uncertainty was limited internal
resources. Limited internal resources, is a broad category of business uncertainty
incorporating all internal resources required to undertake a project. These internal resources
may include equipment, facilities, available funds and any other internal resources except
labour and materials. Labour and materials were separately classified. Limited internal
resources were considered an uncertainty because they impacted the ability for the company
to effectively complete projects on time or at the desired level of quality. Three Indonesian
and two Australian interviewees believed limited internal resources was an important
uncertainty to consider in making project investment decisions.
Other specific categories of limited internal resources identified by interview participants
included raw materials uncertainty and lack of available people. Two Indonesian and one
Australian interviewee described raw materials uncertainty. Raw materials uncertainty
included lack of available materials, quality issues associated with developing or purchasing
new raw materials, and concerns about a new or ongoing supplier to meet their obligations to
supply materials for the project on time and at the correct specifications. For example one
finance manager explained raw materials uncertainty as:
Risk that something could go wrong because we have a new vendor that we don’t
have experience with, or we have some that they can’t really deliver, or if something
changes regarding the availability of the equipment. Anything that can impact on the
timeline and the budget and the realisation of the project to get the full functionality,
we would have to consider in the risk presentation (AUS3).
Two interviewees made ten references indicating that a lack of available employees to
undertake the project was an important uncertainty that their firm encountered in completing
new investment projects.
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5.4.1.2 Types of business uncertainty and capital budgeting systems
Several subcategories of CBS were identified by interviewees as being used to manage
business uncertainty. Firstly the use of CBS to manage political and regulatory uncertainty is
discussed, followed by customers and competitors uncertainty, then resource uncertainty.
Political and regulatory uncertainty and CBS
An Indonesian interviewee identified using RMT to manage political and regulatory
uncertainty. The interviewee stated that real options were used in political crises or high
uncertainty in local areas. Mostly political and regulatory uncertainty was managed in other
ways including collecting NFI, using CBP and employing other strategies.
Table 5.3: Number of interviewees collecting NFI to manage political & regulatory risks
Type of
political or
regulatory
uncertainty
Legal
Political
crises
Regulatory
Uncertainty
in local area
Total

Employee
NFI

Political &
regulatory
NFI

Social &
community
NFI

Strategic &
Synergy
competitiveness
NFI
NFI

Total
NFI

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
2

0
0

1
2

1
1

1
1

0
1

3
1

2
0

7
4

2

2

1

7

2

14

Source: prepared by author
As displayed in table 5.3, several subcategories of NFI were collected to inform project
investment decisions about levels of political or regulatory uncertainty. One Indonesian and
one Australian interviewee identified that employment information was collected as
employment levels for the project were incorporated into contractual agreements with
government. An Indonesian interviewee stated that their company collected political and
regulatory information to evaluate the impact of potential changes in regulations due to a
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change in government or minister at a national or local level. The interviewee believed that
collecting this information was quite important for as he stated:
We don’t care who is the president, but what is the impact to the chains of
regulations? (IND2).
Another Indonesian interviewee stated that it was important that they collected NFI on
political and regulatory information at both levels of government because if they situated a
project in the wrong area there could be significant issues impacting on project outcomes:
One example is the permission to build a factory. Maybe the central government has
already agreed because they see the hope and the investor. This will be money for the
country, but the local government because they also need money, they try to make it a
little difficult. That’s the situation (IND7).
Social and community information for new projects was collected by an Indonesian
interviewee in order to reduce uncertainty in the local area and build up an understanding of
the local environment, especially local levels of security. Two Australian and five Indonesian
firms also collected information on how changes in regulations may impact both their
strategy and competitiveness and synergies of their new projects with existing business,
especially where companies collaborated with or competed with local or foreign businesses.
For example the CEO of one company stated:
I think the strategy is at the shareholder levels if we work together with strategic
partners to develop our projects. It is a good strategy to work together with [other
related companies]. Firstly they will bring more equity. Secondly they will bring new
markets. We are in the process of relaxing foreign ownership regulation for [our
industry] (IND8).
Many CBP were also used to identify or evaluate political and regulatory uncertainty on new
project outcomes. An Australian interviewee stated that political and regulatory uncertainty
was collected from outside consultancy firm. Four Indonesian and two Australian
interviewees identified that these types of uncertainty were incorporated into preparation of
the business case for new projects. One Australian and three Indonesian interviewees
mentioned that this uncertainty impacted on both project approval and project monitoring.
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Other ways interviewees mentioned that political and regulatory uncertainty could be
managed outside of CBS included using insurance, diversifying operations, collaborating
with business partners or through lobbying government. The next section discusses customer
and competitiveness uncertainty and CBS.
Customer and competitiveness uncertainty and CBS
An Indonesian interviewee described using RMT to evaluate uncertainty associated with
customers and competitors (IND 2). This interviewee utilised scenario analysis to analyse the
impact of potential changes in competition on new projects. Another Indonesian interviewee
mentioned that if competitiveness uncertainty was higher, then it was important that the
company sought shorter payback periods when evaluating project investments (IND 7).
Table 5.4: Number of interviewees collecting NFI to manage customer and
competitiveness uncertainty
Type of
customer or
competitive
uncertainty
Competitive
uncertainty
Seasonal
fluctuations
in sales
Total

Customers
NFI

Productivity
& efficiency
NFI

Quality
NFI

Raw
Strategic &
materials & competitiveness
suppliers
NFI
NFI
1
3

Total
NFI

2

1

2

1

1

0

1

0

3

3

2

2

2

3

12

9

Source: prepared by author
As depicted in Table 5.4, a number of interviewees described collecting NFI to identify
competitiveness uncertainty. Two Indonesian and one Australian firm discussed collecting
NFI on competitors and customers to evaluate new projects. Additional NFI was collected on
related competitiveness issues including productivity and efficiency levels of existing
operations (AUS7 & IND 7), and quality (AUS 7 & IND5). Additionally interviewees from
both countries collected information on raw materials and supplier prices. Increased
competitor numbers often drove up input prices resulting in impacts on project profitability.
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A number of subcategories of CBP were also associated with assessing uncertainty on
customers and competitors. Two Indonesian interviewees described analysing customer and
competitiveness uncertainty when preparing their business case and undertaking project
approval. Two Indonesian and one Australian interviewee described the importance of
analysing these kinds of uncertainty as part of their ongoing project monitoring and review.
Resources uncertainty and CBS
Two Australian interviewees described using RMT to evaluate technology resource
uncertainty. Both interviewees used postponement options where technology was either
currently untested or new technology was not currently available. Other subcategories of
RMT or CBT were not mentioned relating to resource types of business uncertainty.
As displayed in Table 5.5, several interviewees described using NFI where resource types of
uncertainty were present. An Indonesian firm identified that where there was a lack of
available people to undertake competing projects, both employment information and strategic
information were collected. Employment information was important to identify usage of the
limited resource and also the cost of these resources. Management also were clear that they
concentrated only on projects where the firm could maintain their strategic focus:
There have to be brains behind that project but marketing go yes, yes. I was in
marketing as well, but sometimes we need to be in tune with the goal and at some
stage we have too many projects. That’s not good as well. You don’t become a
champion if there are too many. That’s why we focus on a few but good (IND5).

Table 5.5: Number of interviewees collecting NFI to manage resource uncertainty
Type of
Employee
Resource
NFI
Uncertainty
1
Lack of people
0
Raw material
1
Total
Source: prepared by author

Productivity
& efficiency
NFI
0
1
1
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Raw materials
& supplier NFI

Strategic &
Total
competitiveness NFI
NFI
0
1
2
2
2
5
2
3
7

Several subcategories of NFI were collected where uncertainty over raw materials in project
investments was present. An Australian interviewee stressed the importance of productivity
NFI when there was a lack of raw material supply. In their projects, raw materials supply was
limited, so an option to increase output from a new project was through improving efficiency
in the use of these resources. An Australian and an Indonesian interviewee identified that
they sought information about alternative suppliers for raw materials required in new
projects. Another two Australian interviewees stressed that strategic and competitiveness
information was important when raw materials uncertainty was present. One senior finance
manager was well aware of comparative efforts of competitors in developing synthetic raw
materials to replace the current raw material. Another CFO identified new competitor’s
growth plans as this placed upward pressure on rents for their own new store locations:
You need to understand what is their expansion program? What is that going to mean
for us in terms of trying to get new stores up? Are they actually going to put pressure
on the rents to go up? (AUS5).

Table 5.6: Number of interviewees using decision-making step categories of CBP to cope
with resource uncertainty
Idea
Type of
generation
resources
&
uncertainty
screening
2
Lack of people
Limited internal
2
resources
0
Raw materials
0
Technology
4
Total
Source: prepared by author

Total
CBP

Preparing &
presenting a
business case

Project
approval or
discontinuation

Project
monitoring
& review

2
4

2
4

2
2

8
12

1
2
9

0
1
7

1
2
7

2
5
27

As can be seen from Table 5.6, CBP were important where resource uncertainty was present.
Idea screening was used by two Australian firms to prioritise projects where there was a lack
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of internal resources available to undertake all potential projects. Three Australian and two
Indonesian interviewees described evaluating resource uncertainty when preparing their
business case and undertaking project approval. Two Australian firms and one Indonesian
firm monitored resource uncertainty after project implementation.
Other categories of CBP used in relation to resource uncertainty included consideration of
project alternatives and use of teamwork and committees. Two Australian interviewees
considered project alternatives because of the presence of resource uncertainty. Project
alternatives included consideration of outsourcing options due to lack of available employees
or high uncertainty of technological obsolescence. For example one CFO stated that they
considered in-house and outsourcing options for a new project because of technological
change impacting on the viability of purchasing a new machine:
The information is how robust that machine is, how useful the machine will be for the
next say 5 to 10 years or how quickly will the technology for that particular machine
change in a short period. What sort of other technical information does the general
manager have which would support the investing in this thing because we don’t want
to support investing large sums of money and find out that the machine is out of date
in two years’ time (AUS7).
Two Australian and one Indonesian interviewee also described using committees to discuss
using their limited resources when one project consumed substantial amounts of their
available employees, raw materials or finance resources.
Discussion will now move to financial uncertainty.
5.4.1.3 Types of financial uncertainty in Indonesia and Australia

Interviewees described three types of financial uncertainty impacting on project investment
decisions. Financial uncertainty included economic uncertainty, foreign exchange uncertainty
and interest rate uncertainty.
Figure 5.13 reports the number of interviewees referring to each type of financial uncertainty.
As can be seen from Figure 5.13, economic uncertainty was the most frequently described
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type of finance uncertainty identified by interviewees. Seven Indonesian and five Australian
interviewees described economic uncertainty impacted on their capital budgeting. Five
interviewees described foreign exchange uncertainty, while four managers described interest
rate uncertainty. Additionally interviewees from Australian firms more frequently described
interest rate uncertainty, while interviewees from Indonesia more frequently described
economic uncertainty.
Figure 5.13 Prevalence of categories of perceived financial uncertainty in Indonesia &
Australia
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Macro-economic uncertainty

Finance managers described economic uncertainty as including volatility associated with
general economic conditions, volatility in the share market, and volatility in utility prices.
Interviewees often also referred to difficulties associated with the GFC. Several interviewees
linked these economic impacts to reductions in consumer confidence and demand for their
products and services. Economic uncertainty was described more broadly in scope than other
categories of financial uncertainty and itself incorporated the other two types of financial
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uncertainty mentioned in this section – interest rate uncertainty and foreign exchange
uncertainty.
Several interviewees stated that economic uncertainty impacted on their willingness to invest
in new projects, especially larger projects. For example a senior manager in strategy stated:
Now [our] business is fairly resilient no matter what happens in the economy, but so
yeah, economic factors have an impact there. I guess the other thing though is they
tend to have an impact on confidence which does impact on confidence in investing.
It’s more a perception thing than a reality thing. It does slow the business down a
little. If the confidence is not there, then we won’t spend a little - Even though it’s
probably the best time to spend (AUS1).
Another CFO stated that though economic uncertainty created a difficult environment for
their firm it was important to keep investing to benefit when circumstances improved:
We didn’t let the GFC or financial volatility affect our decision in relation to opening
new stores. We certainly do bear them in mind and we realise it really is a tougher
environment, but a whole bunch of decisions can come out of a tough and volatile
environment (AUS1).
Foreign exchange uncertainty
Five interviewees identified that foreign exchange uncertainty impacted on their project
investment decisions. Foreign exchange uncertainty was described as fluctuations in the
exchange rate between their home country and another country with which the company
purchased supplies, sold products or exchanged currency. Foreign exchange uncertainty
either impacted on the price of the company resource inputs or the price paid for products and
services sold to customers. For many of the firms, identifying foreign exchange uncertainty
was very important for their business. For example one finance manager stated:
Something that is very important to our company is currency fluctuations. The dollar
is very strong at the moment compared to two years ago. The US dollar has weakened
very much. This is something that we also want to consider (AUS3).
Interest rate uncertainty
Four interviewees described interest rate uncertainty as being important in making project
investment decisions. Interest rate uncertainty was described as the volatility in underlying
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interest rates. Interviewees described interest rate uncertainty impacted on project investment
decision-making through changing the cost of capital of projects thereby changing the
attractiveness of project investments. For example a senior executive in strategy stated:
Volatility does impact, but it’s probably the movement in interest rates have a greater
impact. Cause they change your cost of capital which changes the attractiveness of
your returns (AUS1).
One interviewee described the importance of understanding interest rate uncertainty as their
firm currently operated with increased debt levels incurred to fund a new project investment:
Interest rates are another one. Since we built the distribution centre we have a
greater level of core debt now that we need to run the business, so interest rates are
something that we keep a close eye on (AUS5).
An Indonesian interviewee stated that interest rate uncertainty impacted on their customer’s
willingness to purchase new products which influenced the firm’s willingness to invest.
5.4.1.4 Types of financial uncertainty and capital budgeting systems

Interviewees identified several subcategories of CBS were used to evaluate or manage
financial uncertainty associated with project investment decisions. Firstly, RMT used to
evaluate financial uncertainty is described, followed by CBT, NFI, CBP and finally other
ways firms evaluated and managed financial uncertainty is discussed.
Five interviewees described using RMT to evaluate financial uncertainty. As can be seen
from Table 5.7, interviewees described managing financial uncertainty through using real
options, scenario analysis, and simulations.
Table 5.7: Number of interviewees using RMT to evaluate financial uncertainty
Type of financial
uncertainty
Economic uncertainty
Foreign exchange uncertainty
Interest rate uncertainty
Total
Source: prepared by author

Real options
3
0
0
3
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Scenario analysis Simulations
2
1
0
3

1
1
0
2

Total
RMT
6
2
0
8

The two Indonesian and one Australian interviewee using real options all identified
postponement real options as an appropriate response to managing economic uncertainty
impacting on reduced expected cash flows, poor economic outlook or unfavourable market
conditions of projects. An Australian and Indonesian interviewee described using scenario
analysis to evaluate economic or foreign exchange uncertainty, while one of these
interviewees also used simulations to evaluate economic and foreign exchange uncertainty.
No other subcategories of RMT or CBT were used to manage financial uncertainty.
Customer information was the only subcategory of NFI described by interview participants as
being important in evaluating financial uncertainty. An Australian interviewee described how
they collected customer demand forecasts before deciding whether to incur project outlays or
wait until market conditions improved. An Indonesian interviewee described how economic
uncertainty impacted on preferences of customers for low-cost product packaging and
ingredients leading to new project investments to revise their product lines.
Financial uncertainty was evaluated and managed using several subcategories of decisionmaking CBP including preparing a business case, formal project approval, project monitoring
and consideration of project alternatives. The number of interviewees reporting evaluation of
financial uncertainty in CBP is displayed in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8: Number of interviewees incorporating financial uncertainty into CBP
Type of
financial
uncertainty
Economic
Foreign
exchange
Interest rate
Total

Preparing &
presenting a
business case

Project
monitoring &
review
1
1

Project
alternatives

Total
CBP

8
3

Project
approval or
discontinuation
6
2

1
0

16
6

3
14

1
9

1
3

0
1

5
27

Source: prepared by author
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Five Australian and three Indonesian interviewees included a discussion of economic
uncertainty in their business case. Another two Australian and one Indonesian firm included a
discussion of foreign exchange uncertainty or interest rate uncertainty in project business
cases. One senior executive in strategy for example described discussion of economic
uncertainty relating to the GFC on preparing and presenting a business case as follows:
If everyone’s saying that we’re going through a global financial crisis, then we tend
to say let’s cut back on our spending and be less conservative. As I said though,
sometimes it’s the best time to invest. You know there’s a lot of suppliers out there
that are desperate for your business so you can build things cheaply, buy things
cheaply and so you’re well prepared for when the economy turns around. So
economics factors all you take it all into account. You discuss it in your business case,
sometimes the volatility, the issues in the economy you’ll take them into account.
Other times you’ll just say but for those reasons now it’s a good time to do It (AUS1).
Four Australian and two Indonesian interviewees stated that financial uncertainty was also
considered as part of project approval CBP. While financial uncertainty may have been
discussed during project approval it didn’t necessarily delay projects, for example one CFO
stated:
If there is going to be ups and downs in demand then the board would seriously
consider whether it is worth investing on this piece of machinery depending on
projected returns expected from the market. If it is going to be only a temporary
demand then they would probably say let’s try out the machine and keep going
(AUS7).
Only one interviewee described using ongoing project monitoring to manage financial
uncertainty. The interviewee described a regular and formal review of their project risk
profiles for economic, foreign exchange and interest rate uncertainty. This regular project
monitoring was described as follows:
Based on protocols we already have to describe the risk profiles…some macro
outlooks risk, the currency risk, the foreign risk. So based on this the risk
management department will do some monitoring. We do some monitoring based on
this risk profiles to make sure that all the data, all the situations are all in line with
the original plan. If there is some variance between the original plan and the actual
situation, then there are some reminders to the board and management to do
something to mitigate and minimise the risk and secure the business (IND8).
An Australian interviewee described consideration of lower risk project alternatives when
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financial uncertainty was high and not expected to diminish in the short term (AUS7). Other
ways that interviewees described managing financial uncertainty included using hedging
instruments including natural hedging.
5.4.1.5 Conclusions on uncertainty, NC & CBS - implications for research question 1

Several types of environmental uncertainty emerged from qualitative interviews with finance
managers. Business uncertainties identified included political and regulatory uncertainty,
customer and competitiveness uncertainty and resource uncertainty. Financial uncertainties
identified included economic, foreign exchange and interest rate uncertainty.
Finance managers described using several subcategories of CBS to evaluate types of
uncertainty. Different subcategories of CBS were found in the presence of specific
uncertainties. These findings are consistent with prior research on CBS and uncertainty
(Haka, 1987, Verbeeten, 2006; Chittenden & Derregia, 2013). Interestingly interviewees
identified some types of uncertainty more frequently in one nation, signalling the possible
importance of NC in understanding this relationship. For example political, regulatory,
customer and competitiveness uncertainty were identified more frequently in Indonesia,
while resource uncertainty was identified more frequently in Australia. Further, economic
uncertainty was identified more frequently in Indonesia, while Interest rate uncertainty was
identified more frequently in Australia. This preliminary evidence suggests that uncertainty
may be related to both NC and CBS.
Recommendations also include incorporating a measure of perceived uncertainty when
designing the quantitative survey instrument to address research questions 2 and 3. The
uncertainty measure should include major categories of business and financial uncertainty
identified in this section. In the next section discuss will focus on project size and CBS.
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5.4.2 Project size, project types, complexity and capital budgeting systems
A number of project characteristics including project size, type and complexity emerged
during interviews. These characteristics were investigated in order to address research
question 1. Findings were also important to determine whether these variables should be
incorporated into the Phase Two quantitative survey instrument. Discussion of these
characteristics appears in sections 5.4.2.1 through 5.4.2.3 followed by conclusions.
5.4.2.1 Project size and capital budgeting systems

All interviewees discussed project size in qualitative interviews. Most interviewees stated that
the size of the project did not impact on the types of information incorporated in project
investment decisions. For example one CEO stated:
Information should be as complete as possible regardless of the size of the decision
(IND6).
Project size was seen by several interviewees to influence the rigor in collecting information
including the need to validate information as one senior executive in strategy stated:
The business cases have the same headings it’s just that if you spend five million you
need to have more detail as to how it was researched. You validate the benefits you’re
going to get out of a capital approval request. As opposed to a fifty thousand dollar
one and we’re prepared to limited explanation as to what it’s meant to achieve. It’s
more our detail. The big ones must attach consultant’s reports, research data an inch
thick whereas with the small one there’s less focus (AUS1).
This increased rigor in collecting and evaluating information for larger projects extended to
the use of CBT for some companies. Two interviewees stated that they only calculated CBT
measures for larger project investments. For example one senior financial manager stated:
If the project is a big project we will analyse it especially including the payback
periods and internal rate of return. There is no need to analyse for small projects
(IND6).
The increased rigor associated with larger project was also clearly evident in some
subcategories of CBP. For example the CFO of an Australian consumer discretionary
company stated that small expenditures below A$250,000 were not included in their annual
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capital plan. Another Australian interviewees stated that small projects of did not require
consideration of project alternatives including the requirement for comparison of the price
and quality of alternative suppliers through market tested tenders.
CBP requirements for larger projects were also evident in a number of comments made by
interviewees. An Australian and an Indonesian interviewee stated that post implementation
reviews were completed only for large project investments. Larger project investments also
required more time and effort being placed into preparing and presenting a business cases.
For example four Australian and three Indonesian interviewees stated that business cases for
larger projects required more detail and took longer to prepare. The CFO of one company
became quite animated when thinking about the around the clock efforts required to prepare
and present a business case for a large and recent project investment:
For $17 million you have to do some work (laughs). You have to do some work to put
the figures in front of the board so they can understand them, understand what it
means going forward (AUS5).
Two interviewees also stated that consultant’s reports are more likely to be attached to larger
projects or provided in greater detail. Three other interviewees stated that larger projects were
more likely to require the establishment of a formal project committee or team. For example
one CFO stated:
Essentially as I explained I think what we generally do is have a project team around
major projects so that is generally led by our strategy guys. They will bring in what
we call subject matter experts as appropriate into a project team (AUS2).
Accounting for more than half of the interview references to project size, the most frequently
described difference in CBP for larger projects related to project approval requirements.
Eight interviewees made 83 references to different project approval requirements dependent
on project size. Project approval requirements for larger projects included hierarchical levels
of project approval, multiple project approval requirements, finance section review of project
calculations and board of director level approval requirements for larger projects.
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Two Australian and two Indonesian interviewees described hierarchical approval
requirements for different sized projects. For example one CEO stated they had four levels of
project approval dependent on project size:
We have different levels of investment. If the investment is up to $10 million the head
of the department has the authority to make the decision, but if the investment is $10 –
15 million then the one who has the authority is the deputy director. Then if it is
between $15 – 50 million then the director of the division that makes the decision. If it
is more than 100 million then it is the director and the CEO that makes the decision
(IND1).
Another interviewee described their approval requirements including provision for very large
projects to go before the board of directors:
Yeah the biggest differences are the number of signatures you needed to get for the
approval increases with the size, delegated authority up to $50,000 normally only
requires the business manager to sign, up to $250,000 is up to one more level, if it’s
over 6 or 7 million then it needs to go to the board (AUS2).
Conclusions on whether project size should be incorporated into the survey instrument are
provided after discussing project types and project complexity.
5.4.2.2 Project types and capital budgeting systems

Several types of project investment decisions emerged through discussions with interviewees.
Types of project investment decisions included acquisition decisions, business extension
decisions, in-house information technology (IT) development, modernising decisions, new
infrastructure decisions and stay in business decisions.
Acquisition decisions included growing the business through purchasing another firm,
operation, licence or brand name. Business extension decisions alternatively were the internal
development of business operations, products, services or markets. In-house IT development
was similar to business extensions in that the project was internally developed and could
result in the provision of new products, services or entry into new markets, but different in
that the focus of the investment was software development. Focusing on improving the
efficiency, flexibility or capacity of business operations, modernising decisions were different
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to other project investment decisions, but similar as other types of decisions could have
modernising impacts. New infrastructure decisions were distinctive in the construction of
new buildings or facilities, but similar to other decisions in that the investment could result in
entry into new markets, or provision of products. Infrastructure decisions may also have
modernising effects on the business. Stay in business decisions was another type of project
investment decision identified through interviews. Stay in business decisions was described
as the replacement of assets integral in generating profits from existing business operations.
Stay in business decisions was distinctive in that rejection of these decisions resulted in an
eventual exit from a market.
Figure 5.14 displays the number of interviewees making each type of decision. For most
types of decisions there were an equal number of interviewees in each country making these
decisions except for stay in business decisions and in house IT development.

Number of interviewees

Figure 5.14: Number of interviewees making each type of project investment decision

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Indonesia
Australia

Type of project decision

Source: prepared by author
With ten interviewees describing this type of decision, modernising decisions were the most
commonly described decision. Stay in business decisions and new infrastructure decisions
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were also frequently described with nine and eight interviewees describing these categories
respectively. While only six interviewees described business extension decisions and
acquisition decisions, interviewees made more references to these categories of decisions,
than most other types of decisions except modernising decisions. In-house IT development
was the least frequently described type of project investment decision with only four
participants making these kinds of project investment decisions.
Interestingly several interviewees stated that though there were different types of project
investment decisions, all types of decisions required similar information. For example one
senior financial manager showed me the report template they used for all project investment
decisions and stated:
All of the projects should be analysed about the business. We use the same reports
and provide the same information (IND6).
Another CFO described several project types and sizes, but made it quite clear there were few
differences in their approach to each type of project investment decision:
Really it’s the principles aren’t really that different it’s just that sometimes the size of
the business case and the focus of the business case will vary a little bit. The
disciplines are still there in terms of the financial disciplines and the justification
(AUS2).
The CFO in another firm provided some further clarity on how their approach to evaluating
in house IT projects differed little from other types of project evaluation except for some
specific types of information requirements:
The only other thing that will differ quite a bit is depending upon the project. If it’s a
technology project and it’s in house, it will have different facts from something
external. It’ll just be different because of the nature of the project itself. The
disciplines still stay the same (AUS5).
A senior executive in strategy for another company concurred that different types of projects
require similar processes but required approval by different managers:
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The only real differences are the extent to detail. It’s the same process just the amount
of detail is different and the sign offs are different, so the process is fundamentally the
same though you don’t waste a lot of time on a small one (AUS1).
Overall five Australian and five Indonesian interviewees agreed that similar decision-making
processes and information were used regardless of the type of project investment decision.
Further qualitative analysis of subcategories of CBS identified in interview transcripts
descriptions was undertaken to compare with these broader statements stating equivalent
processes were made for all types of project investment decisions. In some interviews more
specific information on CBS used for each type of project investment decision was not
disclosed by interview participants as their broader statements on these issues had adequately
answered the interviewer’s question or interview time limitations prevented further enquiry.
The results that follow only relate to where interviewees did provide further information on
CBS used for each type of project investment decision.
Project types and CBT

Table 5.9 reports different subcategories of CBT interviewees described using for each type
of project investment decision.
Table 5.9: Number of interviewees using CBT for different types of projects.

Type of
Decision
Acquisition
decision
Business
extension
In-house IT
development
Modernising
New
infrastructure
Stay in
Business

Sophisticated CBT
DCFT
IRR
NPV

Payback
period

Naïve CBT
ROI
Other project
profitability
4
1

Total*

1

1

0

3

1

1

0

5

2

1

6

1

1

0

2

2

2

4

2
2

2
2

2
1

8
7

5
4

1
1

10
8

3

3

2

6

5

1

9

Source: prepared by author
*Note some firms used multiple types of CBT to make project investment decisions
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6

As can be seen from Table 5.9 interviewees described using a variety of subcategories of
CBT for each type of project investment decision. Sophisticated CBT approaches, as
identified in the literature are listed in the on the left three columns of the table, while more
naïve CBT were listed in the right three columns. Generally interviewees used multiple CBT
methods to assess each type of project investment decision and overall interviewees described
using more naïve subcategories of CBT, than sophisticated CBT for each type of project
investment decision. Differences in use some subcategories of CBT across types of project
investment decisions were also observed from the table. For example PP was the most
commonly used subcategory of CBT for business extension decisions, modernising decisions,
new infrastructure decisions and stay in business decisions, while ROI was more commonly
used for acquisition decisions. IRR was the most commonly used form of sophisticated CBT.
On closer inspection of individual interview transcripts, all interviewees consistently used
similar subcategories of CBT for all types of project investment decision they made. This was
consistent with the comments from interview participants provided earlier in this section.
Project types and RMT

The use of RMT were analysed next in order to determine whether interviewees had
described using different subcategories of RMT for different types of project investment
decisions. The results are reported in Table 5.10. From Table 5.10 there appear to be
preferences for some subcategories of RMT on some decisions. For example scenario
analysis was used more on business extension decisions and real options were used more
frequently on modernising decisions. On closer inspection of individual interview transcripts,
all companies used similar RMT for all types of project investment decision. This was
consistent with qualitative statements made by interviewees earlier in this section. One
exception to this observation was one interviewee identified using simulations and scenario
analysis for acquisition decisions, whereas the company only used scenario analysis in
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evaluating other decisions. The other decisions undertaken by the interviewee included stay
in business and business extension decisions.
Table 5.10: Number of interviewees using RMT for different types of projects.

Type of
project
decision
Acquisition
Business
extension
In-house IT
development
Modernising
New
infrastructure
Stay in
Business

Sophisticated RMT
Adjusting
Increase
cash flows to Real
Simulation discount
manage
option
rate
uncertainty
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1

Total

Naïve RMT
Scenario
analysis

Sensitivity
analysis

2
3

1
0

6
6

1

1

0

1

1

0

4

0
0

2
0

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

10
8

1

1

0

1

0

0

9

Source: prepared by author
*Note some firms used multiple types of CBT to make project investment decisions
Project types and NFI

Two interviewees emphasised that NFI was collected dependent on the facts surrounding of
the project investment decision. Table 5.11 was constructed in order to better understand how
different NFI may be used for each type of project investment decision. From Table 5.11, it
can be seen that companies collected specific subcategories of NFI for each type of project
investment decision.
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Table 5.11: Number of interviewees collecting NFI for different types of projects.
PANEL A
Subcategory of NFI

(Number of companies
making decision)
Customer information
Employment information
Environmental information
Political and regulatory
information
Quality information
Raw materials and supplier
information
Social and community
information
Strategic and competitiveness
information
Synergies

Acquisition
decision

Business
extension
decision

In-house IT
development

(6 companies)
1
1
0
1

(6 companies)
2
2
1
0

(4 companies)
3
2
0
0

0
0

2
2

1
0

0

1

0

3

5

1

2

1

2

Modernising
decision

New
infrastructure
decision

Stay in
Business
decision

(10 companies)
6
1
0
0

(8 companies)
1
0
0
1

(9 companies)
1
1
0
0

3
5

1
2

1
2

0

2

0

2

5

0

0

1

1

PANEL B
Subcategory of NFI

(Number of companies
making decision)
Customer information
Employment information
Environmental information
Political and regulatory
information
Quality information
Raw materials and supplier
information
Social and community
information
Strategic and
competitiveness information
Synergies
Source: prepared by author
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Strategic and competitiveness information and synergies information were the most
frequently collected subcategories of NFI for acquisition decisions, but different NFI were
collected by different companies making similar types of decisions. For example the CEO of
one company reflected on a company acquisition decision and stated his team collected
strategic and competitiveness information, customer information and synergies information
with their existing operations before approving an acquisition for a related company:
If it is in the same line as us, then it is easier for them because they more or less know
how it operates. They also know in terms of the market share and profitability of this
company. They also seek information on marketing research. Are their products
easily available in the market? If it is then where are their products available? This is
a retail audit. What they are saying is if the acquisition is related to us it is easier for
us because we are in the same field (IND1).
The same CEO also described collecting some regulatory information in order to ensure all
regulatory rules for the acquisition were followed:
We have an organisation called “Bacaban”. They basically monitor all organisations
that have gone public. What they see is in terms of acquisition. Do these two
companies have any affiliations or special connections? Secondly they see how fair
the acquisition is. Thirdly they check whether all the legal requirements are followed.
That is whether all of the rules and regulations are followed. You have to make sure
the tax is cleared and the owners of the organisations do not have any pending court
cases. All these aspects are government related (IND1).
Another CFO undertaking an acquisition described collecting a mix of NFI including
strategic and competitiveness information and synergies information consistent with above,
but in this case they also collected employment information as they were considering
rationalising operations after acquisition (AUS2).
Interviewees described collecting different subcategories of NFI for business extension
decisions. Strategic and competitiveness information was collected by all interviewees for
this type of decision, while two Australian interviewees also collected customer information,
employment information, quality information and raw materials/supplier information. The
mix of NFI was again tailored to the facts of the project investment decision. For example the
CFO of a consumer discretionary company stated that they collected customer information,
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strategic and competitiveness information, employment information, quality information,
supplier information, and social and community information when making a decision to
expand operations through setting up a new retail outlet. For example in one exchange the
CFO stated:
New store decisions are: how low can we get the rent; what sales are we going to do
and on what basis are you making you are going to do those sales; are there any
other peculiar things about the store, has it got a strange loading area which means it
is going to be more of an OH & S risk to actually get stock into the store. Is it going to
be more wage thirsty to bring stock into the store and then you might look at the
existing infrastructure of the store. What money’s do you need to spend to actually get
it up to speed for opening? Is there a negotiation option open to go back to the
landlord to ask them to do some of the infrastructure works (AUS5).
The most frequently collected NFI for making in-house IT development was customer
information with two Australian and one Indonesian interviewee using this subcategory of
NFI, but only the Australian firms collected employment and synergies information.
Different combinations of NFI were collected for this type of decision also, for example one
CFO stated that they estimated the number of customers that would use a new software
application and compared this to the impact on employee time savings for automating a
repetitive operation. For this company the saving in employee time on these repetitive tasks
was most important as the company sought to grow the business:
We try to look at how that chain of development would impact staff – 5%, 10% or the
majority of staff - The overall time savings. If it will speed up 5% of people’s
workload by 50% that’s probably not as much as improving 100 people’s workload
by say 20%. So as I said what is important for us is to try to work out the overall
impact on the business, so for example we might be looking at repetitive tasks that the
majority of people might be doing in our organisation and trying to work out if there
is any way of automating that. This would have a benefit across the overall company
(AUS4).
Collected by six and five interviewees respectively, customer information and raw
materials/supplier information was most frequently collected subcategories of NFI for
making modernising decisions. Quality information and strategic and competitiveness
information were also collected by two or more interview participants for this type of
decision. Supplier/raw materials information was seen as important for modernising decisions
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because companies often modernising through the purchase of new machines. Modernising
operations may also require new materials. One senior finance manager explained how they
collected supplier/raw material information, customer information, and employee information
for training requirements before making a modernising decision:
First we understand about the market demand: how big and also the timing because
[apparel] is very seasonal. Peak season, low season and also how big the market is.
This is the technology, the model and the material. We put all the information
together about the investment and then one day we have the machine from Italy. Of
course we know and learn about the machine. We send our people to Italy to learn
about the technical side, because we need people who are well trained. We also need
to import the material. We can’t use local material. Do you know about [specific
apparel]? [Specific apparel] are made of plastic, but are very light. This is the
machine. We studied about moulding because we must use [new] technology. Once
we completed the study about moulding then we determine the cost of the investment.
How big is the machine capacity? and how many can we supply to the market?
(IND7).
Five interviewees viewed strategic and competitiveness information as important for making
new infrastructure decisions, while raw/materials/supplier information and social/community
information was collected by two companies. For example one senior executive in strategy
stated that they collected information about the local community and tapped the knowledge
of local competitors in order to understand whether his company would encounter any similar
difficulties in building and operating new factory in a one location with strong potential:
We know nothing about this area before. Firstly the information is about the area.
Secondly the information is about the competitor. Our competitor – their production,
the life of their business, a lot of information. How to manage the new factory. We
look for this information (IND4).
Very few companies were found to collect NFI in making stay in business decisions. With
two interviewees collecting supplier/raw materials information, this was the most frequently
collected subcategory of NFI for making this decision.
Project types and CBP

Further analysis of interview transcripts identified that different types of project investment
decisions required similar CBP. All project types required idea generation, preparation of the
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business case, project approval, and ongoing project monitoring. Use of consultant’s reports
was the only observed difference in CBP between types of projects. Two Australian and an
Indonesian firm used consultant reports for acquisition decision, only two Australian
interviewees used consultant reports for business extension decisions. Consultants reports
were mostly used to investigate due diligence issues or provide independent financial advice
for acquisition decisions, while for business extension decisions the consultancy advice was
provided by product and service experts in the new area.
5.4.2.3 Complexity and capital budgeting systems

Eight interviewees described complexity of projects as being an important consideration in
making project investment decisions. Interview participants identified complexity of projects
as emanating from developing a completely new product or service, using new materials, new
suppliers, new equipment, new technology, setting-up operations and infrastructure in new
locations, navigating projects through government regulations, using limited resources to
develop of project on time with the desired outcomes or obtaining external finance to fund
projects. Complexity may emanate from most types of project investment decisions and some
interviewees suggested that it is complexity rather than the type of project investment
decision or project size that drives the search for information. For example one senior finance
manager stated how the complexity impacted on the search for more information to obtain
some degree of certainty over the project before his company would approve a new project
investment:
It’s depending on the complexity of the project. If it’s just an existing line, then it’s
easy if we have invested in a similar line before. We know what qualification, what
validations are necessary. If it’s something, at the moment we are working on a new
plant. It’s much more complex, because there are much more requirements. There is a
process where we have to either define or design from zero. Therefore that’s more
complex and more people have to be involved. The timelines are different and also the
budgets are clearly different. It also requires sometimes much more external
investment. It depends on the complexity of the project. It depends on how different
the process is. Is it new equipment that we had before or not? Again regulatory makes
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a difference, quality makes a difference. Again it could be a limitation on our own
internal resources. We can only really handle a certain number of projects within a
year. Therefore we have to set priorities and make sure that the people are available
for the most important project for the company (AUS3).

5.4.2.4 Conclusions on project size, type, complexity and capital budgeting systems:
implications for research questions 1

Most interviewees agreed that project complexity, rather than the size or the type of project
drove CBS design. Preliminary evidence from qualitative interviews identified that greater
sophistication in CBS design was likely for smaller projects when it was strategically
important for the firm, or the firm was entering into new arrangements. Similarly these
strategic considerations and novelty drove the sophistication of CBS design irrespective of
the type of project. Interviewees identified novelty and strategic imperative of projects as
increasing project complexity. This complexity drove the sophistication of the CBS design.
As interviewees concurred that project complexity varied randomly amongst projects due to
the characteristics mentioned above, it was deemed not necessary to control for either project
type or project size in both designing the quantitative survey instrument and addressing
research questions 3 and 3. Research questions 2 and 3 are addressed in chapter six.

5.4.3 Industry types, firm size and capital budgeting system models
CBS models incorporating types of uncertainty identified by interviewees, and CBS used
within these companies was prepared for each firm based on qualitative interviews and is
displayed in figures 5.15 through 5.21. The CBS models provide a broad overview of the
combination of CBS used by each firm within multiple environmental context identified by
interviewees. The models have been grouped by industry sector and organised by firm size.
Smaller firms are displayed first in each industry sector. CBS models for firms in the
consumer discretionary industry sector are displayed first, followed by firms from consumer
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staples, health care, financials, and finally firms in other industry sectors including
industrials, telecommunications and information technology. The other industry sectors
comprised of single firms within each industry sector. Discussion of the impact of industry
and company size on CBS will be made at the conclusion of this section.
5.4.3.1 Capital budgeting system models for companies from consumer discretionary
industry sector

Figure 5.15 displays CBS models for the firms in the consumer-discretionary industry sector.
Firms within this industry sector faced similar types of uncertainty including politics,
regulation and economic uncertainty, but other types of uncertainty including interest rate,
foreign exchange, customer, competitor and resource uncertainty differed between firms.
Three of the four firms including the Indonesian firm identified using real options form of
RMT to manage uncertainty. The smallest Australian firm identified using scenario analysis
and real options, but used only two subcategories of naïve CBT to evaluate projects and
collected only three subcategories of NFI for making investment decisions. The largest
Australian firm used multiple RMT including sensitivity analysis, adjustment of cash flows
and discount rates to cater for uncertainty. The company also used sophisticated IRR to
evaluate projects and collected four subcategories of NFI. The second largest Australian firm
used multiple, but less sophisticated CBT including PP to evaluate project investments, but
collected seven subcategories of NFI to supplement decision-making.
Firms in this industry collected between three and seven subcategories of NFI in making
project investment decisions. The smallest firm in this industry sector collected customer,
employee, strategic and competitiveness NFI. Larger firms collected these and additional
subcategories of NFI. Two of the larger Australian firm collected synergies NFI, while one of
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these Australian firms and the Indonesian firm collected raw materials, supplier, social and
community NFI. The second largest Australian firm in this sector also collected quality NFI.
Figure 5.15: CBS for companies in the consumer discretionary sector.
PANEL A: Australian company 500 - 1,000 employees

PANEL B: Australian company 1,000 – 5,000 employees
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PANEL C: Australian company 1,000 – 5,000 employees

PANEL D: Indonesian company 5,000 – 10,000 employees

Source: prepared by author
Companies in this industry used between five and eight subcategories of CBP. The three
Australian firms used more subcategories of CBP, than the Indonesian firm. The smallest
Australian firm used a post implementation review, while all other companies maintained
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ongoing project monitoring. The two larger Australian companies were the only companies in
this industry to use rewards and returns subcategories of CBP. Annual capital plans and
provision of consultant and expert advice were used by all Australian companies in the
industry sector, but neither of these CBP was used by the large Indonesian company.
5.4.3.2 Capital budgeting system models for firms from consumer staples industry sector

Figure 5.16 displays CBS models for interviewees from the consumer staples sector. Two
firms in this sector were small with less than 1,000 employees. The third company was larger
with over 20,000 employees. All companies interviewed from this sector were Indonesian. As
can be seen from figure 5.15, companies in this industry identified fewer uncertainties than
companies in the consumer discretionary sector. All three companies identified political
uncertainty and economic uncertainty impacted on project investment decision-making. Two
of the firms identified resources uncertainty also impacted on decisions.
Interviewees from the two smaller companies identified using one subcategory of CBT. One
of these companies evaluated new projects using the PP, while another interviewee described
using ROI. The small companies either used one or no types of RMT to evaluate uncertainty.
Both companies collected six subcategories of NFI to supplement investment decisions.
The larger company used three subcategories of CBT including sophisticated NPV and IRR
to evaluate project investment decisions. Consistent with the smaller companies, the large
company also evaluated projects using PP, but did not use RMT. Interestingly the large
company collected fewer categories of NFI than the smaller companies in this industry sector.
Interviewees used several subcategories of CBP. The largest company used the most
subcategories of CBP. None of the interviewees in this industry sector used post
implementation reviews or rewards and remuneration linked to results. These were the main
differences in comparison to companies from the consumer discretionary sector. Two of the
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three Indonesian interviewees in this sector identified using annual capital plans unlike the
Indonesian interviewee from the consumer discretionary sector.
Figure 5.16: CBS for companies in the consumer staples sector
PANEL A: Indonesian company 500 - 1,000 employees

PANEL B: Indonesian company 500 - 1,000 employees
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PANEL C: Indonesian company > 20,000 employees

Source: prepared by author
5.4.3.3 Capital budgeting system models for companies from health care industry sector

Two firms operated in the health care industry sector. Both firms were of similar size with
one Australian and one Indonesia firm. CBS models for both of these firms are displayed in
Figure 5.17. As can be from Figure 5.17 both firms faced political and regulatory uncertainty,
economic uncertainty and foreign exchange uncertainty. The Australian interviewee also
faced resource uncertainty, while the Indonesian interviewee stated that customers and
competitor uncertainty impacted on their project investment decisions.
Both firms evaluated project investments using multiple CBT. The Australian interviewee
used PP, sophisticated NPV and IRR. The Indonesian company used PP and ROI. Both
interviewees also used two forms of RMT. Both firms used scenario analysis. The Australian
interviewee in addition used real options, while the Indonesian firm used simulations.
Both interviewees collected several types of NFI. Five common types of NFI collected
included customer NFI, strategic and competiveness NFI, quality NFI, employment NFI and
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environmental NFI. The Australian firm also collected raw materials and supplier NFI, while
the Indonesian firm collected political and regulatory NFI and social and community NFI.
Both firms implemented eight subcategories of CBP. Interestingly the Australian firm
formally developed annual capital plans and identified project alternatives, while the
Indonesian firm conducted post implementation reviews and linked rewards and
remuneration to project characteristics. Other CBP were similar. The project alternatives CBP
prepared by the Australian firm was consistent with resources limitations constraining
operations (resource uncertainty). The remuneration and rewards CBP used by the Indonesian
firm was provided to employees responsible for generating new project ideas. Idea generation
was a form of CBP extensively used by this firm. This use of rewards was qualitatively
different to that used by Australian firms in the consumer discretionary sector.
Figure 5.17: CBS for companies in the health care sector.
PANEL A: Australian company 10,000 – 20,000 employees.
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PANEL B: Indonesian company 10,000 – 20,000 employees.

Source: prepared by author
5.4.3.4 Capital budgeting system models for companies from financials industry sector

CBS models for the two firms from the financials industry sector are displayed in figure 5.18.
The small Australian firm in this industry sector identified resource uncertainty as the only
category of uncertainty impacting on their business. This company interestingly also did not
use formal RMT. The larger Indonesian company identified several types of business and
financial uncertainty impacting on project investment decisions. The Indonesian firm used
real options to manage uncertainty and also collected more subcategories of NFI than the
small Australian firm. Both firms used ROI and PP types of CBT to evaluate project
investment decisions, but the larger Indonesian company also used the sophisticated IRR.
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Figure 5.18: CBS for companies in the financials sector.
PANEL A: Australian company 100 - 500 employees.

PANEL B: Indonesian company 1,000 – 5,000 employees.

Source: prepared by author
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5.4.3.5 Capital budgeting system models for companies from other industry sectors

CBS models were developed for firms from information technology, telecommunications and
industrials industry sectors. As only one firm was interviewed from each sector, comparison
is limited. Two of these firms employed less than 100 employees, while the industrial firm
was also small, but larger than the other firms discussed in this section.
The interviewee from the small information technology firm identified several different types
of uncertainty as can be seen in Figure 5.19. The firm evaluated project investments using
profit, rather than CBT. The company also subjectively evaluated uncertainty, rather than
using RMT. NFI supplemented profit information for decision makers evaluating project
investment decision. The firm used four subcategories of NFI and identified five
subcategories of CBP.
Figure 5.19: CBS of Indonesian company in the information technology sector < 100
employees.

Source: prepared by author
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The CBS model for the small telecommunications firm was similar to that identified above.
The firm employed simple financial evaluation using PP and did not use RMT. The firm
identified few uncertainties and collected five subcategories of NFI to supplement decisionmaking. The financial analysis was supplemented by less formal CBP resulting in faster
project investment decision-making. The CBS model is provided in Figure 5.20.
The CBS model for the industrials firm is displayed in Figure 5.21. The industrials firm was
larger than the other two firms discussed in this section. Three types of uncertainty were
identified by the interviewee. The CBS employed was more formal than the CBS used by the
two smaller firms. The industrials firm evaluated project investment decisions using both
ROI and PP subcategories of CBT. The firm also used real options to manage uncertainty and
collected five subcategories of NFI to supplement their decision-making.
Figure 5.20: CBS of Australian firm in the telecommunications sector < 100 employees.

Source: prepared by author
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Figure 5.21: CBS of Australian firm in the industrials sector between 100 – 500
employees.

Source: prepared by author
5.4.3.6 Conclusions on Industry types, firm size and capital budgeting systems implications for research question 1

In this section, CBS models for each firm were displayed and arranged by both industry type
and firm size. Analysis was conducted to inform understanding of how both of these
characteristics may impact on CBS. While the number of firms classified within each
industry type was small, some preliminary conclusions may be drawn. These conclusions are
arranged by industry group and firm size
Industry types

The number of environmental uncertainties faced by firms appeared to vary between industry
types. This was especially evident when viewing companies from the consumer discretionary
and health services industry sectors. Firms from these sectors experienced a greater number
of uncertainties than firms from the consumer staples industry sector.
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The number of CBS employed by firms also appeared to vary between industry groups. Prior
research in this area in mixed. Some studies concur that firms from some industries may use
more sophisticated CBS (Verbeeten, 2006; Leon et al., 2012), while other studies found
insignificant differences on CBS use across industries (Pike, 1984; Truong et al., 2008).
Findings from qualitative interviews in the current study identified firms from the consumer
discretionary and health services industry sectors may use more types of CBT and RMT than
firms from the consumer staples industry sector. Further, firms in the health services sector
may use more sophisticated RMT than from the consumer discretionary sector and employ a
greater number of CBP than most firms from other industry sectors. This preliminary
evidence also supported controlling for industry group when designing and implementing the
quantitative survey instrument.
Firm size

Consistent with prior studies on CBS (Correia et al., 2012; Leon et al., 2012; Hermes et al.,
2007), larger firms in this study were generally found to use more formal CBT and RMT
categories of CBS. This was evident in firms from consumer discretionary, consumer staples
and financials industry sectors. The two large firms from the health services sector also used
more categories of CBT and RMT than smaller firms. This preliminary evidence also
supported controlling for firm size when designing the quantitative survey instrument.
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5.5 Summary of results
The objective of this chapter was to address research question one. In order to address
research question 1 grounded analysis of exploratory, semi-structured interviews was
conducted with finance managers of listed companies in Australia and Indonesia.
Evidence collected included fourteen interviews with managers averaging over one hour in
duration per interview. These interviews provided a broad range of views on project
investment decision-making incorporating both:


Preparation and review roles in project investment decisions – interviews with finance
managers, senior executives in strategy, CFOs, CEOs and company directors



An equal representation of Australian and Indonesian listed firms



A mix of firms from six different GICS industry groups



A mix of small, medium and large firms



A mix of project of different sizes and types.

A summary of the research questions, evidence collected and conclusions reached is now
specified.
5.5.1 Findings addressing research question 1

Research question 1 posed “What are the perceptions of managers on the various CBS used
to make project investment decisions in Australia and Indonesia?” In order to address this
research question, evidence was collected about project investment decision-making
approaches undertaken by each firm and findings were organised into four CBS categories:


The subcategories of CBT used



The subcategories of RMT used



The subcategories of CBP used, and
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The subcategories of NFI collected.

Research evidence identified twenty nine broad subcategories of CBS used by listed
companies from Australia and Indonesia. In brief findings specified:


Four subcategories of CBT were used by participants. All subcategories of CBT were
identified in both countries. All subcategories of CBT were considered important in
making project investment decisions including PP, ROI, NPV and IRR. In practice,
different CBT were used by each firm with more naïve CBT being the most
commonly used.



Six subcategories of RMT were used by participants including real options, scenario
analysis, sensitivity analysis, adjusting cash flows to manage risk, adjusting the
discount rate to manage risk, and simulations. Not all participants used RMT.
Differences were observed across firms and different subcategories of RMT were
used by participants in Australia and Indonesia. Indonesian participants used more
sophisticated RMT, while Australian participants used a greater variety of RMT.



Ten subcategories of CBP were used by interviewees, including formal decisionmaking steps and supporting CBP. Differences in CBP were identified across firms,
but similar types of CBP emerged in Australia and Indonesia Formal investment
decision-making steps included idea generation, preparation of business case, project
approval, project monitoring, and post implementation review. Other supporting CBP
included expert and consulting advice, preparation of an annual capital plan,
utilisation of formal committees, rewards linked to project results and consideration of
project alternatives. A qualitative difference in the use of committees by interviewees
between Australia and Indonesia was evident, with Indonesian interviewees
describing committee approaches designed to achieve unity and consensus through
discussion.
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Nine broad subcategories of NFI were used by interviewees in Indonesia and
Australia including: strategic and competitiveness information, customer information,
employee information, supplier and raw materials information, social and community
information, quality information, politics and regulatory information, environment
information and synergy information. Similar subcategories of NFI were identified by
interview participants from both Australia and Indonesia.

A summary of all of the subcategories of CBS used by listed companies in Australia and
Indonesia was presented in Table 5.2 and detailed information about all subcategories of CBS
was documented throughout section 5.3 of this chapter.
Research question 1 was also addressed in this chapter by exploring finance manager
perceptions regarding CBS and the following company context:


Environmental uncertainty



Project size, project type and project complexity



Industry types, and



Firm size.

These forms of firm context were identified in the literature review as potentially impacting
on CBS design. The evidence collected in this chapter was also undertaken to determine
whether the context should be incorporated into construction of the Phase Two survey
instrument. Controlling for relevant context impacting on CBS design would facilitate
addressing research question 2 and research question 3 during Phase Two of this research.
The evidence obtained from interviewees supported controlling for environmental
uncertainty, industry type and firm size during Phase Two of the research as summarised in
the following paragraphs:
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Environmental uncertainty

Several types of business and financial uncertainty were identified by finance managers.
Preliminary evidence from interviews supported that perceived uncertainty may be related to
CBS use and perceived levels of uncertainty may differ between Australia and Indonesia,
with Indonesian firms facing higher levels of perceived uncertainty. Both of these findings
supported including a measure of perceived uncertainty, when designing the Phase Two
survey instrument.
Project size, project type and project complexity

Interviewees described project characteristics in terms of project size, project type and project
complexity. Analysis of interviews supported that project complexity, rather than the size or
type of project, drove the design of CBS. Interviewees concurred that project complexity
could occur in projects of different sizes and types and interviewees believed it varied
randomly in new projects being evaluated. This analysis also supported omission of project
type or project size measures from Phase Two, that is, the quantitative survey.
Industry types

Preliminary evidence supported that both the sophistication and number of CBS employed by
firms may differ between GICS industry types. This preliminary evidence supported limiting
respondents to non-financial firms and incorporating a GICS industry measure when
designing the Phase Two survey instrument.
Firm Size:

Preliminary evidence supported that larger firms may employ more formal and sophisticated
CBS than smaller firms. These findings supported controlling for firm-size when designing
the Phase Two survey instrument.
5.5.2 Laying the foundations for research questions 2 and 3

Based on this preliminary evidence, the foundations for addressing research questions 2 and 3
were laid in this chapter. Research question 2 was established to address differences in use of
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sophisticated CBS between Australia and Indonesia. This research question consisted of four
sub-parts as follows:
RQ2 (a) Is there a significant difference in the use of sophisticated CBT between Indonesia
and Australia?
RQ2 (b) Is there a significant difference in the use of sophisticated RMT between Indonesia
and Australia?
RQ2 (c) Is there a significant difference in the use of sophisticated CBP between Indonesia
and Australia?
RQ2 (d) Is there a significant difference in the use of sophisticated NFI between Indonesia
and Australia?
Research question 3 then addressed the relationship between NC, CBS and FFP as follows:
RQ3: What is the relationship between NC, CBS and FFP.
The next chapter presents findings from the Phase Two quantitative survey instrument in
order to address these research questions.
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6.1 Overview

The objective of this chapter is to present findings addressing research questions 2 and 3. A
quantitative research design was used for addressing both research questions. In the previous
chapter research question one was addressed and the foundation for addressing research
questions 2 and 3 was provided. Subsequently hypotheses 2 and 3 were developed, explained
and presented in section 3.5 on page 149. This chapter follows on by presenting the findings
to test hypotheses 2 and 3. The research questions and related hypotheses to be addressed in
this chapter are presented below:
Research Question

Hypotheses

RQ2 (a) Is there a significant difference in the H2 (a): Indonesian firms will use more
use of sophisticated CBT between Indonesia and sophisticated CBT than Australian firms due to
Australia?
NC differences.
RQ2 (b) Is there a significant difference in the H2 (b): Indonesian firms will use more
use of sophisticated RMT between Indonesia and sophisticated RMT than Australian firms due to
Australia?
NC differences.
RQ2 (c) Is there a significant difference in the H2 (c): Indonesian firms will use more
use of sophisticated CBP between Indonesia and sophisticated CBP than Australian firms due to
Australia?
NC differences.
RQ2 (d) Is there a significant difference in the H2 (d): Indonesian firms will use more
use of sophisticated NFI between Indonesia and sophisticated NFI than Australian firms due to
Australia?
NC differences.
RQ3: What is the relationship between NC, CBS H3 (a): An interaction between NC and use of
and FFP?
sophisticated CBT will result in higher FFP
H3 (b): An interaction between NC and use of
sophisticated RMT will result in higher FFP
H3 (c): An interaction between NC and use of
sophisticated CBP will result in higher FFP
H3 (d): An interaction between NC and use of
sophisticated NFI will result in higher FFP

In section 6.2, descriptive information on the survey is provided. In section 6.3, data analysis
used to test hypotheses two and three is presented. In section 6.4 conclusions are provided.
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6.2 Descriptive information

In this section descriptive information on the survey is provided in three broad areas:
response rates and non-response bias; demographic information about respondents; and
descriptive statistics on the variables under study.

6.2.1 Response rates and non-response bias
There were two sampling frames: listed non-financial firms in Australia and listed nonfinancial firms in Indonesia. Non-financial firms were from six global industry classification
standard (GICS) sectors including consumer staples and discretionary, industrials,
information technology, telecommunications, and health care. The total number of listed nonfinancial firms for the Australian and Indonesian sampling frames was 644 and 255
respectively. The sample size was fixed at 100 given the resources available. It was divided
equally between Indonesia and Australia. Accordingly 50 firms each, out of the sampling
frame from Indonesia and another 50 from out of the sampling from for Australia was
selected at random using random number tables online. A sample was randomly selected
using random number tables available online and sent to finance managers in 50 listed firms
in both the Australian and Indonesian sampling frames. Only one finance manager from each
firm was permitted to respond to the survey.
A total of 56 responses (56% response rate) were received, 34 (68% response rate) from
Australia and 22 (44% response rate) from Indonesia. Three responses were discarded as
unusable due to incompleteness leaving a total of 53 usable responses overall (53% response
rate). This is comparable to an average reported response rate of 55% for survey studies in
management accounting (Van Der Stede et al., 2005).
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Non-response bias was tested by comparing early and late respondents using a two tailed ttest. Late respondents did not submit the survey by a cut-off date and were sent a reminder
notice to complete the survey. The results of the two tailed t-test are presented in Table 6.1.
Comparisons were made for Degree of Capital Budgeting System Sophistication (DCBSS),
perceived environmental uncertainty (PEU) and return on assets (ROA). There were no
significant differences between early and late respondents. Overall these results along with
the satisfactory response rate, confirms the absence of significant non-response bias.
Table 6.1 Analysis of non-response bias
Construct

Early respondents Late respondents
(N = 29)
(N = 24)
DCBSS
141.1
145.6
PEU
3.3
3.2
ROA
2.3
6.9
Source: prepared by author

t-value
-0.383
1.200
-1.089

P
0.703
0.236
0.281

In the next section demographic information about respondents is discussed

6.2.2 Demographic information about respondents
Demographic information was collected about respondents including: capital budgeting
experience; education completed; country of birth; country educated; religion and gender.
Demographic information differed between the two samples in several respects. This
information is displayed in figures 6.1 through 6.6. Chi-square test on association between
these demographic variables and the nation variable was conducted in order to assess whether
there were any significant differences between Indonesian and Australian respondents. An
assumption for the Chi-square test requires frequencies of at least five responses in at least
80% of cells. As can be seen in tables 6.2, 6.4, 6.6, 6.8, 6.10 and 6.12, the frequency of
responses assumption was not met, so the Fisher exact test was reported instead.
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Figure 6.1 Distribution of respondents based on capital budgeting experience
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As can be seen from Figure 6.1, all finance managers were experienced in making capital
budgeting decisions. The proportions in the Australian and Indonesian cells for capital
budgeting experience are statistically different (χ2 (4) = 15.708, ρ = 0.002). As can be seen
from table 6.2, the statistically significant differences were identified for both 6-10 years and
21 years or more experience. As can be seen in Table 6.3 based on the odds ratio, the odds of
Australian managers having six or more years’ capital budgeting experience were 3.4 times
higher than Indonesian managers. The odds of Australian managers having more than 11 or
more years of experience were 11.5 times higher than Indonesian finance managers.
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Table 6.2 Capital budgeting experience in Indonesian and Australian samples
Range of capital budgeting experience
Australia
Less than one year
0
1 to 5 years
7
6 to 10 years
4*
11 to 20 years
11
21 years or more
9*
* Statistically significant differences identified in Chi-square cross-tabs

Indonesia
1
10
8*
3
0*

Source: prepared by author
Table 6.3 Odds of having more than 5 or 10 years capital budgeting experience.
Capital budgeting
Experience

Australia

Odds ≥ 6 years
24/7 = 3.42
Odds ≥ 11 years
20/11 = 1.82
Source: prepared by author

Indonesia

Odd of Australian/Indonesian
managers with more
experience
11/11 = 1
3.42/1 = 3.4 times
3/19 = 0.16
1.82/0.16 = 11.5 times

The academic qualification attained by respondents is displayed in figure 6.2. All but two
finance managers completed at least a bachelors’ degree. The proportions in the Australian
and Indonesian cells are statistically different for academic qualifications (χ2 (5) = 11.990, ρ
= 0.015). As can be seen from table 6.4, significant differences were identified for both
honours degrees and graduate diplomas. As displayed in Table 6.5 based on the odds ratio,
the odds of managers completing at least a graduate diploma or honours degree was 2.1 times
more likely if the finance managers were working in an Australian firm. The odds of
respondents completing a master degree were equally likely if managers were working in an
Australian or Indonesian firm.
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Figure 6.2 Highest level of education attained
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Table 6.4 Distribution of respondents by highest level of qualification
Highest level of qualification
Australia
High school
1
Technical college
1
Bachelor degree
9
Honours degree
2
Graduate diploma
9*
Master degree
8*
* Statistically significant differences identified in Chi-square cross-tabs

Indonesia
0
0
12
4
0*
6*

Source: prepared by author
Table 6.5 Odds of having higher qualifications.
Higher qualifications

Australia

Odds ≥ honours or
19/11 = 1.73
Graduate diploma
Odds ≥ Masters
8/22 = 0.36
Source: prepared by author

Indonesia

Odd of Australian/Indonesian
manager with higher
qualifications
10/12 = 0.83
1.73/0.83 = 2.1 times
6/16 = 0.38
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0.36/0.38 = equally likely

Figure 6.3 displays respondents’ country of birth. The proportions in the Australian and
Indonesian cells are statistically different for country of birth (χ2 (2) = 57.618, ρ = 0.000). As
can be seen from table 6.6 significant differences were identified for all three categories. No
Australians were born in Indonesia and no Indonesians were born in Australia. As shown in
Table 6.7 based on the odds ratio, the odds of respondents being born overseas was 8.6 times
more likely if respondents were Australian.
Figure 6.3 Country of birth
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Source: prepared by author
Table 6.6 Indonesian and Australian respondents’ country of birth
Country of birth
Australian firm
Indonesian Firm
Australia
22*
0*
Indonesia
0*
21*
Other
9*
1*
* Statistically significant differences identified in Chi-square cross-tabs
Source: prepared by author
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Table 6.7 Odds of Australian and Indonesian respondents born overseas.
Country of birth

Australia

Indonesia

Odd of Australian/Indonesian
manager born overseas
1/21 = 0.05
0.41/0.05 = 8.6 times

Odds
being
born
9/22 = 0.41
overseas
Source: prepared by author

Figure 6.4 displays respondents by country of education. The proportions in the Australian
and Indonesian cells are statistically different for country of education (χ2 (2) = 59.492, ρ =
0.000). As displayed in Table 6.8 significant differences were identified for Australian and
Indonesian categories, but not for the other country category. No Australian/Indonesian
respondents were educated in Indonesia/Australia respectively. As shown in Table 6.9, based
on the odds ratio, the odds of respondents being educated overseas was 3.1 times more likely
for Australian respondents.
Figure 6.4 Country of education
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Source: prepared by author
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Table 6.8 Indonesian and Australian respondent country of education
Country of education
Australian firm
Indonesian Firm
Australia
27*
0*
Indonesia
0*
21*
Other
4
1
* Statistically significant differences identified in Chi-square cross-tabs
Source: prepared by author
Table 6.9 Odds of Australian and Indonesian respondent educated overseas.
Educated overseas

Australia

Odds being educated
4/27 = 0.15
overseas
Source: prepared by author

Indonesia

Odd of Australian/Indonesian
manager educated overseas
1/21 = 0.05
0.15/0.05 = 3.1 times

Figure 6.5 displays religion followed by respondents. The proportions in the Australian and
Indonesian cells are statistically different for religion (χ2 (5) = 11.990, ρ = 0.015). As shown
in Table 6.10, significant differences identified for both Muslim and not religious categories.
As displayed in Table 6.11, based on the odds ratio, the odds of respondents being Muslim
was 9.4 times more likely if the respondent was Indonesian. Additionally, 100% of
Indonesians were religious compared to only 58% of Australian respondents.
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Figure 6.5 Religion followed by respondents
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Table 6.10 Indonesian and Australian respondents’ religion
Religion
Australia
Indonesia
Christian
12
12
Buddhist
0
1
Muslim
2*
9*
Hindu
2
0
Other
1
0
Not religious
12*
0*
* Statistically significant differences identified in Chi-square cross-tabs

Total
24
1
11
2
1
12

Source: prepared by author
Table 6.11 Odds of Australian and Indonesian respondents’ religion.
Religion

Australia

Odds being Muslim
2/27 = 0.07
Source: prepared by author

Indonesia

Odd of Indonesian/Australian
manager following religion
9/13 = 0.69
0.07/0.69 = 9.4 times
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Figure 6.6 Gender of respondents
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Figure 6.6 displays respondent gender. The proportions in the Australian and Indonesian cells
are not statistically different for gender (χ2 (1) = 0.556, ρ = 0.456). Table 6.12 illustrates that
there were no significant differences in either gender category. As displayed in Table 6.13
based on the odds ratio, the odds of respondents being Female were 1.9 times more likely if
they were Australian.
Table 6.12 Indonesian and Australian respondents’ gender
Gender
Australia
Male
26
Female
5
* Statistically significant differences identified in Chi-square cross-tabs
Source: prepared by author
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Indonesia
20
2

Table 6.13 Odds of Australian and Indonesian respondent gender
Gender
Odds being Female
Source: prepared by author

Australia
5/26 = 0.19

Indonesia

Odd of Australian/Indonesian
manager being female
2/20 = 0.10
0.19/0.10 = 1.9 times

In the next section, descriptive information about the variables in this study is described.

6.2.3 Descriptive statistics on variables under study
A summary of descriptive information on industry groups represented in the sample is
displayed in Table 6.14. A summary of descriptive statistics on continuous variables studied
in the survey is presented in table 6.15, followed by discussion of each variable under study.
Table 6.14 Number of non-financial firms from each industry group represented in the
sample
Australia
Consumer discretionary (CONDIS)
Consumer staples (CONSTA)
Health (HEALTH)
Industrials (INDUS)
Telecommunications (TELECOM)
Information Technology (IT)
Total non-financial firms
Source: prepared by author

Indonesia
8
3
6
9
0
5
31

9
2
0
8
3
0
22

Total
17
5
6
17
3
5
53

Categorical variables

There are two categorical variables in the study as stated in section 4.4.2 on page 188.
Descriptive statistics on the categorical variables is stated below:
Industry Groups
As depicted in Table 6.14 above, non-financial firms from six GICS industry groups were
represented in the survey. Industry groups included CONDIS (Consumer discretionary),
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CONSTA (Consumer staples), HEALTH (Health care and biotechnology), INDUS
(Industrials), TELECOM (Telecommunications) and IT (Information technology). Firms
represented in each industry group were recorded as one and other firms not represented by
the industry group recorded as zero.
Nation
“Nation” is a dichotomous independent variable in the study. A score of zero represents an
Australian firm and a score of 1 represents an Indonesian firm.
Continuous variables

Descriptive statistics of the continuous variables used in the model is presented below:
Table 6.15 Descriptive statistics on continuous variables
Variable

N

Mean

St. Dev

Min

Max

DCBSS

53

143.13

42.03

68.00

230.00

PEU

53

3.23

0.43

2.00

4.10

LOGSIZE

53

11.47

2.32

6.42

17.07

ROA

53

4.34%

15.53%

-55.3%

42.1%

Source: prepared by author
Degree of capital budgeting systems sophistication (DCBSS)
DCBSS reflects the sophistication of capital budgeting systems (CBS) employed by firms.
CBS incorporate capital budgeting techniques (CBT), risk management techniques (RMT),
capital budgeting procedures (CBP) and non-financial information (NFI). DCBSS score
reflects the perceived importance of CBS items, the incidence of CBS items used and level of
theoretical sophistication of CBS used by firms. The minimum DCBSS score was 68 and the
maximum CBS score was 230. The mean DCBSS was 143 with a standard deviation of 42.
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Perceived environmental uncertainty (PEU)
PEU measures the perceived level of uncertainty faced by a firm. PEU measures uncertainty
from several sources including: environment, industry, competitors’ actions, customer
preferences, new-scientific discoveries in the industry, regulatory and economic factors. The
PEU measure has a theoretical range of between 1 and 5. The mean value of PEU reported
was 3.23 with a standard deviation of 0.43. The minimum value reported was 2 and the
maximum value was 4.1
LOGSIZE
LOGSIZE was measured using the natural logarithm of market capitalisation. Market
capitalisation is a measure of firm size. This variable was measured by multiplying the share
price by the total number of shares as at the end of the financial year. The log value of market
capitalisation was taken in order to normalise the data. The minimum log value of market
capitalisation was 6.42 and the maximum value was 17.07. The mean log value of market
capitalisation was 11.47 with a standard deviation of 2.32.
Return on assets (ROA)
ROA is a measure of firm financial performance (FFP). ROA is measured by dividing
earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) by average total assets. The minimum value for
ROA was -55.3% and the maximum value was 42.1%. The average ROA was 4.34% with a
standard deviation of 15.53%.
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6.3 Data analysis to test hypotheses
As indicated in Chapter 3, there were two sets of hypotheses to be tested. The hypotheses and
a summary of univariate and multivariate tested used are summarised below:
Hypotheses

Method of testing
Univariate

Multivariate

H2 (a): Indonesian firms will use more sophisticated CBT
than Australian firms due to NC differences.

Independent
samples t-test

Multiple
regression

H2 (b): Indonesian firms will use more sophisticated RMT
than Australian firms due to NC differences.

Independent
samples t-test

Multiple
regression

H2 (c): Indonesian firms will use more sophisticated CBP
than Australian firms due to NC differences.

Independent
samples t-test

Multiple
regression

H2 (d): Indonesian firms will use more sophisticated NFI
than Australian firms due to NC differences.

Independent
samples t-test

Multiple
regression

H3 (a): An interaction between NC and use of sophisticated
CBT will result in higher FFP
H3 (b): An interaction between NC and use of sophisticated
RMT will result in higher FFP
H3 (c): An interaction between NC and use of sophisticated
CBP will result in higher FFP
H3 (d): An interaction between NC and use of sophisticated
NFI will result in higher FFP

Multiple
regression

Hypotheses 2(a), 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d) were tested using both univariate and multivariate
analyses. Hypothesis 3(a), 3(b), 3(c) and 3(d) were tested using multivariate analyses.
Analysis of results is discussed in the following sections.

6.3.1 Differences in sophisticated capital budgeting systems between
Indonesia and Australia
Both univariate and multivariate analyses of differences in sophisticated capital budgeting
systems used in Australia and Indonesia were conducted. Univariate analyses consisted of
independent samples t-tests, while the multivariate analyses were conducted using multiple
regressions
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Univariate analysis
Independent samples t-tests were conducted for four categories of CBS specified in
hypothesis 2, including CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI. Skewness was evident for CBT and RMT
categories of CBS, so bootstrapping was used to generate robust confidence intervals for the
different means (Field, 2013). Bootstrapping is commonly used in management accounting
research to cater for violations in normality (Jansen et al., 2009; Widener, 2007). Results are
reported based on bootstrapped estimates and presented in Table 6.16 below.
Table 6.16 Sophisticated CBS scores for Australia and Indonesia – independent samples
t-tests of differences in four categories of CBS
Capital budgeting
Australia Indonesia t-statistic
ρ–value
system category
(2 tailed)
DCBSS score for CBT
19.80
27.41
-2.879 ρ = 0.007***
DCBSS score for RMT
18.90
33.64
-5.566 ρ < 0.001***
DCBSS score for CBP
59.55
73.55
-2.697 ρ = 0.009***
DCBSS score for NFI
26.55
35.05
-3.955 ρ < 0.001***
Note: *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels respectively
Source: prepared by author

Cohen’s
d
0.78
1.51
0.72
1.03

Using independent sample t-test, statistical tests for differences on all four categories of CBS
between Australia and Indonesia were statistically significant. For the CBT category of CBS,
on average, Indonesian finance managers scored higher on the DCBSS (M = 27.41, SE =
1.92), than Australian finance managers (M = 19.8, SE = 1.77). This difference, -7.61, BCa
95% CI [-12.892, -2.145] was significant t (51) = -2.88, ρ = 0.007 and represented a medium
sized effect, d = 0.78 (Field, 2013).
For the RMT category of CBS, on average Indonesian finance managers scored higher on the
DCBSS (M = 33.64, SE = 1.94), than Australian finance managers (M = 18.9, SE = 1.75).
This difference, -14.73, BCa 95% CI [-19.938, -9.616] was significant t (51) = -5.56, ρ <
0.001 and represented a large sized effect, d = 1.51 (Field, 2013).
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For the CBP category of CBS, on average Indonesian finance managers scored higher on the
DCBSS (M = 73.55, SE = 3.66), than Australian finance managers (M = 59.55, SE = 3.51).
This difference, -14.00, BCa 95% CI [-23.618, -3.860] was also significant t (51) = -2.697, ρ
= 0.007 and represented a medium sized effect, d = 0.72.
Finally for the NFI category of CBS, on average Indonesian finance managers scored higher
on the DCBSS (M = 35.05, SE = 1.47), than Australian finance managers (M = 26.55, SE =
1.48). This difference, -8.50, BCa 95% CI [-12.569, -4.303] was significant t (51) = -3.955, ρ
< 0.001 and represented a large sized effect, d = 1.03 (Field, 2013). Next the results from
multivariate analysis are discussed.
Multivariate results
Multivariate analysis to test hypotheses 2(a), 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d) was conducted using
multiple-regression. The following multiple regression model was run four times and the
dependent variable was manipulated where DCBSS include only one of the four categories of
CBS including CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI:
1. DCBSS (CBT) = ∝ + 𝛽1𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝛽2𝐿𝑂𝐺𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 + 𝛽3𝑃𝐸𝑈 + 𝜀
2. DCBSS (RMT) = ∝ + 𝛽1𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝛽2𝐿𝑂𝐺𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 + 𝛽3𝑃𝐸𝑈 + 𝜀
3. DCBSS (CBP) = ∝ + 𝛽1𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝛽2𝐿𝑂𝐺𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 + 𝛽3𝑃𝐸𝑈 + 𝜀
4. DCBSS (NFI) = ∝ + 𝛽1𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝛽2𝐿𝑂𝐺𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 + 𝛽3𝑃𝐸𝑈 + 𝜀
An important consideration for conducting multiple-regression is to consider the number of
predictors in relation to the sample size required to find a significant effect. Rules of thumb
suggest around 10 cases per predictor in the regression model, though in practice the required
sample size determination is more complex than this and depends on the size of the effect the
researcher is attempting to find and the amount of power deployed to find the effect (Field,
2013). The overall sample size was only 53 with Indonesian and Australian subsamples of 22
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and 31 respectively. As such only three predictor variables were included in the model to
improve the ability to find a significant effect. NATION was the primary predictor variable
of interest, so it was retained in the model. The LOGSIZE and PEU variables were also
retained in the model as prior studies had found firm size and environmental uncertainty
impact on CBS. Industry dummy variables were not included in the model due to sample size
considerations and mixed findings for these variables in previous studies (Veerbeeten, 2006;
Ho & Pike, 1998).
Before running multiple-regression to test hypothesis 2(a), 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d), tests for
multicollinearity, independence, heteroscedasticity and normality were conducted. The
correlation matrix presented in table 6.17 was scanned in order to detect whether any
predictor variables were highly correlated. All correlations were below 0.8 and were no threat
to interpretation of regression results (Field, 2013). Variance inflation factors (VIF) were also
analysed to determine: if any were above ten; if the average VIF was substantially different
from one; or the tolerance was below 0.2. As can be seen in Table 6.18, multicollinearity was
not a threat to results (Hair, 1998).
Table 6.17 Correlation matrix
CBT
RMT
CBP
NFI
LOGSIZE
PEU
NATION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1.00
1
0.525*** 1.00
2
0.564*** 0.533*** 1.00
3
0.656*** 0.548*** 0.626*** 1.00
4
0.290** 0.120
0.173
0.113
1.00
5
0.259** 0.194*
0.137
0.397*** 0.195*
1.00
6
0.392*** 0.615*** 0.353*** 0.485*** 0.330***
0.332*** 1.00
7
Note: *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels respectively
Source: prepared by author
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Table 6.18 Variance inflation factor output
VIF

Tolerance
1.133
1.127
1.216
1.158

LOGSIZE
PEU
NATION
Average VIF
Source: prepared by author

0.882
0.888
0.822

Table 6.19 Durbin-Watson statistics
Australia

Indonesia
1.558
1.528
2.536
2.373

CBT
RMT
CBP
NFI
Source: prepared by author

1.862
1.877
1.911
2.124

Independence of residuals was assessed using the Durbin Watson statistic. The reported
values for this statistic are displayed in Table 6.19 above. All values were close to 2, so there
were no threats to this assumption. Histograms and normal probability plots were also viewed
to test normality. As there was some evidence of violations in normality it was decided to use
robust methods to analyse the data and bootstrap confidence intervals and significance values
were reported consistent with prior research in management accounting (Jansen et al., 2009;
Widener 2007).
6.3.1.1 Differences in sophisticated capital budgeting techniques between Indonesia and
Australia

As previously described in the methodology chapter, national culture was measured using a
dichotomous variable NATION (Australia = 0; Indonesia = 1) and sophisticated CBT was
measured using the DCBSS variable with only CBT items included. Results from
multivariate tests on differences in sophisticated CBT in Australia and Indonesia due to
national culture support conclusions from t-tests that use of sophisticated CBT is higher in
Indonesia than Australia. These results are displayed in table 6.20 below. As can be seen
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from panel C, NATION is significant and positive at the 5% level. Based on these results, H2
(a) is supported. This suggests that Indonesian firms used and placed greater importance on
sophisticated CBT than Australian firms in making project investment decisions.
Table 6.20 Multiple-regression analysis for CBT category of sophisticated capital
budgeting systems in Australia and Indonesia
Panel A: Australia
Β

BCa 95% confidence interval
Sig (2-tailed)
Lower
Upper

Std
error
Constant
-11.47
14.22 0.414
-35.32
21.38
LOGSIZE
2.73
0.55 0.000***
1.67
3.76
PEU
0.40
3.34 0.888
-7.29
6.10
Note N = 31, R2 = 35.5%, F = 7.703 ρ = 0.002***
Panel B: Indonesia
Constant
17.91 13.00
0.148
-10.22
44.78
LOGSIZE
-1.86 0.66
0.008***
-3.24
-0.18
PEU
9.59 2.67
0.001***
3.93
14.35
Note N = 22, R2 = 32.4%, F = 4.558 ρ = 0.024**
Panel C: Overall
Constant
1.55
11.56 0.906
-20.68
24.63
NATION
6.07
2.91 0.044**
0.18
11.62
LOGSIZE
0.74
0.60 0.233
-0.52
1.95
PEU
3.12
3.23 0.284
-2.80
8.86
2
Note N = 53, R = 19.8%, F = 4.028 ρ = 0.012**
Note: 2 tailed significance at * ρ = 0.1; ** ρ = 0.05; and *** ρ = 0.01
Variables: CBT (DCBSS score for capital budgeting techniques); NATION (0=Australia,
1=Indonesia); LOGSIZE (log of market capitalisation); PEU (perceived environmental
uncertainty)
Source: prepared by author
The effect of the control variables on sophisticated CBT was mixed. The use of sophisticated
CBT was greater when firms were larger in the Australian sample as expected (ρ < 0.01), but
interestingly the opposite was found for the Indonesian sample. For the Indonesian sample
there was greater use of sophisticated CBT when firms were smaller (ρ < 0.01). Further, for
the Indonesian sample there was greater use of sophisticated CBT when PEU was higher (ρ <
0.01), but PEU was not significant for the Australian sample. Overall model strength as
measured by the significance of the F-statistic was significant for Australian sample (ρ =
0.002), Indonesian sample (ρ = 0.024) and the overall model (ρ = 0.012).
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6.3.1.2 Differences in sophisticated risk management techniques between Indonesia and
Australia

Sophisticated RMT was measured using the DCBSS variable with only RMT items included.
Results from multivariate tests on differences in sophisticated RMT in Australia and
Indonesia due to national culture support conclusions from univariate analysis that use of
sophisticated RMT is higher in Indonesia than Australia. These results are displayed in table
6.21 below. As can be seen from panel C, NATION is significant and positive at the 1%
level. Based on these results H 2(b) is supported. This suggests that Indonesian firms used
and placed more importance on sophisticated RMT than Australian firms in making project
investment decisions.
The impact of control variables on sophisticated RMT was mostly not significant. LOGSIZE
was not significant in models for both country and overall samples. For the Indonesian
sample PEU was significant at the 5% level. For this sample when PEU was higher,
sophisticated RMT was also higher. PEU was not significant for the Australian sample and
for the overall model. Overall model strength as measured by the significance of the Fstatistic was not significant for the Australian sample (ρ = 0.603), but was significant for the
Indonesian sample at the 10% level and for the overall model at the 1% level.
Table 6.21 Multiple-regression analysis for RMT category of sophisticated capital
budgeting systems in Australia and Indonesia
Panel A: Australia
Β

Std
Sig (2-tailed)
error
Constant
30.24
12.81 0.018**
LOGSIZE
0.15
0.82 0.849
PEU
-4.14
3.31 0.174
2
Note N = 31, R = 3.5%, F = 0.514 ρ = 0.603
Panel B: Indonesia
Constant
19.44
14.11 0.15
LOGSIZE
-1.40
0.90 0.14
PEU
9.28
4.35 0.04**
2
Note N = 22, R = 22.7%, F = 2.793 ρ = 0.086*
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BCa 95% confidence interval
Lower
Upper
4.41
-1.28
-10.69

57.93
1.89
1.70

-7.24
-2.88
-0.10

44.42
0.62
17.50

Panel C: Overall
Constant
23.68
9.24 0.006***
4.58
42.46
NATION
15.43
2.82 0.000***
9.99
20.36
LOGSIZE
-0.48
0.62 0.433
-1.57
0.88
PEU
0.13
2.83 0.965
-5.33
5.76
Note N = 53, R2 = 38.6%, F = 10.250 ρ = 0.000***
Note: 2 tailed significance at * ρ = 0.1; ** ρ = 0.05; and *** ρ = 0.01
Variables: RMT (DCBSS score for risk management techniques); NATION (0=Australia,
1=Indonesia); LOGSIZE (log of market capitalisation); PEU (perceived environmental
uncertainty)
Source: prepared by author
Next discussion will cover multivariate analysis of differences in sophisticated CBP.
6.3.1.3 Differences in sophisticated capital budgeting procedures between Indonesia and
Australia

Sophisticated CBP was measured using the DCBSS variable with only CBP items included.
Results from multivariate tests on differences in sophisticated CBP in Australia and Indonesia
due to national culture support conclusions from univariate analysis that use of sophisticated
CBP is higher in Indonesia than Australia. These results are displayed in Table 6.22 below.
As can be seen from panel C, NATION is significant and positive at the 5% level. Based on
these results H 2 (c) is supported. This suggests Indonesian firms used and placed more
importance on sophisticated CBP than Australian firms in making project investment
decisions.
Table 6.22 Multiple-regression analysis for CBP category of sophisticated capital
budgeting systems in Australia and Indonesia
Panel A: Australia
Β

BCa 95% confidence interval
Sig (2-tailed)
Lower
Upper

Std
error
Constant
60.79
28.96 0.049**
LOGSIZE
2.80
1.22 0.020**
PEU
-10.14
8.26 0.223
2
Note N = 31, R = 13.7%, F = 2.229 ρ = 0.126
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-1.21
-0.07
-26.19

107.93
5.53
8.71

Panel B: Indonesia
Constant
22.73
33.69 0.510
-48.72
90.19
LOGSIZE
-2.70
1,36 0.053*
-5.32
0.08
PEU
24.80
7.80 0.006***
8.48
38.78
2
Note N = 22, R = 35.7%, F = 5.278 ρ = 0.015**
Panel C: Overall
Constant
51.03
26.03 0.065*
-2.07
98.23
NATION
12.94
5.63 0.025**
1.16
24.47
LOGSIZE
0.52
1.07 0.618
-1.79
2.93
PEU
0.92
7.34 0.900
-13.13
16.19
Note N = 53, R2 = 12.9%, F = 2.414 ρ = 0.078*
Note: 2 tailed significance at * ρ = 0.1; ** ρ = 0.05; and *** ρ = 0.01
Variables: CBP (DCBSS score for capital budgeting procedures); NATION (0=Australia,
1=Indonesia); LOGSIZE (log of market capitalisation); PEU (perceived environmental
uncertainty)
Source: prepared by author
The impact of control variables on sophisticated CBP was mixed. Size was significant in
models for both country samples and but not significant overall. For the Australian sample,
LOGSIZE was significant at the 5% level. For this sample it was found that, larger firms used
more sophisticated CBP. The coefficient for LOGSIZE is also significant in the Indonesian
sample at the 10% level, but interestingly with an opposite sign. The result suggests that for
the Indonesian sample when firms were larger, less sophisticated CBP were employed. PEU
was not significant for the Australian sample or overall model, but was significant for the
Indonesian model at the 1% level. This suggests that for Indonesian firms, more sophisticated
CBP were employed when PEU was higher. Overall model strength as measured by the
significance of the F-statistic was not significant for the Australian sample (ρ = 0.126), but
was significant for the Indonesian sample at the 5% level and also significant for the overall
model at the 10% level. In the next section multivariate analysis for differences in
sophisticated NFI due to national culture is discussed.
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6.3.1.4 Differences in sophisticated non-financial information between Indonesia and
Australia

Sophisticated NFI was measured using the DCBSS variable with only NFI items included.
Results from multivariate tests on differences in sophisticated NFI in Australia and Indonesia
due to national culture support conclusions from univariate analysis that the use of
sophisticated NFI is higher in Indonesia than Australia. These results are displayed in table
6.23 below.
Table 6.23 Multiple-regression analysis for NFI category of sophisticated capital
budgeting systems in Australia and Indonesia
Panel A: Australia

BCa 95% confidence interval
Std error Sig (2-tailed)
Lower
Upper
Constant
9.36
11.83 0.403
-10.58
42.09
LOGSIZE
0.27
0.57 0.628
-0.75
1.38
PEU
4.58
3.39 0.168
-2.81
9.37
Note N = 31, R2 = 6.8%, F = 1.017 ρ = 0.375
Panel B: Indonesia
Constant
21.17
14.43 0.161
-6.91
46.46
LOGSIZE
-1.06
0.53 0.046**
-1.95
0.15
PEU
7.94
3.65 0.040**
0.63
15.01
Note N = 22, R2 = 26.2%, F = 3.364 ρ = 0.056*
Panel C: Overall
Constant
12.37
8.53 0.156
-2.07
30.57
NATION
7.40
2.24 0.003***
3.04
11.61
LOGSIZE
-0.30
0.38 0.426
-1.01
0.45
PEU
5.60
2.44 0.022**
0.36
9.79
2
Note N = 53, R =30.5 %, F = 7.177 ρ < 0.001***
Note: 2 tailed significance at * ρ = 0.1; ** ρ = 0.05; and *** ρ = 0.01
Variables: NFI (DCBSS score for non-financial information); NATION (0=Australia,
1=Indonesia); LOGSIZE (log of market capitalisation); PEU (perceived environmental
uncertainty)
Β

Source: prepared by author
As can be seen from panel C, NATION is significant and positive at the 1% level. Based on
these results H 2(d) is supported. This suggests that Indonesian firms used and placed more
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importance on sophisticated NFI than Australian firms in making project investment
decisions.
The impact of control variables on sophisticated NFI was mixed. The effects of both
LOGSIZE and PEU on sophisticated NFI were not significant in Australian model, but both
were significant in the Indonesian model. For the Indonesian model, interestingly smaller
firms used more sophisticated NFI. This finding was significant at the 5% level. PEU was
also significant for the Indonesian and the overall model at the 5% level. Firms facing higher
PEU in the Indonesian and Australia together were more likely to use sophisticated NFI.
Overall model strength as measured by the significance of the F-statistic was not significant
for the Australian sample (ρ = 0.375), but was significant for the Indonesian sample at the
10% level and also significant for the overall model at the 1% level. In the next section
discussion will focus on the relationship between sophisticated CBS and FFP.

6.3.2 Relationships between national culture, sophisticated capital
budgeting systems and firm financial performance
Multivariate analysis to test hypotheses 3 (a), 3 (b), 3 (c) and 3 (d) were conducted using
multiple-regression. The dependent variable in the multiple regression models was firm
financial performance (FFP). FFP was measured using return on investment (ROI)..
Table 6.24 Variance inflation factor output
VIF

Tolerance
2.132
2.177
1.950
2.687
1.284
1.287
1.975
1.927

CBT
RMT
CBP
NFI
LOGSIZE
PEU
NATION
Average VIF
Source: prepared by author
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0.469
0.459
0.513
0.372
0.779
0.777
0.506

Tests for multicollinearity, independence, heteroscedasticity and normality were conducted
prior to conducting multiple regression analysis. As reported in table 6.17 multicollinearity
was not a threat given that all bivariate correlations reported were below 0.8 (Field, 2013).
Further confidence in these findings was provided by verifying all VIF which were below ten
and tolerance which were all higher than 0.2. VIF scores are reported in Table 6.24.
Independence of residuals was assessed using the Durbin Watson (DW) statistic. The
reported values for the DW statistic are displayed in Table 6.25 below. All values were close
to 2, so there were no threats to this assumption. Histograms and normal probability plots of
residuals identified that assumptions of normality were not met, so robust standard errors and
confidence intervals are reported instead (Jansen et al., 2009; Widener, 2007).
Table 6.25 Durbin-Watson statistics
Australia

Indonesia
1.596
2.397

ROI
TOBINSQ
Source: prepared by author

2.653
2.684

Before finalising the final regression model, consideration was given to determine the
number of predictors in relation to sample size required to find a significant effect. Rules of
thumb suggest that there should be around ten cases per predictor in the regression model.
The required sample size is actually more complex than this and depends on the size of the
effect the researcher is attempting to find and the amount of power deployed to find the effect
(Field, 2013). The total sample size was 53 with Indonesian and Australian subsamples being
22 and 31 respectively. It was determined that two of the predictor variables should be
eliminated from the final regression model to improve chances of finding a significant effect.
The four CBS variables (CBT, RMT, CBP & NFI) were significantly correlated at the 1%
level as identified in Table 6.17. Furthermore the control variables (PEU and LOGSIZE) and
the NATION variable exhibited lower correlations with the CBS variables. Significant
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correlation is suggestive of the variables measuring similar constructs. All categories of CBS
were used in making project investment decisions. Recall from the exploratory interviews
presented in Chapter 5 that both CBT and RMT are incorporated into the financial analysis of
the business case. Preparing the business case is incorporated into the CBP variable. Due to
the commonality between CBT, RMT and CBP variables the CBT and RMT variables were
eliminated from the final regression model and CBP and NFI variables were retained. As a
consequence only hypotheses 3 (c) and 3 (d) were addressed.
The regression model used to test hypotheses 3(c) and 3(d) is listed below. Hypotheses 3 (a)
and 3(b) were not tested as explained in the above discussion.
Regression model for hypotheses 3 (c) and 3 (d)
FFP = ∝ + 𝛽1 𝐶𝐵𝑃 + 𝛽2 𝑁𝐹𝐼 + 𝛽3 𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝛽4 𝐿𝑂𝐺𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 + 𝛽5 𝑃𝐸𝑈 + 𝛽6 𝐶𝐵𝑃𝑥𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 +
𝛽7 𝑁𝐹𝐼𝑥𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝜀
Hierarchical regression was used to test hypotheses 3 (c) and 3 (d). Un-centred betas are
reported for CBS and control variables in steps one, two and three to facilitate interpretation
of beta coefficients. Interaction terms were then entered into the model in the third step and
variables were centred at this point so the significance of interaction terms for
CBPxNATION and NFIxNATION could be addressed and betas for the main predictor
variables interpretable (Field, 2013).
Multiple regression analysis was undertaken to test for the relationship between the CBP and
NFI categories of sophisticated CBS, NC and FFP. The findings from multiple regression
reported using the hierarchical method are displayed in Table 6.26. As can be seen from table
6.26 the CBP and NFI categories of CBS were added to the regression model during step 1.
Significant performance effects were found for both CBP and NFI categories of sophisticated
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CBS on FFP in the overall model. Sophisticated CBP had a significant positive impact on
FFP at the 10% level, while interestingly sophisticated NFI had a significant negative impact
on FFP at the 10% level. In addition, the explained variance (R2) was 11.1% and the F-value
of the overall model was also significant (ρ = 0.053). NFI also had a significant negative
impact on FFP in the Australian model (β = -0.89, ρ = 0.043), but NFI was not significant in
the Indonesian model (β = -0.25, ρ = 0.467).
Table 6.26 Multiple-regression analysis for the relationship between categories of
DCBSS and ROI in Indonesia and Australia
Panel A: Australia
β

Std
Error

Sig
(2-tailed)

BCa 95% confidence interval
Lower
Upper

Step 1
Constant
4.81
12.85 0.705
-24.97
DCBSS score for CBP
0.34
0.21 0.124
-0.06
DCBSS score for NFI
-0.89
0.43 0.043**
-1.88
Step 2
Constant
-13.87
32.65 0.667
-74.10
DCBSS score for CBP
0.34
0.25 0.165
-0.16
DCBSS score for NFI
-0.96
0.49 0.053*
-2.02
LOGSIZE
0.87
1.69 0.620
-1.98
PEU
3.57
8.60 0.678
-12.37
Note N = 31, R2 = 16.6% for step 1 ρ = 0.079*, ΔR2 = 1.6% for step 2 ρ = 0.773
Panel B: Indonesia
Step 1
Constant
16.81
6.70 0.025**
-6.05
DCBSS score for CBP
0.01
0.17 0.956
-0.43
DCBSS score for NFI
-0.25
0.40 0.467
-0.99
Step2
Constant
-13.26
12.20 0.264
-35.83
DCBSS score for CBP
-0.06
0.17 0.683
-0.49
DCBSS score for NFI
-0.10
0.42 0.804
-1.00
LOGSIZE
1.02
0.58 0.113
-0.04
PEU
5.05
4.17 0.239
-3.04
2
2
Note N = 22, R = 7.4% for step 1 ρ = 0.773, ΔR = 27.5% for step 2 ρ = 0.050**
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33.41
0.78
-0.11
71.40
0.96
-0.09
3.22
18.00

31.59
0.22
0.92
13.42
0.21
1.16
2.10
11.58

Panel C: Overall
Step 1
Constant
2.04
9.31 0.837
-16.92
19.12
DCBSS score for CBP
0.32
0.19 0.094*
0.01
0.68
DCBSS score for NFI
-0.63
0.35 0.084*
-1.49
0.33
Step 2
Constant
6.78
8.60 0.436
-12.24
22.98
DCBSS score for CBP
0.30
0.18 0.093*
-0.01
0.65
DCBSS score for NFI
-0.88
0.38 0.021**
-1.76
-0.19
NATION
10.23
3.77 0.014**
3.51
17.26
Step 3
Constant
-12.26
18.86 0.510
-49.42
40.65
DCBSS score for CBP
0.30
0.17 0.083*
0.02
0.64
DCBSS score for NFI
-0.88
0.38 0.025**
-1.80
-0.17
NATION
8.09
3.80 0.056*
1.07
16.59
LOGSIZE
1.05
0.96 0.310
-0.82
2.76
PEU
2.73
5.11 0.591
-6.78
10.92
Step 4
Variables centred and
interaction terms included
Constant
-0.40
2.01 0.832
-4.40
3.93
DCBSS score for CBP
0.18
0.15 0.212
-0.15
0.53
DCBSS score for NFI
-0.61
0.34 0.065*
-1.31
-0.15
NATION
6.82
3.52 0.070*
0.14
14.30
LOGSIZE
0.95
1.02 0.391
-1.22
2.79
PEU
4.02
5.90 0.478
-7.52
14.78
CBPxNATION
-0.38
0.31 0.183
-0.96
0.20
NFIxNATION
0.85
0.66 0.168
-0.48
2.25
Note N = 53, R2 =11.1 %, for step 1 ρ = 0.053*, ΔR2 = 8.2% for step 2 ρ = 0.031**,
ΔR2 = 2.9% for step 3 ρ = 0.425, ΔR2 = 1.1% for step 4 ρ = 0.729
Note: 2 tailed significance at * ρ = 0.1; ** ρ = 0.05; and *** ρ = 0.01
DBCSS (degree of capital budgeting sophistication); CBP (capital budgeting procedures);
NFI (non-financial information); NATION (0=Australia & 1=Indonesia); LOGSIZE (Log of
market capitalisation); PEU (Perceived environmental uncertainty)
Source: prepared by author
In step 2, the NATION variable was added to the regression model. NATION was a
significant predictor of FFP (β = 10.23, ρ = 0.014), meaning that Indonesian firms performed
better than Australian firms during the reported period. The significant positive performance
effect for sophisticated CBP (β = 0.30, 0.093) and significant negative performance effect for
sophisticated NFI (β = -0.88, ρ = 0.021) in the overall model, remained evident after
including the NATION variable. Model strength in the overall model was also improved as
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indicated by an 8.2% increase in explained variance (ΔR2) from 11.1% to 19.3% and
significant increase in the F-ratio (ρ = 0.031).
Control variables were added to the model in step 3. Neither the LOGSIZE nor PEU control
variables added to the overall model in step 3 were found to be significant indicators of FFP.
The increase in explained variance in the overall model ΔR2 = 2.9% was not found
significantly increase the F-ratio (ρ = 0.425). The change in explained variance from adding
control variables in the Australian model also did not significantly improve model strength
(ΔR2 = 1.6%, ρ = 0.773), however Indonesian model strength was significantly improved by
adding the control variables (ΔR2 = 27.5%, ρ = 0.050).
The interaction variables (CBPxNATION, NFIxNATION) were added to the hierarchical
regression model in step 4. Neither of the interaction variables was significantly related to
FFP, so hypotheses 3 (c) and 3 (d) were not supported. The significant negative performance
effect for sophisticated NFI on FFP (β = -0.61, ρ = 0.065) remained evident after inclusion of
the interaction terms. NATION also remained significantly positively associated with FFP (β
= 6.82, ρ = 0.070) after inclusion of the interaction terms.
The next section covers discussion of the findings.

6.4 Discussion

In this section discussion of findings based on univariate and multivariate data analysis is
delineated. Discussion covers differences in categories of sophisticated CBS in Australia and
Indonesia, followed by relationships between categories of CBS, NC and FFP.
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6.4.1 Differences in categories of sophisticated capital budgeting systems

between Indonesia and Australia
Differences in sophisticated CBS in Australia and Indonesia were analysed for four
categories of sophisticated CBS including: CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI. Findings for the
hypotheses relating to these are reported in Table 6.27 below. Discussion of findings for these
categories of sophisticated CBS are considered together:
Table 6.27 Findings for hypotheses on differences in sophisticated CBS in Australia and
Indonesia due to national culture
Hypothesis

Conclusion

H2 (a): Indonesian firms will use more sophisticated CBT than Australian
firms due to NC differences.
H2 (b): Indonesian firms will use more sophisticated RMT than Australian
firms due to NC differences.
H2 (d): Indonesian firms will use more sophisticated CBP than Australian
firms due to NC differences.
H2 (d): Indonesian firms will use more sophisticated NFI than Australian
firms due to NC differences.

Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

Use of more sophisticated CBS in Indonesia than Australia, due to NC and context supports a
contingency framework. Differences in CBS are shaped by both NC and context (Carr &
Tompkins, 1998). NC and context are shaped by historical, legal, political, social and
environmental factors (Patel, 2004; Jansen et al., 2009; Heidhues & Patel, 2011).
In Chapter 2, higher environmental uncertainty was identified in contemporary Indonesian
context. Higher perceived uncertainty in Indonesia was also identified in qualitative
interviews during Phase One of this research reported in Chapter Five. Islamic rules in Sharia
discouraging transactions involving uncertainty (Hamid et al., 1993), though not binding in
Indonesia provide another salient source of difference that may impact sophisticated CBS
design when finance managers evaluate investment projects in Indonesian context. Project
investment undertaken by firms are after all substantial transactions involving uncertainty and
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a sophisticated CBS design would better be able to measure and minimise uncertainty,
improving decision-making.
The Indonesian context also highlighted importance of cooperation, collective behaviour,
nationalism, unity and social justice historically and contemporarily. Many of these
cooperative, collective and social characteristics are formally incorporated in the Indonesian
constitution through the Pancasila and were until recently required in all organisation
constitutions. These characteristics were hypothesised to impact on sophisticated CBS design
through greater teamwork in decision-making (sophisticated CBP) and consideration of NFI
outcomes for a broader range of stakeholders. An example of these views was emphasised by
an Indonesian CEO during the Phase One qualitative interviews:
…it is based on [our] basic philosophy. First it is the Indonesian way it is back to our
culture in Indonesia. Secondly is benefit. Anything that benefits more people it could
be to the advantage of more people than those in the circle of the company. Thirdly is
togetherness. This is based on being together as one unity. That’s the basic
philosophy in [our company]. This becomes the basis of most of our programs.
Everything that comes out of the company should be consistent with these
philosophies (IND8).
In contrast, environmental uncertainty in Australia was lower historically and contemporarily,
while individual rather than collective orientation in decision-making was highlighted and
shorter term orientation was identified.
In Chapter 3, these national differences between Indonesia and Australia were hypothesised
to influence use of more sophisticated categories of CBS in Indonesia than Australia for
many reasons. Sophisticated RMT and CBT provide means to fully measure project
outcomes, thereby minimising uncertainty in projects, while sophisticated CBP provide
formal project deliberations and processes often incorporating cooperation and collective
decision-making to achieve unity in evaluation and approval processes. Sophisticated NFI
measure intangible and qualitative project outcomes impacting on a range of stakeholders and
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the community, and these qualitative characteristics are especially useful when CBT is
difficult to measure reliably due to the environmental setting (Chen, 2008).
The findings supporting differences in sophisticated CBS due to NC and context offer
support for the establishment of an historical and contextual basis for cultural differences
employed in this study. Previously large bodies of management accounting research utilised
broad values-based cultural dimensions based on Hofstede (1980) and Hofstede and Bond
(1989). Hofstede values-based cultural dimensions included individualism, power distance,
uncertainty avoidance, masculinity and long-term orientation. These Hofstede-based NC
dimensions provided ground breaking, but often conflicting results due to the broad and
limited conception of NC. Commentators of NC research have long stated consideration of
historical and contextual underpinnings of NC is important to establish a solid rationale for
NC differences (Child, 1981; Bhimani, 1999; Harrison and McKinnon, 2007; BaskervilleMorley, 2005). The findings reported in this thesis are informed by methodological
improvements championed by Patel (2004) and Heidhues and Patel (2011) focusing on
historical, legal, political, social and environmental underpinnings and provide promising
support for a way forward for NC research. The incorporation of national context helps
develop rationales for national differences in management accounting between countries
(Jansen, et al., 2009), often build upon, rather than casting aside cultural values espoused by
Hofstede (Carr & Tompkins, 1998; Jansen et al., 2009).
Control variables and sophisticated capital budgeting systems
On average, higher PEU was found significantly associated with the use of more
sophisticated CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI for firms in the Indonesian sample. This was not the
case for Australian firms and for the overall sample. The finding in case of Indonesia was
broadly consistent with other studies in management accounting identifying that management
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information (Chong & Chong, 1997) budgeting practices (Govindarajan, 1986) and
performance evaluation style (Moores & Sharma, 1998) are tailored to cater for higher PEU.
Higher PEU due to socioeconomic uncertainty and financial uncertainty have also been
associated with use of more sophisticated RMT (Ho & Pike, 1998; Verbeeten, 2006), but
sophisticated CBT was previously found to prove only effective in more certain environments
(Haka, 1987).
On average, larger firms used significantly more sophisticated CBT and CBP in Australia,
while smaller firms, on average, used significantly more sophisticated CBT, CBP and NFI in
Indonesia. The Australian findings are consistent with prior studies investigating
sophisticated CBT (Chen, 2008; Kim, 1982), RMT (Verbeeten, 2006, Pike, 1984) and
broader sophisticated management accounting practices (Chenhall, 2006). The Indonesian
findings for CBT and CBP are intriguing and contrary to expectations. This finding, however,
is not necessarily indicative of higher FFP for these companies. Smaller Indonesian firms
using more sophisticated NFI is an interesting finding and consistent with management
accounting studies finding small firms use qualitative information and controls more
extensively. These management accounting studies have found larger firms are more likely to
use formal accounting information, and smaller firms rely more on flexible, organic and
qualitative controls, rather than formal controls (Reid & Smith, 2000; Chenhall, 2006). Next
discussion of results will focus on relationships between sophisticated CBS, NC and FFP.

6.4.2 Relationships between national culture, categories of sophisticated

capital budgeting systems and firm financial performance
Discussion in this section considers the relationship between NC, categories of sophisticated
CBS and FFP where categories of sophisticated CBS was analysed in the final regression
model included CBP and NFI The hypotheses and conclusions are summarised in table 6.28
below.
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Table 6.28 Findings for hypotheses on relationship between NC, categories of
sophisticated CBS and FFP
Hypothesis a

Conclusion

H3 (c): An interaction between NC and use of sophisticated CBP will result in
higher FFP
H3 (d): An interaction between NC and use of sophisticated NFI will result in
higher FFP

Rejected
Rejected

a

Note: H3 (a) and H3 (b) variables were dropped from analysis on advice from statistical
consultant
Contingency theory posits that the optimal design of management accounting systems is
contingent on the setting of the firm. H3 (c) and H3 (d) predicted that an interaction effect
between sophisticated CBP and NFI respectively with NC would have a significant positive
relationship with FFP. Interactions for these two categories of CBS with NC were not
significant, so these hypotheses were rejected. The remaining two hypotheses were not tested
due to sample size limitations as identified in section 6.3.2. Even though support was
previously found in this chapter for significant differences in the use of all sophisticated
categories of CBS between Indonesia and Australia, the interaction between sophisticated
CBP and NFI with NATION were not found to be significantly related to FFP.
Significant performance effects were found for the two categories of sophisticated CBS
included in the final regression model and for the NATION variable impacting on FFP. A
significant positive effect for sophisticated CBP on FFP in the combined sample was found
both before and after controls were added to the regression analysis, though CBP did not
retain significance when interaction terms were added to the regression model. A significant
negative performance effect for NFI on FFP was found in the overall model and for the
Australian sample. Finally, Indonesian firms were more profitable than Australian firms after
consideration of sophisticated categories of CBS included in the model and control variables.
The significant finding of a performance effect for sophisticated CBP with FFP represented
new findings. Prior studies have identified some individual CBP items improve FFP. These
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CBP items include rewards linked to project outcomes, post investment audits and formal
processes. A seminal study by Larcker (1983) found the use of financial rewards attached to
long run capital investment project outcomes improved market-based FFP. Chenhall &
Morris (1993) found post investment audits improve learning surrounding capital investment
projects, while learning from post investment audits in turn improves FFP. Dibrell et al.
(2014) more broadly found formal strategic planning processes improved FFP. Sophisticated
CBP are also formal processes and CBS are also incorporated into strategic planning
processes (Carr & Tompkins., 1998).
The performance effects of utilising CBP are also highlighted in escalation of commitment
studies. Escalating behaviour is a behavioural bias resulting in the continuation of activities
including project investment decisions, regardless of contrary financial evidence supporting
project termination. Prior experimental research highlighted several CBP useful in mitigating
escalating behaviours including specification of expenditure limits (Tegar, 1980), formal
specification of decision-making steps (Cheng et al., 2003), using group-based decisionmaking (Whyte, 1991) and providing feedback to management on project outcomes (Ghosh,
1997). Mitigating escalating behaviours using CBP would ultimately improve FFP as noneconomic projects are terminated, saving firms from experiencing the financial effects of
continued future project losses.
The significant negative performance effect for NFI with FFP was interesting and contrary to
prior research in CBS (Carr & Tomkins, 1996; Carr & Tomkins, 1998). These earlier CBS
studies focused only on strategic NFI and focused on the motor vehicle components industry.
Broader studies on impact of NFI performance indicators on FFP emphasise that NFI must be
linked to sources of competitive advantage and not all types of NFI may translate into
economic performance (Alkaraan & Northcott, 2006; Ittner, 2008; Ittner & Larcker, 2008).
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The link between NFI and FFP is complex and dependent on many factors including: the type
of NFI, the reliability of the NFI; and the time lag between collection of NFI and realisation
of NFI in accounting or market-based measures of FFP (Ittner & Larcker, 2008; Wyatt,
2008).
Previous studies have identified links to FFP for many of the types of publicly available NFI.
These types of publicly available NFI are similar to the types of NFI incorporated into the
sophisticated NFI measure used in this study including: customer information, strategic and
competitiveness information, employment information, synergies and quality information
(Banker et al., 2000; Nagar & Rajan, 2001; Abernathy et al., 2005; Wyatt, 2008; Ittner &
Larcker, 2008).
Other types of NFI incorporated into the sophisticated NFI metric may have different and
longer term relationships to FFP. For example the financial benefits from sustainable
practices may not be realised in the short term, but instead have more intangible and longer
term financial implications realised through improvements in reputation, better stakeholder
relationships and lower costs of capital (Attig et al., 2013). For example, in the qualitative
interviews during Phase One of this research, social and community information was
considered of utmost importance by one firm due to past mistakes made. During a past
project investment, the firm had failed to consider the community impact of their new project.
The new project was planned to be built close to a local temple and religious community.
Community backlash over the siting of the project meant that many of the project details
were required to be completely reconsidered, resulting in substantial project delays, financial
losses and impacts on firm reputation:
So we referred to that project as being a reminder to us of when we come into an area and
plan to undertake a project we have to consider the community around the area. If you know
where our project is, it is near by a very sacred temple, so there are some religious and
cultural issues that have to be considered (IND8).
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Political and regulatory NFI may also have substantial long-term impacts on project
outcomes. Insufficient consideration of national and local government political information
and associated impact on government regulations were identified as having substantial
financial impacts on projects by several firms during qualitative interviews. Managers often
collected regulatory and political NFI to assess adverse changes in regulations. Changes in
regulation identified during Phase One qualitative interviews were vast in their potential
impact on FFP. Finance managers specified adverse regulatory impacts on: potential project
revenue generation; taxes paid; restrictions and limitations of project operations; changes
favouring either local or foreign firms resulting in firm restructure or exit from industries. For
example one finance manager stressed that a change in regulation may reduce up to 40% of
revenues generated from projects in one area of their business:
From 2000 to 2008 the [state] government put in something like 40 different regulatory
measures, designed to reduce revenue in [our niche]. So public policy overlay again is
probably your biggest risk. It’s probably that public policy overlay and its impact on your
revenue that is probably your biggest risk element that you are [in our niche] (AUS2).
Overall, the significant findings support a positive impact for sophisticated CBP and negative
impact for sophisticated NFI on FFP highlight the weakness of utilising a single DCBSS
variable in prior studies (Pike, 1984, Farragher et al., 2001; Axelsson et al., 2003). Prior
studies using DCBSS obtained mixed results, especially where NFI was included in the
metrics (Farragher et al., 2001; Axelsson et al., 2003).
Control variables and categories of sophisticated CBS, NC and FFP
Neither LOGSIZE, nor PEU had a significant effect on FFP in Indonesia, Australia or the
overall model. The findings for firm size were also not consistent with prior research on CBS.
Larger firms were previously found to use more sophisticated CBS (Pike, 1984; Pike, 1988;
Farragher et al., 2001; Axelsson et al., 2003), though only Pike (1984) found larger firms
using CBS performed better. The findings for PEU were not inconsistent with prior studies.
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Higher PEU had only previously been identified as limiting the effectiveness of sophisticated
CBT (Haka, 1987). The small final sample size in this study may have impacted on the ability
to find an effect for LOGSIZE or PEU. In the next section robustness results are discussed.

6.5 Robustness tests
Expanded versions of regression models were analysed to determine whether the conclusions
made about hypotheses were an artefact of differences in any of the demographic variables
between the Australian and Indonesian samples. Recall the demographic information was
described in section 6.2.2. The expanded multiple regression models are presented below:
DCBSS = ∝ + 𝛽1 𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝛽2 𝐿𝑂𝐺𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 + 𝛽3 𝑃𝐸𝑈 + 𝛽𝑘 𝑋𝑘 + 𝜀
FFP = ∝ + 𝛽1 𝐶𝐵𝑃 + 𝛽2 𝑁𝐹𝐼 + 𝛽3 𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝛽4 𝐿𝑂𝐺𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 + 𝛽5 𝑃𝐸𝑈 + 𝛽𝑘 𝑋𝑘 + 𝜀
Where:𝛽𝑘 𝑋𝑘 is the kth demographic or industry variable
Demographic variables were entered individually into the regression models due to sample
size limitations. The results of the robustness tests are similar to the primary results presented
above and findings remained significant for all of the hypotheses. Only one of the
demographic variables was a significant predictor in any of the regression models. This
variable also improved overall explained variance in this model. These results are presented
in the sections below and have been organised by hypothesis.

6.5.1 Robustness tests for differences in sophisticated capital budgeting
systems between Indonesia and Australia
Findings from robustness tests supported H2(a), H2(b), H2(c) and H2(d). These results were
similar to the primary results and were not impacted by inclusion of demographic variables
when entered individually into the regression models. As can be seen in Table 6.29 below
TERT_ED (years of tertiary education) was a significant predictor for the sophisticated CBT
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category of CBS with finance managers of firms with higher years of tertiary education using
on average significantly more sophisticated CBT (β = 2.86, ρ = 0.015).
Table 6.29 Multiple-regression analysis for CBT category of sophisticated capital
budgeting systems in Australia and Indonesia with significant demographic variables
Panel A: Australia
Β

BCa 95% confidence interval
Sig (2-tailed)
Lower
Upper

Std
error
Constant
-16.07
15.30 0.321
LOGSIZE
2.48
0.60 0.002***
PEU
1.10
3.58 0.763
TERT ED
1.40
1.65 0.280
2
Note N = 31, R = 38.6%, F = 5.449 ρ = 0.005***
Panel B: Indonesia
Constant
11.15
18.28 0.551
LOGSIZE
-1.63
0.84 0.053*
PEU
8.93
3.25 0.009***
TERT ED
1.64
2.33 0.503
Note N = 22, R2 = 34.6%, F = 3.179 ρ = 0.049**
Panel C: Overall
Constant
-9.07
12.72 0.482
NATION
5.94
2.77 0.034**
LOGSIZE
0.62
0.63 0.323
PEU
3.59
3.08 0.231
TERT ED
2.86
1.12 0.015**

-44.95
1.33
-5.96
-2.33

22.81
3.60
6.63
3.22

-32.39
-3.22
-2.51
-3.41

50.02
0.16
14.01
5.96

-32.85
0.53
-0.46
-2.92
-0.03

21.61
10.99
1.71
9.16
4.38

Note N = 53, R2 = 28.9%, F = 4.778 ρ = 0.003***
Note: 2 tailed significance at * ρ = 0.1; ** ρ = 0.05; and *** ρ = 0.01
Variables: CBT (DCBSS score for capital budgeting techniques); NATION (0=Australia, 1=Indonesia);
LOGSIZE (log of market capitalisation); PEU (perceived environmental uncertainty); TERT ED (Years of
tertiary education); TELECOM (Telecommunications industry)

Source: prepared by author
Next robustness tests are discussed for relationships between categories of CBS, NC and
FFP.

6.5.2 Robustness tests for relationship between categories of sophisticated
capital budgeting systems, national culture and firm financial performance
Findings from robustness tests were consistent with primary results for H3(c) and H3(d).
There was a consistent lack of support for these hypotheses when the demographic variables
were individually entered into the regression models. The next section chapter concludes the
chapter.
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6.6 Summary of results
This chapter presented quantitative findings and discussion for the CBS survey conducted in
Australia and Indonesia. In conclusion these findings offer support for a contingent
relationship between sophisticated CBS design and NC with Indonesian firms using more
sophisticated CBS than Australian firms. These findings were predicted using contingency
theory based on differences in national context between Australia and Indonesia. Significant
differences in sophisticated CBS between Australia and Indonesia were evident for all
categories of CBS including CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI.
Findings did not support a contingent relationship between categories of sophisticated CBS,
NC and FFP. Evidence did support a positive performance impact of sophisticated CBP on
FFP overall, and a negative performance impact of sophisticated NFI in Australia and overall.
Furthermore, Indonesian companies were more profitable than Australian companies.
These findings make a significant contribution to a contingency framework for NC. The
contingency framework posits that the optimal design of a management accounting system is
contingent on the setting of the firm. This study used a two-phase mixed methods study to
first ground the categories of CBS used by firms in their country settings and identify themes
for CBS use. An analysis of NC settings including historical, political, legal, and social
context in Australia and Indonesia was also conducted to build theory for differences in
sophisticated CBS between Indonesia and Australia. In the next chapter conclusions for the
thesis are presented.
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7.1 Overview
The aim of this thesis was to investigate relationships between capital budgeting systems
(CBS), national culture (NC) and firm financial performance (FFP). Firstly, an overview of
Indonesian and Australian economies was provided in order to develop an understanding of
the NC and national differences in this context for both countries underpinning this research.
Next, a review of literature was conducted to provide a review of relevant theory and
empirical work that underpin the current study. It helped identify the research gap and the
research questions and hypotheses were developed there from. After this a methodological
rationale for using a mixed methods research design was justified and delineated. Thereafter
findings for each phase of the mixed methods research design was analysed and presented. In
section 7.2, research conclusions are summarised. In section 7.3, contributions to theory and
practice are provided. In section 7.4, limitations of this study and directions for future
research are identified. Finally, in section 7.5 a concluding summary is presented.

7.2 Research conclusions
In the sections below conclusions for research questions and hypotheses are summarised. In
the first section conclusions on the various CBS used by project managers is summarised,
followed by differences in use of sophisticated CBS in Australia and Indonesia. Finally
conclusions about the relationship between NC, CBS and FFP are provided.

7.2.1 Research question 1: What are the perceptions of managers on various
capital budgeting systems used to make project investment decisions in
Australia and Indonesia?
Types of CBS emerging from fourteen qualitative interviews with finance managers in
Australia and Indonesia are recorded in the table below. There are four categories and twenty
nine sub-categories of CBS used in making project investment decisions. The four sub344

categories of CBS were CBT (capital budgeting techniques), RMT (risk management
techniques), CBP (capital budgeting procedures) and NFI (non-financial information). The
subcategories of CBS emerging from interviews are also listed in the Table 7.1.
Table 7.1 Types of CBS used by interviewees in making project investment decisions in
Australia and Indonesia
CBS
category
Capital
budgeting
techniques
(CBT)
Risk
management
technique
(RMT)

1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Capital
1.
budgeting
2.
procedures
3.
(CBP)
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Non-financial 1.
information
(NFI)
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

CBS subcategories

Australia

Payback period
Return on investment (ROI)
Net present value (NPV)
Internal rate of return (IRR)
Real options
Scenario analysis
Sensitivity analysis
Adjusting cash flows to manage risk
Adjusting discount rate to manage risk
Simulations
Idea generation
Preparation of business case
Project approval
Project monitoring
Post implementation review
Expert and consulting advice
Annual capital plan
Formal committees
Rewards linked to project results
Consider project alternatives
Strategy & competitiveness
information
Customer information
Employee information
Supplier & raw materials information
Social & community information
Quality information
Politics & regulatory information
Environment information
Synergies information

Indonesia

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Difference

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

As can be seen from Table 7.1, the subcategories of CBS used by interviewees in making
project investment decisions were mostly similar in both Australia and Indonesia, though a
few differences as indicated in the last column can be seen. In summary:


Four subcategories of CBT were utilised by interview participants. All CBT subcategories
were identified in both countries. The subcategories of CBT were all considered
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important in making project investment decisions, including payback period, ROI, IRR
and NPV. In practice different CBT were used by each firm with more naïve CBT being
the most commonly used subcategories (i.e. payback period and ROI).


Six subcategories of RMT were used by participants including real options, scenario
analysis, sensitivity analysis, adjusting cash flows to manage risk, adjusting the discount
rate to manage risk, and simulations. Not all interview participants used RMT, differences
were observed across firms and different subcategories of RMT were used by interview
participants in Australia and Indonesia, with Indonesian interviewees using more
sophisticated RMT (Real options and simulations), but Australian interviewees using a
greater variety of RMT.



Ten subcategories of CBP were used by interviewees including formal project investment
decision steps, and other supporting CBP. Differences in CBP across firms were
identified, but similar types of CBP were used in both Australia and Indonesia. Formal
project investment decision-making steps included idea generation, preparation of
business case, project approval, project monitoring, and post implementation review.
Other supporting CBP included expert and consulting advice, preparation of an annual
capital plan, utilisation of formal committees, rewards linked to project results and
consideration of project alternatives. A qualitative difference in the use of committees by
interviewees between Australia and Indonesia was evident, with Indonesian interviewees
describing committee approaches designed to achieve unity and consensus through
discussion.



Nine broad subcategories of NFI were used by interviewees in Australia and Indonesia
including: strategic and competitiveness information, customer information, employee
information, supplier and raw materials information, social and community information,
quality information, politics and regulatory information, environment information and
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synergy information. Similar subcategories of NFI were identified by interview
participants from both Australia and Indonesia.
For each of these sub-categories of CBS rich text responses were recorded within national
and environmental settings in which the respondents operated. Management perceived that
the following company context impacted on CBS design:


environmental uncertainty



project complexity



Industry type and



Firm size.

Management perceived that the selection and use of subcategories of CBS may be used to
cater for perceived environmental uncertainty in making project investment decisions.
Analysis of qualitative interviews also supported higher levels of perceived environmental
uncertainty in Indonesia than Australia, highlighting the potential importance of NC in
understanding CBS use.
Management also perceived that project complexity drove the sophistication of CBS design.
Project complexity was found to vary randomly amongst projects due to the novelty or
strategic considerations of the project, rather than due to the size or type of project investment
decision.
Analysis of qualitative interviews supported that both the sophistication and number of
subcategories of CBS employed by firms may differ between some industry groups. This
preliminary evidence supported limiting respondents to non-financial firms and incorporating
a GICS industry measure when designing the phase two survey instrument. Analysis of
interviews also supported that larger firms may employ more formal and sophisticated CBS
than smaller firms.
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Chapter Five presents qualitative analysis of CBS including details of CBS decision-making
models for firms in their unique environmental setting. The exploratory findings summarised
in this section addressed research question 1. Phase One findings also informed the design of
the Phase Two survey instrument. The Phase Two survey instrument was used to address
research questions 2 and 3. A summary of findings for research question 2 is presented next.

7.2.2 Research question 2: Is there a significant difference in the use of
sophisticated capital budgeting systems between Indonesia and Australia?
Table 7.2 summarises research question 2, related hypotheses and findings for differences
due to NC in the use of sophisticated CBS in Australia and Indonesia.
After analysing Phase One, exploratory, qualitative interviews and reviewing historical,
political, legal, economic, accounting and social underpinnings of NC in Indonesia and
Australia, it was thought that Indonesian firms may utilise more sophisticated categories of
CBS consistent with contingency theory. More sophisticated CBS may be suited to the
Indonesian setting for a number of reasons including:


Higher environmental uncertainty in Indonesia, than Australia due to historical, political,
legal, economic and social differences between these countries.



Indonesia has the largest Muslim population in the world and sharia-based governance
rules in Indonesia influence risky transactions (NCCG, 2006; Sakai, 2010; Prihatiningtias,
2012).



Indonesian culture encourages team-based discussion and consensus in decision-making,
humanitarianism, national unity, and social justice. These concepts were highlighted
during qualitative interviews and are currently embraced in the Indonesian constitution
through the Pancasila, communicated in school education curriculum and were legally
required to be formally incorporated into all organisational constitutions until recently.
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In contrast Australian culture emphasise individual achievement and shorter term
outcomes, in a more open economy, experiencing lower levels of environmental
uncertainty.

Table 7.2 Summary of Findings addressing research question 2
Research Question
RQ2(a) Is there a significant
difference in the use of
sophisticated CBT between
Indonesia and Australia?

Hypotheses
H2 (a): Indonesian firms will
use more sophisticated CBT
than Australian firms due to
NC differences.

RQ2 (b) Is there a
significant difference in the
use of sophisticated RMT
between
Indonesia
and
Australia?
RQ2 (c) Is there a significant
difference in the use of
sophisticated CBP between
Indonesia and Australia?

H2 (b): Indonesian firms
will use more sophisticated
RMT than Australian firms
due to NC differences.

RQ2 (d) Is there a
significant difference in the
use of sophisticated NFI
between
Indonesia
and
Australia?

H2 (d): Indonesian firms
will use more sophisticated
NFI than Australian firms
due to NC differences.

H2 (c): Indonesian firms will
use more sophisticated CBP
than Australian firms due to
NC differences.

Decision / Findings
Decision: Not rejected.
Findings: Indonesian firms
used significantly more
sophisticated CBT than
Australian firms.
Decision: Not rejected.
Findings: Indonesian firms
used significantly more
sophisticated RMT than
Australian firms.
Decision: Not rejected.
Findings: Indonesian firms
used significantly more
sophisticated CBP than
Australian firms.
Decision: Not rejected.
Findings: Indonesian firms
used significantly more
sophisticated
NFI
than
Australian firms.

Discussions with interviewees identified possible reasons for using more sophisticated CBS
in the Indonesian setting. Sophisticated CBT provide a more thorough project evaluation,
considering long-term outcomes. Sophisticated RMT provide a more thorough and
considered analysis of uncertainty associated with projects. Sophisticated CBP provide
formal procedures for each stage of project evaluation and monitoring. CBP often incorporate
teamwork and provide formal processes to facilitate minimisation of project uncertainty.
Sophisticated NFI incorporate qualitative and intangible outcomes for a range of
stakeholders. NFI provides additional information difficult to quantify into financial metrics
facilitating reduced uncertainty in project decision-making.
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Findings for all four categories of CBS did not reject hypotheses addressing research question
2. Indonesian firms due to NC utilised more sophisticated CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI than
Australian firms. These findings support a national best-fit CBS consistent with contingency
theory propositions. A summary of findings for research question three is presented next.

7.2.3 Research question 3: What is the relationship between capital
budgeting systems, national culture and firm financial performance?
Table 7.3 summarises research question three, hypotheses and findings for the relationship
between sophisticated CBS, NC and FFP.
Table 7.3 Summary of Findings addressing research question 3
Research Question
Hypotheses
RQ3: What is the H3 (c): An interaction
relationship between between NC and use of
NC, CBS and FFP?a sophisticated CBP will
result in higher FFP

H3 (d): An interaction
between NC and use of
sophisticated NFI will
result in higher FFP

Decision / Findings
Decision: Rejected.
Findings: No support was found for an interaction
between NC and sophisticated CBP.
Sophisticated CBP was significantly related to
FFP in the overall model both before and after
inclusion of control variables
Decision: Rejected.
Findings: No support was found for an interaction
between NC and sophisticated NFI.
Sophisticated NFI was significantly, negatively
related to FFP in Australia and overall both before
and after inclusion of control variables.

a

Note: H3 (a) and H3 (b) hypotheses were dropped from analysis on advice from statistical
consultant (refer to Chapter Six for further details)
Findings addressing research question 3 did not support an interaction between NC and
categories of CBS impacted on FFP. Even though findings addressing research question 2
supported significant national differences in use of all categories of sophisticated CBS
between Australia and Indonesia, these national differences did not interact with CBS to
result in higher FFP. Secondary findings did support significant performance effects for two
categories of sophisticated CBS with FFP overall including CBP and NFI. These significant
performance effects are discussed below.
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Firstly support was found for a positive performance effect between sophisticated CBP and
FFP overall. Overall firms using more sophisticated CBP were associated with higher FFP as
measured by ROI. These findings controlled for differences in firm size and perceived
environmental uncertainty. The significant finding of a positive performance effect for
sophisticated CBP with FFP is consistent with prior research (Larcker, 1983; Chenhall &
Morris, 1993). Next, research conclusions for the performance effect of NFI with FFP are
discussed.
Interestingly a significant negative performance effect was found for firms using more
sophisticated NFI. This negative performance effect between NFI and FFP was significant in
the Australian and the overall sample both before and after controls for firm size; perceived
environmental uncertainty and demographic differences were incorporated into models.
Several reasons may underlie this finding including the importance of linking types of NFI
used in project investment decision-making to sources of competitive advantage and
economic outcomes (Ittner, 2008). The complexity of the relationship between NFI and FFP
may also confound results (Wyatt, 2008). Further social, environmental and sustainable
rationales may drive management to use NFI in making project investment decisions (Attig et
al., 2013). In the next section, findings from each phase of the mixed methods research
design are discussed.

7.2.4 Qualitative and quantitative findings: similarities and differences
The sequential mixed methods research design employed in this study avoided data
integration issues from completely mixing qualitative and quantitative research findings. The
quantitative findings were, however, largely supportive of exploratory qualitative findings.
While similar types of CBS were identified in Australia and Indonesia, listed nonfinancial
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firms from Indonesia used more sophisticated CBS than Australian firms due to differences
in NC. Next discussion focuses on the contributions of the study.

7.3 Contributions to theory and practice
The findings in this study support that Indonesian firms use more sophisticated categories of
CBS than Australian firms due to differences in NC. Sophisticated CBP was found to be
associated with higher FFP overall, while sophisticated NFI was associated with lower FFP
overall. These findings are believed to contribute to both theory and practice. The following
sections discuss each of these contributions.

7.3.1 Contributions to theory
This study offers theoretical contributions to research on CBS and contingency theory. The
focus of this study was the relationship between CBS, NC and FFP. According to
contingency theory, CBS is not universally appropriate, but instead tailored to the
environment in which the firm is operating (Chenhall, 2006; Chen, 2008). Differences in
sophisticated CBS due to the environment in which the firm is operating have been
previously identified for perceived environmental uncertainty (Haka, 1987; Verbeeten, 2006)
and for firm size (Farragher et al., 2001). Firms facing higher environmental uncertainty are
more likely to adopt more sophisticated RMT (Verbeeten, 2006), but less sophisticated CBT
(Haka, 1987). Larger firms are also more likely to adopt more sophisticated CBS (Kim, 1982;
Verbeeten, 2006; Alkaraan & Northcott, 2013). More recently studies have begun
investigating differences in CBS due to NC, but these studies had methodological issues and
establishing contextual rationales for national differences in CBS provides a forward step for
this research area (Harrison & McKinnon, 2006; Carr et al., 2010). Contributions to theory
offered from this study are discussed by research question in the sections below:
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7.3.1.1 Theoretical contributions from addressing research question 1

Several theoretical contributions were provided in addressing research question 1. Firstly,
interviewees highlighted the potential impact of higher perceived environmental uncertainty
on firms using more sophisticated categories of CBS. The link between perceived
environmental uncertainty and sophisticated CBS design is consistent with prior contingency
research (Haka, 1987; Verbeeten, 2006).
A second contribution to theory was the establishment of a possible role of NC in
understanding CBS design. Salient differences in NC identified by interviewees included
differences in national levels of environmental uncertainty and Pancasila principles
incorporated into the Indonesian constitution. Higher environmental uncertainty identified by
interviewees in Indonesia and lower environmental uncertainty in Australia was one source
national difference interviewees thought impacted on sophisticated CBS design. Interviewees
from Indonesia perceived that the reasons for high levels uncertainty were due to volatility in
economic, regulatory and political conditions. Another source of national difference thought
to impact on CBS design was the Indonesian Pancasila principle of achieving consensus and
unity through discussion.
7.3.1.2 Theoretical contributions from addressing research question 2

Theoretical contributions provided in addressing research question 2 included Indonesian
firms use more sophisticated categories of CBS than Australian firms due to differences in
NC which seems to arise from greater environmental uncertainty in Indonesia together with
sharia-based governance rules influencing risky transactions and Pancasila principles of
achieving consensus and unity through discussion. Findings supporting national differences
in use of sophisticated CBS due to NC extended to all four categories of CBS under
investigation including CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI. While national differences in CBS have
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been identified in other studies (Carr & Tompkins, 1996; Carr & Tompkins 1998), this study
extended prior research by linking differences in NC to CBS design.
7.3.1.3 Theoretical contributions from addressing research question 3

Findings addressing research question 3 contributed to theory by rejecting that NC and CBS
interact to improve FFP. Another important research contribution was the impact of two
categories of CBS on FFP overall. Firstly, firms using more sophisticated CBP performed
better than firms using less sophisticated CBP. This finding is consistent with Larcker (1983).
The impact of sophisticated CBP on FFP appears to arise from a more complete consideration
of project outcomes and uncertainties throughout the project investment decision-making
process. Interviewees perceived that using formal processes and decision steps which
comprise sophisticated CBP, offered a more rigorous approach to project decision-making
resulting in better forecasted project outcomes and mitigation of uncertainties.
Another contribution to research was that firms using more sophisticated NFI did not perform
as well as firms utilising less sophisticated NFI. This finding contributed to research on NFI,
underlining the importance of linking NFI to sources of competitive advantage (Ittner, 2008)
and contributing to a better understanding of the complex link between NFI and FFP (Wyatt,
2008). In the next section contributions to practice are discussed.

7.3.2 Contributions to practice
The findings from this study are based on contemporary practice identified by experienced
finance managers in listed firms from Indonesia and Australia. Practical benefits of these
findings include better guidance on choice of CBS for project investment decision-making
especially for firms operating in both of these countries.
Substantial national differences in CBS approaches were found, with more sophisticated CBS
used in Indonesia than Australia for CBT, RMT, CBP and NFI categories of sophisticated
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CBS. Furthermore firms experiencing higher environmental uncertainty, especially in
Indonesia also used more sophisticated CBS. Together these findings support tailoring of
CBS to national and environmental settings. Additionally larger firms, especially in Australia
used more sophisticated CBS. Cost considerations and availability of expertise for smaller
firms may impede using sophisticated CBS.
More sophisticated CBP were found to result in higher FFP overall. These findings provide
evidence advocating use for sophisticated CBP. Extensive use of sophisticated NFI in project
evaluation however, may reduce FFP. While further research is encouraged to establish how
and under what circumstances NFI impact on FFP, finance managers should consider
whether NFI is linked to sources of competitive advantage and economic outcomes if they
wish to select projects designed to enhance FFP. Broader rationale for using NFI including
social and environmental rationales however was beyond the scope of this study, so advice is
not provided for these broader purposes of collecting sophisticated NFI.
This study also provides timely advice for firms taking another look at CBS approaches in the
aftermath of the global financial crisis (GFC). Short termism and management myopia was
touted as major contributor to the GFC (Ariff et al., 2012; Dallas, 2012) so it is salient for
firms to consider findings from this study based on contemporary CBS practice post GFC.
Next limitations of this study are discussed.

7.4 Limitations of the study and implications for future research
In this section limitations of this study are delineated and implications for future research are
discussed.
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7.4.1 Limitations of the study
Limitations of this study include sample size for the Phase Two survey and inferences made
from the results to other samples.
Non-response impacted on the final sample size, and therefore the ability to find smaller
effects in the data. The survey participants were busy senior finance executives in listed firms
and every effort was made to contact, follow up and obtain a completed survey. A higher
response rate was desirable though there was some consolation in response rates obtained
was comparable to prior management accounting studies (Van der Stede et al., 2005).
The study was conducted for listed non-financial firms in Australia and Indonesia during the
recovery period following the GFC. Inferences are not made to other time periods, firms from
other industries or other countries. Firms from other industries were omitted from the survey
design, but industry differences within non-financial firms may also be apparent. Nonfinancial firms in the sample came from six industry groups. The potential for industry
differences were identified in the literature review. Industry differences were controlled for in
the research design for Phase Two, but sample size limitations were not conducive to
inclusion of industry variables in the final quantitative model design. These differences have
potential to impact on some findings in this study.
Alternative research designs may also have been suitable to address research questions
including case study designs or longitudinal research designs. While other research designs
were considered, resource constraints and time limitations were impacting on the choice of
research design for this study.
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7.4.2 Implications for future research
Implications for future research on CBS include potential for: single industry studies in this
area; establishing whether alternative measures of FFP provide stronger relationships to CBS;
exploring alternative outcome measures for CBS; or using alternative research designs.
Single industry studies may provide useful control for industry differences. For example
single industry studies could be conducted for mining or financial firms. Both of these
industries play a prominent role in Australia and Indonesia, while firms operating in these
industries also undertake sizeable and complex project investments.
Benefits from project investments may take a number of years to be realised or be
incorporated into FFP. While findings for this study were promising, measuring FFP using
long-term average to reduce noise in the data or using market-based performance measures
may yield additional insights for relationships between CBS, NC and FFP.
Instead of using FFP, future research could instead utilise alternative outcome measures. It is
likely that firms may collect NFI to facilitate more sustainable firm outcomes. Using
measures of social, environmental or sustainable performance may better capture these
outcomes and provide additional insights beyond the scope of the current study.
Researchers may consider alternative research designs. While the research design used in this
study was useful for theory development and theory testing, alternative approaches including
case research or longitudinal studies may also be suited to investigate CBS issues. For
example case study research may be used to establish rationales for changes in CBS design
from naïve to more sophisticated approaches. Longitudinal studies may be able to identify
changes in CBS over time as firms grow and environmental conditions change. In the next
section a chapter summary is provided.
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7.5 Summary
This chapter presented a summary of findings for this thesis. Practical and theoretical
contributions to the research areas were identified, while limitations of the study and
opportunities for future research were also provided. The research offered in this thesis
provides original evidence supporting a contingency framework for CBS, NC and FFP.
National differences in CBS between Indonesia and Australia due to NC were presented and
relationships between CBS, NC and FFP were delineated.
CBS are vital for firms undertaking successful projects. Projects have sizeable financial and
resource outlays, take many years for benefits to be realised and are imperative for attainment
of goals, revitalisation of expertise, infrastructure, processes, products and services in a
dynamic environment.
This study answered calls to extend research on CBS (Alkaraan & Northcott, 2005),
especially the contingent nature of CBS (Chen, 2008), and rationales for cross-national
differences in CBS (Carr et al., 2010). This investigation utilised new approaches combining
qualitative and quantitative method, while utilising a richer understanding of NC to explore
national differences in management accounting systems (Harrison & McKinnon, 2007;
Heidhues & Patel, 2011). The study opened up new avenues for research in identifying how
CBS may be designed to support differences in NC with the view towards improving FFP. As
such, the researcher believes this research provides a novel contribution to management
accounting knowledge.
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Appendix 4A Semi-structured Interview schedule
1) Can you tell me a bit about your organisation; e.g. how many people are employed; what
are some of their roles; what would be the approximate male/female ratio of employees.
2) Can you describe the main aims that your organisation pursues?
3) What strategies does your company use to achieve these aims?
4) Can you describe to me the steps involved in making project investment decisions?
5) What types of information does each of these steps require in order for you to make these
decisions?
6) How important is each type of information mentioned for making project investment
decisions?
7) Does the workplace culture in the organisation where your work inform your decision
making process; if so in what ways?
8) Is other employees involved in these decision making processes and how does their
involvement operate?
9) Are there different processes involved depending on the size of the project investment
decision? If so can you tell me about these differences
10) Are there different processes involved depending on the type of the project investment
decision? What do these differences involve?
11) Does discussion of project investment decision strategies ever result in different points of
view for achieving investment goals?
12) Does volatility in the market impact on your project investment decision making?
13) What are the types of volatility experienced and are some more common than others?
14) Do various stakeholders exert influence on project investment decision making
processes? (e.g. Shareholders, employees, banks, community groups).
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Demographic Information

1) Gender

Male

Female

2) How long have you worked as a finance manager?
__________________________________
3) How long have you worked as a finance manager in this
organisation?___________________
4) What qualifications and/or training have you had making project investment
decisions?______
5) What is the highest level of education you completed?

High school

Technical college

Master’s Degree

Bachelor Degree

Honours Degree

Doctorate Degree

6) In which country did you complete your
education?____________________________________
7) In what country and state were you born?.....................................

8) With which ethnic group do you identify? Caucasian Australian,
9) Is there a religion with which you identify? If yes, what religion is
it?______________________
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Indonesian,

Other

Appendix 4B Survey Instrument
1. Please select whether your company uses or does not use the following types of capital
budgeting techniques in making capital investment decisions.
Use

Does not use

Return on Investment
Payback period
Net present value
Internal rate of return
Discounted payback period
Other _____________________________________
2. How important is the following types of capital budgeting techniques for making
successful capital investment decisions?
Very
Not at all
Not very
Moderately
important
Extremely
important
important
important
important
Return
on
Investment
Payback period
Net
present
value
Internal rate of
return
Discounted
payback period
3. Please select whether your company uses or does not use the following types of risk
management techniques for making capital investment decisions?
Use
Scenario analysis
Real option and decision tree
Sensitivity analysis
Adjusting the discount rate to allow for risk
Monte Carlo simulations
Probability analysis
Adjusting cash flows to allow risk
Other (please specify) _______________________________________
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Does not use

4. How important is the following types of risk management techniques for making
successful capital investment decisions?
Not at all
Not very
Moderately
Very
Extremely
important important
important
important
important
Scenario analysis
Real option and decision
Sensitivity analysis
Adjusting the discount
rate to allow for risk
Monte Carlo simulations
Probability analysis
Adjusting cash flows to
allow risk
5. Please select whether your company uses or does not use nonfinancial information in the
following areas for making capital investment decisions?
Use

Does not use

Employee information
Environment information
Strategy and competitiveness information
Customer information
Synergies with existing business information
Social and community information
Political and regulatory information
Quality information
Suppliers and raw material information
Other (please specify)________________________________
6. How important is nonfinancial information in the following areas for making successful
capital investment decisions?
Not at all
Not very
Moderately
Very
Extremely
important important
important
important
important
Employee information
Environment
information
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Strategy
and
competitiveness
information
Customer information
Synergies with existing
business information
Social and community
information
Political and regulatory
information
Quality information
Suppliers
and
raw
material information

7. Please select whether your company uses or does not use the following types of activities
for making capital investment decisions
Use

Does not use

Search and screening of project alternatives
Generation and screening of ideas for new project
investments
Obtaining advice from experts and consultants.
Remuneration and rewards for managers is linked to project
outcomes
Formal project approval
Post implementation review
Formal screening and review committees
Preparation of business case
Project monitoring and review
Maintenance of long term capital plan

8. How important are the following types of activities for making successful capital
investment decisions
Not at all
Not very
Moderately
Very
Extremely
important important
important
important
important
Search and screening of
project alternatives
Generation
and
screening of ideas for
new project investments
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Obtaining advice from
experts and consultants
Remuneration
and
rewards for managers is
linked
to
project
outcomes
Formal project approval
Post
implementation
review
Formal screening and
review committees
Preparation of business
case
Project monitoring and
review
Maintenance of long
term capital plan
9. How intense is each of the following in your industry?
Of
Not
negligible
very
Somewhat
Intensity
intense
intense

Very
intense

Extremely
intense

Competition for hiring and
retaining employees
Price competition
Bidding for purchases or raw
material
10. How many new products and/or services have been marketed during the past five years
by your industry?
None

Few

Some

Many

A great many

11. How stable/dynamic is the external environment (economic and technological) facing
your firm?
Very
Very stable
Neither
dynamic
(changing
Somewhat
stable
or Somewhat
(changing
slowly)
stable
dynamic
dynamic
rapidly
Technological
Economic
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12. How would you classify the market activities of your competitors during the past five
years
Becoming
Becoming
Becoming
Becoming more somewhat more neither more nor somewhat less Becoming less
predictable
predictable
less predictable
predictable
predictable

13.During the past five years the tastes and preferences of your customers have become
Neither easier
Much easier to Somewhat easier nor harder to Somewhat
Much harder to
predict
to predict
predict
harder to predict predict

14. During the past five years the legal, political and economic constraints surrounding your
firm have:
Neither
Remained
remained the
Have
Have
Remained about
somewhat the
same nor
proliferated
proliferated
the same
same
proliferated
somewhat
greatly

15. How often do new scientific discoveries emerge in your industry?
Somewhat
Neither seldom
Somewhat
Seldom
seldom
nor frequently
frequently

Frequently

16. How many years’ experience have you had making capital investment decisions?
Less than one year
1 year to 5 years
6 years to 10 years
11 years to 20 years
21 years or more
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17. What is the highest level of education you have completed in finance or accounting?
High School
Technical
Bachelor degree
Master degree
Doctorate degree
Other (please specify) ________________________________
18. Are you male or female?
Male
Female
19. In which country were you born?
Australia
Indonesia
Other (please specify) ______________________
20. In which country did you complete your education?
Australia
Indonesia
Other (please specify) ______________________
21. Do you consider yourself Christian, Jewish, Buddhist, Muslim, Hindu, a follower of some
other religion, or not religious?
Christian
Jewish
Buddhist
Muslim
Hindu
A follower of some other religion
Not religious
Other (please specify) _______________________
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